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THE UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
The United StatesCommisSion on Civil Rights,,created by the'Civil RightS.Aet of

1957, is an independent, bipartisan, agency of the executive branch,of the Federal

I Governme. nt. By the terms of the act, as amended, the Commission is charged with
.,

the following duties pertaining to discrimination or denials of the equal protection

of the laws based on race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, or national origin,or
ra-i-iGn--of-j-u-sticrg_investigo t ion of individuaLdiscriminatory denials. of

the right to -vote; study of legal developments with respect to discrimination or
deh'ials of the equal protection of the law; appraisal of the laws and policies of the

United States with respect to discrimination or denials, of equal protection of the

law; maintenance of a national clearinghouse for information respecting discrimina-

tion or denials of' equAl protection of the law; and investigation of patterns or

practices cif fraud or discrimination in Ole conduct of Federal elections. The

Commission is also required to submit reports to the President and the Congress at

-Man onies-as-the Commission, the Congress, -or-the President shall deem desirable.

THE STATE ADVISORY COMMITTEES .
An Advisory Committee to the United States'Commission on Civil Rights has been

establishe'd in; each of the 50,States and the District of Columbia pursuant to Section

105(c) of the Civil Rights Act of 1-957;as amended. The Advisory Committees are

made up of responsible persons whO serve without compensation,-Their function%

under their mandate from the Commission are to: advis the Commission df

relevant informatioiLsoncerning their respective Stat s on matters, within the

.jurisdictioo. of the Commission; advise' the Com mon on matters of mutual,

concern in the preparation of reports of the Commission to the !resident and the

Congress; receive reports, suggestions,- and recommendations from individuals,

puhlic zind private organizations, and public officials upon matters pertinent to

inquiries conducted hy the State Advisory Committee; initiate and forward,advice

and recommendations to the Cornmission upon matters in 'which the Commission

shall request the arssistance of, the State Advisory Committee; and attend, as

observers, any open hearing or conference Which the CommissiOn may hold within

the State
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This report cpntiñ selected papers,presented at the consultation, "Resource
Development in the Intermountain West' Its Impact on Women and Minorities,"
sponsored by the six State Advisory Committees to the U.& Commission on Civil
Rights in the Rocky Monntain region on November. 2-3, 1978, in Denver,
,Colorado, at the Stapleton Plaza Hotel. The Se six Advisory Committees represent
citizens from North and South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah.

The need for energy by the Nation and the rest of the World has resulted in_plans
.for hundreds of projects in the Intermountain West to develop oil, oil shale, gas,
uraniunN soda ash, at1d other minerals below the earth's sUrface.. Battle lines are
being drawn to fight far the rights to water required in immense quantities to mine,

process, and, transport these substances. Unlike other areas of the country, the
." people "cif. the West are experiencing not only the added burdens of increased

energy costs, bui alio the socioeconomic effects that accompany energy produc-
tion. While it might appear that this production would be a boon .tO the people of
the region, there is goOd reason _to believe that minorities and women are not

' receivifig an equitable share of the benefits and,..iri some areaS, are being adversely

affectei
For some time, the Commission has redeived inquiries and comments concerning

the effect of eneigy development upon the disadvantaged. Native Americans have
expressed considerable concerp OA they receive fair treatment when dealing with

energy development companieS. iecent reportrhave stated that, in some instances,
distributors have paid more to oversieas sellers of energy than when purchasing the

same resources,.from Native Ametteans. 'Indians alto have been concerned that
their water rights, as spelled mit U.S.- Supreme Court's Whuirs decision, are

not abrograted in the4Water-hungry. West. A large influx of non-Indians onto the .
reservatiOns in putsuit 'ofjobs sn4 tesources has already had a profound impact on

Indian culture aintecononly.
/Comments frinn womedPitidinoritieti and tioae on fixed incornei who cannot

obtain emploStment iinfr the 'developing fields contributed to the interest of members

of the six State Advisbt Committees in examining resoured developinent and its

effect upon niinoritieSAnd women; Considerable information on the economic
plight or tqe poor anordisad;iintaged contained in scholarly journals and studies
that are ,c6ticerne4 "with the tociological effects of the Nation's new wave of
energy developMint further,'stimilated the Advisory Committees to explore the
impacts'of resOnice development. The disparate effect Of energy pricing upon the
poor(disproportionately minority) was frequently noted.

Reports;of violen9i towards. ,wonten in boomtowns and inadequate police
response to this violence Additionally motivated the \Advisory Committees to-

,



undertake a consultation that; among otherissues, explored the impact of natural
resourCe development on women. Information that demonstrates an alarming
increase in child abuse and the rate of attempted suicide by women in such
situations gave added impetus to the project.

Staff of the Commission's Rocky Mountain Regional Office conducted research
on natural resource development in the region and contacted over 80 persons
knowledgeable about such development. A number of these persons were invited
to present papers at the consultation, which ineluded panels entitled:

Directions for the Future in Region VIII
Boomtown Sociology
Resource Development: Problems and Opportunities
Energy Development, Energy Policies, and Reservations
Mitigation of Problems for Minorities and WOMCII '
Ways of Participating in the Opportunities
Policy Initiatives for the-Future

What follows is a compilation of some of the papers presented at the 2-day

consultation. The contents of these papers do not necessarily reflect the position or
policies of the Commission or its Advisory Committees. The Advisory Commit-
tees, however, will issue an analytical report on resource development_ and civil

rights issues with a summary of resultant findings and recommendations.

viii
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Resource Developthent In the Intermountain West:
Its Impact on Women anit Minorities
By the Rocky Mouptain Regional Office Staff, U.S. Commission

,Civit Rights

The conventional view of the West is from the East, the direction from which the
viewers approachecht. The Wait should not be lookehn from the outside, but fiom

the center.

K. Ross Toole, The Rape of the Great Plains

6. k

Natural Resources In the Region
The vast stores of natural resourcbs contained in

the States of the Rocky Mountain region (Colorado, .
Montana, North and South, Dakota, Utah, and
Wyoming) have- resulted in plans, for hundreds of
projects to develop oil, oil shale, gas, uranium, soda
ash, and other minerah that lie below the earth's
surface. The U.S. Derailment of the Interior in 1976
cited plans for 45 new, or explored, coal mines in .1

Colorado, 9 in Montana; 9 in-North Dakota, .30 in
Utah, and 33 in Wyoming, with the capacities of 25 .

of these Mines unknown at that time. The anticipated
annual production was to be approximately 276:37

million short tons per year. These plans also includ-
ed projects for utilization Of fossilfuels and nuclear
and hydropower generating station's. Foity-seven of
these projects were to be in ,Colorado, Montana,
North And South Dakota, and Wyoming.'

Energy Crisis and Controversies/
Many people in the affected Rocky Mountain

States fear that the region will become an energy
colony to the rest of the Nation. And as with all
colonies, it might be expectid that people in other
places will tear the benefits while the colonized and
colonists suffer disruption and loss ofcontrol of their
lives. U.S. Energy Secretary James Schlesinger was.

U.S.. Federal Energy Administration, A.Report Regional Profile &may
Impacted Communities Region VIII(Denven Socioeconomic Program Data

Collection Office, July 1977), p. 19.
.4 Kevin Phillips, "The flalkanization of America," Harper's. vol. 256, no.

1536 (May 1979), p. 37. .

quoted In Harper's is having suggested that the
energy crisis might bring about the, "Balkanization"
of America.' The unrest caused by the energy boom
in the Rocky Mpuntain region does, indeed, resem-
ble the Balkan conflict, setting' groups, agencies, and
even regions at odds.

A fact of life is that the people of the West,
especially in the Rocky Mountain region, will
experience both increased energy coits and also the
iocioeconomic impacts inherent in large-scale ener-
gy deVelopment. Ellis Cose, formerly of the Chibago
Sun-7Ynte4 has poInted out that energy development
is dangerous to the poor (disproportionately ,com-
posed of minorities and women) because such
derlopment plepends on higher prices with no
guarantee that'impoverished persons will be able to
sustain the bancial 151irden.' Cose has further
pointed out tlkat energy-related problems of the poor
seem to be coisidered of little hnpostance in formu-
lation of the ation's energy policy. The poor have
been lost sight of as policymakers focus' on 'what
they perceive to be a larger problem.'

A Consultation on Resourcer
Development

A search of the literature concerning resdurce
development in the Rocky Mountain region reveals

Ellis Case, "JCPS Energy Roundtable Discussion," Foam vol. 5, no. 5 .

(May 1977), p. 3.
4 Ibid.
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that, although much thought haS been devoted to
the-impact Of natural :resource ,development on the
environment and on nonnunority persons, compare-
tively little considerationitias been-given to mitiga-
tion, of the potentially adverse cultural and Social
effects, that dEvelopment, may have on the lives of
minorities and women" in the region. Even: less, .

attention has been paid to the need for providing
eqtial opportunities to minorities . aAd women *to
enable them to share in the economic benefits energy
develtminent would, bring. Very little has been done
to assure. that the voices and interests of minorities
and women ;are heard in :places where energy
.policies are Made and proMulgated.

A consultation entitled "Resouthe Development:
in the Intermountain West: Its Inipact' on Women
and -Minorities" and sponsored by the six Advisory

'Committees to the US. Commission On Civil Rights
in the Rocky Mountain region examined issues of

II I I II-I I I S I II

tailings, , and rai4hakle ran4ons yet remain as ,
ghostly -reminders- Y the- f9th4 century-gold- an'cl."-
silver rushes. The 19 Os brought to the We%ri boom
in uranithn, fdllowed more reeently by an influx 'pf
population to newly developed recreadimal facilities
and retirement cOmmunities.

Myths of the old American' West romantically
1-portrayed boomtowns as' open and fthe, with mini-
mal police and cOurt imtection. The view was that,
despite lack Of social controls and sanctions, good
conquered ei/il and justice prevailed. ReCent studies
of boomtrns; howeer, hive sliown that the
romantic , notion of bOomtow,s- is totally faise.5
Energy /hoomtowns in the western, Portions of the .0

States are often Characterized ,'as hghly
undes. able places in which, to live and work. 4
beca#e of the adverse, conditions created by, the. .

rapid growth associated, with resource develop-
II I

persons. These include resource development in the
region during the immediate_ years ahead, the effects
of boomtowns, energy policymaking, energy devel-
opment on Indian reservations, employment, and

-mitigation of problems caused by rapid resource
development.

Demographics of the Rocky Mountain
Region

Table 1 shows that there is-a large concentration
of Native Americans and Hispanics in the coal-
producing States of the Rocky Mountain region._ Of
these, six States, ColoradO has by far the largest total
and minority population (16.8 percent of the- State's
inhabitants), while North Dakota has the smatst
(3.1' percent), Hispanics (6.4 percent) and Native
Americans (1.8 percent) outnumber blacks (1.5
percent) and Asian Americans (0.3 percent), with
the greatest number of fespanics heing in Colorado
(13.0 percent).

Boomtown Problems
As a result of natural resource and energy devel-

opment, the history of the West is replete with
periods of boomtown activity and its concomitant
rapid economic growth. Deserted towns, mine

9 Ronald L. Little, Some Social Consequences of Boomtowns (Logan:
Department of Sociology and the Institute of Social Science Research on
Natural Resources, Utah State University, September 1977), p. I.

John S. Gilmore, "Boom Towns May Hinder Energy Resottrce Develop-
ment," Science, vol. 191 (1976), p. 535.

4
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,A boom community cakbe identifiedhy diumber
of elements, including inCreased econ'emic activity

/and accelerated population growtliorceS ontslde
the Comqiunity; in order to capitalize on the comfit;
nity's Kesources, otter economic inducements for its
growth. Rapid poptilation growth leads to a break-
down in municipal and institutional Services;
quickly hecOme inadequate. Control cif Wen commu-
nities often -appears to be external, witn Manning' /1)
lagging behind the changes that are -taking place.a

boomtowns develop when ihere is: unmanaged
growth as the result of many different _corpopte,
governmental, and individual decisions made inde-
. .

pendently of each other. Such towns can be a major
source oic social- tension in an area or region because,
very often, the original inhabitant's of the community
find themselves in conflict with new people,coming
into the area and are unable to cope with rapidly
changing racial patterns.*

Became of the development of vast resources in
the six States, over 200 towns adjacent to mines and
construction sites in the Rocky Mountain region
have been dramatically affected.1° In addition, due
to automobile transportation that allows workers to
commute to development sites, communities far

Little, Some Social Consequences, p.Q.
Ibid.
Gilmore, "Boom Towns," p. 535.
Charles F. Cortese and Bernie Jones, "The Sociological Analysis of

Boom Towns," Western Sociological Review, vol. 8, no. I (1977), p. I.

15



TABLE 1_

Colorado Total
Asian American
Black
Native American
Hispanic
* Total minorities

Total women

Montana Total
,

'Asian American
Black
Native American
Hispanic

Total miriorities
Total women

North Dakota Total
Asian American
Black
Native American
Hispanic

" Total minorities
Total women

4 South Dakota Total
Asian American
filack
Native American
Hispanic

Total minorities
Total women

Utah Total
....., Asian AmerVan

Black c
Native American
Hispanic

Total minorities
Total women

Wyoming , Total
, Asian American
Black
Native American
Hispanic

Total minorities
Total women,

Population, Rocky MountainfRogion, PAInciritios" and Worn,
t /

tho. oh.-
, ..

Total Population 5,665,580
Asian American 19,251 00.3

Black 81,575 01.5

Native Amerita ' 98,953, 01.8

Hispanic 359,061 06.4

Total minorities 558,840 10.0

Total women 2,714,357 48.8
.

2,207,259
10,388 00.4
66,274 03.0.

8,836 00.4
286467 13.0
371,965 , 16.8

1,106,067 50.1

694,409-
1,099 00.1
1,995 00.2

27,130 03.9
7,771 01.1

37,995 05.4
319,479 46.0

617,716
608 00.0

2,494 00.4
;14,369 023

2,007 00.3
19,478. 03.1

306,152 50.0

665,507
467 00.0

1,627 00.2
32,365 04.8

715 00.1

I 35,174 05.2
335,474 alfr 51.0 ,

1,059,273
6,386 00.6
6,617 s. 00.6

11,273 01.0
43550 04.1
67,826 06.4

481,544 '46.0

332,416 ,

966 00.2
,568 ,

00.7
_,_

4,980 01.0
18,551 05.6
27,065 08.1

165,641 50.0

Source: Data are based on the 1970 census reports from the US. Bureau of the Census and laterCensus reports on special

groups, as well as reports by' other organizations. Percentages computed by the Rocky Mountain Regional Office, U.S. Com-

mission on Civil Rights.
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removed from mines and construction: areas are also
affected by rapid population growth." '

The most visibleimpacts of boomtowns, identified
in study done by Charles F. Cortese and Bernie
Jones, are those made on local governmental institu-,
tioniihat are required to provide basic municipal
services to an exploding poPulation. Such services
include fire and police protection, water supply
sewage systema, and street and road construction
and maintenance. Because of what Cortese and
Jones characterized as quantitatiVe impacts, these
local governments are asked to increase the amount
of services they are already providing and, hence,
put a fmancial strain on the community. However,

problems resulting from these quantitative impacts
are relatively simple to reetifY with good planning
and adequate resources."

More complicated are qualitative impacts that'
, result from local govermients being called upon to.

render the kind of services that have never before
been provided. These Inc ude such services as
planning and zoning, taxation schemes, and sophisti-
cated types of intergovernmental relations. Local
governments laboring wider qualitative impacts are
required to upgrade their governniental skills appre-

. ciably.-a much more difficult task."
When Communities experience a boom, their basic

social structure is profoundly altered. Rapid change'
brings numbers of people into a' community who ,

have lifestyles and values that differ greatly from'
those of the original inhabitants and that may be
viewed as antisocial. 'Crime rates skyrocket, and
incidents of women battering and child abuse,
although not adequately documented, seem to prolifr
erste. Institutions such as schools and churchei and
community organizations are required tb adapt to a
more diverse population. Indjviduals in a boomtown
become more and Anne inaignificant, relationships
increase in complexity, and transactions between
people become formal and contractual. Oldtimers in
a community increasingly experience disassociation
and loss of a sense of community."

Certain aspects of basic changes in boomtown
communities have to do with roles people play in
community institutions. The influx of people into ,a
community requires the creation of new roles, for-
them, more positions within existing roles, differenti,

Ibid:
" Ibid
" Ibid.. p. 7..

' " Ibid., p. S.
" Ibid., p. 9.

' 6
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ation and specialization, and redefinition and re-
placement of old roles." Local boom communities,
because of their new-found cultUral diversitY, seem,'
to become less provincial and isolated. Levels of
professionalism are raised and respect for expertise is
increased. Concepts of centralization and the trend
towards making major suPport services bigger and
better reflect value shifts characteristic of boom-
towns. Local inhabitants are stimulated to make ,
money from new opportunities presented in a bootn
situation, and this has an effect upon their value
systems. Others 'in the community increasingly rely
upon public institutions for a solution to their ,

economic difficulties and social problems. Not only
do the original inhabitants of boom communities
show an increased need for institutions, they also
demand more from these institutions."

All of these changes tend to make boom commu-
nities more complex, and the rapidity of this diversi- ;
fication is astounding. The speed of urbanization,
owever, tends to 'exacerbate the frustrations of

local inhabitants inasmuch as they either are not
equipped lo deal with the changes taking place or
are opposed to what outsiders might ,consider to be
progress. Cortese and Jones argued that communi-
ties should have an opportunity to decide whether
or not they wish to be affeeted by a development
bpoin and that they should be made aware of the
ultimate effeets of that choice.r
, Natural resource development in the West, it its
current acalerated pace, entails an interaction 'of
elements that is pot understood." No one has ygt
described or designed a structure to keep the ,social
problems inherent in boomtowns from disrupting the
community and hamapering the resource develop-
ment projects that spawned them. The central role
of implementing such a structure,, once it is devel-
oped, shoUld be taken by the States in the: Rocky
Mountain West. As 'States are responsible for the
health, safetY, and welfare of their citizens, they will,
no doubt, fihd it necessary ,to design programs to
carry out their responsibilities." As the necessity for
this type of planning increases, the Federal Govern-,
mem may be more inclined to lend support to
solving the social and economic problems caused by
rapid growth in the region. Since .the Federal
Government is initiating change at a rate faster than

" Ibid., p. 10.
" Ibid., p,42.
" Oilmore,'Boom Towns," p. 539.
" Ibid.
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State systems can cope, it is being called upon to
play an essential role in fmancing the public costs of
energy resource development. .Because the Federal
Goveinment has called for an expanded program
within the States, until such time aS the affected
States can devekop systems that will handle groWth

and the, public costs, Federal support will be
required."

Effects of Rising Energy Costs, on
Minorities and Women

Poor woinen, minorities, and ,fixed-income people

(who are also disproportionately minority and fe-
male) fmd themselves affected enormonsly by the
escalation in the costs of energy and the other goods
and services that are energy. related. 'Lenneal Hen-
derson of the political science department of Ho-
ward University has observed 'that minorities and
the poor use less natural gas for heating and cooking,

u-line-for-transportation-Fand-less-electriogy-In-thasa
for lighting &nd appliances than middle- and upper-
income whites. This is believed to _be because
minorities and women have smaller homes, fewer
energy-eonsuming appliances, and fewer automo-
biles." Energy consumption by the poorand minori-

ties is generally essential and basic. Henderson has
further stated that, although the-poor ind minorities
have less income for energy purchases, a larger
proportion of their budgets is spent for energy
iroducts." Because many of these two groups tend

to live on fixed incomes dew uh.oyed, they are
adversely affected by the rising cost of energy.

Of the pooraffected by the Nation's energy crisis,
President Jimmy Carter has said:

No segment of the population should bear an
unfair share of the total burden, and none
should !pap undue bettefits from the nation's
energy problems. Particularly. . .the poor and
those on fixed incomes should be protected
fronrdisproportional adverse effects."

Eddie N. Williams, presigent of the Joint Center for

Political Studies, has asfed several questions about
President Carter's April 197Tenergy proposal to the
Congress and theVation as it affects the poor:

2. Does it cushion the poor from unnebessary
suffering?

3. How much will the plan cost families with
incomes below the povertylevel?"

, Vernon Jordan, president of the National Urban
League, in elucidation of President Carter's plea for e

energy parity for the poor, said:

Black people and poor people have seen their
fuel.costs rise, their jobs endangered, and their
interest ignored. To date, Black people and /

low-income families have been allowed M
participate to the extent of bearing the burdens
of energy prices. It is time now for,those groups
to participate in framing the policies as well, so
that their interests, -their concerns, and their
needs may be honored."

al RiChard PolloCk has
Observed that no group in America' has been more,-
hurt by the energy crisis than poverty-stricken
families. He supported the view that low-incothe
housing lacks insulation and poor households paY &-
greater share of their incomes for energy than do
families at middle- and high-income levels." Hen-
derson, in support of Jordan's statement, called for a '

. more comprehensive assessment of the impact of
energy policies (current and future) upon minorities
and the poor." He pointed out that opportunities for -
addressing energy needs of minority and poor,
citizens are greatest when new energy programs are
being contemplated and initiated as they now are in
the Rocky Mountain region.

1. Is the plan fair to all American citizens?

" Ibid.
" Lenneal Henderson, "Energy Popsy and the Prrr," Fom vol. 5,-no.

(May 1977), p. 4.
" Ibid.
" Eddie N. WiSiams. "Perspective," Focus. vol. 5, np. 5 (May 1977). p. 2.

Employment Issaes
Several years ago, at the 'outset of the energy

crisis, it was generally accepted that the boom
resulting from the develoPment of new natural
resources would bring better paying jobs and more
employment opportunities to a community. Atten-
dant to this prosperity would be a broadened tax
base and economic stimuli that-would benefit boom
communities. In the likock'''Mountaiii 'region today,
howeVer, a spreaditig: (attitude seems ',to be that
uncontrolled 'growth _and:, disrupted' lifestyles may

4

" Ibid.
.

" Richard Pollock, "Black America Speaks Out on Energy,' CMIcal Mass
jounsaL vol. 3, no. 12 (March 1974), p. 13.
Is Ibid.
" Henderson, "Energy Polidy." 0:5);
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not be desirable -even though the employment level
could rise to great heights." Individuals' and groups
throughout the Natibn have called for a recognition
that the increased prosperity caiised by energy
resource development may not be benefiting minori-
ties, women; or the poor.

Even thbugh some proponents of resource devel-'
opment agree that there are favorable aspeets to
such development theY also think that the adverse
effects could be greater than the advantages and that
efforts to mitigate them shoUld be undertaken. Thei
are also calling for greater employment of minorities
and 'Women.

Corporate energy developers are vigorously urg-
ing the expansion of energy pioduction. The Carter
administration has estimated that the new energy
expansion could create from 125,000 to 150,000 new
jobs across the Nation. Energy agendies in the
Federal, State, and local governments, according to
the Carter adminiatration, will create many of the
anticipated positions, while the remainder will result
from conversion to coal, solar, nuclear, anl &Other-
mal energy sources:"

Currently, 'only 6,8 percent of the jobs hi gas and '
electricity production; coat mining; oilL productiOiir
and other energy-related industries throughout the

. Nation are held by minerities." Because Unions
dominate these industries, Henderson wrote that it is
doubtful that job opportunities for minorities and
Women, against whom some unions have traditional-
ly discriminated, will significantly increase." .

Changing lifestylei and work habits of weinen, as
the energy booth creates eionomically attractive
jobs, will shape their attitudei Award .working and
increase their agitation to -pititIcipate in' energy-
relatedjObs:

In the articles about boomtowns, little concern has
been shown about the employment needs of women

\ and the aged inasmuch as employment opportunities
for these two groups have traditionally been ex-
trernely limited." One reason given for lack of
employment for women in the energy industry is iti
heavy emphasis on construction and miningareas
in which women have not -traditionally worked:
This can be changed if energy-related industries
initiate policies favorable .to hiring women. Addi-

al Ibid., p. 5,
" Ibid.
n fbid.

Rotert L. McKeown and Alma Lantz, "Rapid Growth and the Impact
on Quality of Lik in Rural Cunmunities: A Case Studr (paper prepared
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tionally, unless there are basieind rigorous energy-
related government job-training programs and mon-
etary incentives given to industries when hiring
wornen and minorities, success in such employment
trtai be minimal.

Of die participatiodof minorities in the job market
stimulated by the energy boom, former Colorado Lt.
Gov. George Brown, Colorado's first black to hold
that,office, has said:

the.,grepter the American dependency upon
flisficr energy production levels, , the more
j'erdy Blacks are in. For example, who was
laid off in 1973 when the Arab oil embargo
went into effect? It wasn't top management but
those in the lesser-skilledjobs with least seniori- t
tyoften Blacks. Moreover, the technological
advances made possible through increased fuel
consuniption have meant for Blacks fewer jobs,
higher prices, and a higher' level 'of training

'needed for employment"

Robert J. Brown, Under Secrettuy of Labor, speak-
ing specifidally to the problem of Hispanic underem-
ployment in the Rocky Mbuntain region, noted:

,
This energy program of the Carter administra-
tion would create many new jobs associated
with energy conservation and the development
of non-petroleum energy sources. Most of these
would not be new types of jobs requiring new
skills and knowledge of new technologies.
Rather, these jobs would require current skills
for which training is readily available. There
would alto be a number of entry level jobs to go
along with the expansion of skilled employment
opportunities.3'

Ultimately, the question 4s:. will the new . energy
boom create jobs forminorities and women? '

Energy expansion as, a springboard tO economic
groWth, according to some economists and sociolo-
gists, may be an American myth. Two writers for
the Enviromnentalists for Full Employment have
reported that studies have shown that Americans use
as much as two times the energy pee person as do
West Germans, Swedes, and the Swiss. Yet unem-
ployment in West Germany, Sweden, and Switzer-
land is much lowen than in the United States, with

for the Colorado West Regional Mental Health Center and the Denver
Resurch Institute), p, 4.
" Sydney Howe, "Environment: A Major Issue for Minorities," Focus,
vol. 3, no. 6 (June 1977), p. 4.
" Roben J. frown, "Jobs in the carter Energy Program," La Luz
Jenny 1976, p. 7.
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standards of livini in thosecountries comparable to
or higher than those in this country." The Environ-.
mentalists for Full Empioyment, express the view
that, historically, American industry has. sought to
substitute energy for human labor. If such a view is
correct, then minorities and women, in terms of
employment, may not fare well in the newly created
energy market."

Native American Development issues
It is estimated Oat 50 percent of the Nation's

energy resources in .the West are under Indian
lands." In the Rocky Mountain region, Indian land
accounts for 26,000 square miles. The 24 Indian
reservations in the Rocky Mountain region, 10 of

'which* are eaCh larger than Rhode Island, have a
population of 80,000 people and consigt of 13 million'

acres that. contain a large portion of the ,available
enirgY'resourees."

-

Because of these facts, State and-Federal agencies---
are seriously interested in develbpment of energy on
Indian lands. The Council of 'Energy Resource
Tribes (CERT), made tip of 25 Indian tribes repre-
senting one-third of the Nation's Native Americans,
serves as a powerful Indian voice in the Nation's
capital. Since Indians own half of the U.S. uranium
reserves and billions of dollars in other energy
resources, Ed Gabriel, executive director of CERT,
has spoken of Indian people as "energy rich." He
said of the 25 tribes, "You're talking about 250,000
people owning :billions and billions of tons of
uranium, and 4 percent of the oil and gas.""

Although Indian tribes occupy only 4 percent of
the Nation's land, they own half the uranium
reserves, 16 percent of the coal areas, and 4 percent
of the natural gas and oilfields." Beneath six Indian
reservations in Montana and the Dakotts, which are
home for 25,00D Native Americans and encompass
5.6 million acres of trnst land (an 'area larger than
New Jersey), lie billions of tons of coal. On the
Standing Rock Reservation (in both .Dakotas) Coal

reserves are estimated at 100 million tons. The Fort
Berthold Reservation in North Dakota is.reported to
contain from 4 to 20 billion tons of recoverable coil.

The Fort Peck Reservation in Montana is reputed to
have lignite reserves estimated at several billion
tons, and Montana's Northern Cheyenne possess
coal reserves in excess of 5 billion tons."

Resource development on Indian lands, then, is a
key issue in the development of the Nation's energy
resourees. Pertinent to that issue is the nature of the
country's trdst relationship' with Indian tribes (the
legal obligation of the U.S. Goyeinnient to protect
Indian lands, resources, and the right of self-govern-
ment) and the concept of ownership of Indian land.
Senators Warren G. Magnuson and Henry M.
Jackson, Democrats of Washington, are reported to
have complained to Attorney General Griffin Bell
-that the Federal. Government'sadvocacy of Indian
claims to natural resources has centributed to ten-
sions between Indians and other citizens,"

The National Congreas, of American Indians
(,1,1CAD, however, in policy resolutions adopted at
its 3Jrd annuahconvention in October 1976'itated:
"Indian right:81d theiunatural-resources-are-private
rights for the exclusive ustt and benefit of Indians
and are not public rights to be controlled by the
unilateral action of the United States or any of its
officials." NCAI expressed support for policies and
progranis within the Federal dovernment that have
as their purpose: "Protection of natural 'resources
owned by Indians, by fostering development that
Indians expressly desire and by prohibiting develop-

ment that Indians oppose."
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has said of

the Federal Government's Indian trust relationship:

The exact parameters of the relationship
are. . .not entirely clear and perhaps never will
be. One commentator has likened the trust
relationship to tfie.Bil of Rights in the Constitu-
tion. ". .It is evolving, . dynamic doctrine
which has been expanded over the years as
changing times have brought changing is-
sues."

Richard Grossman and Gail lisneker. Guide-to .1o1s aid Energy

(Wuhinvon. D.C.: Environmentalists forFull Employment, 197,7). p. 3.

" Ibid.. p. I.
a Eric Natwig, Mitigating Ades's, Sorioeconomk Imparts of Energy Deed.

opment: Indian Considerations (Denver Research Institute, November

1977). p. 1,
Billings. Montan, Bureau of Indian Affairs in Cotsperation with the

Tribes of the Northern Plains, Indians in the Northern Gnat Plain s p. I.

(hereaftet cited as Indians).
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Because of the trtist relationship, I dian reservations
are sovereign and political entitiek with their own
legal systems and political structuIs. Wayne Du-
pheneaux, former chairman of the eyenne River

" The Denver Pam Sept. 6. 1978.p. 19.
" Ibid.
a Ibid.
" Indians p. 13.
" The Nevi York Times June 6. 1978. p. D-14.

American Indlah loomed vol. 3 no, 1 (January 1977), p.

a Ibid.
" U.S., Commisisoli on Civil Rights, "South Dakota Ind

paper:July 1971), pi. 45-46,
irArinle: War
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Sioux Tribe in South Dakota, said in elucidation of
Indian sovereignty 'and Indian control of natiiral
resourcis: "I foresee a day when the state and the
Indians are going to have to work together, fighting
other states and the federal government. . .""

As an example of the impact of energy develop-
ment upon Indian reservations, it was estimated that
mining operations will bring A large 'number of
managers, workers, and technicians onto the North-
ern Cheyenne Reservation..The Consolidation Coal
Company' indicated to the Northern Cheyenne that a
proposed gasification complex on the reservation
would require 30,000,wOrkers." Shice these empfoy-
eer will have to hve on or_ near reservation land,
c ultUral and social changes will be substantial. Non-
Indian, employees Will require additional housing,
shopping -and recreational' facilities, public services,
roads, and schools."

As on many Indian reservations, it is likely that
the mistoms of the Northern Cheyenne will be
affected by numerically superior outsiders Whci will
undoubtedly bring in different valueslifestyles, and
cultural approaches. Stresses in tribal government
and structure are expected to result." '

In an effort to undermine thesoncept of tribal
ownership of land rich in natural resources, Mem-
bers of Congress as well as State and private citizen
organizations are working to disrupt Native Ameri-
can gains in ownership of natural resources and are
seeking leverage in Congress. Indian tribes . are
inundated by developers with plans far exceeding
the tribee abilities to supply labor Ind capital to
complete them." The result has been an influx of
outilide labor, causing friction between Indians and
non-Indians. In addition to the aforementioned
pressures upon Indian people is the realization by
Indian leaders of the need to develop an economic
base that will continue after energy resourcei have
been depleted.

Water Rights Issues
In the Rocky Mountain region where nearly all

surface water is being used by farmers, ranChers, the
recreation industry, and cities, energY resofirce
developers are in direct competition for use of that
resource. The vast amount of strip mining competes
for use of resources under the land in the region, and

0 American News July 19.19711. p. 7,
Native American Natural Ritources Development Federation. Deekra-,,,

lion of Indian Rights to Me Natural Resources In Me Northens Great Plains
States (1974). p. 20,
Ibid.
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the scarce supply of water adds another dithensinn
to tlfeconflict.

Because the Crow Indian Reservation and the
Northern Cheyenne Reservation, as well as otheriii,.
have large quantities of coal available for strip
mining and vast quantities for deep mining, the role
of Indian water rights in the development, or natural'
resources on and off Indian land needs clarification.
In 1908, the U.S. Supreine Court ruled in Winters v.
United States (207 564,) that the priority' of
Indian water rights was so paramount that they
could only be diminished vOluntarily by the Indians
themselves. Basically, Indian rights to 'control the
ifte of water are superior to all other rights.. Thosb
rights arenot now open to private acquisition under
Federal law. The Jam Cominiftee on, Indian Water
Righta, formed by the National Tribal Chairmen's
'Association and the National Congress of American
,Incfians in October 19770 in,an effort to clarify the
status of Indians' use of water on reservation lands,'

has stated:

. . .Indian nations and tribes have jurisdiction,
as owners of 'the full equitable title to those
lands and rights to the use of water, to control;
administer, and allocate water resources within
their jurisdiction, and the United State, as
trustee, should at all times act to protect those
tribal lights and control. . . ."

In addition to claims by Indians and non-Indiani
on water tor strip mining and deep mini**, water is
also needed to restore coal-deplefed land. Reclama-
tion of lands disturbed through strip mining will
require large quantities of water (at least 10 inches
per year in rainfall), yet many locatiOns of strip
mines have less than this and require irrigation."

Without doubt, use of water for energy develop-
ment in the Rocky Mountain aeon is a serious
issue. It is imperative that Indian tribes and the
Federal Government resolve their differences over
Control of water on and flowing through Indian
lands. Since Indian water rights are immune from
State jurisdiction, only the Federal Government
could compromise Indian rights to water as the
Nation seeks to relieve the energy crisis through
coal production on Indian land.

lbid.
" Nativig, MItigadny p, 2.
" American Indian Journd vol. 4, no, 4 (April 1978), p. 35,
" Jane Weil, "The Impacts of Westart Coal Development," current Focus
(Wallington. D,C.: League of Women Voters Education Fund, 1978), p. 3,
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,Former South Dakota Governor Harvey :Won-

man har spoken of 'the need for the Cheyenne River
Sioux Tribe and non-Indians in his State to ma& on

the water issue:

We face a common challengethe demtuuls for
water both upstream and downstream': If we 1
can join fbrces on this issue, we will be a
powerful force. If we cannot. . .if we do not
hang together, we will surely hang separately."

Appropriati Technological
Alternatives

As stated in the opening pages of this paper,
increasingly over the past years in this country
humanists, scholars, and laymen have vocally ex-
pressed their concern about skyrocketing utility
rates and tlie disparate effect such rates are having
upon the poor and the disadvantaged. The Environ-
mentalists for Full Employment have commented on

this problem:

Energy industries say they must expand for the
sake of the poor and disadvantaged. If energy
industries were truly concerned about these
people, theY would be spending money . to
develop inexpensive, energy-efficient and long-
lasting appliances. Yet. . .the industry spends
eight times as much money on advertising itS it

does on research and development of energy-
efficient consumer goods."

In relationship to utility rates and the energy
industries' concern for the poor, the organization

argued that:

In addition, utilities would not be opposing
affordable, "lifeline" utility rates, and would not
be charging higher rates to the smaller users.
They would not be opposing clean air and clean
water regulations, since foul air and polluted
water affect the poor more than those who can
afford to escape to cleaner'realms. They would
not be fighting commercialization of safer,
cleaner, cheaper solar energy systems and ener-
gy-efficiency techniques (which they usually
fight with rate-payer money). . .They would
not be misleading about where the jobs are."

Even though the energy crisis in this country
affects everyone, it is generally the low-income

" American News, Much 1978. p. 7.

u Grossman and Danekcr, GuIde p. zo.

se Ibid.
" National Center for Appropriate technology. First Annual Ryon 1977.

1978(May 1978). p i (hereafter cited as NCAT).

6, U.S.. Congress, Office of Technology Asesement. Selected Pedyrztl

Progrenu in Appropriate Technolov (September 1978). p. I.
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persons who are in need of assistance. Appropriate
natural resource technology may offer solutions to
the rapidly rising costs of energy, the ever-increas-

' ing shortages of nonrenewable energy sources, and
the Aroblem of providing individuals and co
ties with the means for self-sufficiency an self-

reliance." -

Senator Edward M.'Kennedy, as chairman of the
Technology Asiessment:Board for the Congress, has

said:

I ol I I

The increasing impetus throughout the nation
toward the development of "appropriate tech-
nology" fp aimed at amefiorating some of our
serious and persistent problems. The conserva-
tion of energy and natural resources, environ-
mental protection, economic development for
low income people, and revitalization of indi-
vidual and community enterprises may all be
signirtcantly aided through this approach to the
utilization of technology."

The National Center for Appropriate Technology
(NCAT), located in Butte, Montana; and funded by
the U.S. Community Services Administration, was
organized in 'October 1976 to develop and apply
technologies appropriate to the needs of low-income
communities." The organization's objectives for the

first yetg included lessening the effect of rising
energy and food costs on the poor by rapidly
disseminating simple technologies such as insulation,

solar window heaters, wood stoves, and small
greenhouses."

NCAT stated that much progress has been made
in Montana in response to energy costs and pricing.

For example, the Montana Legislature passed sever-
al bills creating tax incentives for energy conserva-
tion and the establishment of alternative energy

systems." '
The Congressional Black Caucus, commenting

upon the, effect of alternative energy systems upon
the poor, has stated:

an energy policy which will assure the long-
term health of the economy will 'include a
strong emphasis on energy conservation. It is A

fallacy that continued expansion of energy
producing industries and of traditionally waste-
ful 'practices in commercial and industrial oper-

es NCAT.
Ibid.. p. R.

" National Center for Appropriate Technology. Impact cif Enemy Price

Policies on Region VIII (October 1978). p. S.
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ations is the.only way, to assure real economic
growth and expandell employment. Energy
production is a capital intensive enterprise
which employs not only a few workers but even
fewer minority or disadvantaged workers enter-
ing the labor force."

Although the potential of solar energy to make a
major contribution to America's future energy needs
is well recognized, a great deal of controversy still
exists over ita economic feasibility. Supporters of
alternative- energy sources tend to disfavor nuclear
energy development, but favor solar energy. Vernon
Jordan, apprehensive about the development of
nuclear energy, has noted that:

There are. . .serious safety considerations:
there is no known way in which radioactive
nuclear wastes can be safely disposed. This is
not an idle consideration; the health and safety
of the nation are involved."

The Congressional Black Caucus voiced similar
concerns when it announced:

Nuclear energy is low labor intensive and
produces less energy per dollar invested than
any other sources. The development of alterna-
tive energy sources such as energy conservation

" Pollock, "Black America," p. 13.
Ibid.

" IbkL

I(
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and a solar energy industry will provide .more
permanent jobs and will be more environmen-
tally sound than nuclear energy."

Still, the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, while acknowledging the future
benefits of alternative energy technologies such as
solar, wind, and geothermal and of energy conserva-
tion, dismissed them in favor of rapid expansion of
the energy supply by sueh means as light-water
nuclear reactors."

Henderson, in expanding upon the applications of
solar energy to the poor, was in agreement with
NCAT that a national energy policy package should
contain direct i enti to low-income communi-
ties to convert to so ar energy. He said: "Communi-
ty solar energy plants could provide low-cost
energy to the poor, stimulate minority business
involvement in solar heating, and extend minority
community participation in energy decision-mak-
ing."" He concluded by stating that current and
future design and construction of low= and moder-
ate-income housing must reflect energy conserva-
tion. Such design and construction would include
simple technologies such as weatherization and basic
solar heating.°

Ibid.
" Henderson, "Energy Policy." p. 3,
" Ibid.
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Overview of the Boomtówn Phenom@non and its
Effect on Women and Minorities

By Donna C. Davidson*

The development of the energy resources of ale
Rocky Mountain region is taking place at a ,rapid
rate to meet demands for future energy needs. Coal
mines, uranium mines and mills, electric power-

_ plants, oil shale plants, and other energy production
projects are/springing up in the Rocky Mountain
region in a modern-day version of the gold rush.
This has caused many small towns and rural areas to

have population growth rates ranging from 10 to 15

percent per year to a doubling , or tripling of
population within a single year. There are some 20

to 30 communities in the Rocky Mountain region
that presently have high enotth growth ratet to be
called "boomtowns." Within the next 5 years it is
anticipated that many more conimunities will experi-

ence boom-type growth.
A 1975 study(1) by the Federal Government of

the six States. in Region VIII fonnd that 131

communities were expecting to be impacted. Of
these, 38 percent had less than 500 population, 51
percent had from Soo to 5,000 population, and only

11 percent were over 5,000in population. Of the 131

communities, 45 percent had less than 1,500 popula-

don and were inore than 100 miles from a metropoli-

tan area. And these were only the States in Region

VIII. Many more communities having the sanie
characteristics will be impacted in the resource-rich
States of New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah.

Industry Development and Population
Growth Pattern

When a major energy facility such as a mine or a
powerplant is being constructed, i fairly large

Ms. Da% kiwis i;4 all impact alto iation specialist with

the Rocky Mountaip Energy Corporation. Grand junction.
Coknado.

number of workers are needed during the conttruc-
don phase. once the plant is completed, a much
smaller number of employees are needed as the
permanent operating work force. For example,
construction of an electric powerplant may take

-2,200 workers, but the operating 'workforce-may be
only 800 employees. A mine may require aconstruc-
tion work force of 350 people and an operating work
force of only 130. The typical pattern of work force'
development for a single project is illustrated in

figure 1.
At first there is a small number of workers during

the initial stages of site preparation. Then there, is a
rapid surge as construction starts in earnest. The
duration of contruction generally lasts from 3 to 5
years, although some projects may take longer. As
the project nears completion, the number -of con-
struction workers drops tiff and the number, of
permanent workets builds up. During the construc-
tion stage a small but slowly increasing number of
permanent workers from the operating company
will move into the area. These are mostly superviso-

ry and management personnel until the operating
work force is hired.

When development occurs in rural areas where
there are no preexisting industrial support fac,fities,

more thaw one project will be under constructipn
the same vicinity at the same time. For example, if
an uranium mine is developed, then a min must be
built to process the ore. Both the mine aid the mill
require electric power, so generating facilities and-
transmission lines must be built. If a powerplant is to

be built, it must have a source of fuelfor example,
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coal. Coal must be transported to the generating
station, solailroads have to be built Figure 2 shows
the effects of several projects 4eveloping at once.
The basic buildup, surge, and establishment of a
permanent work force curves are similar for each
project. But added together, in the same time frame
in° the same locality, they can Cfeate i cumulative
effect with very high surge peaks. These population
surges place tremendous demand on public servicesz
housing, and the social fabric of a community.

When development occurs in rural areas where..
population is . sparse -and skilled workers are few,
people migrate into the region to take the jobs. The

, total population influx Into a region will incltide
many more 'people' than 'hit, the direct employees of
the project. Employees will bring their faMilieirA
'recent study of 17 major energy development
projects(2) showed that on the average the. direct.
poPulation influx due tO 100 nonlocal construction
workers is 227 people: the 100 workers, 49 Spouses,
and 78 children. In .adifition,' there Will be the
indirect population influx, people coming in to do
the construction for new housing and public works.
People will arrive to work In the government
sectoreducation, law enforcement public adminis- ,
tration, Federal land administration. As local busi-
ness begins-to expand, people will arrive to oork in
the commerdial sector.:

Predicting the total population that will be added
dUring the surge and after is difficult. Important
factors are: the size of the resident labor force in
comparison to need, services available within a.
community, at, the start of conktruttion and how
much needs to be added, the general uncertainty bf
the energy maricet and the, lack of t Federal energY.
policy, and the constant changes in. rulernaking by.
government agencies that can cause delays or even
abandonment or proposed projects...In, some areas
the inability of tribal gOvernments and induitry to
reach agreement creates uncertainty for predicting .
population growth. The uncertainties involved in
trying to predict how Many people will arrive, when
they will arrive, and, how long they will stay make it
very difficultfor local authorities to plan for growth
management.

What Is a BOomtown?
A boomtown is a community that has a poPulation

growth rate which is so rapid thathasic facilities and
services cannot be, established in time tO meet the
needs of the population. A simpler definition is that a
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boomtown is a community which has a population
growth rate in excess of 15 percent per year. It is
important to remember that it is the percentage rate
of annual growth. not the absolute numbers,, that
creates a boomtown.

For example, if the population of New york
currently estimated at 7 million people, were to
grow at 33 percent per year, the population of the
city would' double in 3. years. The city would be in ;

*chacia. Where would all the people find a place tO'.
liver How would the sewer system brindle,*
additional 7 million people? Would drinking vvitaii
have to be rationed? With the declining base of, the
city, where would the money, come from to, build,
new water and sewer systems? Where would the
money come from, to pay lie* teacher* arid new

. policemen? It is easy to imagine the trauma 'New
York City would experience under bOom-type
growth because the numbers are hulk

Exactly the same kind of difficulties Can occur in a
small 'rural town, even though the: numbers' are
small.. The capacity of the sewage treatment pimp
has to be doubled or tripled. The drinking water,.
supply has to be expandedand in the arid West
water may have to be brought in from, long
distances. A school building built for 400 children
has to be expanded to accommodate 800 children.
New personnel have to be hired. And where is the
money coming from to do all this?. The ability o
small rural communities,to raise the funds necesSary
to meet boom-type growth is very limited. More-

. over, there is a history of boom and bust with mining
enterprises. Local governments and financial institu.
tionti have learned to be very cautious about corn-
miffing large sunis of money based On the promise of

'future resource deVelopment '
.

The "Boomtown Syndrome" ..
The first several communities that were impacted .*

by energy development,among them Gillette
(Wyoming), Rock Springs (Wyoming), . COhtrip
(Montana), and Hayden (Colorado)developed a

. .common set of problems that have come-to be cane' ci
the "boomtown syndrome." Physical infrastructure
such as water supply systems, sewer syStems,
schools, and hospitals could not be built fast enough
to meet the. needs of the neWly added population.
The tax base of the rural commUnities was not
auflicient to finance the massive neW :public works
construction needvl. Even though jOtili lgUIC3 were
raised there was sull not sufficient money to provide
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FIGURE 1
'Typical Pattern of Work Force Development for a Single Project
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adequate services in the areas,Of police pro ,

fire protection, health care, and government admiin-
istfation. There were severe housing shortages.
Whole families were living iu caniper-trailers for
months at a time;ahift workers were sharing Motel
rodms on a hot=bed system. Slum-like trailer ,
courtsaluminum ghettossprang up uncontrolled.

The stressful living conditions created social
disruPtion. Crimes rates. and Juvenile delinquency
soared. Alcoholism, drug abuse, rape: child abuse,
and crimes of violence increased at rates well abitiyt-
the population growth rates: Needs for mental
health servicest,increased tenfold, becoming much
higher 'Nan the national average-The local govern-
mental systems tecame paralyzed because they were
too unsophisticated to cope with the responsibilities
plaCed on them for, rapid growth management.
Persons living on low, and Moderate incomes were
hit hard by the rising taxes and by the local inflation
and resented. the well-paid energy workers. The ,

social and uman interaction systems of the indige-
nous popu ation could not aecommodate vast num-
bers of ne coMers with different lifestyles. Antago-
nisms be eemoldtimers and newcoiners develOped..
Individ s began to feel isOlated and frustrated with
the po r living conditions, which led to further
alcoho ism, violence, and mental health problems. A
vicio Cycle deYeloped that could only be-broken
by m sive aMounts of outside aid and intervention.

n-----______LocalgOrhments are beginning to reCognize the
necessity o g professional city managers and
administrators in advance of impact. Impact man-
agement ttask forces composed of elected officials
and community leaders have been organized in a
number of impacted communitiei.. But .even With all
that' has been learned, and the steps that are now
being taken to prevent the worst aspects of boom-
town syndrome, there are still many problems facing

conimUnities.'

Peilic Finance
The,mostsevere problem is finance. It is estimated

that $4,000 to' $5,000 of new capital facilities are
required for each new resident of a town. Thar
comes.to $5 million for every 1,000 persons added to
a community. Add to that the annual operating
expenses for more teachers, more policemen, more
administrative personnel, more garbage collectors,
etc. Urban areas get the money to build' new
facilities by issuing bonds. Small communities do not
have the capacity to borrow large sums of money on
the bond market Even if they had the rating, the
sums needed in boom areas areitio large that the
communitieS could not expect to repay thein all out
of future taxes. A- certain amoUnt of infrastructure
has tO be' fmanced by grants froni the State and/or
Federal Government, The amount of grant money
available tO' rural communities is very small cozim-
pared to the amount of money available to urban
areas. On top of that, there is fierce competition
among rural communities nationwide for ythe small
amount that is available.

There is also the tax lead-time problem. Local
governments raise money from property taxes, hales
taxes, and other local sources. The local tax base
does not increase significantly until after the new
plant is in production and permanent homes and new
businesses are in place. But the revenue is 'needed
before the project even atm.& construction and
during the time of development. Because of this 3- to
5-year lag in tithe between when the revenues are
needed and when they actually come in, many
services are shorted during the period of greatest
growth impact.

'Another problem is. the maldistribution of taxes.
Energy developments take place on- County lands
and their taxes go to the county governmeni. The
people, oir the other hand, live in the muniCipalities,
often in a different county frbm the one that is
receiving the taxes.'Historically, the 'counties have,

Pr venting Boomtown Syndrome
uch has been learned from the, unhappy experi-

e ces of these early boomtowns. Communities that
e expecting to be impacted by energy develop-

ment now and in the future seek to prevent the
boOmtown - syndrome from happening to them.
States have passed legislation to proVide soine form
of financial assistance to impacted areas. Wyoming
has passed the Industrial Siting Act that requires the
iMpacting indistry to provide a certain amount of
mitigation of adverse social and -economic impacts.

Industry itself has learned that unless decent
housing, recreation, and health care are provided for

--the' workers there, will be so much absenteeism and
turnover that the construction costs will be exces-
sively high. Industry is now taking the initiative to
provide housing for its owl workers. It must be
noted, though, that some companies are far more.
progressive than others in their attitUdes towards
impact Mitigation.

1,
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been very reluctant to share their increased revenues
with the municipalities that are receiving the impact
and even more iuctant to share them with another
county.

Private Sector Finance
The first and most significant difficulty within the .

realm of private sector finance is housing construe-
don. Local and regional contractors in rural areas do
not have the capability to build massive new housing
developments. Local and regional banks do not have
the assets to finance massive amounts of new
construction. Both capital and capability have to be
brought from the outside. Impacting industry has

' been forced to take the lead in this matter, whether it
wishes to or not.

Several types of accommodations are needed in

the early stages of boom growth: rental units,
camper-trailer spaces for , short-term construction
.workers, and mobile home parks. One of the reasons
for using mobile home parks is that they can be put
in quickly, and they can he converted to sites for
permanent homes or reclaimed for other purposes
after the construction worker surge is over.. Con-
struction of single-family homes proceeds at a
slower pace throughout the development period.
New housing construction in rural areas is expen-
sive; the developer has to put in all new utilities and
streets, and materials must be transported long
distances to the site. Therefore, virtually all of the
new housing or trailer spaeei built are beyond the
means of low-income people. At the same time, the
costs of existing units in town rise.

Retail business and services that are fmanced by
the private sector lag behind the population growth.
The retail sector does not expand in anticipation of a
market, but waits' until a population of a certain size
is already in place. There is about a 3-year lag time
before any significant amount of new businesses and
seriices begins to appear, although existing ones will

expand. During this time existing services become
overcrowded, and local merchants raise their prices.
It must be pointed out that a portion of the rise in
prices that Merchants charge is due to the increased
taxes levied on them, a portion is due to the
increased wages they must pay in order to retain
labor it the aria is labor short, a portion is 'due to
national inflation hi, general, and a portion is due to

. the merchant's instinct to charge *hat the traffic
will bear. ,,

What all this leads up to is an eitreme rise in the
cost of living in boom areas. Taxes are raised for all,
the price of retail goods and services goes im, and ;

the cost of housing skyrockets. Persons making
middle-income wages find that their purchasing
power is reduced. Persons on moderate incomes fmd
they are penny pinching. And persons on low
incomes, which includes many women and minority
members, suffer real hardship.

Human Services
Both 'the quantity and the quality of human

services declines in boom areas. Most human service
programssocial welfare; social services, public.
health, mental health, drug and alcohol abuse
require that matching funds be provided by the local
communities. This is frequently done through coun-
,ty or municipal governments. Under the fierce
pressure to use all available local funds for basic
construction and safety, there is very little left to
provide matching funds for htiman services. At the
same time, due to the strained living conditions and
the psychological stress- of change itself, there is
more stress on members of the community and more
need for human services. While State governments
have begun to reaci to the ,need for financial
assistance for capital facilities, their reaction to the'
need for augmented human sgvices has been abys-
mal. State legislatures have ndt made funds available
so that human service agencies can hire new and/or
qualified staff and expand their programs to meet the
basic population growth needs, let alone the higher
than normal service requirements imposed by boom
conditions.

Who Are the People?
Throughout the history of eivilization there have

been settlers who stayed in one place and worked
the land and there have been people who traveled
from place to placethe nomads. The migrating
construction workers are the nomads of today.

Throughout history there have peen value differ-
ences between nomads and settlers. Settlers have
valued permanence and stability. Nomads live a life
of constant change. Settlers develop complex, inter-
dependent relationships. Nomads pride themselves
on their individual self-reliance. Settlers develop
habits of saving and making long-range plans for the
future. Nomads are concerned with survival in the
present. Settlers have traditions* viewed nomadei,
as being immoral, high-living', and spendthrift No-
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mads have traditionally viewed settlers as being
ignorant of the world, narrow minded, and dull.
Both sides have gouged the other economically.-

These basic value differences still exist today as
much as they did in prehistoric times, but in a
contemporary setting. The nomad construction
workers of today have blue-collar values and cul-
ture. The power elite of the settlers has white-collar
values and culture. There is now a caretaking system
available to the nomads through the human service
providing agencies. But the rules by which these
agencies operate are made by urbanized bureaucrats.
The migrating construction workers go from job
job living _wherever they can fmd a place, uncon-
cerned with political boundaries. The governing
systems function within political boundaries and
cannot, or will not, cope with problems caused by
cross-boundary mobility of people.

The Local Residents
Local residents have to make adjustments to

changing roles, changing values, and new lifestyles.
Some do this successfully, others need counseling,
and some move away. Many of _the things about
population growth that are irritating to /local resi-
dents are small things. Coping with heavy traffic is
one of the most frequently stated complaiats. Quali-
ty of seivices in stores is lowered. People who have
traded in a stbre for 30 years are suddenly asked by a
new young clerk to produce identification. People
have to start locking their doors and windows
against burglary. These are customary conditions of
urban areas, but they are new to small-town resi-
dents.

There is a widening of the generation gap. The
migrating' constructiOn workers have different life-
styles than the settled folk. Their children tend to
have more individual fieedom: Local teenagers start
to imitate the freewheeling styles 'of their migratory
peers. This- widens the generation gap in many
settler families, causing internal family conflict.

In certain communities leadership is in the hands
of an older generation who have very traditional
views regarding morality and authority. Sometimes
these values prevent the leadership from being able
to cope with management in a setting that requires
an urbanizing orientation and a less judgmental
attitude. Leaders who cannot adjust are eventually
replaced.. But ,while 'they are in power, they, can
create severe obstacles to grow* management and
Prevention of boonitown syndrome.
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The ranching and farming people Who live out of
town are not particularly affected socially. They
tend to maintain their own friendship groups and
lifestyles. They are, however, affected economically
by the generally higher / prices in the region. If the
area is labor short, they will have difficulty getting
hired hands. A man can get better pay and shorter
hours working for industry than for agriculture.

The Migrating Construction Workers
The migrating construction workers are mostly

young males. A study of workers on 14 energy
construction projects(2) showed that 24 percent of
household heads wire in the 14-14 year age bracket
and 40.5 percent were in.the 25-34 year age bracket.
About two-thirds of married, nonlocal workers
bring their families with them. The percentage of
families present varies by size of family. About 72,
percent of two-person families (i.e., spouse only)
were present, but this percentage decreases as family
size increases. For families with four or more
children, only 55 percent were present. Transient
families stay from only a few days to several years.
Median. income for construetion-Worker households
in the studied impacted conimunities was $17,000 in
1915. The United States median iaeome for the same
Year was $12,500. Their salaries are high, but by the
same token their living expenses are high.

The migrating construction workers do not feel
that they are part of a community. The noinad style
of life precludes their putting down roots. The
nomads feel that the community is ripping them off:
rents are exorbitant; the price of trailer hookups is
exorbitant; the price of groceries is high. Oldtimers
in the community resent the chaages and upheavals
brought by the new development, and they blame
the new workers. Newcomers are often deliberately
excluded from social groups in the area. People who
are transients over the years build up a protective
reserve as they go from one community to another.

The blue-collar nomads integrate very little into
the community. They socialize with coworkers and
neighbors for the most part. They have been
described bY one psychologist as emotionally
drained peoplethey move too often. They are
tired off extending to neighbors when they will move
on a few months. They tend to build up an "I'll
take care of myself" attitude. 'They do not take the
local neWspapers. Attempts at reaching them
through newsletters or door-to-door canvassing
haVe had onlY loW sUccess.
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If labor is in short supply, the workers often put in
a great deal of overtime, leaving the women alone
without help" Or relief from the children. The
overtime may mean little or no time is left for
personal or family recreation. This 'can create a
stressful situation within the family.

The New Professionals
The impacting industry will bring in a group of

technical and management professionalsengineers,
accountants, pollution control experts, etc. New
professionals will also arrive in town as teachers,
city and county administrators, health personnel,
etc. This group, although small in numbers, is a very
valuable resource to the community. The new
professionals usually settle in and integrate with the
community very rapidly. This is basically an orga-
nizing grouppeople who are dissatisfied with
boom conditions and form committees, clubs, orga-
nizations, etc. to do something about the problems.
The men will usually join one or more local service
clubs such as the chamber of commerce, Lions, or
KiWanis and be active both' as representatives of
their organization and as individuals. The women
tend to be civic minded and are active in forming
orginizations such as newcomers clubs, hospital
auxiliaries, and the like. The new professionals may
create new leadership roles for themselves to help
the community deal with growth management.
They may sometimes oust old leaders. This group is
considered to be a 'good source of volunteers by
service agencies and civic administration. Mentbers
of this group can be mobilized to pressure for

changes and reform.

Wage Differentials and Statile
Dislocation

Incoming industry usually pays considerably high-

er wages than d6-local business firms and State and
local governments. As a matter of fact, some 16cal
governments pay such low wages that some of their
employees qualify for food stamps. This wage
differential can foster antagonisms between the
oldtimers and the newcomers.

Wages do not track with traditional stkus pat-
terns. For example, a barely literate truckdriversan
make abOut W,006 a year working for industry
while ,a high school teacher with a master's degree

may =Ike only S12,000 a year. An unskilled laborer
working for "industry' will prObahly earn mo:re
money than a policeman 'working for the municipal-

ity. Ranchers, farmers, and merchants fmd that their
fmancial status is lessening in comparison to the
earnings of skilled professional and technical work-
ers in industry. Since financial status is boUnd up
with social status and self-esteem, this has a disturh- ,

ing impact upon the social order.

Senior CitizensThe Victims of
Growth

Senior citizens are the victims of growth. The cost
of living becomes so high in boomtowns that many
seniors have been forced to move out. Many have
had to sell the homes they have lived in for years,
because they can no longer afford the taxes and the
upkeep.

Seniors may feel 'the culture shock very severely.
Seniors who have lived in a community or, a region
for most of their lives, in a certain style of life,
suddenly see their world collapsing and changing
around them. People who built the community with
their own hands and took pride in its permanence
and quality suddenly hear that what they did was
not sufficienties not good 'enough any more.
Yoimger strangers make' snide remarks about hick
towns. The new residents in town are predoMinantly
young people; seniors jose importance as resources
are devoted to the needs of another age group. As
the population grows, seniors become a smaller and
smaller percentage of the people, and they lose the
strength of their voting power. For seniors it can be
more than just culture shockit dan be a constant
barrage of psychological insult as they and the old
community they cherished are slowly but surely
pushed into the background.

It sometimes happens that a town under impact
has a disproportionately large percentage of aging
population .The reason for this is usually that the
town had been declining economically before the
energy boom so that all the young people had left to
seek jobs elsewhere. Those who remained may be
doming to the ' age where the community needs to
build nursing homes and extra senior-care. facilities
just at the time the population impact of younger
people is starting up. Unless there is a strcing
advocacy groupand some rcaf grantsmanship
available for the seniors, they can be placed in a
desperate situation.

The principal recourse for seniors is protection
proteetion in the form of tax relief and low-income
housing; protection in the ,form of, social support
groups; protection in the form of activist political
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groups, Gray Panthers u -it were, to see that their
needs are recognized and accommodated.

Impact on Women ancl Minorities ".
The minorities' of concern are Spanish Americans

(Hispanics) and Native AmericansChicanos and
Indians. There are very few blacks in the rural West.
With respect, to economic impacts, there it bad news
and good news. The bad news is the effect of local
inflation: Most miriority rnenibers, are in the low-
income category; many receive public assistance.
Women who are self-supporting or who are female
heads of households also tend to be in the low-
income brackets. Many single female heads of
households receive Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC). As the cost of living goes up,
these families find they must do with less and less.
The government makes no adjustments in AFDC
payments to cover the excessively high costa of local
boomtown inflation. The good news is that energy
development and the general economic growth
create jOb opportunities. In most boom areas, the
number of families receiving AFDC declines due to
job availability nut day care must' be available for
single-patent families.-

There is a trickle-iiown effect in the job market.
According to a University of Utah study,(3) when
local labor is utilized by impacting industry it results
in a skill upgrading for the most qualified segment of
the labor force. "Because ,the most qualified are
already employed, a vacandY is created in their'
previous jobs. This job is now available to someone
less qualified to take, which resifts in another job
being vacated. Eventually this trickle-down effect
works its way down to the most disadvantaged
segment of the local labor force."(3) In addition to
the new jobs in industrY,. new jobs in service
occupations are also created, many of these taken by
the moat disadvantaged segments of the labor force.
In many areas industry and community colleges
have instituted a wide range of vocatfonal training
programs to maximize the skill upgrading and
utilization Of local labor. Where labOr is in short

* supply, ,companies hiall,e been willing /to .hire and
train women for blue-collar positions: In Most

energY boom areas, the job opporturiities made
'available hy the energy boom her, benefited women
and minorities,
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Surplus Female Labor
If the impacted area has a labor surplus, the

position of women worsens widi the energy boom.
'In regions where most employment opportunities
are traditionally male jobafor example, mining,
steelmaking, lumbering, constructionthere is a
surplus of female labor available. Because there are
many women competing for the few available
female jobs, the wages of these jobs are held low. A
considerable numbet of women filling the tradition-
ally female jobs are wives providing a second
income to the family or daughters at home between
school and marriage. These women can afford to
work for lower wages because they are not provid-
ing primary support.

When energy development starts, the new Jobs
in;ailable ate traditionally male jobs. In an area with

surplus labor force, they are taken by available
male workers. As new families begin migrating into
the area, more women will arrive, many of theth
secondary wage earners, and begin competing for
the traditionally female jobs. The number of female
jobs available will increase somewhat, but not as fast
as the number of women %layering for these jobs.
This surplus of female labor has the effiot of keeping
wages in certain categories low even [hough wages
in other categories are skyrocketing.

The local female labor force is also likely to be at
a competitive disadvantage. Many of the new
women will be wives of technicals and prOfessionals
and will have higher education and skill levels than
the local rural labor force. These women will take a ,
job just to have something to do; many of them will
take jobs below their skill-qualification level: This
puts the rural, less skilled, female labor force at a
competitive disadvantage.

So, where there is a surplus of local labor
available, an energy boom can create hardship for
the female who is providing primary support,
because local inflation is high but wages for tradi-
tionally feinale jobs ire held low by competition.
There are not too many areas in Region VIII where
there is a female labor surplus, but the condition
does exist in energy resource areas of New Mexico
and Arizona., .

Indian Employment
There are a number of Indian reservations

throughout the Rocky Mountain region that 'have
potentially .developable natural resources. The ile-
ve pment of such resources could create significant
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wealth and eConomic opportunities for the tribe.
Development of resources on almost all reservations
is currently being delayed by jurisdictional disputes
involving State, Federal, and tiibal gov&rnments
and/or by the inability of tribes and industry to
reach agreement on royalties, leasing, and other
considerations.

-Where energy 'developments are being negotiated,
the trend is for tribes to require the induStry to give
preference to Indians, in hiring. In some cases
defmite percentages are stated; e.g., the company
must hire 80 percent Indians. The question then
arises: you can lead a horse to water, Out can you
make him drink? There is a strong welfare mentality
among some individuals of Indian Afibes. Some
companies have had disastrous experiences With
good-faith efforts tO recruit iAnd triin Indian labitir-:
companies have spent thousands of dolhirs ta recrUit
and train Indian workets only.tto have them quit
within a few weeks or months. On the other hand,
some companies have had very good experiences
with Indian workers. There is no doubt that devel-
opment of energy resources oh or near. Indian lands
can create job opportunities for Indians. The ques-
tion is: how many. individual Indians will take
advantage of these opportunities?

Small Business Opportunities
The general economic growth caused by energy

development creates business opportunities for mi-*

norities and women. As the population increases,
there is need for small businesses in the service
sectoreverything from service stations to dog
grooming. But entry into small business should be
Undertaken very cautiously. The rate of failure of
small businesses in boomtowns is considerably high-

er than the national average. Consider also that the
success rate of minority business enterprises in
general has been fairly lol;'v. This had been attributed
ta a number of factors: lack of knowledge on the
part of the entrepreneur, failure to provide adequate
technical assistance to new entrepreneurs, and slop-

py practices on the part of banks and 'the Small
Business Administration: In boomtowns, it is likely
that an additional cause of failure is lack of adequate t
market research at the oUtset. There have probably
been a number, of business i/entures in boomtowns
that were started Prematureiythe permanent popu-
lation had not yet groWn to the size necessary to

support such a business

Social Stress
'Wawa and minoiities feel the same social stresks

that everyone else does. Studies 'done in towns that
have experienced severe boomtown syndrome indi-
cate a much higher than normal need for mental
health services, social services, protective services to
children, and drug and-alcohol abuse treatment. A
great deal of this was attributable. to the lack of
housing, lack of recreation, and lack of basic
facilities for health and safety. Creating a decent
physical environment and providing a variety of
year-round recreation activities reduce the amount
of social stress considerably. Local governments and
impacting industri are the principal agents responsi-
ble for providing decent physical living conditions.

There are several stress factors that affect women ;
in particular. One is physical isolation for women
'who are living in trailer camps several miles from
town. The woman living in such a place has to drive,
senerally over poor roads, for everything. She is not
near any recreation facilities, liar are there any
playgrotinds or, preschools for her children. Laun-
dromats, drugstores, movies, ice cream stands,-etc.
May all be 20 to 50 miles away over dirt roads or icy
roads. The physical atmosphere of the camp may be
very depressingwind, dust, muddy parking lots,
and not a tree for miles oroimd.

Another factor *that causes stress to women in
particular is the shortage of, and distance to, health-
care facilities. Women are the ones responsible for
the health of children and getting them tO a doctor
in emergencies. When a mother has to drive an hour
over icy roads and then wait in a doctor's office for
3' hours with a sick, cranky child, her nerves can get
pretty frazzled. There'are a number of small incon-
veniences for the housewife and mother in a boom-
town. Added together, these 'create a significant
stress factor.

Money manageinent .can be a significant stress
factor for persons in low-income brackets, which
includes many* women and minorities. One of the
greatest causes of tension and family quarrels is not
having enough money. As inflation rises, low-in-
come people find their resources extremely strained,
which increases stress* on the whole family. There is
an opposite\side to the money-management problem.
When people who have been living on low incomes

°get good jobs and start making real Money for the
first time in their lives, they don't know how to
handle it. The first thing they do is go out and buy
some Of the things they've always wanteda new
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sofa, a washer and drfer; a new env-and the next
thing they know they are Overeitended with thne
payments. Vitir wages are being garnished, they
have, legal troubles, and there is 'not enough take-
hcime ply tO make all the time payments; and buy the

-sroceries too. One' of the most pressing needs in
-boornAtreaaialorlegaLaid " -qacial counsAling
for such people.

Social Integration
Social integration Is a' terrn that has become

fashionable lately among boomtown sociologists, 1.
particularly with respect, to the interactions among
oldtiniers and newcomers. But just how is social
integration defined? Everybody has different expec-
tations. Social integration for the cooperative exten-
sion agent may mean having all the new kids come
out for 4-H programs. Social integration for , the
high school coach may mean having all the kids
come out for football and basketball. And social
integration for the kids probably means having a
gang to pliani,out with at the local Dairy Queen.
Social integiation for the president of the wonian's
club may mean having a )lot of newcomers attend
meetings and contribute cakes for the bake sale. On
the other hand, social integration for the neWcomers
may meal' having a few friends and neighbors to
play cards with at home. For the city councilman,
social integration may mean having everyhody
register and vote for hlm at election timebut they
should not integrate so much that they come to
council meetings and complain about the potholes.

Quite frankly, there are a lot of people who don't
want to be "integrated." There are people who like
to participate in clubs and organized activities and
people who don't. Very few people nationally
participate in local civic affairs unless they have
something to Complain about. There is no reason to
cry wolf becanse newconlers to a town do not
instantly join a dozen social clubs or fill all the arts
and crafts classes. Those who wish to participate
will; others won't. PartiCipation, or integration, is a
two-way street. The street must be open, and the
opportunities must be there, but people will make
their own choices as to whether or not they will
extend themselves. There is an old saying that
applies here: birds of a feather flock together. People
tend to socialize with other people who have Similar
lifestyles and interests. The nomadic construction
families have comparatively little in common with
the agricultural and commercial settlers. They are
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more likely rto socialize with other construction
families because they speak the same language and
they tell the same kinds of stories. Avenues of
sociafirationAnd participation that the)i are likely to '
use in a tieiv locale Will be the kind "that do not
require p years of reSidence to "belong."

The term "'social integration" is also used in the
jargon of minority rights. Hut here again it' has a
whole numbbi of different meanings. It may mean
equal pay for equal work or being invited to join the
country club or being treated with the same personal
respect. as majority members of the community.
Energy development creates jobs, Which raises the
economic status of minority members, which raises
their social statio, which is a positive benefit in the
thrust for social ,acceptance and integration. For ,

Indian tribes there is the problem of cultural adapta-
tion. Industrial development requires adjustment to
urbanization, bureaucracy, contract law, and white
man's time. If the tribes wish to benefit from
development of their natural resources, they will
have to develop the organizational and governmen-
tal skills to manage both the industrial development
and its social consequences. They will have to deal
with the problem faced by every ethnic minority:
how to retain their heritage and traditions while
adapting to the behavioral requisites of full partici-
pation in a modern industrial society.

Summary
The boom growth condition, because of its rapidii

ty and turbulence, creates both economic opportuni-
ties and social stress. The degree of stress on all,
including women and minorities, can be minimized
by provision of housing, particularly low- and
moderate-income housing, recreational facilities, and
basic health and safety services. Day care must be
provided so that single parents can take jobs. Legal
aid and fmancial counseling are services that are
particularly needed by low-income persons. Other
human services should be staffed up enough so that
early assistance can be delivered in order to prevent
crisis. Over the long time frame, after the localities
start receiving enough income to provide better
servibes, and after people have adjusted to the new
conditionswhich include expansion and enrich-
ment of community lifethe net result clf energy
development for women and minorities is undoubt-
edly positive. It is the first 5 years of boom filet are'
the hardest.
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-The Rock Springs Experience

By Arthur L. Waidmann*

Wyoming: the plains"where antelope play and
ranchers in Stetson hits ride among their grazing
cattle; the rivers, mountains, and lakes 4ihere the
young and not so' young play; where 'fishermen fish
and hunters hunt. It'S also an ancient place, once ihe
bed of a great sea, shaped and sculpted by wind and
water into fantastic forms; a place where geothermal
mysteries bubble up in incredible colors. It's a piece
where the great drama of the American West
unfolded, where the cavalry fought with the Native
American, and every rail that was laid on the
transcontinental railroad changed the course of
American history and helped create a country.

Wyoming was the first State to give women the
right to vote and the home of the first woman
Governor and first woman juxtice of the peace. .

Wyoming was a place where the opening cif mines
turned deserted canyons into boomtowns overnight.
Boomtowns of the 19th centuryboomtowns to-
daycoal, oil, natural gas, uranium, tronabringing
thousands of people to a once sparsely settled land.

The energy crisis especially has focused attention
on Wyoming's coal. In Sweetwater County alone,
there are an estimated 12 billion tons of coal
*UMW&

In 1970 the least populated State in the continental
United States, today Wyoming is one of the fastest
growing States. That means energy-impacted areas,
boomtowns. It means explosive change and, for
many people, trouble. It's happening in the north of
the State, in Sheridan and Gillette, and in the east in

Mr. Waktmann I. coordinator of dui Mkilstry to Impact Aram in Rock

Sprtnp, Wyoming.

Douglas. It's happened and is still happening in
Sweetwater County in the southwest.

In just 5 years, between 1970 and 1975, the
population of Sweetwater County doubled, and the
population of the town of Rock Springs has almost
tripled.

Rock Springs welcomed the boom at first. The
oldtimers, those who had lived most of their lives
there, remembered the - 1950s when everyone
thought the town would become a ghost town
when the coal mines shut down and the trains
changed to diesel ibel. A boom would mean jobs and
economic growth; it would mean money and a
better life for everyone. But as the traffic poured
into the town streets, a 10-minute trip to the grocery
became an hour and a half, parking places disap-
peared, and potholes appeared; as it became appar-
ent that the town was ftill of strangers, where once
everyone had known everyone else, the oldtimers
were no longer as certain that a boom was a good
thing. Older people on fixed incomes found life
especially painfill as prices soared and, as often, their
rents doubled and tripled.

In the stores, food, clothing, and other goods were
not only more expentive, but, limited in selections
and often picked over. Perhaps worst of all, the
streets were no ledger safe, and many people began
locking their doors. -

Of course, for some oldtimers the boom did mean
money. It meant money for local businesses, both
licit and illicit. It meant money for those who owned
property, especially for olddmers like Upland Indus-
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tries, the brother company to Union Pacific Rail-
road, who, with the Federal Bureau of Land
'Management, owned 85 percent of the land in the
county.

Nevertheless, there are's lot of unhappy people in
an impacted areiboth oldtimers and newcomers.
Change is constant, tumultuous; everythinghomes,
jobs, friendshipsseems temporary. Most of the
newcomers planned to stay only a few months, one
year, or at the most two.

In Rock Springs, in the beginning especially, most
of theth were construction men working on the Jim
Bridger Project of Pacific Power and Light, a
proposed 1,500-megawatt powprplant that would
transport power out of the State over a .thousand
miles into Idaho and Oregon. They were also coal
miners Who would mine the 14-mile-lon& strip
coalfield that was to fuel the steam electric plant, or
they were miners in the growing numbers of trona
mines and reopened underground coal mines, or
they worked in the developing oilfields whose
derricks sprung up like giant Erector sets in the
desert terrain. Some of them were trudkdrivers and
railroad workers responding to the need for in-
creased transport to ship the riches of the county out
to the rest of the hOuntry and, of course, supplies in.

Many were just people looking fqr jobs who had
heard there was money to be made in Sweetwater
County. In the beginning most of them found. work;
later, especially lighey were unskilled, they ended
up on public assistance or moving on to another
town. For everyone housing was nearly impossible
to fmd, and they ended up living in trailers in
isolated canyons or in the makeshift trailer camps
where the rents were prohibitive and the sanitation
and other facilities unreliable and the land and
climate inhospitable.

In the trailer camps and parks, the wives of
workers locked their doors against the battering of
the wind and the dust that covered everything. For
days and nights at a time, while their husban-ds
worked long hours and split shifts, their only social
exchange would be with their Childrenif they had
children.

If they had access to a car, there was no place to
go but to town to shop. There were no community
centers of recreation or day care, and churches and
clubs seemed like the bastions of the 'established
community. None of them were reaching out to the
newcomers and, at best, would only reluctantly
welcome them should they appear at the door.

; \

It was "a man's world": most of the jobs were for
Men. This 6rought many single men and men
without their, families to the area. In some Of the
camps, locked in their trailers and campers, women
could hear the men drinking and brawling .after a
day's work.

The incidence of rape in Sweetwater County went
up with the boom. So did wife beating and child
abuse. Tired, irritable husbands would come home
to their depressed, lonely wives, and violence Woul&
inevitably follow. Many times it was augmented by
alcohol and drugs, which became major problems in
Rock SPrings, not only among adults, but among
young people. One mental health worker reported
that it's not unusual for children as young as 11 or 12
to offer him a marijuana cigarette or speak of a
recent beer bust.

Schools had been overwhelmed by the initial
influx of young people. The problem was not only
one of additional students but of student turnover,
with classes changing constantly. There was a fairly
stable teaching staff, but teachers were frustrated by
the job as well as by living conditions in Rock
Springs.

Even before the boom, young people looked
forward to the day when tfiey could leave the town,
and even after the school and job situation im-
proved, their problems persisted. That there was
nothing to do in Rock Springs was the most familiar
complaint. They hung out at night aroond the local
parking lots of grocery stores and on the business
frontages along the city's major thoroughfares.
There have been several .youthful suicides.

Medical services, too, fell short when the impact
began. The county hospital had been built in 1894
and was inadequate even for the 1970 population.
Here, as in other areas, local government, plagued
by caruption and inefficiency, was slow to move,
but a new hospital has now been completed. And, of
course, doctors were, and still are, difficult to get
and,keep in a town like Rock Springs.

Mental health and counseling services were also
found lacking. The Southwest Counseling Service
was inundated with people in emotional trouble. The
small staff found itself working more than 60-hour
weeks. The pressures on the staff of both the job and
the place itself meant that few of them stayed on for
more than a year. After 3 years, one worker was
senior member of the staff.
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Even ministers fared no better. Carl Stqk, LCA
pastor in Rock Springs since 1974, counts himself
today as one of. the senior ministers in the county.

Today, while the rate of change in Sweetwater
County hai slowed and many of the prdblems have
begun to seem manageable, other parts of the State
are at other 'stages of the same process. Although
each situation is different, all of them:face one
overwhelming problem: the need to Work as whole
communities to cope with impact.

But how can a community be created where so
many of the people have only just arrived and look
forward to leaving again soon? Many of the neiv-
comers choose not to get involved because they
know they'll soon have to say goodbye. Many, both
oldtimers and newcomers; either feel indifferent or,
worse, like helpless., victims.. They are isolated,
waiting for someone to reach out to them. No one
does.

Even the agencies that were supposed to be
Working to solve the problem were isolated from
one another in Sweetwater County. When former
Episcopal bishop David Thanberry visited Rock
Springs at the height of the boom, he found at a"
meeting he'd called that the city..and county plan-
ners were meeting,each other for the first time. The
warious social service agencies working in Rock
Springs had little or rid contact with one another.

The churches had done no better. Even . today
most of them are not cooperating with one another
to help the people in trouble in Rock Springs.
However, in Green River, about 15 miles away, the
Ministerial Association provides emergency assis-
tance to transients passing through the area.

The MIA (Ministry to Impacted Areas), establish;
ed by the Wyoming Church Coalition, functioned in
Rock 'Splings and Sweetwater County to bring
concerned people and agencies together. The coali-
tion was seeking to help community leaders assess
their situations, needs, and resources; promote ecu-
menical fellowship and planning; assist local church
leadership in developing plans of action to meet
human need; and maintain lines of communication
among the various segments of the. communitr.

The result has been the establishment of the
Volunteer Information and Referral Service to
coordinate local volunteer needs and provide infor-
mation to new and 'old residents and the creation of
the Child Protection Council, a citizens' action
group to try to prevent child neglect and abuse, and
Rock SPrings' first YWCA, still the only communi0
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organization reaching out to women. In the process
of being organized also is Youth Home, Inc., a
residential program for troubled youngsters.

These prolrarns have helped to develpp new
leadership in' the gommunitya need that exists
thioughout the ,State. Hopefully the churches will
bEcome involved in the near future in training to
retool old-skills and build new pnes so they can help
their communities deal creatively with impact.

Newcomers to Wyoming are not only bringing:
problems with them, but fresh ideas and skillx, that
can help transform problems into opportunities.
Many people in Rock Springs welcomed the bobm
because it opened up a closed community to the rest
of the country and the world. For instance, Wyom-
ing, "man's country," is becOming, as it was in its
beginning, a place of' new opportunities for women.

Yes, there has been economic growth and new
opportunities, but through it all there remain many,
unsolved problems and unanswered questions. Ie dig

-tommunities really work together, they can deter-
mine the kind of change that impact brings with it.
For example, is it good for the community when
businesi moves from downtown to a new shopping
mall at the town limits, or does it mean that Rock
springs like many larger cities, will lose its down-
town area to urban decay?

Or again, is every mine or oilfield an unmixed
'blessing, or is the environmental damage sometimes
unacceptable as many ranchers and Indians in the
Sheridan area feet? What should be the role of the
churcl in all this? If it, is concerned for peopteai
the Gospel says it must bethen shouldn't it stand
with them? Shouldn't it help to heal them when they
hurt? Shouldn't it prod, struggle, enabledo what-,
ever is necessary in the search for community and
justice in a tumultuous time?

"Is Wyoming a frontier or a colony?" That sounds
like a legitimate question, given all of the rapidt
growth and seeming ,colonization by oil, gas, coal,
and other companies after its natural resources. It
would appear that the gross national product has
definite priority over public sector needs, especially
when a U.S. Department of Interior employee states
publicly that Wyoming must be sacrificed for the
good of the Nation.

"We don't really look upon ourselves as mining
this land; we're jusrplowing furrows 80 feet deep to
recover our coal crop," states a' coal company
manager. Contrast that attitude with one of a senior
citizen:



Well, I was born here and I'm 83 years old, so
know a little bit about it and I like it the way it
was in the old days. I just wish my father had
bought a lot of land here in those days. He
could have bought all of Maine Oh gollyA get
sick every timeyou come in. Everything's jusf a
little bit higher. . :P couldn't manage on my
social security if I didn't have a brother and son '-
that helped every month. . .you jusf,couldn'tr:
do itno way. ft

Thusyoe have an inevitable conflict of values that
emerges in a rapidly growing or impaeted comniuni-
ty. .

"Hello, hi. I'm collecting opinions of the situation
here, what with all the new people moving in and
whet-not, and I'm just finding out how people feel
about it. Hoy do you feel aboutjt?"

bWell, if I had a million-dollars, I'd leave toWn
andaever come back."

What is happening in Rock Springs, and other
impacj areas that eauses sueh a reaction? 111

It seemi to me that you can predict five areas of
concern that will develop whereVer rapid grOWth
occurs beyond a community's ability to cope in
planning and impleminting necessary changes:
These areas of concern have a direct effect on the

:.- overall "quality of life" of residents, both oldtimers
Aridaeweomers. It is my feeling that those who are
affected the most are the; elderly and women.

What are the five areas and what impact have
they made on women especi)tlly, both positive and
negative? The process in Wyoming is really one of
rapid urbanization of basically a rural society.

First, there is the inevitable housing shortage and
the resultant developmerit of trailer parks or mobile
villages both within and outside town or city limits.
These "aluminum ghettos" develop with little or no
siting and zoning restrictions. Few amenities ive
available to residents. In most of the Rock Springs
parks. or villages, people experienced dusty or
muddy roads and yards with a multiplicity of
problems for women, including nd playgroundefor
children and no animal contrkil.

Second, there are the purely physical concerns
about utilities and streets. Finance of good streets and

sewers becomes a major issue. The demand for
utility hookups is beyond the co anies' ability to
keep up. In one trailer park, ttie telephone company
simply had to install one phone bootl to service all

the residents.

,

A third issue is one offiscal problems. Most of the
problems that arise are local and deinand immediate
attention, Whereas the financial resources are sup-
plied to regional or %county governments and are 1 or
2yetirs in coining:.

Fourth, there is an apheaval within the political
arena. The old way. of doing things iachallenged by
the newcomer, who most often has higher expecta-
tions of governmental structures. Power struggles
develop and new leadership threatens the established'
order.

Finally, the big area of concern is.orie of commul
nity life . It is an issue of the quality of life and has
heavy implications for the Women and elderly
populace.. Issues that evolve includi,but are not

I. An increase in the pace of living.
2. Congested streets and overcrowded housing
and neighborhoods.
3. Inflated prices.
4. The franchization of the business community.
Older, family-owned businesses are replaced by
fast-Tood operations and department stores con-
trolled by management in major ,urban centers
outside the region.
5. A fear of all the rapid change among older
residents. All of a Sudden there are a numlier of
strange faces and places to ericounter,,
6. A lack of activities (recreational and personal
growth) for newcomers with -high expectations.
There is a lack 4pf institutions arid programs to
enable a feeling of "belonging" for the newly
arrived worker and family. .

7. An increase in use of hIcohol and other-
substance abuse.
8: An increased caseload for mental health ser-
vices. People experience stress and need help in
coping. 6

. There is a, shortage of basic services; i.e.:
medical, educational, recreational, and law en-
forcement.
10. Cultural differences are prominent-between
oldtimer and newcomer. "Culture shock!' is some-
times experienced by the incoming family.
11. Family tension increases and marriage break-
downs occur for all.
12. The incidence of crime increases with crimes
against the person, including such things as sexual
assault, child abuse, and battering of women.
With this backdrop, let me offer a few observa-

tions regarding problems and opportunities for
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1

women. .Some would say that Wyoming, as in its
beginning, is a place for new opportunities for
women. The two areas in which you eould group
problems rind opportunities are economic, and sociak
and 'cultural.

Within the economic arena, my observation is
comparative (data have not been kept by the State
employment office) that there has been a drastic'
increase in the number and variety of jobs, such as in
highway construction, mining, and fast-food service.
But things have not really changed for women and
minorities. PerhapS the job category that has in-
creased the most is serviCe jobs. These have been
and continue to be the traditional labor market for
minorities ancLwomen. Not by coincidence, the
service 'jobs are the lowest paying. Even in a

professional category you see the traditional low-
paying jobs inhabited by womenthe casf in point
in Rock Springs is the Job Service Office. In impact
areas men can make greater sums of money in all
industry so,, why work for the government? Csinse- _.

quently, the Job Service Office is almoirt exclusively
female. i

Even though there are more jobs available, I have

not seen any clear indication that affirmative action
plans have produced upward mobility and nontradi-
tional job placements for women. '

The economics of women working induce the
necessity for a second or third vehicle in the family,
plus the need for day care or nursery schools or
babysitters. Most working women with chifdren
seem to be the newcOmers. Consequently, their
family support systems are not in place in the

impacted c unity to provide care for children.
On ihe po side, there has been more employ-

ment available or women so that their opportunities
have increased 'for more independence in their lives.
Some women have been able to open their own
businesses, while many others find employment in

social serviee kinds of agencies.
One other opportunity is open in the political

arena. More women seem to be running for public
office at all levels, from local city council and mayor
to State offices.

A second aspect of community life wherein .
woMen find both problems and opportunities is their
sociocultural affairs. The major opportunity within
impact areas is the chance to participate in commu-
nity organizations and events and exercise leadership
skilli., The man moving from major urban areas

gets-the feeling that, "I'm bigger fish in'a smaller
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pond." There is often a voicHn leadership positions
and a woman with any degree of experience can step
right in and "make things happen." This new
opportunity and resulting experience lead to di

greater sense of worth and self-esteem.
The YWCA in Rock Springs has proven to be an'

organization that meets the social and cultural needs
of women. It grew from 45 charter members in 1976
to '450 in 1977. It offers programs of enrichment, a
day-care facility, classes of manY varieties (stained
alass' art to tenni's lessons). The "Y" has offered
'c-N
many lonely women a place to meet other women

'and allowed for the development of new relation-
ships. A coalition of social agency types was
instituted by the YWCA to begin dealing with the
problem of battered women. Thus a women's group,
organized and run by and for women, has been. p
symbol of successful organization to meet needs of
women in an impacted area.

There has been' one additional organization be-
sides the "Y" that has served to maintain and add
quality to life for women in Rock Springs and that is
"New Women." It provides for consciousness rais-
ing and an ongoing support system for women.
Support groups can play a lifesaving role for wornen
moving into impact communities from more urban
and family-tied towns and cities. The Culture shock
can be alleviated by a variety of support mecha-,

nisms, Women's groups, colleges, churches, and
are essential ingredients for a heiAlthy adjust-

ment and rnaintainence system for women in impact-
'ed areas.

Western Wyong College has proven to be an
invaluable resource for women looking for cultuial
and educational fulfillment, It was the first and still
is one of the only community colleges in the State of
Wyoming to provide a quality child-care program
for children of parents attending the college. This
program has allowed many women to return to
school to complete or supplement their educational
interests.

The social and culturaliproblem areas for'women
include such phenomena as "single women being
marked targets" for sexual harassment and abuse.
The experience of being single in an imPacted
community makes social life difficult: If you go out,
the choices are limitedusually night spots or bars.
Women get_ tired or being immediately hustled and
become guarded in social relationships. Obviously,
this causes sincere, nonhustling; single males addi-
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, I w1e u14 observe that change is ever
Alpe o that ohange and its effects
s such aS women, the elderly, and
tO all of \ us.. Industry; government,
munity g\roupswhatever:cannot

solve all of th problems of impact. It seems
at` extremely, impol t that -qhose parties concerned

about the qualit of life \ensure that all, affected
paities in impaCt eas be reiesented,infornied, and
given an oppOrtu ity to p icipate in community
decisionmaking ce ters. Ot erwise, they join the
long line of the dis nherited s own through hisfory:

We need tci examine what it is that people desire and
prefer for their towns, cities, and total Community
life. Then we need to assess whether our goals
oppress others or disinherit some All civil rights
must be protected.

Ultimately, I have tO ask the value question, "Are
all of these changes really producing a better way-of
life?" Yes, it-may be that we want the wrOng things
and the result will mean a decline in the quality of
life for us and fOr4the next generation& HoW much

\ longer will we, as whole ,Communities as well as
special grOups- ".(Wonien,' elderly, and minorities),
lave the ability -Or lUxury of deciding; what 'shape
change is going to takein fact, of deciding whether
or not we want all of this rapid growth to impact on

. 'our cOmmunities? What ire the ultimate effects? We
need many more answers. Irnmediate problemsolv-.
ing has preoccupied us allWhat about the future,
the, long-range plan for growth and change, for
solutions and plans for impact alleviation?

What is the role of the Civil Rights Commission? I
have the feeling that many persons are not even
aware of their rights, let alone the hkringements on
those rights. I would hope that the Commission
begins to struggle with° the issue Mid perhaps gets
into preimpatct situations and educates and informs
us and protects our rights.
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The Wyoming Human Se ices Project: A Model for
Overc.oming the Hugger- ugger of Boomtowns

By Judith Ann Davenport and Joieph D venport

',,The vorticions appetite, of industrial society for
energy has immaise/physical and social 'conse-
quences. Coastal oil' spills, polluted air and water,
pipelines )throu Wilderness areas, and land devas;
tated by strip g provide harsh and constant
reminders 6 the phySical aftermath of energy
developme Caudill, in looking at coal develop-
ment, stmed graphicaily:

Cbal has always cursed the land in which it lies.
When men begin to wrest it from the earth, it
leaves a legacy of foul streams, lideous slag
heaps, and polluted , air. It peoples this trans-
formed land with widows and orphans. It is an
extractive industry which takes all away lind
restores nothing. It mars but never beautifies. It
corrupts but never purifies.'

Stronger environmental safeguards might lessen
such devastation, and continuing scientific develOp-
ment might well result in the Iarie-scale use of
cleaner alternative energy supplies (e.g., solar ener-
gy). HoWever, available indicators point to the
immediate continuation of rapid development of
fossil fuels.

Since social workers and other human service .
workers have only minor impact on major energy
decisions, and since the rapid development ot fossil
fuel resources, in all probability, will continue in the
immediate future, it'behooves the helping disciplines
to demelop service-delivery strategies aimed at miti-
gating the resulting problems and needs.

This article will examine tie social consequences
and problems of energy development in small

Judith and Joseph Davenport are sociqioly professors at the University
of Wyoming Judith Dayenporas also th director of the Wyoming Human

Services Project.
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western communities; it will describe the history,
operation, and r,esults of a model program designed
to mitigate the' deleterious effects of impact; it will
pay special attention to the Problems of women and
minorities in impact areas; and it will offer implica-
tions and-recommendations for the future delivery of
human services in such communities.

Social Consequences and Problems
Public and professional attention is increasingly

being focused on the social consequences, including
human service needs, of energy development. Pro-
fessional attentiOn is attested to by the burgeoning
number of conferences, institutes, workshops, semi-
nars, books,, articles, and papers devoted to the
topic. Disciplines involved in such activities include
anthropology, communications, law, piychology,
social work, sociology, and others. Findings, conclu-
sions, implications, and recommendations are based
on data that range from highly impressionistic
personal accounts to fairly rigorous social science
research efforts.

A common theme mentioned by many authorities
is the "boomtown" effect of energy development in
or near small western communities. Such boom-
towns are certainly nothing new to the West. In fact,
Cortese and Jones point out that this region has
experienced a succession of such phenomena, to wit:

The gold rush in the late nineteenth century
created boom and bust communities out of the
rock and sand of mountainsides and creekbeds;
the uranium boom of the 1950's revived "bust-

. Harry M. Caudill, Night Comes to the Cumberlands (Boston: Little,
41'

Brown, and Co., 1962), p. x.
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ed" boom towns of that earlier era and created
many new ones; the recreational boom, ski
industry development, second-home, and retire-
ment home development have done the same
during the 1960's and 1970's.'

This ';boom and bust" phenomenon is, of course,
evident in other parts , of the cduntry, 'noibly in
Appalachia where the fortunes of towns have ebbed
and flowed for decades depending upon the vagaries
of the coal industry.

BoomtOwns, then, have been a feature of society
for some time. What may be new about this
phenomenon is: (1) an increasing societal conviction
that the, physical, social, and cultural environment
should be protected; (2) an increasing ability and
capaCity of the social and behavioral sciences to
develop social indices that measure such factors as
the "quality of life"; and (3) an increasing interest by
the profession of social work and other helping
disciplines in the problems and needs of rural

I America.
The 1970s have witnessed a renewed interest in

the environment. This interest frequently conflicts
with a national policy calling for the rapid develop-
ment of energy resources, .as witnessed by the
confrontations between environmentalists and pro-
ponents of such activities as offshore drilling, nucle-
ar powerplants, and strip mining. However, even
most supporters of development do not favor
growth at any cost. A substantial and groWing
number of peoPle believe in at least some 'degree of
planning and preparation.

Tools for analyzing the social impact of rapid
growth, have been designed and are in an ongoing

%process of honing and refinement. According to
Cortese and Jones:

concern With the social changes and potential
social problems accompanying the boom-town
phenomenon has comributed to the emergenCe
of the field of Social Impact Assessment. Social
impact assessments are multiplying almost as
fast as the proposed energy exploration and
extraction projects themselves. The literature
on the social impact of energy boom develop-
ments and the research from which it emanates
is notable primarily for its inconsistency of
approach and its lack of an explicit theoretical
base.'

' Charles F. Cortese and Bernie Jones, "The Sociological Analysis of
Boom Towns," Western Sociological Review, vol. 8, no. 1 (1977), pp. 76-77.

' Ibid., p, 76.
An excellent analysis of the'impitla of industrialization on the supply and

While this new field of social impact assessment
obviously,meeds further refinement, social planners
and human service personnel cannot wait for the
millenium to arrive before they' plY, their Jrade.
Enough data exist on the negative consequelces of
boomtOwns to warrant efforts at prevention and
amelioration.

Social work and other helping disciplines, which
are chged with preventing and amelior4ng social
problems, are increasingly turning their attention to
the problems of.small towns and rural communities.
Such attention is a welcome departure from their
,traditional preoccupation with urban society. The
iocial work profession, in fact, emerged essentially
as a response to social problems created by the.
industrial reyolution and urbanization. However, a,
mdre balanced professional perspective" appears to
be forthcothing. This is evidenced by the formation
of the Rural Social Work Caucus, the publication Of
the journal Human Service; in the Rural Environ-
ment, and the creation of an annual 'National Insti-
tute on Social Work in Rural Areas. These latter
developments are fortuitous 'indeed, since the basic
knowledge, skills, and values of social work appear
to be well-suited to the problems of impacted
communities.

Impact problems appear similar to those .of any
arerkexperiencing rapid industrialization. They are,,,
however, accentuated by the relativelY small 'popu-
lation base in most western conununitiea. For exam-

,
ple, a metropolitan area might experience some
problems in accommodating an industrial plant, or
even several plants, employing several thousand
workers. However, the ensuing problems (e.g., need
for additional classrooms) are manageable within a
framework of planned and orderly growth. On the
other hand, a small community of several thousand
persons may be all but overwhelmed by, the con-
struction of a powerplant requiring several thousand
new workers plus their families. Such a project
results in significant changes in the physical and
social aspects of the community. These changes,
while ,perceived and defined somewhat differently,
affect "oldtimers" and "newcomers."

Bates, in looking at the "people probleMs" of
western boomtowns, found that 1"frontier expan-

organization of social welfare services, including the development of social
work as i profession, in the United States may be found in Harold L.
wilensky and Charles N. Lebaux, Industrial Society and 'Social Welfare
(New York: Russell Sage FoundatiOn, 1958).
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sions" were consistent in their crash, unplanned
development, and that boomtown results:

seem always to leave in their wake the grim -
. statistics of spiritual depression, family disorga-

nization, emotional, damage and alcoholism, .
impaired sociil deVelopment of children, delin-
quency, suicide, dissipation and death.'

Hanks, Miller, and Uhlman described the sociophy-
sical,problems arising from impact as:

superinflation by which the already critical
national inflation is exacerbated with the special
added inflation of the boom town arising from

I high labor costs, shortages (such as in housing
and shopping 'facilities and services), and quick-
buck exploitation by "get-rich" entrepreneurs:
the indundation of demands from the markedly
increased population on government and r,elated
facilities and services, such as law enforcement,
courts, streets, sewers, schools, hospitals, retail-
ers and supportive business services and all
social services, such as mental health, welfare,
senior citizen programs, vocational rehabilita-
tion, employment services, and Social Security
District services.'

Inflation rates vary, of course, but a rule of thumb
developed by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) is that "the prices of lots and
houses double during the course of construction,
while the rents for housing double or triple."'

Demands for increased public services also
"boom," but the local fiscal wherevithal is generally
insufficient to meet these increased needs. Fiscal
benefits of energy development tend to be long
range and regional (i.e., taxes impthed on theproject
come in after it is completed and they may go to the
county and State); however, the negative impacts
are immediate and local.'

Social problems associated with these sociophysi-
cal problems include:

high rentals and building costs, and trailer home
living;

1,1 Edward Bates, 'Me Rural Impact of Energy Development; Impli-
cations for Social Work Practice," in Social Work in Rural Arear
Preparation and Practice, ed. Ronald K. Green and Stephen A. Webster
(Knoxville, Tenn.: University of Tenneasee School of Social Work, 1977).

p, 33.
John W. Hanks, Keitfi A. Miller, andkJulie M. Uhlmann, "Boom Town

Interdisciplinary Human Services Project" (paper presented at the Fifth
Biennial Professional Symposium of the Nationals Association of Social
Workers, San Diego, Calif., Nov. 2; 1977), p. 3.
' U,S., Department of Housing and Urban Development. Rapid Growth
from Energy Projects: Ideas ler State and Local Action (1976), pp. 19-20.
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alcoholism, gambling and prostitution associ-
ated, in part, with isolation, stress ind the lack
of alternative, immediately accessible recreation
abilities; increased incidence of depression and
substance abuse associated with housewives
isolated in overcrowded trailers with small
children while their husbands work long hours
for six days per week and provide little emo-
tional support for their distraught spouses;

family crises, such as desertions, separatiOns,
and divorces, "family wars" and critical parent-
child emotional difficulties;

truancy, school drop-outs, rapid turnover of
children in classes associated with the highly
transient population and the contributing fami-,
ly-related problems;

mental health and personal adjustment prob-
lems, where youth are in overcrowded schools,
often lacking in extra-curricular activities or
where isolated young adults manifest behavior
problems associated WIN substance abuse, such
young adults having been attracted to the
community for wofk, but having few solid
supportive relationships and not easily relating
to the thadequate existing facilities;

the special vulnerability of the elderly, whose
fixed incOmes cannot cope with increased costs6,
of housing and food, and whose way of life is
disturbed by increased crime, traffic, alcoholism
and drug abuie, and the hurly-burly , of large
groups of "strange" newcomers who over-tax
both familiar and totally new shopping facilities
and services.'

Admittedly, many of these problems exist in any
community. Aviilable evidence, howeVer, strongly
suggests that they are compounded and intensified
by the impact environment and experience.'0

At the very least, human service programs, which
are typically underitaffed and underfunded, are not
prepared for the increased caseloads brought on just
by the huge influx of people. Even if the types and
incidences of "people problems" remain the same,
agencies and programs tend to be oilerwhelmed

Ibid., p. 2.
Hanks, Miller, and Uhlmann, "Boom Town," pp. 3-4.

is An excellent compilation, including an annotated bibliography, on the
imobtems of impact communities may be found in Charles F. Cortese and
Bernie Jones, "Boom Towns; A Social Impact Model with Propositions
and Bibliography" (paper prepared for the Socio-Political Risk/Impact
Panel of the Committee on Nuclear and Alternative Energy Syttems,
National Research Council, December 1976).



before they can request or document the need for
-additional resources.

The Denver Research Center concluded that a
small town could accommodate a 5 percent increase
in growth. However, it also concluded that "an
annual growth rate of ten percent strains local
service capabilities. Above fifteen Peivent seems to
cause breakdowns in local and regional institu-
tions." Wheatland, Wyoming, is a good example of
the population changes created by energy develop-
ment. This town had 2,350 residents in 1960 and
2,498 in 1970. The development of the Laramie
River Station by the Missouri Basin Power Project
precipitated 'a jump to an estimated 3,705 in 1977,
and it irk further estimated the population will peak at
8,000 in 1979." This rate of increase is obviously far
beyond the breakdown point for local service
agencies.

Local agencies, in addition to being chronically
short of personnel, fmd it difficult to retain their
present staff. Social workers and other human
service workers sometimes experience the phenome-
non of "burn-out,"" especially in conservative rural
areas where one /finds little professional support, but
no shortage of anti-human services attitudes. Feel-
ings of burn-out, combined with low salaries, often
result in workers accepting other positions provid-
ing more money and leis stress. This problem is
probably aggravated in Wyoming by the paucity of
professionally educated sociil workers in many
public agencies. Service workers committing them-
selves to a career via education and training are less
inclined to move out of the human services thin
those who accepted such positions merely because
they needed jobs.

Problems of Women and Minorities
Women and minorities suffer 'from man/ of the

same problems (e.g., alienation, loss of a sense of
community) as the general boomtown population.
However, they also encounter additional-difficulties
because of their different status. t3roups experienc-
ing such extra problems include women and the
aged. Racial minorities are certainly not exempt
from added problems, but they constitute a very
" Denver Research Institute, A Growth Management tase Study: Sweet.
water ,County. Wyoming (report prepared for Rocky Mountain Energy

-Company. December 1974).
" University of Wyoming, Division of Business and Economic Research.
The Socioeconomic Impact of the Proposed Laramie River Station (Laramie:
1975). p. 72.
" A description of the "burn-out" phenomenon and means ofcoping with
it may be found in Christina Maslach. Burned-Out, Human Behavior, vol.
5 (1976). pp. 16-22.

A
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small percentage of Wyoming's population. Blacks,
for example, comprise only 0.7 percent of the State's
population, while Chicanos coMpiise around 5
percent. In fact, boomtowns may be a boon to racial
minorities. Cortese and Jones state, f"The gradual
introduction of racially heterogeneous newcomers
contribimm to minimizing local racial problems and
breaking some stereotypes.""

The Aged
Many rural counties have a high percentage of the

elderly in their population. Platte County, Wyom-
ing, which is not atypical of rural counties, has over
23 percent of its population over the age of 60,
according to the 1970 census. -The impact of the
Missouri Basin Power Project placed special hard-
ships on this group. According to HUD:

Most of the elderly have been in the commdnity
'for a long time, and counted on a quiet
retirement in a community they knew. With the
rapid growth, the community, is nO longer quiet
and may not be recognizable."

This may result in increased alienation among some
senior Citizens and tends to have the effect of making
them "strangers in their own land."

The superinflation created by the boom can have s
'devastating effects upon the old. Many elderly, .
especially those on fixed incomes, are hit hard by the
inflation in renta and prices. Renters may be forced
to leave the Community. Even homeowners fmd it
difficult to pay for the skyrocketing costa of repairs
and maintenance." Low-rent or subsidized housing
is not often found in most rural communities and has,
in fact, often been resisted by conseryative elements.

Older residents, along with others, often experi-
ence problems in obtaining heafth care in rural areas
and small townA." The elderly, who tend to require
more health services than, other segments of the
population, are particularly affected by the paucity
of rural health resources. Their problems are exacer-
bated by the sudden influx of people who place
additional pressures On ati already strained health-
care delivery system. However, some resources are
not fully utilized due to a lack of knowledge, a lack

" Cortese and Jones, "Boom Towns: A Social Impact Model," p. 31.
HUD, Rapid GroWth from Energy ProJecu, p. 25. .

to Dennis Freeman, comMunity coordinator, Platte County Human Ser-
vices Project, interview. Oct. 3, 1978.
" A good overview of rural heolth problems may be found in Milton I.
ROCTIler, Rund Heahh Cal. (UM Louis: C.V. Mosley, 1976).
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, of transportation, or other factors. Healthfrelated
social services, which can enable people to make use
of existing resourC' es, are almost nonexistent in rural
areas.1.

Another problem lies in the apparent inability of
most older people to see themselves as potentially
influential in the community's decisionmaking pro-
cess. The large percentage of older people id most
rural areas could make them a potent force, especial-
ly' at the polls. Few, however, are social activists,
and not enough are even politically active on issues
Of. vital importtince to theml Movements and organi-
zations such 'as the Grey Panthers are infrequently
found outside of metropolitan America. A possible
contributing factor to this apathy and lack of
organized political and social activity is the exreme-
ly high Percentage of females in the aged cohort.
Societal conditioning and institutional sexism have
tended to prevent women from perceiving them-
selves as "movers and shakers" in important political
and social concerns.

Women
Women of all ageX, not just the old, suffer adverse

consequences from impact conditions. Poor women,
like the aged, are hit hard by the boom-fueled
inflation. Unable to maintain even a subsistence level
of existence from the largesse of their public assis-
tance check, some Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) mothers simply leave the commu-
nity. Leaving a home community, familiar' surround-
ings, and a network of relationships can create
additional social and emotional problems for these
women and their children. Those who remain must
cope with the added financial and emotional strain
of "trying to make ends meet" with decreasing
purchasing power. County welfare workers, faced
with sharply rising caseloads, have even less time to
work with AFDC families. .

A HUD report indicated that boomtowns are not
good places for wives of construction workers."
Due to the lack of standard housing, many of these
wives live in crowded trailer courts, sometimes
referred to as "aluminum ghettos," on the fringe of
town. Wives free to work find few opportunities and
much discrimination in securing construction jobs.

A description of one mnovative program dmigned to enable senior
citizens to make minimum use of existing health resources in rural areas

may be found in Joseph Davenport III and Judith Ann Davenport.
"Health-Related Social Services for the Rural Aged: Problems and

Opportunities," Soda! Perspectives. vol, 5 (December 1977). pp. 36-40.
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Support jobs, 'which do accompany construction'
jobs, do not increase as fast tb the population.

Wives from other parts of the country may find
that activitieseducational, recreational, social, and
culturalare limited. Rural residents are otten oh,
ented to "outdoors.activities" (e.g., hunting; fishing,
hiking, backpacking), whereas many persons from
urban envkonments are more familiar with other
forms of entertainment and recreation. Women
moving from an urban area to a rural one or East to
West or South to North, di all three, may suffer
from "culture shock" and/or "future shock."" The
"we-they split," which often separates oldtimers
from newcomers, frequently accentuates these prob-
lems.

Wives, especially mothers, who must cope with
life in the aluminum ghettos find it to be a formi-
dable struggle. Kohrs, a social scientist and clinical
director of the Central Wyoming Counseling Center
in Casper, Wyoming, gives a graphic description of
life in an energy, production boomtown:

A housewife, after fighting mud, wind; inade-
quate water and disposal systems, a crowded
mobile home and muddy children all day, snaps
at her husband as he returns from a 16-hour
shift. He responds by heading back downtown
and spending the night at 'a bar drinking and
trading stories with men from similar circum-
stances. This typical occurrence came to be
called the "Gillette Syndrome."'

Divoive, tensions on children, emotional
damage and alcoholism were the result. Chil-
dren went to school in double shifts; motels
turned over linens in triple shifts. Jails became
crowdedAnd police departments experienced
frequent changes in personnel in the tradition of
frontier justice. Out of frustration with the
quality of living, it appeared that mayors shut-
tled in and out of office like bobbins in a loom.
Depression was rampant with suicide attempts
at a rate of one per 250 people. Suicide attempts
were rarely fatal but they became the tool to
regulate the lack of human concern: It was the
ultimate method to express that something was
wrong and needed changing.

When neglect went beyond tolerable limits,
divorce was the natural consequence. Fatigued
men working, long shifts and driving long

HUD. Raptd Growth from Eneryy Projects. p. 23.
". These women often experience many major changes in a very short time
span. A good discussion of the adverse effects such rapid change may
predpitate may be found in Alvin Taller, Future Shock (New York:
Random House. 1970).
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distances to work came horne to equally fati-
gued wives coping with a mud-spattered world.

)-

Trailer courts offered onli a mud patty for
children's play as they redid between trader
houses and trailer court traffic. Even schools

'were in trailers, similar ti5 those in which the
children lived. Nothing seemed permanent.'
Difficulty in coping with transient living, angry
school' personnel teaching under less than ade-
quate conditions, and parental conflicts led to
poor school adjustment and achievement, then
truancy, then delinquency, and finally a residen-
tial environment.

Jails often became a protection of wives from
beatings by drunken spouses rather than deten-
tion for real crime. Psychiatric and alcoholic
withdrawal problems were maintained in the
jail because of overworked medical personnel
and inadequate medical facilities. The hospital
was a first aid station to maintain life until
transported to a hospital in Casper, Billings, or
Denver.

The pattern of depression, delinquency and
divorce was so well documented that the
consequences were predictable."

Women, facing and sometimes breaking under these
immense pressures on their family and personal
lives, maj, encounter ,difficulties in securing support-
ive services.

Services frequently found in more urban areas
may not exist. There will probably be no local
family service association agency or women's re-
source center. Existing resources, such as the county
welfare office and perhaps a branch of the regional
mental health program; carry a relatively high
degree of stigma in rural areas. Even so, these local
agencies tend to be so overwhelmed with new cases
and problems that they have little time for outreach,
community education, and preventive programs.
This results in some women not knowing of possible
resources, Others may suffer from problems that
could have been ameliorated if not prevented. For
example, a mental health program can sponsor
classes or groups that better equip people to cope
with major changes such as moving to a new
location, beginning a new job, or making new

" ElDean V. Kohrs, "Social Consequences of BOom Growth in Wyom-
ing" (paper presented at the Rocky Mountain American Association for the
Advancement of Science meeting, Lan*, Wyo.. Apr. 24-26,1974).

" Judith Ann Davenport and Joseph DaVenport Ill. "Training Volunteers
for Rural Rape Crisis Services" (paper presented at the Second National

Conference on Training in the Human Services, Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 16-18.

1978), p, II.

friends.- However, mental health personnel beset by
large numbers of people with pressMg individual and
family problems often forego such programs. As the
old saying goes, "It's hard to plan how to drain the
swamp when you're up to 'your waist in alligators"

The large number of young wives of construction
workers increases the demands on the health-care
and child-care service systems. Rural health-care
systems, generally deficient inaracilities. and person-
nel, are seldom prepared for the increased demands
for general health care, let alone the extra needs in
areas such as obstetrics, gynecology, and pediatrics.
Adequate child-care services are not usually avail-
able. This poses aehardship on women desiring to
work and women who want a break from the
household routine.

Sexual assault and spouse abuse are oiher prob-
lems that are difficult to deal with in Conmetropoli-
tan areas. While the incidence of rape may not be
higher in impact communities, small-town victims
suffer from additional problems not generally experi-
enced by the urban victim, to wit:

a greater lack of anonytinity and confidentiality,
a greater pressure not to report the rape because
of damage to the community's social fabric, a
lack of objectivity in courtroom procedures
because "everyone knows everything about
everyone else," a hometown bias against outsid-
ers if the rapist is a local male and the victim
from outside the community, and a general lack
of rape crisis services."

Spouse abuse, a problem receiving increasing and
much-needed attention in many parts of the country,
is still not easily discussed or dealt with in small
towns, including impact communities. While spouse
abuse is a common problem in boomtowns, few
specialized counseling services, shelter facilities, or
other resources exist. The need for such services in
any given small town generally does not justify the
development of a separate program -or organization
even if funds are available." Furthermore, feminist
groups, which tend to spearhead such developments
in metropolitan areas, are not prevalent in small-
town America.
" An example of how specialized services may be provided in rural areas
through use of existing resources is found in Judith Ann Davenport and
Joseph Davenport III. "A Model for Rape Crisis Services in Rural
Communities," Human Serrien In ills Rural Enrironmens, vol. 2 (December

1977), p. 47,
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Wyoming Human Services Folvject
The Wyoming Human ServiCes, Project (WHSP)

is an attempt to mitigate the.. humawproblems
created or exacerbated by rapid resonrce develop-
ment. An interdisciplinary fgroup of University of
Wyoming faculty members met on an ad hoc basis
dieing 1974-75 to discuss social change theonj;
especially aa it related to preventive measures in
Wyoming communities." Their attention was nar-
rowed to, focus on the boomtown effect of rapid
population groWth due to the development of
mineral resources. This attention was translated into
a funded National Institute of Mental Health project
in 1975.

The purpose of this, project is (1) to determine
how best to train and use human service personnel
(e.g., nurses, psychologists, social Workers) to solve
the "people problems" that inevitably accomptiny
the rapid social change found in communities under-
going impact and (2) to derive guidelines and

,suggestions for other communities in similar situa-
tions about how most effectively to cope with
human service problems (e.g., alienation, child
abuse) found in impact conditions." Major project
components include a university-based training pro-
gram and a community-based service program.

The university component is administratively locat-
ed within the department of social work. Personnel
include a project director, field director, research'
assistant, and secretary. Staff members are responsi-
ble for recruiting students into a two-semester
course aimed at developing skills in community
development and human service delivery in impact
communities. Students, who must be seniors or in
their last year of graduate school, are recruited from
a number of "people-oriented" disciplines (e.g.,
psychology, social work, anthropology, nursing,
recreation, adult education, law, communications).
The training is multidisciplinary, with the faculty
team coming from the same "people-oriented" disci-
plines. Education and training cover such areas as:
the nature and problems of impact communities,
team building, establishing helping relationships,
community development, and community resources.
Following graduation, teams of around five mem-
bers -are selected for 1-year appointments to the
community-based program. These teams then re-

" A more detailed account of the history of the project may be found in
Hanka, MiIleç, and Uhlmann. "Boom Town." pp. 1-10.
" Keith A. Miller, "Application for Support of Impact Community Team
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ceive additional intensive .training for 1 month on
camPus and in the community.

In the Community-based service progmm, teams go
into impacted communities that have requested
assistance. Team members, called project associates,
are funded by thelocal community from,a variety of
sources (e.g., Economic Development,Administra-
tion, municipal funds, State funds, and power com-
panies). Project associates are placed, at no direct
salary cost to the agency, in settings related to ,their
educational preparation. For. example, a nurse might
be placed in the county health department and a
social ,worker might be placed in a mental health
center.

Agency service personnel tend to be so over-
whelmed that they welcome any kind of help. Team
members spend 20 hours per week providing direct
services. This tangible assistance not only provides a
needed service, but helps in securing community
sanction for the team. The remaining 20 or more
hours each week are sPent in team. "peoject"
activity. Team, members, usually fromAive or so
different disciplines, work together to help the
community define impact-specific problems of ser-
vice delivery and design and implement measures
intended to alleviate those problems. Such activities
and measures are, extremely difficult for existing '

agency personnel to engage in. Attempting to cope
with the influx of people and problems makes them
so "crisis oriented" that they have virtually no time
for planning and preventive activities. Project asso-
ciates work closely with a community advisory
board and local agency personnel to ensure local
input, and involvement in problem definition and
solution. In effect, the community-based. service
component functions as a rural adaptation of a
traditional social 'work program-:--the health and
welfare planning council, found in most urban areas
and called by such names as council of community
agencies or council of community services.

Specific WHSP objectives include:

I. To help community personnel defme prob-
. lems of human service delivery relative to

impact conditions.
/.

2. To aid service delivery agencies in their'
direct service activities by providing team
members as staff members in those agencies.

Project" (submitted to U.S. Department of Health, Education. and
Welfare, Office of Planning. Research and Evaluation, Social and Rehabili.
taut:in Service. July 1977). p.7.
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3. To help design and execute experimental
projects and programs in the community in-
tended to alleviate problems in the communitY
caused by a rapidly changing social situation."

Clearly, the thrust of the project is toward enhanc-
ing the community's ability and capacity to solve its
own problems. Therefore, the team does not attempt
to impose its own definitions of the problems.
Problems are identified and addressed by the com-
munity, with team members serving as catalysts,
enablers, and facilitators. General problem areas
identified by the Gillette Wyoming Human Services
Project and the community Were as follows:
I. Children Services and Care

Lack of: adequate day care, adequate foster
homes, recreational outlets
Abuse/neglect
Classroom turnover
Alcohol and drugs

II. Group and Community Involvement
Lack of: transportation, activities fitting the back-
grounds of newcomers, volunteers, information
about availability of activities
Long working hours
Alienation
Different cultural backgrounds of newcomers

III. Mental Health
Lack of: community involvement, public educa-
tion, recreational and social outlets, adequate
crisis intervention/long-term care, outreach ef:

forts
Presence of symptomatic behaviors (depression,
alcohol abuse, suicide, drug abuse)

IV. Health
Lack of: family planning services, adequate M.D.s
and nurses, medical facilities, free and accessible
clinics, information and educational facilities,

emergency transportation
High staff turnover
Venereal disease
General negative attitudes about preventive medi-
cine

V. Recreation
Lack of: public education, gyms and other facili-
ties, programs for adolescents and elderly, park

and recreation departments
VI. OtherSocial Issues

Lack of: adequate housing, jobs for women

p 9
" Problem areas u adapted by Judith Ann Davenpon from Keith A.

Delay of services
High agency personnel turnover
Persons on fixed inco*mes relative to superinfla-
tionary prices
Traffic problems and other demands for law
enfOrcement"

These problem areas are fairly typical for many
western boomtowns, including Wheatland, Wyom-
ing, site of another WHSP team. Some problems
(e.g., depression, alcoholism) affect all societal
groups, including women and minorities. Others
(e.g., lack of child care) primarily affect women and
minorities.

Interventions for Women and the
Aged

Project personnel initiated a variety of services
aimed at helping all segrnents of the community, but
having special value for women And minorities. For
example, a "Help Line" was established to provide
information as well as crisis and referral services.
This was of great value in linking wOmen and
minorities, many of whom were newcomers unfamil-
iar with local resources and services, with needed
assistance. The crisis service is heavily used by
women and appears to be a much-needed resource.

A Golden Age Discount Card program was
established to reduce the inflationary burden on
senior citizens. Under this plan, local participating
merchants give a 10 percent discount to elderly
persons possessing the Golden Age Discount Card.
The team also completed a survey on housing needs
in Wheatland. Needs identified in the survey were
heavily publicized via community meetings and
newspaper articles. Community interest, stimulated
by this activity, has resulted in the involvement of
city and county officials in planning for low4ncome
housing. Officials have made a zoning Change that
will allow a developer to construct low-income
housing. This will be of special help to many elderly
and women.

Alienation and isolation of the aged in Gillette and
Platte County have been reduced in part through the
establishment of high school classes on gerontology.
Students learn more about the aged, and a strong
volunteer component places them in contact with
older people in various settings.

A project associate placed at the Platte County
Senior Center helped to increase programming and

Miller. "Wyoming Human Services Project: Overview and Evaluation of
Pint Year Operation In (Mentz Wyoming,- November 1916, pp. 40-41.
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provide more direct services. Project personnel aslo
helped to recruit and involve the elderly in a
program aimed at analyzing and reducing energy
consumption. Through these efforts, setlioll were
able to Make their limited dollars go further.

One project associate, a nurse, helped to provide
much needed health services through the Platte
County Health Department. The many health needs
of ihis grotip (e.g., home health care), combined
with the paucity of health resources, made this an
extremely importantform of assistance.

A service of specialimportance to women was a
cooperative day-care program. Sixteen participating
families 'share responsibilities in running this pro-
grain. This relieves. stress on women by allowing
them free time for,shopping, social, and recreational
opportunities. Team members have also supported
other efforta at increasing and enhancing the limited
child-care services in the community. Increased
child-care services not only provide more immediate '
employment opportunities, especially for women,
but they also enable mothers of small children to
seek other-available employment. A preschool dra-
ma program, similar, to Sesame Street and offered
once a' week, gives edudational and recreational
opportunities to children while allowing respite to
their mothers.

Alienation and isolation of women is lessened
through a volunteer program. Many women are,
among the volunteers who flad meaningful involve-
ment in such activities. Such volunteer programs
provide needed services and enable newcomers to
feel more of a part of the community. Contact
between oldtimer volunteers ahd newcomer volun-
teers also tends to mitigate the "we-they" split so
often found in boomtown communities.

One volunteer project established was "Special
Friends," patterned after the popular Big Broth-
ers/Big Sisters concept. Children in need of special
attention, usually from low-income families and/or
female-headed households, receive individualized
attention from their "Special Friends." This gives
their parent(s) free time and supplies the children
with different adult role models. They are able to go
on trips and engage in activities otherwise unavail-
able.

Project members also were instrumental in getting

a G.E.D. (General Education Development) pro-
gram for the Platte County area. These programs are
of much value to women and minorities who need

40
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education and skills to prepare them for employ-
ment.

A community workshoP on "prejudice in ihipact-
ed communities," presented to the service providers
and community at large, served to dispel myths and
stereotypes about women and minorities. The large
numbers of female and minority team members also
served to dispel myths and to provide needed role
models. A Chkano project associate' was especially
effective in communicating with Spanish-speaking
families about family planning matters.

Social and recreational needs have been met
through the addition of a project associate (recre-
ation major) to the district parks and recreation
department. This person has been extremely active
in planning and programming activities for women

women's softball teams).

Future Actions for Women anti-
minorities

One caveat that should be remembered is that the
WHSP exists to help the community identify and
solve its own problems. It is not intended to serve as
an advocacy group for any particular interest.
Therefore, while team members may voice their
own opinions and make recommendations and sug-
gestions, selection of problem' areas requiring inter-
vention rests with the community.

However; future action by project personnel
and/or other interested parties might well be in the
following areas: continued development of informal
and formal child-care services to enhance child
development, relieve strain on parents, and free"
woMen for employment; increased development of
recreational facilities and programs.to counter 'alien-
ation and isolation of Women and the aged; contin-
ued focus on housing needs of low-income persons,
including support of subsidized housing units; in-
creased staffing for health, mental health, and social
service programs aimed lit providing such services
as family planning, home health care, marriage
counseling, and alcoholism counseling; increased
development of outreach programs (e.g., classes on
coping with change) to prevent or lessen mental and
emotional problems; continued development of edu-
cational and training measures to better equip
women and minorities for employment opportuni-
ties; inCreased community awareness (through con-
ferences, workshops, news articles) of heeds , of
women and minorities; increased efforts at enabling
women and others to organize (e.g., local chapter of

o



Grey Panthers or NOW) and press for needed
changes and continued efforts to improve the com-
munity's ability to plan and coordinate services.

Conclusion
Concluding, this article described the social and

liftman service problems of communities impacted
6y rapid development of energy resources; it dis-
cussed the special problerns of women and minori-

,

14
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ties such as the aged; it detailed the history and
oPeration of the Wyoming Human Services Project,
a project designed to mitigate human service prob-
lems created or exacerbated by boomtowns; and it
identified possible problem areas for future interven-
tion by the WHSP and/or other interested parties.
The authors believe that this model of impact
mitigation 'or a variation of it might well be emulated
in other areas of the country affected by impact.

44.
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Social/PsYchological P obis= of Women find 'Their"
Families Associated wi h Rapid Growth

By Alma E. Lantz and Robert L. McKeown .

Craig: A Case 'Study.

Introduction
As, the national demand for an increasing supply

of energy grows attention is being focused
on the regions of rice where large, generally
untapped resource reservoirs exist and is primarily
directed toward tie* and more massive uses of coal,
including extensiVe development of coal-fueled,
steam-generating electrical facilities. Secondarily,
industrial and governmental investments in solving
the mysteries of synthetic fuels are steadily growing.

For cominunities experiencing the eirly impact of
these effort's, the consequences have bees significant.
Practically by defmition these communities have
been relatively via% usually stable rural towns with
as economy based primarily on agriculture. The
sudden growth stimulus has produced many
changes, but none are felt more strongly than the.
rapid increase in the incidents of negative social
behavior and the lessening of a sense of psychologi-
cal well-being.

Nearly everyone in the community is affected by
the change, including women, men, and children,
new residents attracted by employment opportunity,
oldtimets living through unaccustomed stress, local
governments attempting to plan and coordinate
responses to new situations, and community agencies
and services usually working at capacity in dealing
with existing problems. Even under the best possible
circumstances, it has appeared that "boom" growth
produces a higher number of emotional and life-

streu problems than would a comparable increase in

Dr. Lantz is a research psychologist with the Delver Research

Institute. Mr. McKeown is emotive director of the Coloradd West
Regional Mental Health Center in Denver.
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population occurring over a greater period of time.
It is that phenomenon and its effect on the communi-1,
ty which is discussed in this paper.

The Coloreds West Regional Mental Health
Center, using the community of Craig, Colorado, as
the project site, undertook a community agency
caseload review to attempt to determine the actual
increase of reported incidents in certain probleni.
area categories. Financial support was provided by
the Colorado State Legislature, which expressed
interest in using the data as a part of its information
base when considering appropriations requests by
human service agencies working with boom growth
problems. The design and implementation of the
project was carried out by the Denver Research
Institute. 4111114

The economy of Craig has historically been based
primarily in agriculture. The county in which it is
located maintained a generally consiitent population
level, estimated to be 7,000 in 1973. In that year the
economy shifted toward mineral (coal) extraction
and electric power generation. Construction began
on the first of two powerplants, while coal leases
were being developed. By mid-1976 the County's
population had grown to 10,300, an increase of 47.
percent in, 3 years. (This figure does not reflect
temporary workers who did not give Moffat County
as their place of residence during the interim
census.) Community living problems seemed to be
taking the exponential leaps in frequency aa had been
reported by other boomtowns.
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lifethodolop
To address the planning needs of the various

community agencies, the total number of complaints
and/or incidents within the problem-area categories
were obtained from as many agencies as possible.
Since a high degree of interrelationship was expect-
ed among the categories, a primary and secondary
problem area was delineated on the data-collection
forms. For example, alcohol abuse, child behavior
problems, -or -emotional disorders oftenresult-iti

disruption. Because of the interrelationship
among problem areas, assignment of an incident to a
category was occasionally subjective or arbitrary.
Consequenq, although the total number of inci-
dents/complaints is derived from primary data
sources; there may be room for disagreement about
-assignment to specific catego 'a;--

Table 1 details the operational defmitions of each
problem area, e.g., the types of data included in
each. For example, alcohol-related problems were
defined as the sum of the number of comp-
laints/incidents involving drunk and disorderly be-
havibr, driving while intoxicated, the number of
hospital admissions for detoxification, and the num-
ber of cases opened at the mental health center
where alcohol abuse was listed as the primary
problem.

Since confidentiality of information appeared to
be a sensitive issue, the actual data collection was
done by agency personnel in most instances. Specifi-
cally, after a briefing from Denver Research Insti-
tute staff, a person within the agency was asked to
review the files for the relevant months and to
record the Complaint/incident anonymously. On the
basis of the information on the returned form,
judgments were made ai to the problem area in
which the incident should be included. The data
were collected for November and December, for the
years 1973 and 1976 (table 2). Total incidences for
the entire year were taken, in ordes that the
typicality of those 2 months might be verified. In
each agency, November and December were found
to be average months.

The emphasis of the project was to examine the
frequency of various types of problems and the
extent to which they increased. Therefore, the data
include events differing in degree of seriousness.
Moreover, in some data sources, substantiated 'and
unsubstantiated cases were used. The rationale for
includineunsubstantiated cases is that unsubstantiat-
ed cases also are acted on by the agencies. For

'

example, the nurnber of logged calls as well as
arrests made were collected from the sheriff's office
and police departnients. On the other hand, only the
cases opened, but' not caseload or contacts, were
used for the mental health center. (Active caseload
or contacts compiled for the mental health center for
November 1973 and 1976 showed an increase from
80 to 178, or a growth of 123 percent.)

Finally, checks were made within each agency for
--changes-izr-recdrdkeeping and et ter pruaiCcS that

might influence4the reliability of the figures used.
Few were found within the agency. Judging from
the data, however, there were changes in reporting
practices on the part of the citizens. Especially when
neighbors or friends were involved, the citizens may
have handled their complaints informally; when

ey .registered formal-
complaints to an agenqa

As noted earlier, the data represent the number of
problem incidents, not individuals encountered.
Therefore, some double counting of individuals did
occur. For example, a person may have 'been
arrested several times for driving while intoxicated,
as well as having been admitted to the hospital for
detoxification. Again, however, since multiple agen-
cies realistically often deal with the same individual,
this datum was considered appropriate for use in
planning decisions.

Results
The data presented in table 3 represent reasonable

-indicators of the increase in the number of problem
incidences that may occur with rapid growth. Mtist
categories show an increase in excess of what would
be expected during a time whelk the population
doubled. The variation in increase among problem
categories may be at least partially due to differences
in the stringency of the criterion for inclusion.

Each of the categories is, in fact, a type of
social/psychological problem in its own right or
results in, psychological problems; e.g., substance
abuse may be an outgrowth of etdotional problems,
and it may create emotional probleins for those who
must live with the substance abuser. Realistically,
many of the' problems that were categorized in the
Craig study primarily impact womenchild behav-
iOr problems typically more intimately involve
women than men.

In an effort to delineate those groups most heavily
impacted by rapid social change, the cases opened at
the mental health clinic were broken down in order

!"..; 3
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TAR4E 1
Typos of Doti In Cotogorlfs

Substance Abuse
Law enforcemegtdrIvIng while Intoxicated, drunk and disorderly, complaints and arrests

,

Hospitaladmissions where:rimary dlagnoels was alcoholism

Mental health centernumber of cases opened, where the primary diagnosis was alcoholism

Emotional Disorder
Law enforcementsuicides, mental disotder referrals,, and/or detentions

Mental health cliniccases opened by primary diagnosis

Hospitalpsychiatric admissions

Child-Abuse/Neglect
Social Servicescaseload of.dependent and neglect, abuse and neglect, child abuse complaints

Family Disturbance
Law enforcementfamily disturbance calls, arrests.for "family" as'saults

Social servicesfoster care, voluntary placements, custody investigations service only

Child Behavior Problems
Social servicesCHINS (Children in Seed of Supervision), delinquent

Law enforcementcorn-plaints/arrests involving juveniles
Mental healthcases opened with lidolescent as patient or as primary problem

Crimes Against Persons

Law enforcementassault, rape, murder

Crimes Against Property

Law enforcementburglary, theft, robbery
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TABLE 2
Average Reported Complaints or incidences Per Month, by Agency
(Aver,aged from November/December 1973 and November/December 1976)

Problim aria

Sheriff
& police

department

Mental
health
center

- Hospital
Inpatient

Social
services Total

1973 1976 1973 1976 1973 1976 1973 1976 1973 1976

Substance abuse ' 4.0 40.0 1.5 1.5 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 6.5 47.0

Farriily disturbance 3.5 21.0 3.0 6.5 1.0 1.0 6.0 32.5 13.5 61.0

Emotional
disturbance

.
0.,0 0.0 ;

,

4.9 5.5 1.5 2.5- 0.0 0:0 5.5 8.0

Child abuse/neglect 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.5 25.5 11.5 26.0

Childtehavior
pioblems

_
0.0 , 14.5 25 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.6 17.0 3.0 33.0

Crimes against
_

*
Oroperti 29.0 93.5. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0,0 29.0 93.5,

Crimes against
tperson'e ZO 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 2.0 20.0

I

Average
Increase.

%

623

352

45

130

1,000

222

900

TABLE 3
Total Average Complaints or incidences Per Month

Problem. afea
Total average

complaints/Incidences per month Percent Inctease

,
Substance abuse

1973 1976

623%/; 6.5 47.0

, Family disturbance 13.5 61.0 352

Self-reported emotional
disorder ,

,

5.5 8.0 45_,

Child abuse/negiect 11.5 26.5 130

Child behavior problems 3.0 33.0 1,000

Crimet against property 29.0 93.5 222

Crimes against persbris. 2.0 20.0 900

Total Includes cases reported to law enforcement:social services, hospital, and mental healtrt clinic.-

,

r.j
c
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TABLE 4
Types of Problenis Experienced by Sex, 1973 and 1976

1973, 1976

"FF M

Alcohol/substance abuse 3 0 2 1

Family, problems/disruption 0 4 7 9
Depression/suicide 3 4 2 7
Juveniles 6 2 2 2

Total
,F1

12 10 1p

TABLE 5 .

Persons Seeking Help, by Agency and-Residency, 1976

Social
services

\ Newcomers 18

Oldtimers

Junior high Sheriff's office/
Hospital/sub. disci line person
stance abuse prob ems complaining

10 33 51

7 24 64

*The population was approxirnately.evenly divided between oldtImers and newcomers.

Total

112

128*

to estimate differential effects by sex. The break-
down by sex showed: -1973-12 males,, 10 feniales;
1976--13 males, 19 females. ,e4

The diagnoses of the cases opened were also
tabulated in order to estimate differences in types of
problems experienced by males and females (see
table 4).

Despite the extremely smail number of cases, the
number of males seeking treatment increased slight-
ly, while the number of females increased dramati-
cally; this might suggest that women suffer more
during rapid growth than men. As interesting,
however, -is the high percentage of males seeking
treatment in I973it is contrary to common clinic
experience to see more males than females.

Another tabulation 1.yas conducted to ascertain
whether newcomers or oldtimers were causing or
having the bulk of the problems. By necessity, only
1976 incidents were used since a 2-year residence
was ihe criterion of an oldtimer. We were able to do
this in only some instances, since length of residence
was not always available.

Although these figures, shown in table 5, are by
no means reliable, they demonstrated that oldtimers
as well as newcomers experience living problems.
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Discussion

The data from the Craig study confirm the
observations made in other boom .communitiei of
substantial increases in commuility living problems.
Further, preliminary evidence suggests that these
burdens fall heavily on the women and children.

One must be careful not to disregard the small
numbers in the base-year data. Rather, the new
reported problems in 1973 underscore the impact of
the growth on the community structure. Where, for
example, i small law eiforcement staff may have
been able to handle a family dispute or to take an
alcoholic friend home to a neighbor, the sudden
increase in, activity tends to prohibit such informal
settlements. This is partially due to the workload,
but largely because of the shift in the composition of
the population.

On the other hand, one must be extremely careful
in interpreting these small numbers from nonrandom
sources as conclusive. In fact, the figures should be
used to generate only hypotheses to be examined;
they are suggestive indicitors at best:

Since both substantiated and unsubstantiated inci-
dences were used, j seems likely that the data reflect
an increase in the perception and handling of prob-
lems, not necessarily Me actual problems. In other



words, the -residents perceived more dan-
ger/problems and likely reported problems to au-
thorities more readily. This perception is, in and of
itself, a problem, but our data dO mit necessarily
show large increases in actual substance abuse, child
abuse, and so on. ,

The reasons for the problems observed tend to
appear with consistency in the narratives of boom-
town agencies and were' substantiated by our infor-
mal observations.

1. Lack of individual space People pressure in
growth communities tends to force regulatory agen-
cies to approve substandard developments that, as
one Wyoming environmental health officer stated,
-"at least keep the people out of those tents." Once k
approved, however, temporary quarters tend to
become permanent hOtising despite the absence of
basic health and sanitation features. Mobile homes,
often parked on recently graded sagebrush flats, 'are

located so closely together that individual privacy is
nonexistent. Social and recreational facilities are
crowded beyond reasonable use, where they are
available at all. Schools expand into trailers resem- '
bling those in which the children live. Nothing
seems permanent as little ts planned for permanency.

2. Limitations on 'meaningful communicatiOn.

Many new residents try to maintain contact with
family and friends in other places; to feel some of the
perional support not available in their 'new location.
However, eVen this can be difficult in a community
where a minimum waiting period of 18 months may
6e required before a new telephone can be con-
nected, as has been true in Rock Springs. Use of
public telephones offers an alternative but little
privacy as the waiting line listens to the sequence of

con versations.
3. Limitations on community recreational facili-

ties. Most impacted communities are quite small,
with limited existing recreational resburces. Those
that are available were designed for the preirowth
population. Often in boomtown living developments
little attention is paid to supplementing these re-
sources, even to the extent of failing to provide a
grassy playground with a few pieces of play equip-,
ment.

4. Little concern for the needs of women. In the

energy development industry, it appears that work-
ing opportunities for women, are limited. With the
pressing demand for housing, facilities for children's

day care are often overlooked. The housewife
contends with inadequate water and disposal sys-

(4

tems, a crowded mobile home, and muddy children
and has few opportunities to pursue 'personal needs

and interests.
5. Changes in community attitudes toward the

aged 'Most stable rural communities are responsive
to the needs of theirsenior population. However, in
a new orientation toward planning and providing for
the, needs Of energy industry workers, the aged may
be overlooked.

6. Increased frequericy of alcoholism-related prob-
lem In much of the West, heavy alcohol use has
historically been a feature of the culture. The small,
stable communities have quite effectively dealt with
the overt1pro6lems of alcohol*, muph as they have
cared for and protected the mentally ill. With
drinking a major recreational outlet in a boomtown,
however, there is, noted a marked increase in

alcohol-related incidents.

Research Underway at Denver
Research Institute,

The Denver Research Institute has received a
grant from the National Institute on Alcoholism and
Alcohol Abuse to study alcohol-related problems of
several boom communities over i 3-year period and
to encourage these communities to initiate their own
prevention efforts.

The research represents an effort to enaourage
"grassroots" prevention or minimization programs
by providing citizens with education concerning the
way alcohol problems affect them and their pocket- ,
books. The hypothesis to be tested is that awareness
of direct social and economic effects of alcohol-
related problems will result in some preventive steps
being taken by the community to minimize the
impact of the problems.

Our approach to the problem is dictated by the
following facts. The literature clearly suggests that
comnIunity support is necessary for primary preven-
tion (e.g., Cahalan, 1975). Community support is

unlikely if the alcoholic is seen as different. This
requires that prevention activities concentrate on
problems .other than "alcoholism." Since the prob-
lems associated with alcoholism are not singular,
problem identification shopld emphasize the identifi-

cation of patterns of problems. Further, since the
emphasis is on the family and the community
analysis of problem patterns would include informa-

tion concerning environmental or ".situational" con-
tributing factors and enable eariy case finding, both
for family members and institutions. Finally, it

5 7
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follows that "naturally occurring" mechanisms that
lead to responsible jonproblem drinking would be
isolated.

These communities provide a unique opportunity
to examine the effects of alcohol problems on the
family structure, family members, and on the com-
munity as a whole. Ahd, since alcohol abuse appears
to accompany rapid social change With amazing
regularity, these towns provide an ideal natural
laboratory in which to examine the effects of
prevention efforts. That is, prevention efforts may
be instituted befqre towns undergo "booms." The
results of these efforts may be evalhated against:, (I)
control towns that are also undergoing sinlilar
change's, (2) towns that have previously experienced
these changes, and (3) towns that remain stable.

The goal/objectives of the study are:
I. To determine what mechanisms serve to

mitigate alcohol abuse in stable rural communities
and to determine what systems cease to operate
when drinking becomes a highly visible and disrup-
tive factor in community and' family life. Our,
working hypothesis is that a strong sense of commu-
nity and familY and people's knowledge of their
neighbors' activities are important Variables in alco-
hol use and alcohol abuse.

2. To determine the effects of alcohol abuse on
both individual family members and the community.
Further, the roles played by family members and the
community at large in compounding, condoning, or
containing alcohol problems will be obseried.

3. To utilize the information on "naturally oc-
curring" prevention efforts and on the effects of
alcohol abuse on the family and community mem-
bers to encourage prevention efforts by local citi-
zens.

In all of the towns chosen, detailed incidence and.
prevalence 'data on drinking problems will be com-
plied, and drinking patterns will be directly ob-
served. Using a multifaceted approach, problem
incidences coming to the attention of dll seivice
agencies will be used, and the number of individuals
having these problems will be estimated. Surveys on
attitudes toward drinking will be made of a large
sample of the population. Based on the results of the
data-collection effort, an education/prevention ef- .
fort emphasizing the economic and social costs of
excessive drinking to all individual§ in thetown will
be developed for one-half of the towns. Then, a
grassroots community organization will he encour-
aged tin these towns. The actual Mechanisms occur-
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ring during the prevention efforts will be well
documented. The final phase of the proposed effort
will be an evaluation, again measuring the incidence
and prevalence of alcohol problems, attitudes
toward problem drinking, and regulatory, legisla-
've, 'or insulation controls developed by the com-

munity where an intervention has occurred, in
comparison to the "control" communities..

Theoretical Framework, Alternative
Strategies, and Needed Research

It is not difficult to discuss what is needed in the
way of iesearch: to date we don't even know the
basics. We don't know what really happens to the
individuals and the community as they undergo
rapid change, mush less why it happens, who it
happens to, or _when the effects may be observed.

The data presented in this paper underscore this
point: in a literature search conducted for the Craig
study, we found no other real data on the incidence
of social/psychological, problems. And our data are
unsatisfactory from a researcher's point of view due
to small numbers and sampling procedures: they can
in no way be considered conclusive.

In sum, despite a rather overwhelming amount of
papers published on boomtowns, nonel of them
contains longitudinal research necessary to under-
shind the impacts of the changes. Yet these towns
provide an ideal "laboratory" or naturally occurring
experimental situation to examine these impacts.

A Theoretical Framework
Although the total abience .of facts and figures

regarding iindividUals 'within a rapidly growing
community would suggest that any longitudinal data
would be viluable, understanding .of it problem is
often facilitated by a common usage of definitions
and theoretical frameworks. 4

It is difficult to establish such a framework when
there are no facts on which to base its development.
However, we would like to present one framework
as a point of departure.

Such a framework would posit the following:
previous studies have indicated that rapid change
may create Stress and that this stress may produce
increased sUsceptibility to a wide variety of physical
and Mental disorders. Recently, preliminary evi-
dence has suggested that social conditions and/or
social support groups may he important in determin-
ing an individual's susceptibility to Illness. This
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, general approach to the changes occurring with
rapid growth is illustrated by figure 1.

Rapid Change as Stress
The term "stress" conveys the idea that people are

beset by powerful pressures which greatly tax both
biological and psychological adaptive resources.
Although there have been many different definitions
of stress, Lazarus (1966) has noted that all definitions
emphasize the,fact that when stress occurs a person's
most important values and goals are disrupted or
endangered.

Many studies of individual life events have hy-
pothesized, and/or found that any, change, whether
positiVe, such as marriage, or negative, such as the
death of a spouse, increases the susceptibility of the
individual to any type of pathology (Holmes and
Rahe, 1967; Ostrander et al., 1972; Gunderson and
Rahe, 1974; Sanna, 1970; Dohrenwend and Dohren-
wend, 1974). For example, One study of a communi-
ty relationship between the adults over a 2-year
period -found a positive relationship between the
number of changes in an individual's life (e.g.,

relocation, marital status, family, health, finanee, and
community crisis) and the 'individual's level of
psychological well-being (Ostrander et al., 1972).

Environmental change may also adversely affect

an individual's physical, or- mental well-being, as
Cassel (1976), who has reviewed the human and
animal literature on stress, has concluded. For
example ? if the size of an animal's social group
increases, hehlth is affected negatively, even though
all other factors remain constant. Cohen (1976) has
4ypothesize4 that:

any sudden or abrupt dislocation in the arrange-
ments of groups which make up the social
structure of the society, of its normative ave-
nues of mobility, or of its normative lines of
'communication, will give rise to overtly psy-
chotic behavior, in a significant segment of the
group and/or its patterns of behavior (p. 507).

Finally, a study conducted by the National Insti-

tute of Mental Health (1974) Supports Cohen's

argument and demonstrates that &immunity instabil-
ity or rapid change is positively correlated with an
increased risk of mental illness. These fmdings
suggest the impottance of examining the ranid

change of licommunity as a stressor for its residents.

Ts

Boomtowns as an Example of Rapid Change
In the past there have been few studies of the

epidemiological implications of rapid social change
on -stable, nonmoving populations. Most of the
studies that do exist describe the cultural deviance or
mental illness which results from rapid change in
relatively primitive cultures (e.g., Carpenter's 1961

sthdies of a remote Eskimo community, studies of
immigrants to the U.S., or' studies of rural to urban
migration within the U.S.), even though one current
study is investigating whether the rapid change of
the present-day Shetland Islands from an isolated
rural community to a more industrialized communi-
ty will adversely affect the health of the population
(Voorhees-Rosen and Rosen, n.d.).

However, rapid social change is also affecting
previously stable communities in the United States.
In -the past decade the rapid growth characteristics
of boomtowns have received much attention, and
the amount of literature -that has been written
reflects how widespread the rapid growth phenome-
non really is. In rural western tOwns alone, rapid
change is expected to affect 2 to 3 million Americans
in the next 10 years (Graber, 1974; Allnecht. n.d.;
Christiansen and Clinic, 1976; Smith et al., 197,1), and
it has recently been estimated that there are over 200

boomtowns in the Rocky Mountain and Northern
Great Plains area (Cortese and Jones, 1977). In
addition, Rabkin annd Streuning (1976) have pointed
out that approximately 20 percent of the U.S.
population experiences xapid change because of
internal migration.

The impact that rapid growth or sudden energy-
related development has upon previously small,

stable, isolated, and primarily agricultural communi-
ties is dramatic. Within a 2-to 5-year period, these
towns may become snrawling industrial centers
(Cortese and Jones, 1977; Gihnore and Duff; 1975;
McKeown and Lantz, 1977). In several respectS the
rapid bhange process that occurs in boomtowns
resembles the basic urbanization or industrial revolu-
tion process (Morrison and Wheeler, 1976).

In addition, the nature of the populations of these
towns may change so that conflict occurs between
oldtime residenti, newcOmers who intend to settle
permanently in the towns, and newcomers who are
essentially transient, as , well as between the . old
ranching or agricultural elite and the new elite,
which consists of industrial managers. Thus, the
boomtown may become a battleground of conflict-
ing values and lifestyles.
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"IGURE 1
flow Diagram ofliapid Change and its
'Effects on the Community and Individuals
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The sudden and massive shock that this change.
may produce on social, economic, and political
institutions, such as lacal governmental service units,
local businesses, school systems, churches, and
recreational facilities, has been described in detail. A
number of . studies have dealt with boomtown
growth management and have focused on the effects
of population increases upon service facilities, em-
ployment possibilities, and revenue bases (Cortese
and Jones, 1977; Gilmore and Duff, 1975; Donald,
1977; Gold, 1977; Foundation for' Urban and Neigh-
borhood Development, .1974; Federation 2f Rocky
Mountain States, 1975).

Yet, the impact of rapid social change on individu-
als and social groups has rarely been discussed.
Greenstein (1978), who has reviewed nearly 100

studies of boomtowns, has noted that only a few of
,these studies discuss the human impact Of rapid
change, much less docurhent these changes, even
though evidence indicates that they may be serious

and dramatic.

The Role of Social Suppoit Resources in
Reducing/Inducing Susceptibility.

Recently, epidemiologists have sought to explain

the connection between stressful life events and
susceptibility to mental and physical illnem by
examining "social support resources," a concepAhat
is derived from the sociological concepts of social
network theory and the primary group. As has been

stated previously, Theorists have suggested that
social reinforcement is needed in order to mitigate or
cushion individuals from the effects of the stress that
they encounter. Specifically, they have hypdthe-
sized that the potential harmful effects et a changed
and/or confusing social environment can be reclocif4.._

by the buffering effect of Ostrons systeih of social
support resouices (Dean and Lin, 1977; Cassel, 1974,

1976; Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend, 1978; Caplan,

1974b; Henderson, 1977).
While this' theoretical development is of consider-

able significance, it is difficult to evaluate, since
conciptual donfusion surrounds the notion of "social

coping resources." AlthoUgh research has been
condiAted on such subjectt as social networks,
fOimaT and informal social bonds, social support
systems, 'and confidants, no precise definition of
social supports has.emerged:

Caplan 1974b), one author who has defined social

supports, has argued that ,they are. a "range of
enduring relationships" which help -individuals to

deal with life events. He has also identified four
Specific functions of social supports in 'reducing the
individual's susceptibility to psychological problems
because of stress:

They supply cognitive guidance, tools, or
materials that improve the individual's handling of
the stressful situation.

They help the individual to master his or her
emotional burdens.

They provide the individual with a refuge or
sanctuary from the stressful environment.

They assist the individual in realistically inter-
preting feedback that would otherwise be incom-

prehensible.
Some preliminary empirical evidence supports the

contention that social resources protect individuals
from illness. More specifically, in studies where
animals have been subjected to noxious stimuli, such
as electrical shocks, overcrowding, and territorial
invasions, the incidence of illness has been reduced
when litter mates, parents, or even familiar groups
were present (Cassel, 1974, 1976; Henderson, 1977;
Dean and Lin, 1977). In siadies of humans, Langner
and Michael (1963) have demonstrated that having
three close friends, visiting relatives, or being affili-

ated with organizations and pursuing large-group
activities greatly decreased the risk of mental illness.

Miller and Ingham (1976) have corroborated these
results in their study of the relationship between
contact with friends and confidants 'and the inci-
dence of psychological and physiological symptoms.
Brown et al. (1975) have concluded that an intimate
relationship between a woman and her mate reduces
the likelihood of depression following a stressful life
event. Lowenthal and Haven (1968) have found a
relationship between the risk Of depression and the
buffering role of the confidant. Other authors (e.g.,
Casiel, 1976; Dean and. Lin, 1977) haVe cited

lividende from combat studies that suggests a rela-
tionship between sobial support resources of various
t s and the effects of severe battle stress. Finally, a
recent study of Nuckolls et al. (1972) has demon-
strated that social support resources are a key
element in lowering susceptibility to illness in

stressful situations. '
These studies are provocative but not conclusive.

First, many studies utilized.an experimental sample
that was all:Cady illThus, it is difficult to determine
whether the lack of meaningful social contact was a
cause or an effect of illness. That.is, no study utilized
a longitudinal methodology. Second, each study
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examined a different aspect of social support and
operationally defined "support" differently. Finally,
none of these studies examined the underlying.
mechanisms by which Social iesources influenced
individual susceptibility.

Most importantly, none of the preliminary studies
have addressed three important dimensions of social
support resources:' the active component, the dy-
namic dimension, and their role as both an indepen-
dent and dependent variable.

The term "social support" implies passivity, and
the phenomenon has been discussed as onlji a passive
resource. Its active component has still not been
defmed, even though this dimension, which includes
the actio,ns of the individual, in developing and
.sustaining the support network, may greatly,influ-
ence susceptibility. For example, an individual who
serves as a social support to another network'
member should feel needed and therefore experience
an increase in self-esteem, and a' dectease in hel-
plessness. Further, if an individual sets up a social
network, he or she should have increased feelings of
politer, control, and self-esteem.

The dynamic changing aspect of social support
has also been largely ignored, even though all
aspects of social support are likely to change over a
period of time It is interesting to note that, although
the problem of changes in a support group has been
theoretically ignored, its importance is evidenced by
the large number of "life events" that tap changes in
support systems. In addition, even if a support
network remaiiis intact, many changes may occur in
theroles that an individual plays in the network and
the quality and quantity of the support provided
and/or social interaction. In sum, changes in support
groups may also be a stressor. '

Finally, studies of social supports have failed to
ask whether stressful life events demand an increase
in social support resources to prevent heightened
susceptibility to disease, or whether the mere main-
tenance of resources intimes of stress is sufficient to
buffer- individuals from the full effects of stressful
conditions in the social environment.

The concept of social support is especially ger-
mane to women who reportedly often 'derive a
greater proportion of their self-esteem ftom externil
sources and who typidally demonstrate higher needs
for affiliations. The problems of obtaining even
moderate amounts of social -support in a boom
community may be monumental, given its rapidly
changing population and isolation of its female
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residents. The avenue of utilizing this background of
, research io examine the consequences of rapid
change on women and their families may be a
fruitful endeavor, both to the theoretical understand-
ing of these populations and also to design mecha-
nisms to mitigate their problems.

Possible Mitigating Strategies
The established community-support structure can

resolve many of the problems in a stable community:
With a large influx of strangers, however, there is
neither the capacity nor interest to 'respond to them
in the sillne manner. In fact, considerable hostility
may exist because of community changes attributed
to the newcomers. For many of the construction
workers, the short time spent in the community
prohibits developing new support systems, even if
there were a personal interest in doing so. Where
these short-timers live together in relatively large
numbers, it appears that the primary commUnity
response to their social and psychological needs is to
provide crisis-oriented services. The community
capacity to extend those services must expand with
the population growth.

These crisis-response capabilities must also be
available to the newcomer who is involved in the
contiOuing Operation of the new facilities, but an

.investment in primary prevention may prove most
productive. Assisuince in the building of support
systems within the new settlements of permanent
residents can help to replicate, the fabric developed
by the original community. Such an effort should be
a prime objective of the community human service
agencies, and they should be supported with suffi-
cient resources so that the objective is not lost in the
inevitable crush of crisis services.

One example of such a social support group was
piloted by Ms. Jody Kassover, administrator of the
mental health clinic located in Granby, Colorado,
who has instituted what might be termed a "social
support network." The effort was conceived in the
winter of 1976 when she had 10 attempted suicides
in 2 weeks (the total population of the area is about
7,000) and the clinic was inundated with depressed

' newcomers who knew no one in the community. As
she looked around, she discovered that the only
recreational outlet in the area was the local bars.
Consequently, she set up, under the auspices of the
professional training group (a CMHC function), a
support group. The members had lived in the area
between 2 weeks and 40 years and ranged in age
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between 19 and 68 years old. Even though ,some
members of the group had to drive an hour and a
half for each meeting, no one dropped out; in fact,
they added a member.

Based on this experience, a human relations
welcome wagon was initiated (now known as the
Grand County Greeters). Forty people were
"trained" to become members. Their activities in-
clude the publishing of a human service handbook, a
dial-a-friend program, and the circulation of a list of
their names to local professionals, requesting that
appropriate individuals be referred to them. They
placed posters around town, accompanied by po-
stcards, telling newcomera to contact them. In fact,
many newcomers who contacted them were invited

to the training session. The Greeters have become a
support group not only for newcomers, but also for
t he mse I ves,

A final observation is that consideration should be

given to spreading energy-development activities
over a greater span of time. This cOuld permit a
smaller force of construction workers to work on
several successive projeCts, allowing them the same
opportunity to become a part of the community they

are helping to build. Permanent plant operations
staff would arrive in smaller numbers over a greater
time span, with a greater likelihood that they would
move into a community with developing support
systems. Under these conditions, it is quite probable
that the impacts discussed in the paper could be
largel y avoided.
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An Ounce of Prevention: Another. Approach to
Mitigating the Human Problems of Boomtowns

By William R. Freudenburg*

As anyone who attended yesterday afternoon's
sessions is probably well aware, rapid energy-related
growth can cause substantial problems for women,
for minorities, and for other human beings who live

in the energy-impacted regions of the Intermountain
West. That point, I suspect, .has, been made so
effectively that there is no real need to reemphasize
it here:But there are two other points that may not
have been made as clearly and yet that are worth
keeping in mind.

First, the problems of boomtowns are not simply

economic and not simply logistical. Some of the
mosz, obvious and pressing problems are indeed
econ c in natureall the new people moving into
an ar/a will need new homes and water.

ut as everyone in this room knows, it takes more

than water and sewer hookups to keep a human
being functioning prdperly, and in addition to the
economic and logistical problems, people in boom-

towns experience a variety of social problems
problems that are caused by the disruption of the
social system and that' we really cannot solve by
throwing dollars at them.

.If we had time, we could discuss at son* length

the nunecohomic problems caused not only for
women and minorities, but for all the human beings

who live in a boomtown, oldtimer and newcomer
alike. We would see that while soeial and cultural
disruptions often cause problems for the better-off
members of boomtownsestablished ranchers, local
governmental officials, and so onironically, the
people who usually suffer the most are the people
who ary in the weakest position to begin with. The

Dr, Freudenberg is a sociology professor at Wuhington State Univef-
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poorer members of the community fmd they cannoi
afford inflated rental prices. Adolescents, precisely
because they are less "set in their ways" than their
parents and also because they have a harder time
ignoring the newcomers, fmd that their community
has become strange, stressful, and bewildering, and
they respond with what urbanites might call "juve-

,

nile delinquency," causing further problems. "Weak-
er" people in the communitythose who need a
little extra help to get bysuddenly fmd that friends
and neighbors are busier and less willing or able to
help. The list could go on, but the message would be
the same: for women, minorities, and other human
beings, boomtowns cause problems that are essen-
tially independent from standard, economic, "miti-
gating" measures. (For more detailed in(ormation on

the social disruptions caused by boomtowns, inter-
ested readers are urged to consult Albrecht, 1972,
1978; Cortese and Jones, 1976, 1977; Freudenburg,
1976, 1978a, 1978b; Freudenburg et al., 1977; Gold,
1974a, 1974b, 1975, 1976; Linje, 1976, 1977; and

Massey, 1977.)
Even under the best of circumsancesfor exam-

ple, we could have the "first and second lines of
defense" mentioned by Donna Davidson yesterday.
(housing and recreational facilities) in place; we
might have a very useful technical assistance of the

sort provided by Burman Lorenson's office; and we
might even have,the assIstance of the Wyoming
Human Services P?Ogram, which pays a great deal
of attention to the problems of a boomtowneven
under these circumstances, we would still just be
making the best of what remains a bad situation,
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applying Band-aids to wounds that are still wounds
and that might have been preventable. Many of
these wounds, in fact, cannot be healed with simple
Band-aids--and under worse circumstances.' we
might not even have a stipply of Band-aids.

Actually, there is also another problem of stan-
dard mitigating measures, even when they are
available and applied: almost by their very nature,
they are formalized, tax supported, professionalized,
and bureaucratized; and when we turn to, them to
lessen some of our problems we actually worsen-
another set of problemsthe inereasing formaliza-
tion, professionalization, bureaucratization, and oth-
er kinds of sociocultural changes that are a major
course of boomtown stress (Cortese and Jones,
1977).

But a second point also needs to be made: growth
is definitely not all bad. Many of the towns that are
fearing growth today have been searching for
growth for decades; the problem is that they are
facing a different kind of growth today. The biggest
single difference in the type of growth is its sheer
amount: as a general rule of thumb "g" stands for
"growth," for "gradual," and for "good," while "b"
stands for "boom," "bust," and "bad." The boom-
town, itonically, is suffering from too much of What
would otherwise'be a good thing.

Given this background, I would like to suggest
that 'we use this session as an opportunity to respond
to a challenge Polly Garrett issued yesterday: let's
do some creative thinking about what we would like
the future to look like and talk about some specific
suggestions that might actually improve the situa-
tion. If we are talking about impacts that are
occurring right now, the best we can realistically
hope for is to make the best of a bad situation
mitigating measures. But if we were willing to look
at the longer rangefacilities that are likely to be
built a decade or more into the futurewe could do
far more.

The boomtown may bepne more place where the
old adage holds true: an ounce of prevention may be
worth far more than a pound of mitigating measures.
The best way to mitigate the social problems of
women, minorities, and other human beings in
boomtowns, to put it simply, is to avoid them in the
first place. The suggestion is not nearly so radical as
it might sound; there is really no need for us to go
back to caves and candles. When we restrict
ourselves to lookiftg at impacts that are already
occurring, there is a tendency to assume that we are
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forced to choose between throwing innocent com-
munities into chaos or throwing the American
economic system into darkness. But realistically, we
can choose from a far broader range-of options over
the longer run. It is entirely possible for the Nation
to benefit from western eneigy without wreaking
human havoc on western communities; we simply
need to go about it more intelligently.

,The economic and the social problems of boom-
towns have one thing in common: the worst disrup-
tinns are caUsed simply bi having too many new
people coming into 'an area too quickly. In both the
economic and the sociocultural spheres, all other
things being equal; the greater the influx, the greater
the problem.

There is nothing -inherently evil about growth,
provided it is a reasonable level of growth. Problems
arise only with relatively niassive kinds of growth
with boomtowns. We are likely to get growth
some growthwherever we develop fossil fuel
resourcii. However, we only get boomtowns under
SOMC fairly unusual conditions. Let's look at some
actual figures for coal developments.

As a crude rule of thumb, opening a "standard-
sized" coal mine will not generally cause that many
problems for a local area, provided the usual
environmental constraints are operating. Even a
hefty-sized minesay one that produces a million
tons per yearwill take only 100 to 150 workers if it
is a strip mine; a deep mine putting out the same
amount of coal would need more workersperhaps
250 or sobut because of the nature of deep mining
operations, the workers w9uld only be hired gradu-
ally, in crews of ahout 30 at a time. Moreover, most
western mines have had a fairly easy tithe hiring
people who already live in the area, further lowering
the size of any population influx.

In other words, it is entirely possible for us_ to
mine the western coal without causing boomtowns,
so long as we do not open several mines all at once
in the same area. We will get growth, certainly, but
it is the kind of growth that can provide many or
most of its jobs to locals, and growth that will
generally be gradual enough to do considerably
more good than harm. To get a boomtowna
genuine, nasty boomtoWnwe have to do more
than open one mine at a time. This brings us back to
Harris Sherman's comment .yesterday that there is a
big difference between extraction and conversion of
coal. The boomtowns that have hit the New York
Times and the network news have, for the most part,



been communities where conversion facilities of one
kind or anotherusually electric powerplants
were being built, and occasionally where several
facilities were being built and expanded at the same

,time. Moreover, there are not generally too many
dislocations once the plants are "up" and operating.
The boomtown impacts we have seen from coal
deVelopment in the Intermountain West have gener-
ally come from the construction phases of coal
conversion plantS.

Here is a, specific example. 'Craig, Colorado, is a
town that has achieved a ,fair amount of notoriety
lately for its boomtown problems, Which in a way is
unfortunate because the local citizens have actually
done a fairly impressive job of dealing with a
difficult situation. But in addition to its "socioeco-
nomic" difficulties, Craig has experienced substan-

tial social impacts, as indicated by some of the
classic indices of social pathology. As Alma Lantz
mentioned yesterday, the population went up about

100 percent in just 2 years--;-but meanwhile, crimes
against property went up 220 percent, and crimes
against persons went up 900 percent; family distur-

bances rose, 250 percent; child behavior problems
went up an even 1,000 percent; alcohol-related
complaints rose 550 percent, and other drug-related
reports Went up about 1,400 percent. Despite sub-
stantially increased police, expendituresthe town
did not even have an administratively independent
police department until November of 1975, yet a
year and a half later they had over 20 officers and a
department with a quarter-million dollar budget
the residents of Craig were more than twice as likely

to have feared for their safety than residents of three
preimpact communities and more than three times as
likely to have been the victims ofcrimes (McKeown
and Lantz, 1977; Freudenburg et al., 1977): Nor was

the Craig experienCe unique; other communities
for example,.Rock Springs, Wyominghave fared
even worse.

Where did these depressing statistics come from?

A simple, straightforwardbut bigcoal-fired elec-
tricity generating plant. Not that burning coal causes
crimes, mind 'youat least not directlyit, is the
way the plant was built.

When the "Yampa Project" (as it is called) is
finished, it Will employ between 100 and 200
peoplemine plant and all (Rural Electrification
Administrattn, 104)and many of those employ-

ees will be locals. But building a plant has been

another matter entirely. At the peak of construction,

about a year ago right now, there were 1,900
workers on the site. After adding spouses, children,
and ancillary workers, that translates nito a popula-
tion increase- of 4,000 to -6,000 persons; and the
injection of 6,000 persons into a single community,
one that only held 5,000 to begin with, is a virtually
foolproof method of creating social disruptions. Had
the same plant been buifi in ailkurban area, an influx

of 6,000 persons would scarcely have been noticed;
but this was a rural area.

Yet, not even the construction of large plants in
rural areas is uniformly evil or disruptive. The
Nation has been encouraging "rural industrializa-
tion" Tdr at least a quarter of a century now, and yet

we only have been hearing about serious impacts for
the last 3 or 4 years. Are we simply more sensitive
today to the kinds of disruptions we ignored in the
past?

That may be part of a reason, but a bigger part,
believe it or not, is rainfall.

Here is another example. one of the most carefully
'monitored inif-pacts infiistory WAS that of a large steel

plant built just outside of,,Hennepin, Illinois, ii the
late 1960s: The plant was to have an eventual work
force of over a thousand, and Hennepin had a 1970
population of only 535. Surely, if there were ever a
chance for a massive impact, this was it: Yet a team

of very competent researchers monitoring the town
found essentially no social disruptions worth report-
ing (Erickson, 1969; Summers, 1973). Why not?
Because relatively few of the workers lived in
Hennepin, the massive influx simply did not occur.

The Hennepin area gets about twice as much
rainfall as the etaig area. Vegetation and crops are
much more dense in the region, and accordingly, the

*1 farms are much smaller (which means closer togeth-
er); people and towns in Illinois are closer together
-as well. It is a simple, straightforward connection,
but it makes a big difference in the kinds of impacts
that will result from building even identical.plants,
In the Hennepin example, workers moved into at
least 68 different communities that were within 57
road miles of the plant, but a 57-mile drive from
Craig would gain a total of about three more towni.
Craig is the county seat and only major community
in all of Moffat County, which covers a larger area
than the States pf Delaware and Rhode Island
combined. Hennepin's entire county (Putnam) grew
bY only 14 percent in 5 yearsand with a labor
force goI1ate that was actually lower than the
Illinois statewftle average for the same period-.
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while Moffat County, Colorado, grew by about 1
percent in 2 years. The claim, in brief, waf that the.
problems in Craig have not been the result 'of evil
i on anyone's part; they really co i4 d not
have been avoided -by getting people togethe d .

talking things out. The disruptions, social an4b \
economic, resulted from the size and speed of thef
influxwhich, as mentioned earlier, is one of the
saddest ironies of the whole situation: Moffat Coun-
ty's disruptions came from simply having too much
of an otherwise good thing, in the wrong places.

If standard mitigation proceduresleave us with an
inproved, but still bad, situation, and if we know
from past experience that it is possible to have mines
(and probably even plants) in rural areas withmit
creating boomtowns or their problems, then the
sensible question to ask is this: how can we best
avoid boomtown problems in the future, while still
assuring ourselves of the energy supply we need?

For facilities that are already entering or nearing
the construction phase, the first three command-
ments of impact prevention would be these: (1) hire
locals first; (2) hire locals first; ind (3) hire locals
first. It is Worth noting that these three,command-
ments can be particularly effective in moderating the
size of the population influx if we are willing to hire
persons from that half of the population which is
post likely to be underemployed, nainely, the
women who already live in an area.

Over the longer run, there is a much broader
range of options available to us. The most obvious
way of lessening boomtown problems has been
pointed out well by Carl Whitman in the previous
sessionwe need to be consideridily more, careful in
our estimation of how Much energy we "need," and
we can prevent large number of problems by
devoting more of our attention to energy alterna-
tives that do not require massive installations,
specifically including, for example, decentralized
and 'renewable technologies far wind an"solair.
energy utilization. Boomtown-creating plants are
highly capital intensivewhich in plain English
means that they provide far fewer jobs per invest-
ment dollar than do the decentralized technologies.
Moreover, if we are interested in providing signifi-
cant employment, for urban-dwelling minority
groups, we need to remember that for them, MOM
jobs in boomtowns are in the wrong place and will
go to the wrong race. This paper will not say much
more about conservation, soft energy 'paths (Lovins,
1976), and the kinds of appropriate technologies just
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desrcibed by Lee Topiqh, but that is not becanse
these options are of no IWely hpportance in prevent-

ing boomtown problems; rather, it is that adopting
decentralized technologies would lessen boomtown
problems in an almost. automatic way. It is only
when We stick with large, centralized installations
that we even need to worry about boomtowns.

However, even if we assume that we will need to
depend on fossil fuels for at least some interim
period, that still 'does Roping to make boomtowns
inevitable. In fact, tee only Way to get a boomtown
is to do eveFything wrong.

More specificad we need to foul up in three
different. ways:r all on the Same installation, before
we can get a real boOonown; we have to build a
facility that is too large, we have to bring our
workers into an" area too rapidly, and we have to
bring diem into an area that is kits .sparsely popu-
lated to be able to absorb them wel17rural Illinois
just will not do it. If we get even one of those factors
rightsize of the plant, rapidness of the influx, or
the population density of the host regionwe
simply will not have a boomtown, because we will
not get the kind of population influx that causes one.
Let us take a -Closer look at 'the three factors
involved.

I. Size: The two Units of the Yampa Project that
are already nearing completion will have total
capacity of 766million watts, which is theoretically
enough juice to keep 7.5 million 100:-watt light bulbs
burning night and' day. One ot two additional units
may be built in the fiture, perhaps even doubling
that output. Did the plant really have to be that
large? ,Not as far as the residents of Craig are
concernedit seems unlikely that they would ever'
be able to use up more than tiny fraction of 1,500
million watt output, even if they stayed up all night '
long under those burning light bulbs to consider
alternatives. Most of the power will be cfnied to
cities hundreds of miles away; Craig gets most of the
impacts, but others get Most of the energy.

The plant was built the way it was, where and
when it was, simply becausea set of charts and
balance sheets said that was the right thing to do.
Those calculations, however, did not pay ,much
attention to the human costs built into almomtown
situation; if they had, an entirely different decision
might have been made. Powerplants may have
certain economies of scale, but if we consider the full
cost of larger plantsinaluding everything from
inherent diseconomies of scale; through direct and
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indi ect boomtown costs, and On to the additional
but koteworthy consideration that bigger- plants
make iüch better fargets kir lawsuitswe may find

that th benefit -is not nearly so great as we have
suspec ed in the past.

nstruction Technology: We might give the

matter some thought and conclude (for one
- reason or another) that We do indeed want all of our
.-powerplants to be at least the site of the set now
being built near Craig:.

The environmental impact statement prepared for
the Yampa Project stated that the construction
period had been "lengthened" (although ,the docu-
merit_ doei not provide any data dm the degree of
lengthening) "in order to spread production employ-
,ment as evenly as possible" (Rural Electrification
AdMinistratiOn, 1974, p. 176). If this course of action
-had been followed with real convictiotv;by limiting
peak conitruction employment to 300, for example,

instead of 1,900the boom' simply would not have
been as explosive. Economic, benefits to the local
area would Still have existedalthough they proba-
bly would have lasted longerbitt the human and
the logistical disruptions of the boomtown would
have been reduced to negligible proportions.

If we are thinking about future plans, we have twa
options for achieving this leveling off of the influx.
The first, and most obvious is simply to stay, within
Our present technology, but to spend longer building
the plant with fewer, people on site' at any given
time. Thiswould currently be an extremely unpopu-
lar idea with energy companies, however, because
inflation costs and the inherent costs of borrowed
capital (which will generally not be repaid until the
plant starts operating) would Mike it an expensive

alternative. - .

So the secOnd option might have a goOd deal
more tO be Said for it oyer the longer run, particular-
ly if we are willing to think nOW about the kinds of
'plants we will be building a decade or more into the
future and to question our whole approach to
building powerphints today: could we place a
greater" emphasis on building components of the
plant elsewhereperhaps even gaining the econo-

mies of mass production ofi 'some of thein?
were to put our Minds (and our engineering research

ilollars) the'lisk, we might find that it is entirely ,

reasonable, both economically and technically, to
pdt much more of the plant together someplace else,

'then ship in the largely completed, components,
Which wonld simply be bolted together by a 'much

smaller crew of workers on site. Urban minority-
group members would be able*to get jobs assembling
components near their homes, without needing to
migrate to rural towni that are ,sometimes strange
and :hostile to them. Workets would be able to keep
their jobsand their familiesin one spot for longer
lengths of time, as they would no longer need to
move from site to site just lo stay employed. At the
nine time, bootn-and-bust problenia, caused ,by
ha:ring massive Wives of workers moving in and out
of impact communities, would simply 'be avoided.
With the benefits of more research, in fact, we might
even find that it can be more economical to build a
series of 75 megawatt plantsespecially if they can
be put up relatively qnickly, only When and where
they are needed,-than to build a handful of booni-
creating giants. And that arrangeinent would actual-
ly saire money for consumers at the same tinie as it
lessened the strains we would otherwise be creating
for future boomtown dwellers.

3. 'Location: Finally, in the interest Of general
equity as Well as of avoiding boomtown problems,
we might consider moving , tilt entire plantfinal
assembly and allto the region(s) 'where the energy
will be used. When we mine the coal, we either mine
it where the coal is found or not at all. Burning it;
hoWever, is something that can be done nearly
anywhere conditions are right.

Building plants in the areas where the energy, is

used Would probably, increase' the dollar costs of
transporting the energyalthough in the case of
electricitY, engineers tell me it, could actually cost
less in terms of energy, given the terms of substantial
losses that occur in lon,g transmisSion lines. How-
ever, When the plants ire' located in the regions
where the energy is uselik the costs as well as the
benefits of the plants are likely, to accrue to the same
regionthat is, the pollution as well as the social
and economic disrUption of the plant would stay in
roughly the same regionw here the energy would be
used, as would the tax base provided by the plant
itSell Additionally, the closer proximity to urban-
ized areas and industrial customers' would greatly
inarease the opportunities for "cogeneration"for
using the plant's "waste"- 'heat in domestic and

' industrial ipplicationi, instead of just using it to .
evaporate v*t quantities of (scarce) western water
in plant cooling.

Finally, and-more in line with our present discus-

sion, the heavier populations of energy-using areas
would make those areas Morelikely to haVe existing
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supplies of the particular labor skills required (mean-
ing that less of an influx of workers would be
required for building the same plant); yet at the same
time, more densely populated areas are less likely to
be disrupted 'even by an influx of the same size. In
other word% an influx of the size experienced in
Craig would scarcely have been noticed liere in
Denver, yet the influx might actually have been
imaller, since a respectable portfon of the workers
on the plant came from thegreater Denver area hi
the first plOce: linfortunately, coal-fired plants- are
still so dirty, and the Denver area air is already 'so
polluted, that it would be environmentally unaccept-
able to build -the Plant in Denver right now even
using today's best available pollution-control tech-
nology. For the future, however, we may' be able to
improve preaent emission-control techniques at the
sime time we are improving present construction
technology. At a minimumeven if we decide to
stay with the present plant size, keep the same
construction techniques, and keep on' building the
planta rural areas-7-the Hennepin' example cited
earlier tells us what kinds of rurafareas to pick: areas
where the impacts can be absorbed in several towns
instead of overwhelming just one.

summary and Conclusions
Orie of the problems of inviting *academics to'

conferences is that they always seem to end their
papers with calls for "more research," and I am
afraid I am about to do the saine thing. This ii not a
standard °call for mine research, however: I am not
going to ask for more money for the kind of research
I have been doing (although wmild scarcely want
to discourage it); I think we need more engineeridg
research.

The people of Craig and other boomtowns are
getting underitandably tired of having a Stream of
impact reaearchers (and other "instant experts")
coming through town, -usually telling them how
good .or bad they are supposed to feel, but seldom
saying much about how the situation could be
improved. They have a right to expect something
better. We certainly do not know all the answers
yet, let alone all the right questions, but we are
starting to get a fairly good idea of what happens in
energy boomtowns . and why it happens. In the
words ofJones and Cortese (1976, P. 21):

We know that we have problems; further re-
search is 'hardly needed to establish that. The
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question now is "what are we going to ao about
it?"

That brings us to the call for more :research. We
have all heard the complaint that, social science
reseirchunlike physical and engineering re-
searchnever, provides us with solid answers to our '
questions, at least not in time to do anY good. But '

this may be one of those rare areas where just the
opposite is true. Social scientists are indeed begin-
ning to provide us with solid and consistent answers
about what happens to the social structure of
boomtowns, and about what' happens to hunian
beings as a consequence; the next step, it seem%
for engineers to do more research.

This paper, written by a social scientis , has
offered us a set of fairly specific suggestions for
actions we could begin io take today. -Ail- of them
appear to offer the possibility of avoiding the human
problems of boomtowns in the future; -with the
exception of the conservation option, moreover, all
of them involVe the need for at least minor technical
and engineering changes, and none of them would
require any future social science research, except
perhaps for monitoring the effeCtiveness of the
changes. ' We can conserve energy and place a
greater emphasis on decentralized tedinology so
that we simply do not build as many plants in the
first place. When we do stick with fossil fuels, We
can make sure that we only open mines one at a time
in any particular area: We can build smaller plants.
We can build them in different placeseither in
urban areas or in more densely populated rural
areasand preferably in places closer to 'where the'
energy is being used. And fmally, we can build
plants of the same size and even build them in the
same plaCes, but build them with fewer construction
workers on site at any given timeeither because
we are building the same plant more slowly or
because we are building it with a technology that
moves finished coMponents (instead of masses of
workers) to the construction site.

Most persons would not guess (unless the relation-
ships were explained to them beforehand) that new
and improved construction techniques could help to
prevent juvenile delinquency, drug abuse, and the
other social problems Of boomtowns, just as most
would not have 'guessed that rainfall could help
prevent boomtowns in Illinois. Yet in both cases
with the rainfall and with the construction tech-



niquesthe connection is direst and relatively
straightforward.

We cannot do Much to alter historical patterns of
rainfall, unfortunately, but we can do a great deal
today to alter the. technologies of tomorrowvid
doing so can bring us human as well as environmen-
tal returns on Our investment. With renewable and
decentralized sburces of energy, as Well as with new
fossil-fuel technologies, we may fmd that relativelY
small research and development expenses today' can"

help prevent massiye human problem&tomOrrow.
Thii paper hag concentated laigely on coal-fired

electric plants, as they are the most notorious source
of presen_Way booms. But Jhere are new technolo-
gies onithe horiion thatdepending on. ihe way
they are designed todaycould either dwarf pre-
sent-day booms if they are built later on or else show.:
how unnecessitry today's booms really were. One
Oommon response to current-day pleas to slow down

an influx is that it is "too late" to .'alter the
construction plans to any major degree: decisions

.. were set into motion. years ago and they are now
virtually set in concrete, or at least in dollars. But it
is not yet too late to be thinking about the technolo-
gies of tomorrow or to start including human costs
and benefits in our calcnintions about theni. In fact,
We need to , begin now to consider the human
implications of fossil-fuel technologies such as mag-
nedohydrodynami6s, fluidized-bed combustion, and
oil-shale plants, as well as of renewable technologies
for the utilization of sOlar, wind, and geothermal
energy.

There are some good things and many bad things
about a boomtown, but perhaps :the worst thing of
all is that die woist of the negative consequences are
inherently avoidable, for women, for minorities, and -

for nearly all other human.beings. Perhaps this Craig
resident's words summarize the situation best:

I'm not the least bit opposed to building
powerplants. If America needs the energy, and
if people decide they want to use our coal to
proVide it, then, thit's fine with me, and I'll be
happy to do my'share. But I am opposed to the
way this plant's been handledihey've done a
lot of things that were just plain stupid.

It's too late ,for you to be able to do much good
here, of coursebut it's not too late fOr a bunch
of other towns. .

You asked me what I would like, so I'll tell you.
I don't want you to go out and shut down

powerplantga-I like my color TV too much for
that. What I would like is for you to learn
something from our mistakes here. I'd like tO
see you learn enough that people in those other
towns don't have to put up with the same kind
of trouble we've had here.

We own it to hini as Well as to them to try to do just
that.
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The Economic Poi ition 'of Women .and Their
Employment Opportunities in nergy Boomtowns

By Jane H. Lillydahl and Elizabeth W. Moen*

Introduction
This paper is based on an exploratory study of tile

consequences of rapid' growth for women in energy
boomtowns that W83 undertaken during the summer
Of 1918.1 An exploratory study was necessary before

we could engage in more systematic research,
because virtually nothing is known about women in

energy boomtowns. In our review of the literature,
we rarely found more than a sentence or two, and
certainly no more than a page, on the inipact of
energy development on Wooten (e.g., NGPRP,
1975:54; Gilmore and Duff, 1974; Mountain West
Research, 1975:11). Women in the labor force are an
even more overlooked topic. While there are discus-
sions of labor force opportunities in the majority of
studies, there is virtually nothing about job opportu-
nities (or lack of opportunities) for wapien. In fact, it
is generally assumed that shopping, niit employment,

is a Major concern of Women in boomtowns
(Cortese and Jones, forthcoming). Furthermore,
there is no mention of female-headed householdt and
the kinds of economic problems they encounter 41, of

women in the labor force who must work7 to
supplement their husbands' inadequate incomes be-

cause of the 'high cost of living in boom communities
(Greenstein, 1978).

In this piper we cannot discuss all of the econom-
ic and soCial costs and benefits that energy develop-
ment brings to women. Instead, we will condentrate
on the economic position and employment opportu-
nities of women and especially upon those aspects of

Dr, Lillydahl is a 'member of the stall of tfic Department
of Economics 'at the University of Colorado in Boulder
Dr. Wen is on the staff of thc Department of Sisciology
and the Institute of Behaviorial Sciences at the University
of Colorado.

employinent that have important policy implica-
lions. We 'shall discuss pre- and post-boom employ-
ment opportunities for women and attitudes about
the employment of women in terms of traditionally,
female and nontraditionally female occupations. We
shall then discuss various groups of women.who
have special employment problems. Finally, we shall
raise some questions for the Commission on Civil
Rights and make some-recommendations for energy
development planning and policy.

Methods
Our 'research was conducted in two western

Colorado townsCraig, which has recently experi-
enced rapid energy growth due to the development
of a 760 meowatt coal-fired generating plant and
two surface coal mines, and Paonia, a long-time coal
mining town that will boom if current energy
development proixisals are fulfilled. Pionia provides
some idea of what conditions are like for women in a
small town hefore it experienges a boom. We
condUcted indepth interviews with over 100, women
in the two towns and had discussions with public
officials, employers, and a variety of other resi."
dents.' Both towns are fairly typical of towns in
energy development arta., in that they are relatively
isolated, conservative, and often described as "red-

The research wss supported by a Flenhmann Foundation grant. Elise
Boulding, Leslie Oagney, and Risa Palm were also involved in the
fleldsiork 'upon which this paper is based. .
' There were very fey minorities in the umple. However, we hypothesize

from our limited observations that any m1nority4omen moviiig into. towns.

like Paonia and Craig would be in double jeopardy, suffering negative

conlequences as women and is minority.groilp members:
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neck" by neynomers. Both towns have experienced
a history of, hard econOmid times, and consequently,
niany long-time yesidents have welcomed energy
development uncritically. In neither town did we
encounter much sympathy for or knowledge of the
women's- movement, except ainoung some of the
urbaii- in-migrants and counterculture groups. Local
women in both towns h.ave been and continue to be
socialized to strive for the goals of high school
cheerleader, wife, and mother, and to believe that
women should work bnly out of economic necessity.
In addition to the generally strong feeling that Wives
and especially' mothers should not work, the locals
feel that women who must work should .be em-
ploYed in traditionally femae occupations..

InaPaonia and preboom Craig, the sluggishness of
the local economies had caused a dearth of full-time
jobs .for women, and the' few* job opportunities' for
women often paid below the minimum wage (e.g.,
waitress jobs and sales clerk positions). Neverthe-
less, almost all of the women we interviewed had
been employed at one time or another, often doing
part-time or seasonal work. For example, in the
fruit-packaging plant in Paonia, 95 percent of -the
seasonal workers are female. This general fmding is
consistent with national statistics which show that 9
out of .10 American 'women are employed at 'some
time during their lives.

A number of women in Craig and Paonia are now
being forced back into the labor force as both towns
experience aubstantial inflation that often Call$Cs one
income to be insufficient to support a family. The
inflation rate is especially . high in Craig where
housing prices have skyrOcketed; but, in both tOwns,
the relative distributions of income haves been
affect. ed, with the 'elderly and the female-headed
households being hurt the most by inflation. Among
the long-time resident women- who have gone to
work in recent years, a number of them indicated
that their status in their household increased consid-
erably after they started wOrking outside the home.
They found that they had more sai in important
household decisions once they started earning a
salary. Their experiences support the feminist theory
of the importance of women being financially
independent in order to have any power or clout in
the home or commtnity.
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Women and Employment In Energy
Boomtowns

Only recently have economists begun studying
the labor force participation of women. They have
found that about two-thirds 'of emthoyed women
work out of economic necessitythey are either
single, divorcbd, widowed, or their husbands earn
less than $7,000 per year. Now almost half 'of the
Nation's married women. and 40 percent of mothers
with dhildren under age 7 are also employeda
sharp increase over the previous decades. Reasons
for the increase in wives' labor force participation
include:. economid -necessity, which, sometimes re- .."
Sults from rising expectations of American families

. that have been accompanied by rapidly increasing
costs of living; personal satisfaction; and relief from
the boredom of housework. To some extent, these
national trends are also occurring in small towns like
Paonia and Craig.

Most of the analyses of women's positions in the
labor force have been done on a macro level, with
economists studying national averages. Little, if any,
attention has been given to the effects of specific
national and local policies on the employment of
women, and no one has studied the effect of energy
development on female employment. With rapid
energy development taking place in the United
States, especially in the West and. Northern Great
Plains, and with the expectation of much more
energy development in. the future, the potential
consequences of energy developmett .on women's
employrnent becotn'e an important issue. From our
study we have concluded. that women in preenergy
boomtowns need more options and opportunities
and that energy development could improve the
situation of women, but, consistent with history, it
hat tot.

Previous research alsO suggests that women's
employment needs and desires are not served by
energy development, and that their relative econom-
ic status may actually diminish. For example, Gil-
more and Duff (1975) fitind in Sweetwater County,
Wyoming, that employment opportunities for wom-
en hid not increased as rapidly as total employment,

oeven though more than one-third of the women they
interviewed indicated that they had occupational
skills which were not being utilized. Massey (1977),
stndying the energY impacts in Wheatland, Wyom-

-, ing, found that the 'high wage scales brouglitn with
the boom were not shared by all wOrkers in the area,
and he

,
specifically cited WoMen employees as a

h



relatively disadvantaged group. He concludes that
women's postboom wages are at or nearly slightly.
above what they would have been without the
energy development. Clemente (1975) has found that
female heads of households do not directly benefit
from industrial development, and in fact, their
relative economic status actnally decreases with
development. Our general *findings are consistent
with the above studieh. We found that women are
economically disadvanaged in Paonia and they
were ilso in preboom Craig. Furthermore, few
Craig women have improved their economic situa-
tion as a result of Craig's economic and population
boom, exeept indirectly through an increase in their
husbands' incomes'. In fact, it is the Paonia women
who fire more likely to open a busines.4 or enter a
male-dominated occupation because this town has
attracted more independent, nontraditional women
than.has Craig.

Female-Dominated Occupations
Employed Women. As is the case for the United

States as a whole, mint employed women in Paonia
and Craig are in traditionally female occupations.'
The top 10 occupations of American women, which
account for half the employed women, are: secretar-
ies, food-service, wOrkers, teachers (excluding col-
lege professors), sales clerks, bookkeepers, personal-
service workers (e.g., hairdressers), private house-
hold workers; professional nurses, cashiers, and
tkpists. According to economist Marina Whitman,
most women end up in this "employment ghetto" of .
women's work that is characterized by low-skill,
low-wage jobs. Bergman (1974) has theorized that
women are allowed to enter relatively few ocpupa-
tions while access to all others is restricted. This
"crowding" effect keeps women's wages artificially
low and men's wages artificially high bmause so
many women are available for a limited number of
opportunities.

Typical salaries for women in Paonia include:
$1.00 per hour plus tips for waitresses, $3.00 per
hour plus tips for barmaids, $2.35 per hour for retail
jobs in tbwn, farmwork, and Work at the fruit-
packing plant, and $3.00 per hour for nurses' aides.

If work is defined as an activity that produces something of value, then

virtually all women work (homemakers and women employed in the formal

labor force alike). Often the term "working women" is narrowly used to

refer, only to those women employed outside the home. Since this is an

accepted connotation of the term, we will sometimes use the term "work"

when we mean "employment outside the home."
The wages referred to in this paper are either local women's perceptions

In Craig, the wages are slightly higher:. $1.60 per
hour plus tips for waitresses, and $2.65 to $3.50 per
hour for stdretarial and clerical work. In both towns
women are well representta ill Wink jobs, which are
notoriously low paying.'

Some urban economists have theorized that the
competitive influence of the high wage rates earned
in the "export sector" (in this case the energy
industry) leads to wage increases for locil service
workers. Specifically, they suggest that when con-
struction workers, miners, and other energy-related
workers have higher wages than manufacturing
workers in general, the4e may be a substantial "area
effect" or "wage roll-out effect" causing retail
clerks, domestic service, workert; etc. in the energy
bOomtown to niake more than their national coun-'
terparts. This in turn increases the cost of living in
these towns.

In the case of Craig, one consequence of the rapid
economic and population growth has been the
introduction of national chain stores intorthe area.
Thae stores do pay more for sales and clerical work
and will, no doubt, influence local wage rates to
some extent; just as the energy industry has influ-
enced local ,wage,rates for "men's work." However,
to datt, this effect has been relatively unimportant,
and women's wages in Craig are pot substantially
higher than women's wages in other western Colo-
rado towns that have not ,boomed. Furthermore, the
cost of living has increased, but wages remain lowest
in the traditionally female occupations; so women
are as bad or worse off (relatively) than before the

. energy boom. It appears that the only way to
improve the economic well-being and earnings of
women would be to unionize ..women's work or to
encourage women to enter traditionally male occu-
pations and men to enter traciiiionally female ,occu-
pations.

According to Gary Becker's theory of discrimina-
tion (1957), employers have "tastes for discrimina-
tion" and they must Ite compensated for hiring those j,

groups they choose to discriminate against. One way
to be compensated for hiring the "undesirable"
groups is to pay theni lower wages. Two othertypes
of discrimination Becker described are employee

of the wage scales or are based on information obtained from the Colorado

Job Service. They may not be/ perfectly accurate. Teachers do make

considerably more than the minimum wage, their exact salaries being
determined by experience and training. Starting salaries for teachers in both
towns are about S10.000 per year, Delta County (where Paonia is located)

had the lowest pay scale for teachers of any county in the State in 1971.
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discrimination 'and constimer disorimination. If co-
workers are prejudiced against women, they must be
paid higher wages for working with women than for
working in all-male establishments. Likewise, if
consumers discriminate against female-produced
goods and 'services, they too must be compensated
for buying goods and services produced by women
by lower' prices than exist for comparable male-
produced items. A consequence of consumer prefer-
ences is that employers pay women lower wages.

A fourth type of discrimination that exists in
Paonia and Craig is discrimination against newcom-
ers. We were told that many local stores prefer
hiring the lopg-time residents of the cbmmunity, a'
practice that especially discriminates against in-mi-
grant women. In-migrant men move to these towns
with jobs already lined up, usually in a, profession
like medicine or law or in an energy job like mining
or construction. Consequently, at is their wives who
face barriers if they choose to work. Economists
have found that the consequence of any wage and
employment discrimination is that it lowers the
economic welfare of the cOmmunity,.since the most
productive and capable people may not be hired for
a particular job, . .

qfomemakers. Some of the full,time homemakers
we talked with expressed no desire to,work, outside
the Wome, others have been told hot to seek
eniployment. However, with the cost of living rising
faster in energy boomtowns than in the rest of the
U.S. (especially for such necessities as, foOd and
housing), many women in traditional marriages are
finding that theY must find a job to the family can
maintain its standard of living. This is especially true
when the husband is not employed by ,fun energy
industry or is not prospering from the resulting
economic and population growth.° Homemakers
who decide to enter the labor, force face the
employment problems,, previously .identified, and
they, ore particularly disadvantaged by a lack of job
counseling and child-care facilities,in the town.

Male-Dominated Oecupaans
The employment alternatives for women provided

by the energy and construction industries are limit-
ed. A relatively small num6er of women in Craig,

and Paonia are in male-domindted, nontraditionally

" A Itually different intuon sometimes occurs among couples where the
husband ni drawn into high.paying energy work In these cues, the wife
may be discouraged from entering the labor force or encouraged (or even
forced) tit slop working The wtfe 14 put in a very precarious position, for as
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female occupations such as mining and construction.
In Paonia, women earn $7.50 to $8.50 per hour as
construction workers or $9.50 per hour in tbe mines.
In Craig, women's alternatives include working at
the surface coal mines or at the powerplant for $900
or $10.00 per hour. These salaries are only applica-
bld to nontraditiOnar jobs for women such as
dragline operator, utility trUckdriver, laborer, etc.
and do not apply to the -office jobs created by the

1' energy companies.
Mos; of the local people in Paonia and Craig do

not feel that women belong in mines or doing
construction work. They feel that women are not
physically capable of doing the work and that' such
work makes women tough and unattractive. The,
same people, however, accept the fact that women
farmers do equally strenuous Physical work. (Soci-
ety has not shown concern over farm women's
physically demanding tasks nor have farm women
been stigmatized as have women working in mines
and construction.) Several male construction work-
ers: told us ,that they resented women entering
construction work because women were given the
easier assignments that at one time had been re-
served for older men. But it is not clear if, or how
often, this practice occurs. Historically, women
were not allowed in the mines, for at one time
miners pelieved that it wad bad luck for women to be
in underground mines. Furthermore, State laws in
Colorado and elsewhere prohibit women from
working underground. However, if challenged,
these laws would be found unconstitutional. There-
fore, they have not delerred a few mines frOm hiring
women.

Previous research on manuacayservice occupa-
tions has found that many of the requisite tasks are .
often taught on the job to younger workers by the
more experienced workers (Aronowitz, 1973;
O'Farrell, 1975). O'Farrell found that while 80
percent of such work is learned on the job, women
in craft jobs are often excluded from peer training.
Consequently, they often do not learn1heir jobs as
well as new male workers, which causes the nega-
tive attitudes and sterebtypes about women's ability
to do such work to be reinforced. Baker (1978) and
others (Rubin, 1976; Massey, 1977) have found that
working-class men, like working-clas women, may

she becomes increastngly less able to support henel and children, she
becomes increasingly dependent upon a man whose work may be both
dangerous and of uncertain tenure,



have a very precarious sense of self-worth. Accord-
ing to Baker:

The status system of the larger society does not
value manual labor no matter who does it. It is
unfortunate, however, that these men assert
their worth and achievement in job-related
definitions of masculinity that inhibit women's
attempts to secure greater fmancial security and
occupational identity. (1978, p. 367)

We, too, have found that the macho 'culture is
pervasive in both Paonia and Craig, and that it
hinders the acceptance of women in nontraditional
work. In 'fact, traditional attitudes are so strong that
most women who 'seek such work do not even have
the support of other women in the community,
except those in their same position.

Since the eeonomic activities created by energy
development are generally administered from distant
locations, only a handful of white-collar jobs are
created in the boomtown. Men are generally
brought in to fill the- few local administrative .posts,
and although the clerical positions pay more than
equivalent positions in town, the salaries are far
below those of the miners and construction workers.
These jobs, of course, are not unionized. It is

interesting to note that the position of security. .
guard, normally "men's work," is low paying and
not unionized at the Yampa powerplant in Craig and
consequently is filled entirely by women, except for
the supervisors. Furthermore, the only mine to hire
more than one or two token women miners is not
unionized. Historically, women haVe been excluded
from union jobs. Today, only 12 percent of women
workers are union members, comppred with a
comparable statistic of 30 percent for men. The Joint .
Bconomic Council has pointed out that "apprentice-
ships, one of the most important doors to skilled and
well-paid jobs, remain all but closed to women today
because of custom and outright discrimination.
Women account for only slightly more than ,1

percent of all registered apprentices."
The employment situation is not helped by the

U.S. Department of. Labor's affirmative action pro-
, grams that set minimum guidelines for the hiring of
women and minorities in construction. We were told
by construction workers and foremen that the
minimum guidelines for hiring women and minori-
ties were also used as maximum levels for hiring, so

once the guideline level is reached "it is impossible
for a woman to get ft job." And since affirmative

action programs make it difficult for an employer to
fire women, foremen just use layoffs to get rid of
women workers. It is clear that women do not have
equal opportunity in the construction industry by
virtue of both the affirmative action guidelines and
their implementation. When we consulted the Den-
ver Office of Federal Contract Compliance about
affirmative action programs for coal mines, we were
told that 'women were to be hired on the basis of
"demographic availability." Since the office could
not define demographic availability or give us a
formula, we have no idea .what affirmative guide-
lines exist for coal mines. Moreover, this office was
totally disinterested in any form of discrimination
other than blatant cases filed by an individual and
refused to talk with us about how affirmative action
guidelines and layoffs, might also hurt women and
minorities. It thus appears that women don't have
equal opportunity in either the coal industry or the
construction industry, and the low number of wom-
en coal miners suppprts (his conclusion. Only 6 of
the 3,000 members of the Unitdd Mine Workers in
the district, which includes western Colorado, are'
women.

Women Mineri. Women working in mines is a
relatively new development, for, according to the
Labor Department, there were no women in deep
mines in the United States 5 years ago. In a few of
the coal mines in and around Paonia, women have
been hired. th fact, the' nonunion Westmoreland-
Orchard Valley mine may have the highest propor-
tion of women miners in the country (recently, 15

out of ,125 workers ,were women). Westmoreland'
Coal Company presents an unusual case study.
According to the vice president for Western Opera- .

tions of Westmoreland Coal Co., it was compara-
tively easy to hire Women for the Orchard Valley
Mine because it was new, nonunion, and hired
primarily first-time miners,--and veteran miners pre-
sumably Would have raised traditionar complaints
about women coworkers. Nevertheless, the women
miners at Orchard Valley Mine are not free from
harassment by their male coworkers.

The women miners we talked with cited wages as
the main reason they chose mine work. Many of the
women miners are heads of households and are
faced with the choice of trying to support ,a
household earning less than $3.00 per hour, holding
a traditionally female job, or earning $9.50 per hour
working in a mine. The women miners described
their jobs as hard physical work requiring one to



remain alert at all times. However, they pointed out
that coordination and timing are perhaps equally or
more important than sheer strength for performing
their jobs and that the heaviest work is often done
by machines. They found the woik routine but not
boring and said that time goes by especially fast
when one's working underground. Some of the
women actually preferred underground work to
aboveground assignment+. A common complaint
among them, however, was having to work shifts.'In
addition to the unpleasantness of alternating work
and sleep hours every 2 weeks, the 'women miners
who were mothers found the shifts made it more
difficult to arrange for child care. Company policy
at some mines prohibits husbands and wives from
working the same shifts, which inconveniences
husband and wife miners. The women we talked
with did not plan on working in the mine for the rest
of their livesone often-stated reason being the fear.,
of getting black lung disease from working under-

' ground too many years. These women generally see
their jobs-as a means to an end, not an end in itself.
Several women expressed the desire to save money
while working at the mine in order to buy a home, to
go to college, or to start a business: in' the future.

The attitudes of male miners toward their female
cowo'rkers were mixed. Some of the men accepted
women miners, and the women pointed out that
being on a crew with cooperative men was very
important. Work is very difficult, however, for
women on crews ,nith hOstile men..These women
are not only constantly having to prove themselves
on the job, but severe harassment has also caused
some women to quit their mine jobs; and other
women; having heard of such situations, have
decided not to apply for mining jobs. Male hostility
causes women more ,than personal discomfort. We
found, as Aronowitz and O'Farrell did, that male
miners do not always shnite the information women
need to ,clo the work. Thiti puts the women at a
severe and dangerous disadvantage, since they re.%
ceive no formal training at the mines and are entirely
dependent uPon the good will of their coworkers to
learn their jobs.*

Women Construction Workers. A woman who has
done both mining and construction work told us that
mining is probably easier. Nevertheless, there may
be slightly less opposition to women doing constrbc-
tion work than coal mining. Most of our investiga-

. li is our understanding that Westmoreland used to provide formal
training, but. for some reason. no longer does Clearly, more than the basic
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tion of construction work was carried out at the
Yampa' powerplant project in Craig, which was
employing about 1,000 construction workers in the
summer of 1978. Personnel officers for the various
contractors generally felt that women performed
their jobs as well as men. However, we found that
women construction workers are just,as likely to be
harassed on the job as women coil miners. The
major difference between coal mining and construc-
tion work is that women can be segregated on the
job in construction work. Virtually all of the women
at the Yampa project were employed as laborers,
who sweep and put things away, or as equipment
operators. One personnel director told us Women
make better equipment operators than men because
they are more, patient and conscientious and don't
get bored as easily as men. Many male construction
workers told us that if women have to be in

_construction, then sweeping and putting away is the
'best work for thern. Thus, even in higher paying
jobs such as construction, women are stereotyped
and segregated into "women's work:"

The only female craftworkers we heard of had
been, or were soon to be ,. laid off.

Women in Business. Not many women in Craig
and Paonia have taken ridvantage of the rapid
population growth in the two towns and established'
their own businesses. They may have been re-
strained from doing so by the conservative stereo-
type of women's role in these towns, or they may
have been unable to borrow money, or.they might
have assumed that they could not raise the necessary
funds and, therefore, not attempted to start up a
business.

We are aware of more women in Paonia than in
Craig who have established their own businesses,
but .many of them..are being financed by family
capital. The .husinesses that women do start are
generally extensions of woMan's traditional roles
i.e., restaurants, flower shops, beauty parlors, wel-
come wagons, and other service-oriented busi-
nessesthey require long hours and are not highly
profitable. -Many of these women have a hard time
making a go of it, possibly becauie they lack the
background, confidence, access to credit, etc. In a
number of cases: women are in charge of running
businesses, but their husbands are behind the opera-
tions. We heard of some .jointly owned, husband-

, wife businesses, but, it wasn't blear if they were
mine ufety course that every miner must take is essential if women are to
become aucceuful coal miners.
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'really co-owned or whether they were titled in the
husbands' nnmes.

Women with Special Needs and Problems
Women in energy boomtowns face the same

employment problems as all women in the United
States. They also have two specific problems: they
live in highly conservative,, areas that basically
disapprove of women working, and the .only jobs
available that pay well are in nontraditionally female
occupations. In addition, there are women in energy
boomtowns who have unique needs, expectations,
and qualific tions and, therefore, have unique prob-
lems. We sIjall discuss the following subgidups of
women sep ately: the unpartnerid women, wives
of middle-class in-migrants, and wives of construc-
tion workers. These women need special attention in
bodnitown research, planning, and policy design.

Unpartnered Women. Self-supporting women in
Craig and Paonia, especially those with children,
often must choose among the following options:

I.. holding a triditionally female; low-paying job
and, consequently, having a very low standard of
living;
2. holding several jobs at once;
3. collecting welfare, which both requires and
maintains a low standard of living;
4. going to work in the mines or construction
and earning a "decent" wep but possibly having
to work rotating shifts.
For many women these are nonclioices. First, it is;,11

very difficult to work either tWo shifts oi rotating
shifts, espEcially if one has children. Second, few
people want to be poor or to collect welfare. Third,
many women feel that they are not capable of doing
manual labor and/or that it is not appropriate work
for,them 'to do.

The predicament of being self-supporting was
aptly summed up by the woman who told us that if a
woman finds she must support herself, she "can cry
a lot or get out of town quick." Furthermore, while
it is recognized that the only way such women can
adequately support themSelves is in mining or
construction, theie is suCh opposition td their enter-
ing these fields that people told us it would be
preferable for a woman with children .to collect
welfare, This is a harsh judgment .in places as
coniervative as Paonia arid Craig where welfare is
opposed and welfare recipients are stereotyped aS

rim is a of mums din& We have no tnfonnaoon on the
women who ha e chosen to leave these towns

parasites. Pven young mothers told us that, if
something were to happen to their husbands, their
only option would be to collect welfare.

Middle-Class In-Migrant& Energy development
and subsequent growth brings new professionals,
managers, and business people to the boomtown.
Virtually all of them are men Who have been
transferred to the area or who come to take
advantage of economic growth. Their wives, many
of whom are highly educated and have had careers
of their own, do not have many suitable employment
opportunities. These women tend to use their con-
siderable energies and skills in volunteer work. As
one woman in Otaig told us, "You are needed in a
town like this. . .here anything you do for the
community is welcome." We were frequently told,
however, that women who are able to fill "the
leadership vacuum" that exiits in Craig and Paonia
are quickly overburdened with responsibilities and
work. And with so many opportunities and invita-
tions to serve, the community women may feel that
they are being exploited. A very active woman in,
Craig, who has done considerable volunteer work
wherever she has lived, was most vocal about this
point. She feels that: "Communities are run on
women's volunteer work. Men make -big decisions,
but if is women who do all the work." Now she is
ready to "quit or be paid."

In some cases, the occupation of the husband
influences the options of the women with respect to
community involvement and employment. For ex-
ample, women whose husbands work in the energy
industry cannot become active in- environmental
organizations.

Whether active id the Commtinity or not, many of
the:se women are subject to depression and symp-
tomatic behavior such as drug and alcohol abuse
because they do not have adequate opportunities for
meaningful emploYment and education.

Migratory Construction Worker Wive.s. With in-
creased energy development, a population of migra-
tory construction workers has emerged, because
there are not enough such workers in the preboom
towns and there is no place for ,them in ,the
postboom town. The majority of these workers do
not choose a nomadic lifestyle; they adopt it because
they' cannot find permanent eniployment and do not
want to collect unemployment. These families are
faced with two choices: to keep a permanent home
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and roots, but live aeart, or to stay together by
traveling from place al place and living in mobile
homes.' . r

Although some women .adapt readily to .the

. migratory lifestyles and thoroughly enjoy it, many
are severely disadvantaged by it. For a variety of
reasons, many construction workers l. wives are less
able to become socially integrated into the boom-
town than the middle-class in-migrant wives (Moen,
1978). It is not clear how many of the construction
workers' wives are employed; estimates among
themselves range from 10 to 50 percent. A study of
construction workers residing in 14 western energy
towns, including Craig, found that 12 percent of the
wives had jobs outside the home (Mountain West
Researeh, 1975). The ColOrado Job Service in Craig
said that a large 'share of the women Who came to
them in search of jobs were construction workers'
wives. These women who' sought jobs through. the
job service were shocked at the low wages, but their

. main reason for seeking employment was not finan-
cialthey wanted an outlet to relieve the boredom
of trailer court life.

A number of severe barriers exist that eit
discourage or prohibit these women from working.
Since many of the couples are from very traditional
backgrounds, some wives feel they belong at home
and are very content; others have been told to stay
at home by their husbands who do nog want people
to think their wives must work. As we have noted
earlier, there are not too many job openings in Craig

\ outside, of construction and not many. training

\
opportunities within construction. We know of only
one construction worker's Alife who is also in

. construction, and she had been laid off. Local
employers often refuse to hire these women because
they are likely to move and moving about keeps
them in fairly dead-end and low-paying jobs. Ac-
cording to Phelp's 'theory of statistical discrimina-
tion, an emploYer may maximize profits by minimiz-
ing .hiring costs. If it is expensive -to collect detailed
information on each individual job applicant, a
rational employer may sipply use categories such as
race, sex, spouse's Occupation, or age to distinguish'
among applicants. The employer simply assumes
that average differences between groups apply in
each individual case (e.g,, each woman is assumed to
have the intermittent work force pattern of the

(mr date t orne from iniervipootqrsizlioyee, a the Yampa powei
pmjekt and their wives We II very it bout the women who ore left

behind Perham, iheY have better emproyment and educational opportuni.
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average woman). Although it may be rational;
profit-maximizing behavior for an employer to use
such stereotypes, it is nevertheless discriminatory.

We talked with a number of construction worker
wives who wanted to complete college and begin
careers of their own, but their husbands work rarely
took them to a collegetown or let them stay long
enough to complete their studies. Not only are these
women cut off from educational and employment
opportunities, but they are also not encouraged to
participate in coinmunity affairs. In addition, living
in a mobile home deprives them of many of the
activities of homemakers, especially the more crea-
tive outlets such as gardening, remodeling, atid
decorating. Consequently, they, too, are subject to
depression and, along with the middle-class, in-
migrant wiVes, contribute to the statistics about
personal and family problems that seem to boom in
energy boomtowns-(Khorl, 1974; McKeown and
Lanz, n.d.; Kneese, 1974; Gold, 1976).

Conclusions, Recommendations, and
Questions for Further Research

Energy development could provide a variety of
employment. opportunities for women. Howeer,.
our research in Craig suggests that it hasn't. A very
small percentage of local women in Craig have
gotten high-paying jobs in the energy industries;
most of the better paying jobs both in the entrgy
industries and in towns that opened up as a Conse-
quence of economic and population growth hav,e

gone either to local men or to men who have been
brought into the community specifically to fill tIte
employment posts. There appears to be no effort on
the part of employers to hire and, if necessary, train
local women. .

In addition, 4here is a lack of medium- and high-
paying jobs for those who are qualified and a general
mismatch of skills. There are women living in these
towns with skills that cannot be utilized, while at the
same time there are jobs that cannot be filled by
locals because the townspeople do not have the
requisite training. Local employers complain about
not being' able tO keep goOd helpthat their top
workers leave for higher wages in the energy-
related industry. They complain also that they
cannot find people with the right ballikgrounds to fill
the openings: For example, in Craig there was a

tic., but they are also' left with the full raponsibili.ty for the hofnc and

children



steortage of local teachers this past year beeause of
an inorease in school enrollment. The school system
was short 14 teachers, but couldn't recruit teachers
into the area because its salary scale Was too low. It
was forced to hire teachers without adequate teach-
ing credentials and to donble class sizes. This is only
one instance of the need kir formal training pro-
grams for women in energy boomtowns.

We have found a number of other, barriers that
prevent women in'twns like Craig and Paonia from
entering the labor force.

(1) The community'spand often husbands', nega-
tive attitudes towards wives, and especially moth---
ers, wotking.
(2) The tack of child-care facilities.
(3) The lack of skills and self-confidence for
many women resulting from earlier socialization
and education as well as limited or no employ-
ment experience.
(4) The lack of job counseling services.
(5) The lack of higher education and vocational
training programs, either in town or within com-
muting distance.
(6) Limited access to union jobs and apprentice-
ship programs.
(7) Limited access to credit or, capital to start
one's own business.
(8) Eraployer discrimination . against women,
particularly against in-migrant women and con-

- struction workers' wives.
It has been theorized that with energy develop-

ment there will be an accompanying "wage roll-out"
effect4' We found that there was, a very, slight
increase in the salaries of women due to the high
wages in the energy industries. For example, wai-
tresses in Craig may start at $1.60 per hour,
compared with $1.00 per hour in Paonia. However,
relatively, women are noW considerahly.worse off. If
we assume that the naftonal wage average held for
preboom Craig, wOmen.earned .57 percent as much
as men 5 yaws ago. It is possible that energy
development has .caused this percentage to decrease
to 30 or 40 percent, since nearly all of'the gigh-wage
energy jobs are held,,by men. Self-supporting women
are especially hurt by the redistribution of income in
favor of the eneigY industry's employees. The high

wages in the energy industries cause prices to iise
locally, esRecially for housing. In fact, one study '
reported that Craig's Oost of livingeaceeded thatsfor

Denver,

It is important to point out that there are some
positive consequences of energy development for
women. More facilities and conveniences become
available with energy slevelopment and the concom-
itant growth in population. For example, day-care
facilities, bakeries, laundries, fast-food chains, and
department stores are introduced when towns reach
certain threshold populations. These changes may
make it easier for women to hold jobs outside the
homeand/or may allow women more leisure time.
Women, for instance, may no longer have to drive
several hours to the nearest city for certain shopping
needs.

There are a number of policies that could be
implemented in pre- and post-energy boom conimu-
nities which would provide more employment op-
Tortunities for women and/or would lessen the
negative effects of energy development on women
in general.
1. Employers could make work hours more flexi-
ble to better suit women's (and men's) needs. For
example, the Westmoreland mine in Paonia has
workers alternate shifts every 2 weeks and prohibits
husbands and wives from workini; the same shift.
Rules like these could be altered to benefit the
employees.
2. University extension activities and vocational
education could be brought into the communities.

bppertunities for training and for higher education
are desperately needed.
3. Employment counseling services for women
should be provided. These services are especially
needed in conseivative towns that have negutive
community attitudes about wives and mothers work-
ing.
4. The energy industries Should

)be
encouraged

(perhaps given tax breaks) .to train and hire local
women, men, and minprities. This would help the
local residents, as well as help reduce in-migration.
5. Unionizing women's jobs is one possible way to
increase female wages in these towns.
6. Quality day-care facilities need to be Provided to
facilitate women, working, Clearly, not all women
want to *work. However, there are some women
who choose to work for personal satisfaction and, as
has been noted earlier, the majority of working
women must wOrk out of economic necessity.
7. It would be desirable to convert local, voluntler
jobs into paid positions. The increased revenue from
severance and income taxes could provide the funds
necessary to.support these jobs. If the services are
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vital to the community, then they should be provid-
ed and the workers should be reimbursed.
8. Loans should be madej available to Capable
*omen who want to start their own tnisinesses.
.9. Meaningful and we/I-paying employment oppor-
tunitterthat Could be conducted at home need to be
identified..

One researcher has suggested as a solutiou for the
lack -.of jobk for women in energy boomtowks that,
when a male=dominated,,indUstry enters a town, thus
causing a boom, a female'-dominaied industry enter
at, the same time, e.g., a textile industry (Clemente,.
1975). This strategy keeps women segrega&ed in
tow-paying, traditionally female, dead-end occupa-
tions and, thus,,ii mot a deOrable solution. It Seems
preferable to integrate women ink; the rlabor force.
Economic thediry tells us that, if people (regardless
of race or sex) are employed in those jobs for which
they aremost qualified and productive, then national
output and welfare will be higher,than if society
discrithinates against certain groups. If the energy-
related industries adopt pOlicies favorable to hiring
women and if adequate trUning programs are Made
available, energy 'tlet%elopment could improte eco-
nomic opportunities for women; not )ust for men.

In closing we would like to ask the Commission

on Civit-Rights some questions, with the ',Oat of
stimulating further reeearch.
1. Sow are affirmative action guidelines set? Are

'they determined, fairly and are they used oily as
minimum, not maxinium, hiring levels? D.es it I"

really make sense tO fight discrimination by basing
employinent goals on the proportion of women and
minorities already employed in the particular occu-

'Mimi? Who -looks nfter affirmative action when
employment is.not under a Federal contract?
2. Are Min and women being hired for comparable
jobs at different wages? Is the Equal Pay Act
enforced in these towns? Could: informatign about
wometis employment rights be better disseminated
so all women would be informed of their legal

_:,

rights?
3. Is' theuse of, layoffs abused? Are womsn
W-O'rkers laidt, infairly when they Cannot be fired
foejust cause?
4. Are men and women given equal access to
_credit in. these towns? The Equal Credit Opportuni-;
tAAct was ,passed last Year, but :if is not ' clear

whether or not WOmen are really given equal
consideration when they apply for loans.

5. Why are there so few women in Unionized
energy jobs, while the nonunion, lower paying,
energy positions are often filled by women? Are
women recruited for uniön positions? Are they

,
receiving information about job openings? Or, are
women as interested in the higher paying, union kilts .
in male-dominated fields and therefore not applying
for thoie jobs?
6. Why aren't there more women in apprenticeship
programs?
7. Within the construction industry, why is it that ,

women end up in, stereotyped female jobi, like
sweeping and pUtting things away?
8. Who are the advocates for women and minori-
ties? Why is the Office of Federal.Contract
ance,only interested in receiving individual reports
of discrimination rather than looking for it itself?
Who makes sure that women and minorities know
about antidiscrimination programs and helps them
initiate grievance procedures? What about women

,d minorities, who are too intiMidated to even
abply for a job, such as the women we met ,who
wanted mining jobs but felt they would be harassed
on the job? "
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Women "Working"

By Gail Martinez*

or Energy
k

More and more women are entering - the work
force. This is due to economic, need and need for
self-satisfaction through full careers. The reaions for
women entering the paid work force might be the
high cost of living or the high divorce rate. Three-
fifths of the increase in the labor force is due to
entrande of more women. Nine- out, of 10 women
will work at some time in their lives. With the
emerging energy industdes,,:in this). arta, quality
employment opportunities niedAci:be made avail-
able. Following, I would like co present women's
needs for quality employment and present statistiCal
background, special needs of women in ihe work
force, suckas education, child care, and recruitment
of women, and their mobility to outlying areas.
Employment possibilitied in private industry and
Boulder's Women in Nontraditional Energy Fields
Program will be looked at: In suMmary, possible
solutions will be discussed.

As background information 'When discussing the
needs fand problems of women in the Work force,
specifically dealing with the job market the energy
field will create, I would. like to present relevant
statistics' that will be helpful. In 1975, 46 percent of
all women (16 of age and over) were in the
labor force. The gr test gain in thelahor force since
1950 has been women between 20 to 54 years of age.
About 58'percent otall women workers are married
and living withy their husbands,, 23 percent have
never been married, and 19 percent are widowed,
divorced, or separated from their husbands: Approx-
imately 14.5 Million (1975) mothers participated in

Ms. Martinez' is recruiter and (counselor for Better Jobs for Women,

located in Denver. Colorado.
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the labor force. One Out ofeight families was headed
by a woman. About 5.4 million of these working
'mothers ha'd children under the age of 6. 'Five
million had mothers who, were heads of households.
Fifty-five percent of. the working 'widows, divor-
cees, and women separated from their husbands had
preschool children.

Twelve and one-half years of schooling is what
the average woman in the labor force has completed
(about the same is true for males). Seven out of 10
working women have a _high-school education. One
out of 4 working women has completed 1 or more
years of college and one ou't of. .8, is a college
graduate. Eighty-five Percent of women workers, 20
to 30 years of age, ire high, school graduates;
whereas only 68 .percent of women over 35 are high
school graduates. Generally, the more education a
woman has the more likely she is to be in the labor
force.1 Approximately 43.1 percent of all degrees
awarded in 1975 went tO women; hoWever, the
actual number of degrees going to women more than
doubled within a 10-year span (664,000 in 1965 to
1,305,000. in 1975). The greatest growth Was at the
doctorate level.

A very positive ,trend is that More women are
entering the technical areas. In computer and infor-
mation sciences, the proportion of women rose from
416 percent in 1965 to 18.9 percent in 1975. Approxi-
mately 41.8 percent of the bachelor's degrees in
mathematics were 'received by women; in the archi-,
tecture and environmental design areas, the percent-
age went from 4.6 (1965) to 17.4 (1975). At the

U.S., Department of Labor, Employment Standards AdMinistration,
Women's Bureau, Women Workers Today (1076).
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master's level in architecture, environmental design,
and mathematics, the proportion of women rose 12.5
percent. The following percentages of doctoral.
degrees were earned by women (1975): 15.9 percent
in_ architecture and- environmental design, 11.3 per-
cent in mathematics, 8.3 percent in physical sciences,
6.6 percent in mathematics, 8.3 percent in physiCal
sciences, 6.6 percent in computer and information
sciences, 4.1 percent in business and management,
and 2.1 percent in engineering. The engineering field
at all 1eveN had the lowest percentage of degrees ,
earned by women. In 1975 women received 2.2
percent of bachelor's degrees 'in engineering and 2.4
percent of all master's degree4 in engineering.'
There is a significantly relevant rise 'in the educa-
tional level Of women.

Women comprise 42 percent of the -Islation's.labor
force, but receive only 25 percent of the total earned
4/ages (1977). The mean income of Women (over 16)
in the work force, in 1977 was about 48,000,
tompared to $13,000 for men. More women are

, entering the work force, but 80 perceni or 32 million
are entering in the low-paying areas, service jobs
(waitresses, cleaning workerq, switchboard opera-
tors). Forty-six percent of the families below pover-
ty le,vel (1974) were headed by women. About 65

percent of minoritY families ,betow poverty, level
were headed by women. A married woman will
most likely be working if her husband's income is

between $7,000 and $10,000. Lack of training and
awareness of new job options may contribute to this
lack of quality employment.'

The labor force participation rate of minority
women has remained steady, while the rate of white
women has risen (although still below that of

, minorities). Among minority WOmen 50. percent
were workers, compared to 47 percent of, all white
women. Between the ages of 25 and 34 the highest
nurbber of minority women participated in the labor
force, whereas for white 'women it was between 20
and 24 years 8f age.' Minority women are more
likely to be in servicezork (37 percent minority, 20
percent white) or Me-collar :work (18 percent
minority, 14 percent white). The proportion of
minority women employed in clerical work has
continued to increase (reaching 25 pet-Cent in 1975),
and the proportion of private household workershas

"Trends in Female Degree Recipients." American Education, vol. 12

(November 1976), no 9,
' Department of Labor, Women Workers Today.

U S . Department of Libor, Employment Standards Administration,
Women's Bureau, Minority Women Workers: A Statistfral Overilew (1977),

declined (30 percent previously, 11 percent in
1975).8

Most minority workers are high school graduates,
the median years ot schooling being 12.4. Both men ,
and women minorities are narrowing the education
gap between themselves and whites. By narrowing
the educational gap, more qu'ality employment
opportunities will become aVailable., .

Women generally outnumber men in central cities,
partially because of employment opportunities in the
service industries and clerical fields. The mobility
difference for men and. women ,is only slight, being
higher for women in their late teens and lower from
ages 2p to 50. The probability of women migrating is
greatest at 22 years of age; for men this peak is
extended for about one year... Married women under
45 .are more, mobile than single women of this age
because of moves associated with' husbands' job
transfers, setting up a new household, op the birth of
a child. After age 30, divorced, widowed, and
separated women are more likely than malOed or
single persons of the same age to change their place
of residence.'

Hopefully this overview will help in understand-
ing the sPecific needs of women that will be
necessary for ,preparing them 'to enter the energy-
related job market.

Some of the jobs Colorado will be looking at will
be in the areas related to coal, power generation, oil
shale, oil, gas, and uranium. Mining will be a big area
in Colorado, and 85 percent of all persons in the .

mining industry are blue collar. Mining jobs range
from apprentice miners to experienced miners Who
operate equipment worth several hundred thousand
dollars. Also included are administrative, profession-
al, clerical, and technical occupations. Employment
in the electric ,powerplant mny be occupations
related to the generation,' transmission, and distribli-
tion of electricity, or workers in engineering, scien-
tific, administrative, sales, clerical, and maintenance
occupations..Workers with a wide range of skills and
education will be needed to find oil and gas ana to
kill, operate, and maintain wells and process natural
gas. In this area most nonprofessional workers start
as helpers and advance into one of the speciahzed
jobs; this can take several months or several years
depending on the job. For example, members of a

' Ibid. .'

, U.S.'. D'epartment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 4 Statistical
Portrait of Women in the U.S. Special Studies Series P-23. no. 58 (April
1976).
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dnlling creW may start as roughnecks, which re-
,quires mechanical ability and adequate physical
strength and stamina.' The availability of jobs;both
in the blue-collar and white,pollar, areas, seems
plentiful. likle '1 shows the communities and types
Of energy-producing industry according to location.

Women Who will be entering jobs in the energy
fields will have special needs. Taking into consider-
ation the employment statistics we reviewed, let's
now lnterate them with special needs to be consid-
ered for the working woman in the energy field.
Many of the needs will be an overlap of needs today

, in the work foice. One area of concern should be the
recruitment of women into the energy field and
letting job options in both blue-collat and whhe-
collar areas be known. One method already being

' utilized in three Colleges is the offering of COurses
related to job preparation for energy industries.

These are.the colleges and the programs that are
being offered: Colorado Mine Career Education
Center in Steamboat Springs (vocational training for
mine occupation); Colorado Mountain College, west
campus in Glenwood Springs (electrical-electronics
technology program to train mine electricians); and
Mesa College in Grand Junction (preparation for
'jobs in the oil shale industry). Colorado Mountain
College in Breckenridge- in the summer of 1977

offered an all-day "Women's bay Fair,' and some of
the workshops were relevant t'o energy fielda. Better
Jobs for Woman, a program funded by the Depart-
ment of Labor to place women into skilled trades,
was present, introducing women to blue-collar
work. A woman working in the mines at Climax was
present to express her feelings about working in the
mines. A workshop on the loneliness of women in
mountain towns was offered. This is one way to
introduce options and offer support to women
interested in being emPloyed with an energy indus-

try. Roclwell International offered a 1-day woik,
shop on opportunities and upward mobility possibili-,
ties for women already employed idthe plant,

Opening women's eyes to their own potential for
either' the skilled trades or the more technical areas
and to seeing it as a true, possibility is essential.
Education should begin as early as possible to
atquire mechanical and technical backgrodnd toe
make specialization in the technjcal energy fields

easier. Incentives to pursue higher education 'might

be a possibility, incentives such as a guaranteed job
when leaving school, possible part4ime work, part-
time school, reimbursement prOgrams, inhouse train-
ing, and industry-sponsored tuition programs, with
the industry then getting a competent employee.

:High educational ideas are unlimited, the mat
important aspect being the awareness of these
possibilities. The most important factor in recruit-
ment is making known to women their options for
better job security, and upward mobility.

Relocation to a small town,or a town just created
could be a "possible" deterrent to a Woman entering
the energy field. This might be remedied by job
security, a good salary, and potential tp learn a
marketable skill. One 'such experience I have en-
countered as recruiter/cOunselor for Better Jobs for
Women was while recruiting women for the job of
air traffic controller. This recruitnient was success,
ful because of the $12,000 starting salary with,
potential of $30,000 a/year and job 'security, even
though the training:required relocation to attend,
school in a different State for 17 weeks. Both single_
women and women with children were interested.
Relocation was not a problem in that they would be
stationary for a couple of years.

Once women ,reach the job site, there will be
other special needs. One need Cs quality child care.
There are onlyi million spaces available in licensed
child-care programs for about 6 million preschool
children whose mothers work.' Another need is
accessibility to schools from boomtowns and hous-
ing.,'Isolation of the woman In a mining town could
be a problem;, so one possible solution might be
placement of many women in one area. In the coal-
related work force in North Dakota, Montana, and
Wyoming, 95 percent of the ,workers were males.
'Mutual support of several entry-level women is
important. Within the three States mentioned; the
average employee had been with the company 65
months.' Inhouse orientation of present workers to
the fact that more women' will now be entering the
mining field might soften attitudes. This orientation
might shoW the positive side of why women choose,
to work in,the mines, and myth's of women in mines
might be discussed. Women in blue-collar and white-

)collar areas might edeounter negative attitudes.
Support groups can be helpful in this area, for
example, afterwork *organizations, like' Women in

Region VIII. Regional Energyl.lobs Newsletter. vol. 2 (qctober 1977), no. 5.

1-2.
"Energy-ProdiMing Industries." OteupatIonal Outlisok Handbook (reprint.

1978-79 ed-).131) 2-211 .L
U S. Department of Labo4 Employment and Training Administration,
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TABLE 1
Energy industries by Location and Type

Community

Craig
Hayden
Carbondale
Paonia
Hotchkill
Somerset
Rifle
Range ly
Meeker
Oak Creek
Brush
Fort Morgan
Glenwood Springs
New Castles°
Silt,
Grand Valley
DeBeque
Cedaredge
Orchard City
Delta
Walden
Yampa
Steamboat Springs
Nuclei
Naturita
Dove Creek
Gunnison
Salida
Colibran
Palisade
Frulta
Dinosaur
Trinifiad.
Walsenburg '
LaVeta
Aguilar
Durango
Crawford
Bennett
Somerset
Cokedale
Redstone
.Phippsburg
Watkins
Maybell
Gateway
Cortez
Pagoaa Springs

County .

Moffat
Routt
Garfield
Delta
Delta
Gurinison
Garfield
Rio Bianco
Rio Blanco
Routt
Morgan
Morgan
Garfield
Garfield
Garfield
Garfield
Mesa
Delta
Delta
Delta
Jackson
Routt
Routt
Montrose
Montrose
Dolores
Gunnison
Chaffee
,Mesa
Mesa
Mesa
Moffat
Las Animas
Huerfano
Huerfano
Las Animas
La Plata
Delta
Adams
Gunnison
Las Animas
Pitkin
Routt
Adams
Moffat
Mesa
Montezuma
Archuleta

Natura of Impact

Coal, power generation
Coal, power generation
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal -
Oil shale
Oil shale; oil gas, coal
Oil shale, coal
Coal, power generation

' Power generation
Power generation
Coal, oil shale
Oil shale
Oil shale
Oil shale
Coal, oil shale
Coal
Coal
Coal .

Coal
Coal, power generation
Coal, power generation
Uranium, power generation
Uranium, power generation
Urarilum, CO2
Uranium
Urahlum
Oil shale, coal
Oil shale, coal
Oil shale, coal, oil
011 shale, coal, oil
Coal
Coal, coal slurry and transport
Coat
Coal, coal transport
Coal
Coal
Coal gabification
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal, power generation & coal transport
Coal gasification
Coal, power generation
Uranium
Coal, power generation
Coal

1.

Sourpe: Department of Labor 177 impa'ctetudy, untitled.

t,
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Mining. This organization not only gives women an
opportunity to interact, but it gives them a better
awareness 'of their industty, Problems the ,working
women will encounter in the energy field will be
.ery Ruch the same as she is experiencing todtiy in
entering the work force. Lack of higher education,
skill training, and child care forCes her. tc; be caught
in low-paying job&

When I was speaking with Denver-area employ- -
ers, they indicated their need would be in highly
technical areas, most likely with degrees. Rocky
Mountain Energy's entry-leyel position, requires a
&S. in one of the sciences and, for a few jobs,
experience of 2 years or more. Solar Energy Re-
search Inatitute(SERI) performs research, develop=
ment, and related activities for the Department of
Energy in all the solar technologies, needing em-
ployees highly skilled in research and development
of programs to manufacture, design, install, a,,nd

maintain solar systems. Three divisions of SERI.7
Analysis and Assessment, Technology Commerciali-
zation, Education and International Program.H-are

' involved in examining the employment and training'
implications of scclar energy. SERI agb conducte4
an afternoon session for community service pro-
grams in the'Denver area, tapping into minority and

';..iiwoen's program& introducing uti. tO SERE avail-
ability of erriployment, employment procedures, and
kinds of job openings. SERI had and projected
openings:This was beneficial/Jo agencies and a good
recruitment procedure.

With the mariY oil comPanies now in Denver,
many jobs will be available but not in the Denver
area. Relocation might be necessary. Rockwell's
participation in the energy field is developing the
liquid metal fastbreeder rea9tor as a mhjor source of
electrical energy and management of _Rocky Flats
nuclear components plant. Rockwell, inhouse, offers
tuition reimbursement programs for personsinterest-
ed hnd inhouse training fpr apprenticeships in blue.

'collar areas. Person&-muit first enter at ,entry level,
then bid into skilled trade apprenticeship positions,
where they can learn the trade within 3 to 4 years.
Public Service Company in Denver also indicated to

me that any energy-related jobs within their industry
would be an inhonse training situation. This seems to
be the basic outlook within the Denver area for a
few 'private companies. This indicates that there will
be only a few jObs open in blue-collar areas for
persons in the open labor market. People with

1
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technical degrees will have a mu9h better opportuni-
ty for jobs.

Boulder Women's Resqurce Centel was awarded
Skill Training Improvement Program (STIP) fund-
ing of $165,407 to provide 36 women with skill
training and- job placement in energy-related fields.
This was to be implemented between January 1,
1978, and March 31, 1979. Employer involvement
was a primary focus at every stage. Emphasis was on
female heads of household, AFDC (Aid to Families
with Dependent Children) recipients, rural minority
women, and. underemployed -women. A participant
had to meet STIP eligibility gnidelines: economical-
ly disadvantaged or with family incomes at or less
than 70 percent of the Lower Living Standard
Inbome Level, unemployed 15 out of- 20 weeks,
AFDC reciPients, 'transfers from other CETA pro-
grams, or veterans with 150 days or more of service
or.released for service-connected disability.

The emphasis was to prepare women for entrance
into traditionally male-oriented occupations (blue-
collar, nontraditional areas in energy-related fields).
Boulder Women's Resource Center felt that by
offering preparatory workshops, classroom instruc-
tion, oh-the-job training, and individualized, ongoing
counseling these women could attain ecOnomic
independence and familial self-sufficiency. Place-
ment would occur in carpentry, bricklaying, Plumd-
ing and welding, electrical work, drafting, survey-
ing, solar technology, and concrete work. Alt these
skills aredirectly applicable tO energy-related occu-
pations. Participants would specifically be placed- in
one of the following 10 categories: carpentry,
plumbing/appliance repair, painter/general mainte-
nance, draftsperson, solar.energy research technical
assistant, electrical parts person, machine,operator,
foreperson (machine operation), constructiOn work-
er, metal molder, welder, electrical technician, solar
installer, and utility worker. Private industry would
be the primacy providers of training.

After intensive recruitment and screening, the
selected participant would be inOolved in a career
exploration day. After selection of .the area of
iriteiest, the participant would receive classroom
training when necessary and then be placed at
training site geographically located in the local
community. Boulder's STIP contract Will not. be
completed until MarCh 1979; therefore, final findings
are not available.

Boulder STIP is asking for a contract modifica-
tion. Two major factors that impeded the progress
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of the STIP were recruitment, affecting enrollment,
and job development'. Presently nine women (25
percent of the total goal) have been placed in on-the-
job-training,positions. Recruitment did not begin
until April, causing underenrollment and reducing
success potential. Blue-collar skilled trades require
physical ability, motivation, and manual skills to
perform the work of the trades. Highly motivated
women who seriously desired nontraditional tamers
and were self-confident enough to enter a tradition-
ally male job had to be turned away because of STIP
eligibility guidelines. No ongoing vocational training
was available; therefore, ongoing intake was prohi-
bited. Only two enrollment periods were allowed.

In the area of job development, some, of the
limitations were: availability of energy-related occu-
pations, 6-month minimum training requirement,
skill level of eligible positions, nonunion employer
requirement, and no existing training programs.'
-The STIP contract will be completed in March
1979, Boulder's STIP ventured into two new areas:
employment in the energy field and women in
nontraditional jobs. Boulder's STIP maY have been

_ implemented too early for employment in% the energy
fields, since they are presently lacking in a need for
skilled trade workers. Negative attitudes toward
women in skilled trades is a problem in all areas of
emPloyment, not just the energy fields.

For aiding in the recruitment of women in the
Colorado area, employers could contact the Wom-
en's Resource Network or the Advocates for Wom-
en irt Construction and 'Skilled Trades through
Better Jobs for Women. The Women's Resource
Netwock consists of staff from most of the women's
resource centers throughout the Colorado area.
Advoctites for Women in Construction and Skilled
Trades is a statewide organizaticin , of women's
groups formed to increase the access of women in
Colorado to employment in construction and ap-
prenticeships. The adliocate organization is cospon-
sored by Better Jobs for Women and and the
Women's Bureau, Region VIII.

Also helpful to the employment outlook is the
regional industry occupational model developed by
the University of Utah for the U.S. Department of
Labor, Employment and Training Administration,
Region VIII. Employment impact frorp energy
development(CaO be assessed 1iy this model. Unfortu-

,

()rani -Proposal to Implement Skills Training Improvement Program for
Women." submitted by Boulder County Women's Resource Center, Claire
tali/ease, Project Coordinator. 1978

nately, the model deals with labor market areas
defined as a concentration of economic activity or
labor demand and areas in which workers can
change jobs without relocation. This model involves
an investigation of actual local labor market situa-
tions. This model is designed to produce current and
projected employment estimates for 76 industries
,and 420 occupations.'0 This model became opera-
tional in April 1978, v%th the first report final in
October 1978. Perhaps this model will be helpful in
planning training programs for employment in ener-
gy fields.

Women are 98 percent of all secretaries, 94
percent of all typists, 78 percent of all clerical
workers, 95 percent of all private household work-
ers, 64 percent of all service workers, less than 10
percent of skilled workers, and less than 5 percent of
top management jobs. Of 441 occupations listed in
the Census Occupation 'Classification System, the
majority of working women are found in only 20.
The salary gap lull remains, and women compilse
two-thirds of all discouraged workersthose who
want a job but are not lOokihg because they believe
they cannot find one. The unemployment rate for
minority women is 13.6 percent, higher than among
any other category.'

Women do want "better" jobs. They are enrolled
in federally-funded vocational education; unfortu-
nately, the concentration is in the lower paying jobs.
Some 11.6 million students are enrolled in these
programs, and 6.4 million are wOmen. The concen-
tration still remains, with 45 percent in home
economics, 28 percent in office training, and 12
percent in trade industrial occupations such as
cosmetology, textile production and fabrication,
commercial and graphic arts, and public serviCes.
Less than 10 percent are in technical occupations. In
a Gallup Poll conducted among teenage, girls and
boys in April 1977, the top 10 career choices were:
girlssecretary, teacher, nurse, 'other medical, vet-
erinarian, fashion design/modeling, doctor, social
worker, business, cosmetology; boysskilled work-
er, engineer, lawyer, teacher, ptofessional athlete,
musician, architect, farmer, doctor, and milititry.
Are women aware of their occupational options?
Twelve million more women are projected to be in
the labor force by 1990, representing more than one
out of every two women over 16 years of age.

U S,. Department of Labor. Empement and Training Administration.
Region VIII, Regional Energy/Jobs Newsletter. vol 3 (August 19711), no, 4.
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Women need training in the higher paying jobs to
enable them to get off ot AFDC and out of food
stamp lines. Women do not work to "earn a little
extra money; many are the heads of households or,
with the present. economic situation, . many are
significant contributors to the family earnings.'

Women are 'seeking quality employment. FoiSow-
, ing are a few possible ways to approacir tthe

problem. Colorado currently has the largest number
of women's relource centers in this regiqn for
referral of women who suffer from isolation in- the
Work experience. The gap- in wage discrimination
can be closed by existing employment legislation
being enforced at all levels. If a woman chooses to
be a secretary, one stresses the niceisity for fast
typing and shorthand to 'make her skills marketable
at a fair,salary. Quality. child care must be accessible
and seen as an integral part of women's work role
(also men's wo'rk role, with more divorced fathers
gaining custody of children). Occupational mobility
in both white-collar and skilled trades must be made,
available Upward mobility of the career structure
must be, made available. The' advantages of skilled
trades, job security in skilled arafts mastery, in-
creased chances for promotions, variety of work
settings, physical activity, and better benefits should
be available through awareness programs. Sex tole
sterebtyping continuously limits opportunities for
women (myths of mother nature being jealous of
other women in the mines). Protection of women
workers must be increased. Sexism in communica-
tion; should be monitored. Equal employment op-
portunity ivnecesaary for women increasing their
joh options. -

With the emerging enerky fields, now is the ideal
time to start preparation through training progxams
for women. This region now needs employees with
highly .technical skills, and there is a shortage of
women in these areas. When energy industries have

gtatisticai information is from: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistic) and Women's Bureau; National Institute of Education; Depart-

* ment of Commerce. Census Bureau; National Commisakin on the Diner.
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fully moved in, there will be a need for.skilled trade'
employees. So it is essential that training begin now,
so quality employees can he made available to
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Effects 'of Energy Development on Rural Women

By Gay Holliday*

Oil, natural gas, and coalthree filch that account
for 95 percent of the energy produced in the United
States. They provide more energy today than man
or woman has ever had' at their service before. The
demand for, energy grows at steady pace because
people like and need energy. It makes life easier and
it works for us.

Progress and change require enormous amounts of
energy, but what are the consequencestCan there be

balance between growth and stability? If there
could be balance between growth and develop-
ment, plus social and economic change, then there
might be a fair degree of success. But it rarely if ever
happens; no one can say, "We will have boom,"
and then lay it all out neat and pretty. -

Planning and implementing take money, and you
don't have the tax blue until ihe major industry and
the spinoff businesses and all the rest of it have
become established. As things work out, there is.
usually at least a 3-year lag between the need for
program and the tax revenue that could have
implemented it. In boom situations, the cart invari-
ably arrives before the horse. The time duration of
this lag perkid depends on the timing of production,
the responsiveness of local government, and tillo
availability of new tax revenues.

Major Choices must be made. Specific plans and
manageable progranis of energy conservation and
production are underway, geared to energy needs
and environmental needs. Wh t must alWays be the

heart of ,any such pjan are thcjreally important

hfa Holliday is rancher in Roundup, Montana.

issues: human needs, individual lifestyles, and basic
values.

/ Managed and controlled resource development
' doesn't mean that the economy must squeal to

painful halt or that our comfort and convenience
must decrease, but it does mean that in the process
we must make a better attempt to correct the
injustices and exploitation of those involved.

Seventy-five percent of the United States energy
today ames from petroleum and natural gas. But
1970 was the peak year for domestic oil and gas
production. From here on out, domestic production

- will be declining at the same time that our energy
needs will be increasing. Hence, to more than double
energy consumption while using only domestic
resources would require us to at least quadruple the
present coal production in the United States. This is
where the problems lie, those problems that affect

-" the people, whether they be social, economic, or
psychological. We must demand that serious
commitment be made to remove the problems
incurred by resource development or solve them.

For those women who are long-time residents,
they first experience the io-called "people pollution"
and spend time 'trying to protect individual and

. collective interests that appear,to be threatened by
developmental interventions. In any boom situation,
you have the competition between the "ins" and the
"outsiders," which often becomes absolute bit-
terneu. This sociological cost inclndes the riik taken
involuntirily by the women who filld themselves
becoming estranged in what had leen their own

92
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community. These women tend to see themselves as
a species that is endangered becatise their habitat is
threatened by industrialization of a magnitude that is
incompatible with maintaining their cultural heritage
and lifestyle. Changes include shifts in the selection
or friends, strains in communicating with friends and
neighbors of long standing, and a shift in the power
structure from the "establishment" to the new
mining industrialists.

Every community affected by rapid expansion,
the "yo-yo" changes or boom characteristics associ-
ated with resource development, undergoes its own
unique Social and emotional stresses, but the results
tend to be similarthe cost of human wastage.
There are always more incidences of social chaos
than there are examples of proper community
planning.

'One should never discuss industrial resources
apart from human resources, which are often rele-
gated to a secondary status of energy production.
*Wife and mother and her potential. is one; of our
greatest resources, yet it is subjected to great abuse
in the name of technological growth. This,is brought
out in a report by ElDean V. Kohrs, called the
"Gillette syndrome," which pertains to the Gillette
area.

In the impacted area,/ the woman is the first to
experience the breakdown of church, school, and
family. This threat causes a selection- of priorities.
The lifestyles change and because of increaseilthigh-
paying employment, 7-day weeks, and 16-hour
shifts, attendance drops, 'civic and social involve-
ment decrease, and the faithful wife and mother tries
desperately to hold it all together.

, Invariably, the outside pressures result in in-

creased family problems. Before industrial impact,
the mother had probably demanded and received a
certain amount of conformity to existing norms. The
older child starts to rebel because those defilands do
not conform to what he is experiencing in the
changes he now 'finds in his s,c,hool and his town.
Consequently, there comes a breakdown in commu-
nication and appreciation of opposing goals,' as Dr.
Kohrs states. Delinquency results as the young
person is introduced to drinking and drugs, maybe
for the first time. The entire social well-being is
affected by change that reflects the community's

values, its goals, and everyday activities. Child
abuse, juvenile delinquency, and alcohol ;and drug
abuse can be expected to increase.
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In some communities where energy resources are
being developed, one of the greatest impacts will
come to the schools. Enrollment increases as much
as 500 percent in a school 'system. Here again, the
effect is felt more strongly by both the mothers and
the women who are teaching. yhey realize and are
aware of the effects of the turmoil brought on by
development. '

Classes are split, some are dropped, and teachers
who have tatight certain subjects for years find
themselves forced to fill in elsewhere or entirely out
of their realm of expertise. Their classrooms could
be an unsatisfactory mobile unit, or, in some cases,
they are teaching classes in the showers and locker
rooms. Instability and all the other hardships im-
posed by serious overcrowding and excessive de-
mands cause them to uproot their lives and go
elsewhere; .

In a recent household survey (Bechtel) concern-
ing construction workers in one impact arctic there
was very little difference in the marital status of
local, workers and nonlocal. It did show that of 100
nonlocals, 41 married workers had. their families
with them while 24 did not. We view the conditions4
of women at the job site,'but what is done to reveal
the situations of those who are left at home? The
survey does not show where they are, but it does
bring out that most are in nonadjacent States',
meaning they are a great distance away. They, too,
suffer the harctships imposed because the husband is
gone and undoubtedly are more susceptible to the
three "Ds"depression, divorce, and delinquency.
There 7again is the human wastage caused by
development that leads to alcoholism, absenteeism,
and loneliness, in places far removed from the actual
industrial area.

Any adverse condition that we apply to those
women living in the impacted area can also be
related to the wives and mothers who do not

_accompany their husbands to the place of employ-
ment, yet these women tend to be forgotten. Are
some of them also forgotten by the husbands? I
would be inclined to think so.

Another area that is often overlooked is the
widow and/or the older person on a fixed income.
They are confronted with a situation that is a severe
burden caused by "artificial" inflation and increased
taxation. They find themselves trapped in what
appears to them to be an exceptionally high-cost
town that they have lost nearly all contact with.
Also, for maybe the first tin* in their lives, their
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lifestyles have changed because now they fear for
their safety; they mist lock their homes and be
continually on their guard.

A significant psychological effect is the type of
influx associated with a boom growth: The labor
demands draw heavily on the marginal unemployed
worker from other localities. The result, according
to Kohrs, is a high concentration of psychopathic
personalities prone to illegal behavior. This naturally

dorbuses an increase in the crime rate. That means
reased law enforcement costs.

e widow or the retired person finds it harder to
enhance the security of both life and health. We do
not know pf all the unnecessary health risks in-
volved with industrialization, but why should any-
one become an involuntary "test case"?

We have thoie women directly associated with
the extraction or the resource development, referred
to as either "newcomers" or "outsiders."

Because she's acutely aware of her infringement
upon the established community, possibly the wife
of the construction worker is more adversely affect-
ed. She now subscribes to a foreign lifestyle, value
systems, and loss of a sense of community. Her social
well-being is jeopardized out of intrusion. No matter
what effort she exemplifies,, she rarely ever fits in.

This breakdown of social organization interferes
with the process of individuals meeting growth
needs. The decrease in a sense of worth and meaning
and the interference with personal growth is mani-
fest in the syndrome. This syndrome refers to the
increasing incidence of drunkenness, divorce, delin-
quency, depression, and even suicide in boomtowns.
It may not be indicative, but the trend is developing:

Most newcomers would tend to be at least
temporarily isolated from the existing community..
There are limited social, cultural, and educational
opportunities for the wives of construction workers.
Professional help might be available, but services
would be severely strained because of increased
demands for these services. ,

This housewife has tried to c6pe with all of the
inadequacies encountered during the day and, finds it
hard to be receptive to a husband who returns home
after a I6-hour shift. He responds by going out the
door to spend the evening with friends at the local
bar, exchanging stories with those in similar circum-
stances, The results are loneliness, divorce, tension,
emotional damage, and alcoholismin short, more
additions to the list of human casualties in life's
battles as portrayed in Dr. Kohrs' "syndrome."

These conditions seem to accelerate in "boom-
town" conditions. The feeling of dislike and grow-
ing resentment is made evident towards the "outsid-
,er." It doesn't take too long for severe depression to
set in and excessive deriking tb take place. The
isolation, real or unreal, is compounded by the fact
that she, and she alone, has no contact with the alien
community. She, too, is losing touch with not only
her spouse, but her entire family. They have their
outlets, whether it be work, play, or school.

Even though it migM be most difficult for her
children who are experiencing the hardships of
overcrowded classrooms, instability, and nonaccep-
tante: it will be the nfother who shares those
heartaches and suffers both with them and for them.
This type of condition' is very detrimental to her
children, and some will show the effects for years to
come.

The frustration she must face in knowing her
children are not receiving the social and educational
advantages that they should be getting only adds to
the deplorable situation. She is" then torn with the
longing to return to her family and friends back
home and the obligation to remain with her husband,
who oftentimes is unsympathetic to her emotions
and does not relate to a bad situation as she.does. It
is not surprising that both suicides and homicides
tend to be high ilia boomtown.

-

Everything focuses on the quality ofilife, and until
the needs are adequately met, and there is a
willingness to assure everyone of "better hying,"
then the problems will persist. The pattern that a
community sets most often becomes the waY tke
community will exist. There will be price tags, but
will they be monetary or will they continue to be
placed 00 human lives?

What effects are, experienced by the businesswom-
. an in the community and also those who represent

die agriculture, industry in the rural areas? The
economic gains are profitable and employment
coufd be greatly increased, but what is down the
.road for the woman who might have to expand and
hire in her shop 6r storeto meet the'needs of the
people?

When the boom tycle ends and construction is
complete, leaving relatively few where there were
once hundreds, tan she retrie0e and continue as she
once did? .0r, because of tremendous population
growth, will it lure big business with shopping
centers that might threaten her very existence? The
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anxiety. of local businesses faced with chain store
competition is real and has to be considered.

We must also realize that the life of the farm and
ranch wife changes drastically in many cases: Some
have had taxes triple in 2 years, because of energy
development, and have had actual costs mount
steadily because of destruction to personal property
and vandalism. Water in springs for livestock has
dried up completely as a direct result of mining. Due
to uncertainty, it is often difficult to obtain loans for
improvements, which before was never a problem.
Therefore, along with the social, changes experi-
enced by her counterparts ih-town, the rural woman
also feels the impact in. many ways.

Some will always walk away scot free with ito
scars and, hopefully, that number will increase, but
there will be those who carry the scars for a lifetime.
Some will benefit from fmancial growth and eco--
nomic gain, but the end results are not beneficiarto

,all. Neither group will be immune to the effects of
emotional stress. The genel.al social and psychologi-
cal well-being of the area can be expected to decline
without creative and responsive planning.

Services, tob, will alwa have a price- tag
attached. These costs are e and can be
Calculated, but with will p k , p the tab when
industrial growth does not inclu e plans for associ-
ated social changes? Does the development enter-
prise have the responsibility to forego all costs?
Possibly. Should we expect this from our Federal
Government/ I don't think so. Why shouldthose in _

the communiti shoulder the. eost burden, plus all of
the other implications involved in the development
situation? Is it right to expect the taxpayer to
subsidize industrialization? There are many unan-
wered questions.

The cost incurred, if supplied by the company,
glit be, justification in curing the community ills

also establish better relations for themselves,
their mployees, and their faMilies. The funding
necessAry for services to meet the needs should
never have to come from the area and its people.
The situation alone will prove itself detrimental, and

many feel it is devastating to everything and every;
One Concerned.

As Mr. Wally McRae, rancher near one impact
area, has said:

If justice is not done and our land, air and
, water, lifestyles, history, and heritage are con-

demned, it is going to immediately affect. a ,
relatively small nUmber 'of people, but the
implications of this unjust condemnation will be
long lasting and everexpanding and could even-
tually destroy all justice, all fairness, and all
property and human rights.
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Rarely is an aria equipped to respond within the
time available to the demands it is facing. We must
have the capability to properly collect data, evaluate
problems and recommend effective programs in all
sectors where action is needed. Very few haye faced,
rapid growth problems and can react quickly
enough to decisionmaking pressures before the
problems become overwhelming and out of control.

If resource development were to be placed near a
larger town, the effects would be felt, but not_ to the
extent felt by the small town, where few services are
available to begin with. That seldoin happens.
Instead, we have areas where towns spring up
nearly overnight. .

Will the established local government officials
coilinue to stay on and formulate and enforce a
policy for the betterment of all, or will they too give
up because they can no longer face the pressures and
demands imposed upon them? The viability and .
stability of the community will depend largely on
them. It is no enviable undertaking, yet their future
and the future of their towns are at stake.

We must all strive to correct the -injustice. We
cannot continue on with the deterionttion of proper-
ty, values, self, and unity. Fossil ftiels will contimie
to furnish the great bulk of the Nation's energy in
the coming years. One fact seems fairly certain,'
hoWever: it will be a long time before any of us takes
energy development for granted again.



. ENERGY DEVELOPMENT AND THE
DISADVANTAGED



Energy Development in the Rocky Mountain West:
its Effect on Women, Blacks, Hispanics, and the
Disadvantiged

By Ellis Cose*

Few regions, in the world have been blessed like

the Rocky Mountain West. It has beautiful land, vast

mineral stores, and few of the big-city headaches so

common in the East. With only 3 percent of the
Nation's population, the region contains over, 50

percent of its coal reserves (including 88 percent off
its low sulfur coal) and nearly 50 percent of its
uranium.' As . a former Senator from Colorado
noted: "Oil shale deposits in Colorado's Western

slope and deposits inVtah and Wyoming contain as

much oil as the entire kiown world reserves."2
Yet there are clouds on the western horizon. The

fact that the area has vast resources doei" not
necessarily Mean that those resources will be used io

its advantage. The exploitation of those resources
may, indeed, bring a hOst of problems.

This paper will examine the likely impacts of
increased energy production and rising energy costs

in the western region on minorities, women, and

those op fixed inconies. Before proceeding with that
analysis, however, itis necessary to examine some of

,the impacts generally of energy development in the

West.
What, first of all, is the West? I am referring

primarily' to Standard Federal Administration Re-

gion VIII: Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Montana,
North Dakota, and South Dakota.

Mr. Cose is a Senior Fellow at the Joint Center for Political Studies in

Washington, D.C.
' U,S., Department of Interior, EnergyPerspectives (February 1973).

' Senator Peter Dominick, Transcript of Project Independence Public

Hearing. August 6, Denver, Colorado, 1974 (Washington, D.C.: GFO,

1975), p, 72.
-

As reported by the U.S. Census, Region VIII
contained some 5.58 million people when the last
census was taken. Of those, 1.5 percent (or 83,685)

were blackconcentrated largely in Denver, Colo-
rado. Some 16.2 percent (345,000) were Hispanic
and 81 per5erit of those were concentrated in
Colorado. The area also has a substantial Native
American population, though their problems (which
are infmitelY more complicated than those of blacks
and Hispanics) will not be considered -iilthis paper.

The area's average per capiia income in 1974 was
54,575-3 dollars above the national average. Soine ,
103 percent of its families were living in poverty. ,

Some 2.1 million persons were in the labor' force.'
The region, with some 16 pefcent of the Nation's

land mass, produced a relatively small proportion of
total U.S. energy supplies. (See tabfe 1.) the
potential production, however, is huge. ,Unfortur-=

nately, the potential problems are also huge.
As one observer noted; "The social benefits of

burning low sulfur coal are enjOyed mainly by the
citizens of certain Midwestern cities, while the social

costs are felt in the northern Rocky Mountains.",
The problems have been well documented. One
analyst claimed energy resource develOpment in

Alaska, Colorado, and Wyoming threatened 'the
social viability, of local governments and drove up

U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of Bre Census, County and City

Data Book (1977). ,

' Earl Cook, Man, Energy, Society (San Frincisece Wit Freeman and Co.,

1976), p. 273.
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TABLE 1
Rocky Mountain Region, Energy Production

NATURAL OAS CRUDE OIL

State
'Cubic feet

x 10°

Percentags of

production State
Barrels

lc 10

Percentage of
national

- h. production
_

Texas 8,550,705 38.0 Texas ' , 1,222,926
Louisiana 8,081,907 35.9 935,243 27.1

Oklahoma 1,684,260 7.5
,Louisiana
'California 358,484 10.4

New Mexico 1,167,577 5.2 Oklahoma 213323 6.2
Kansas 885,144 3.9 Wyoming 148,114 4.3
California
Wyoming

612,629
380,105

2.7
1.7-

New Mexico
Alaska

118,412
79,494

3.4
2.3

West Virginia 234,Q27 1.0 Kansas 78;532 2.3
Arkansas 172,154 0.76 Mississippi 64,066 1.9

Alaska 121,618 0.54 Montana 34,599 1.0

-Mississippi 118,806 0.53
.

Colorado 108,537

U.S. \ 22,493,012 U.S. 3,453,914

COAL URANIUM

State

Percentage of
Tcom

prongelroag State ,

Pounds of
urankiin

oxioe

Percentaae of

p r rcl

Kentucky 119,389 21.3, New Mexico 10,567,000 43,1

West Virginia 118,258 21.4, Wyoming 6,986,000 28.5
Pennsylvania 81,562s- 14.5 Colorado 2,536,000 10.3

Illinois i 58,402 10.4 Utah 1,445,000 5.9

Ohio 51,411 9.2
Virginia 30,628 55 .

Indiana 21,396 3.8
Alatiama 17,945 ) 3.2
Wyoming!, 8,052 1.4
Montana 7 064 1.3

U.S. 560,919 U.S. )24,520,000

SourCe: Earl Cook, Man, Energy, Society (San Francisco: Walt Freeman and Co., 1976), as derived from U.S. Department of

the interior, United States Energy Fact Sheets 1971 (1973).
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land and housing costs: "A boom inevitably drives
up costs for everyone."' One sociologist, thdeed,
compared the exploitation of regional energy re-
sources to the colonization of a nation.'

Such "externally conceived, induced, and con-
trolled industrial intervention," sociologist Ray-
mond Gold added, "set into motion sociocultural
and other forces which May intrude upon, disrupt,
change and tend to supersede the rural way of
life. . .[in] small Western towns.'"

Indeed, the citizens of Wyoming were so skeptical
of such exploitation that the building of a coal slurry
pipeline became a key election issue and, by one
analysis, led directly to the defeat of a Governor.'

Exactly what are ive talking about when we talk
about exploitation of "western energy sources? We
are talking, in the short term, primarily about coal.
Coal accounts N. for some 90 percent of domestic
energy, reserves and yet accounts for only about 18
percent of domestic consumption.

President Carter's target of doubled coal produc-
tion' by 1985 is well known. Much of that coal will
have to come from the West. The former Governor
of Wyoming noted that the exploitation of coal
reserves in his State could translate into a State of
somewhat over' 300,000 persons incrEasing is popu-
lation by a third in only a few years.'

One Federal stndy noted:

The largest increases in surface productiOn and
employment will occur [in]. . .Wyoming,
North 'and South Dakota and'Montana. Coal
production in this region is expected to increase
from the 1973 level of 32-Million tons to over
193 million tons by 1990. . . .Total coal em-
ployment in this region is expected to in-
crease. . .from about 1,300 in 1973 to over
9,600 in 1990."

What will that mean for women and minorities? It
is important to note again that this region contains
relatively few blacks. It is also important to note that
the employment of minorities and women in the
energy industries generally has, been very low. To

quote Melvin Humphrey, director of research 1for

John S. Gilmore. Transcript of Project Independence Public Hearing, p. 40.

Raymond L Gold, "Toward Social Policy on Regionalizing Energy

Production and Consumption" (paper delivered at Social and Behavorial

Implications of the Energy Crisis, sponsored by the University of Houston,

1977).
Ibid.
Michael Barone et al. The Almanac of American Felines 1978 (New York:

Dutton. 1978), p: 936.
Governor Stanley Hathaway, Transcript of Project Independence Public

Hearing p. 40.

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission:

"The high risk, high paying world of energy ,
development, procissing and distribution is a white

male bastion."
According to his figures, 79 percent of the

workers in- oil and gas extraction are white males, as
are 79 percent in electric services, 72 percent in gas
production and distribution, and a whopping 94

percent in coal production." What that means is that

, only 4 percent of the workers in the coal industry
are minority-group members and somewhat less than
that are feinale. The statistics in,the other energy
industries are nearly as bleak. Because of the racial
makeup in the area, the number 'of minorities
,involved in energy production ill the West is even

lower. .

'What that ineans, first of all, is that the employ-
ment effects on minorities as a group are likely to be
minimal. By onelmalysis, the proportion of minority
employment in coal mining and petroleum and
natural gas production is erpected to decline slightly
in upcoming years, even as total employment in-
creases somewhat." And unless the Western States
make a concerted effort to bring blacks into the area
or to hire the Hispanics who are there now, there is
little likelihood that the projections will be proved
wrong.

In addition to the absolute numbers of women and

minorities being small, the percentage in higher level
positions is practically infinitesimal. In 1977, for
instance, females made up approximately 8 percent
of those in mining. Of those, 4.4 percent were
managers or administrators, compared to 9.3 percent
for males. (See'table 2.) For minorities, the percent-
ages were also low.

Humphrey, of the EEOC, argued that such
statistics cannot be expected to improve on their

own. Their improvement, he said, will depend
largely on the dedication of industry leaders to equal

employment."
An addition to recruiting, however, there is the

matter of training. It is true, as Humphrey notes, that
a number of the jobs,in the energy field require very

U.S., Federal Energy Administration, Projecr Independence Blueprint

Labor Repon (1975). p. 47.
'.' Melvin Humphrey, "Minorities in the Energy Industries," Energy and

Equity: Some Social Concerns (Washington, 11C.: Joint Center for Political

Studies, forthcoming, 1978). -

" Ibid.
" Bernard Anderson. "The Black Labor Force in a New Energy

Environment," Energy and Equity: Some Social Concerns.

" Humphrey. "Minorities in the EnergyIndustries."
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TABLE 2
Employed Persons, Mining, by Oacupation and Sex

industry
and sex

Total Mining
' Males

Females

TOTAL EMPLOYED

No.
(In

- thou-
sands) %

814 100.0
745,, 100.0

69 100.9

WHITE-COLLAR WORKERS

Proles- Managers
sional and ad-
and ministra-

techniOal tors ex- Sal i 3 'Clerical
workers cept fym work rs workers

12.5 8.8 0.4 9.7*
' 12.6, 9.3 0.4 3.8

11.8 .4.4 75.0

BLUE-COLLAR WORKERS

Craft and Operatives, Transport ,
kindred except equipment' Nonfarm
Workers transport operatives laborers

27.4 32.3 5.7 2.0
29.8 , 34.9 6.0 2.1

4.4 1.5

Source: U.S., Oepartment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Emplpyrnent and Earnings, vol, 25 (January 1978), no. 1.

SERVICE WORKERS #

Privets Other
household service Farm

workers svolkers worlusit

1.
1.1
2.9

'Wi



little education, and that many women and minori-
'ties avid train on the job. It is also true, however,
that many of the jobsespecially the higher level
jobsare in fields that women and minorities tend to
steer away from.

, The Federal Energy Administration concluded
that, because of increasing resource development,
there would be, increasing demands fot engineers
(mechanical, electrical, nuclear, and mining) and
"certain earth and physical scientists, Specialized
iechnicians, and highly skilled mining and drilling
personnel."

A monograph by Domingo Nick and Conchita
Reyes, entitled A Salute to IiispanicAmericans in
Science and Engineering (Department of Energy,
1978), noted that. there were only 9,000 Hispanic
students enrolled in full-tinie undergraduate engi-
neering programs (a little over 3 percent of the
total)--and that 3,000 of those were in one institu-
tion: the University of Puerto Rico. Nick and Reyes
noted as well that the percentage of science and'
engineering doctorates awarded to Hispanics was
under 1 percent. For women and blacks the figures

were also low.
Economist Bernard Anderson suggested that

much .could be accomplished through counseling
and career guidance for minorities. He also suggest-
ed that the emphasis be shifted away from job
creatkm pyograms to "skill enrichment" prograMs."
Much ihe same would' apply for improving the
percentage of women in the energy industries.

The Effects of Price
As already noted, however, relatively few minori-

ties or females are expected to be hired as a direct
result of the energy boom. The effects of rising
energy prices will be felt largely in other ways.
Consumers will certainly feel it in their personal
budgets. In addition, as numerous others have
pointed out, the price of energy can affect the
compOsition of industry.

The poor spend a larger proportion of their
income for energy supplies than do the nonpoor, the
poorest decile vending perhaps nearly 30 percent of
their income Tor energy and the richest decile

" Project Independence Blueprint Labor Reporr p. 71,
Anderson, "The Mich Labor Force."1,

" See Lester llurow.lestimony before the joint Economic Committee of
the Congress pf the United States, in The Economics of the President's

Propoihd Energy Policies.(1978),
Ibid.
Ellis Cose. Energy and the (Trkin Crisis (Washington, D.C.: Joint Center

for Political Studies. 1978). appendix E. ,

spending something over 4 percent.'7 Energy expen-
ditures are also a function of region. In short words,
those who live in the East pay more Tor energy
supplies than those who live in the West. ,

According to Lester Thurow, the aveiage Ameri-
can household spent 7.4 percent of its income on
direct energy s pplies. The average household in the
West, however, spent 6.0 percent-7a smaller amount
than any other gion."

Costs are 1 er for several reasOns, partially
because of the bundant hydroelectric powet in the
area, partially cause of the relatively low number
of heating day , and largely because of the west
coast energy su lus.

Theoreticall therefore, energy price increases in
the West shoul be less ,crushing than increases in
most other regi ns. Computing from Thurow's data
for instance, a 7 percent increase in gasoline prices
and a 40 perc nt increase in home energy prices
translated into 3.7 percent cut in real income in the
Northeast, a 3.
region; a 3.9 p
percent cut in t

Such aggreg
use in determin
on fixed incom
prices continue
researcher Euni

percent cut in the North Central
rcent cut in the South, and a 3.0

e West."
e projections, however, are of little
g how the aged (who 1We largely
) or the poor would fare as energy
to rise. Those who are poor, as

Grier has pointed out, typically
use much less en I rgy than those who are well off." '

Nevertheless, as oted above, they spend a much
larger proportion of their income for energy.

In, the western region of the Nation that, in this
instance, includes the west coast, Grier found that
poor households2' consumed 70 percent as much
electricity as did average households in the area and
64 percent as nhuch electricity as did average
households in the Nation. They consumed 76 per-
cent as much natural gas as others in the region and
68 percent as much as the average across the Nation.
,(See -tables 3 and 4.) We can assume also that low-
income families consumed less gasoline, since they
typically own fewer cars and drive fewer miles. One
study, for instance, noted that poor households
averaged 8,000 driving miles per year while middle-
class households averaged roughlil 15,000."

26 Eunice drier, "Energy Pricing Policies and the Poor," Energy and

Equity: Some Social Concenu.
" Those families up to 25 percent above the poverty level.
" Dorothy Newman and Dawn Day, The American Energy Cqnsumer

(Cambridge. Maas: Hollinger, 1975). p. 107.
i
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TABLE 3
Average Consumption and Cost of Electricity in 1976 for LowIncome Households
Compared to All Households, U.S. and Regions

LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS ALL HOUSEHOLDS
PERCENT DIFFERENCE LOW-

INCOME VS. ALL HOUSEHOLDS

Average
annual
BTUs

(millions)

Average
price per

million
BTUs

Average
annual
BTUs

(millions)

Average
price per
million
BTUs

Average
annual
BTUs

(millions)

Average
, price per

million
BTUs

United States 60.6 $3.10 , 94.2 $2.95 - 35.7% +5.1%
Northeast 52.3 4.10 69.0 4.21' - 24.2% - 2.6%
North Central 49.5 3.46 79.7 3.13 -37.9% + 10.5%
South Atlantic 68.5 3.18 121.3 3.01 - 43.5% + 5.6%
South Central 75.0 2.51 137.2 2.21 - 45.3% + 13.6%
West 60.6 , 226 86.1 2.29 - 29.6% - 1.3%

Source: Eunice Grier, Energy Pricing Policies And the Poor; statistics drawn from Washington Center for Metropolitan
Studies, National Survey of Household Energy Use in 1975, presented at "Energy and Equity; Some Social Concerns," a
conference sponsored by the Joint Center for Political Studies, 1978, Washington, D.C.

TABLE 4
Average Consumption of Natural Gas in 1976 for Low-Income Households
Compared to All Households, U.S. arid Regions

LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS ALL HOUSEHOLDS
PERCENT DIFFERENCE LOW-

INCOME VS. ALL HOUSEHOLDS

Average
annual
BTUs

(millions)

Average
price per
million
BTUs

Average
annual
BTUs

(millions)

Average
price per
million
BTUs

Average
annual
BTUs

(millions)

Average
price per
million
BTUs

United States 110.1 $1.66 136.3 $1.65 - 19.2% +0.6%
Northeast 110.6 2.18 131.2 2.14 ... 15.7% + 1.9%
North Central 131.1 1.45 161.6 1.46 - 18.9% - 0.7%
South Atiantic 87.9 ' 2.07 118.2 1.98, - 25.6%
South Central 90.6 1.54 98.5 1.48 - 8.0%
West 92.7 1.44 121.5 1.41 - 23.7%

Source: Eunice Grier, Energy Pricing Policies and the Poor; statistics drawn from Washington Center for Metropolitan
Studies, National Survey of Household Energy Use in 1975, presented at "Energy and Equity; Some Social Concerns," a
conference sponsored by the Joint Center for Political Studies, 1978, Washington, D.C.
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Some simple extrapolations can give an idea of
what those numbers can translate into. In June of
this year gasoline averaged 63.4 cents a gallon in
Region VIII. (See table 5.) Let's assume an average
of 14 miles per gallon for automobiles. We could
therefore surmise that an average poor family would
spend roughly $362 a year for gasoline and that a
middle-income family would spend roughly $679, or
$30 and $57 a month, respectively.

For January of 1978, the average monthly electric
bill for a 500 kilowatt hour home in Colorado was
$18,14." If ve.fe assume that rates are uniform (a
somewhat unrealistic assumption) and that the poor
consumed 70 percent as much electricity, we can
surmise that their.average bill was $21.70.

For just those two forms of energy, then, a poor
family could spend $42.70 a month and an average
'family $75.14. When we recall, however, that the
average income in Colorado was well over 160
percent above the poverty threshold, meaning that
the median family income was several times greater
than the typical poor family's, it becomes clear what
we mean by disproportionate effects.

The disparity increases even more if costs for
natural gas or heating oil are added. What that
means also is that those families headed by minorities
and by women, as well as those consisting of the
elderly, are hii hardest. For these are the groups that
make up a disproportionate number of the poor.

In 1974, for instance, the black median family
income (nationally) was $7,808. The median for
female-headed households was $7,363. The median

for Hispanic households was slightly higher. The
median for all white families was $13,356."

It is worth keeping in mind, however, Orier's
warning that "not all poor people are the same."
Consequently, policies designed to deal with the
typical poor household 'may benefit some, have no
effect on others, and leave some worse off than

before.")
Just as poor people differ, so tlo States in the same

region. They differ on the average distance residents
travel to work, on thetverage share of income spent

on energy. .The home, for instance, that incurred
$18.14 in electricity costs in Colbrado would have
incurred only $15.39 in Montana, $13.89 in Wyom-

ing, and $21.31 and $21.26 in North Dakota and
South Dakota, respectively.

" S , Department of Energy, 7),pical Ekaric Bills (August 199). p. viii.

" U S Department of Commerce, Baran, of the Census. The Social and

'Economic Mann of the Black Population in the United States. 1974 (1975).

f

A number of plans have been proposed for
alleviating the impacts of energy costs on the poor:
peak-load pricipg, life-line rate, energy stamps, flat-
rate pricing, etc. There is not room to go into a
examination of those alternatives in a paper as
broadly gauged as this.

Clearly, however, what the complex of variables
argues for is flexibility in energy policy. Because
there is no such thing as the "average" pobr person,
and because it is unrealistic to talk of an average cost
of energy, it is also unrealistic to talk of a single

perfect policy.

Some Indirect Impacts
As already Coted, it seems less than likely that

increased production of coal in the Rocky Mountain
region will have tremendous impacts overall on the
employment of minorities and women. It is likely
that, as energy development increases, both of these
groups will benefitat least to the extent of acquir-
ing entry-level positions.

Nevertheless, in specific areas the impacts of
development on employment (and on lifestyles in
general) will be huge. As a spokesman for the Sierra
Club noted, "A single large power plant and
associated coal mine might bring an additional
15,000 peotle to an area with a few thouSand
persons now and even modest oil shale developtnent
proposals project a population increase of 100,000 or
more."" The communities that will be affected most
by the development are largely rural, though devel-
opment wat inevitably lead to greater urbanization.

The most significant impacts of energy develop-
ment, and of ever-rising energy costs, however, are
likely to be indirect. As numerous economists have
noted; as the costs of energy rise relative to the costs
for labor, it is likely that many industries will shift
from energy-intensive to relatively labor-intensive
processes. It is also likely that the service sector of
the economy, which is notably labor intensive, will
grow at a faster rate than any other sectpr. Accord-
ing to one analysis, that will result M increased
growth of hospitals, health-care facilities, auto-re-
pair shops, and similar business. On the other hand,
prospects for air and truck transport and chemical
product companies are expected to worsen." Such
shifts are likely to improve the einpl yment pros-
pects for minorities and womenfo such groups

" drier. "Energy Pricing Policies.-
" John McComb. Transcript of Protect Independence Piblk Hearing
" Anderson. "The Black Labor Force.,"
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TABLE 5
Average Gasoline Retail, Dealer Selling Prices for June 1978 (cents per gallon)

Department of inergy Regions

Grade, type of service.
and brand type

Leaded regular-full serve
Major brand
Nonmajor brand
Average

Leaded regular-self serve
Major brand
Nonmajor brand
Average

-Leaded premium-full serve
Major brand
Nonmajor brand
Average

Leaded premium-self serve
Major"brand
Nonmajor brand
Ave Lage

Unleaded regular-full serve
Major brand
Nonmajor brand
Average

Unleaded regular-self serve
--Mai-of-brand

Nonmajor brand
Average

Unleaded premium-full serve
Major brand
Nonmajor brand
Average

Unleaded premium-self serve
Major brand
Nonmajor brand
Average

Nation-
al aver.

'4 5 6 .7 8 9 10 age

63.7 63.2 63.7 65.1 64.9 63.6 64.8 67.4 §9.2 67.2 165.0
60.4. 58.8 60.4 59.5 61.4 58.9 61.3 63,4 65:2 63.8 60.6
63.0 61:7 63.2 63.4 62.9 61.7 62.6 65.8 68.6, 66.4 63.4

.60.8 61.7 59.8 59.9 59.7 57.7 60.1 60.8 63.6 64.9 60.4
57.5 56.6 56.6 58.5 54.8 57.9 58.5 61.7 62.6 57.8
59.2 61.7 58.8 58.6 59.0 56.2 58.6 59.1 63.2 64.0 59.1

68.7 69.0 70.2 70.8 70.9 68.3 70.4 71.5 75.0 72.9 71.2
68.0 65A 66.2 65.3 65.6 63.8 65.1 66.3 70.7 69.0. 66.7
68.§ 68.2 69.8 d9.6 67.5 66.8 66.9 70.0 74.5 72.1 69.9

68.8 70.6 69.8 67.2 67.8 63.6 66.0 66.2 70.8 -76.6 ,68.6
63.1 63.5 62.2 62.1 61.2 61.1 62.3 67.4 67.0 63.4
65.7 70.6 67.3 64.9 63.9 62.2 62.4 63.5 70.4 69.7 66.4

67.6 67.4 67.5 69.3 69.2 66.9 68.6 70.2 73.1 7t2 139.1
64.5 62.8 '63.5 64.0 65.1 62.2 64.8 66,8 69.4 65.9 64.4
67.2 66.5 67.0 68.2 67.1 65.6 66.6 69.2 72.8 70.4 67.9

66.3 67.2 65.8 65.0 65.5 61.9 64.6 64.4 68.6 68.2 65.6
60.6 60.5 60.4 61.8 59.0 61.1 61.3 65.6 66.4 61.4
64.0 67.2 64.4 63.3 '63.5 60.6 62.6 62.3 68.2 .67.9 63.9

- - ;
.-

Insufficient data,
Note: The major brand category Includes those stations using the primary brand of a major refiner, The nonmajor brand
category Includes all thp other stations in the survey. Stations using secondary brands of major relfiners are Included in the
nOnmajor brand category as these stations typically price their gasoline to compete with Independent refiner and marketer
brangrstations.
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have traditionally had easier access to the service
industries..

The impact on the West, however,-is likely to be
at least somewhat different than elsewhere. Many
observers haVe already detailed the industrial move-
ment from the energy-poor to the energy-rich
States. Even though energy prices will continue tO
rise across the board, it is likely that energy costs
will remain lower in the West than in other areas of
the ocdintry, What that could Very easily mean is
that energy-intensive industries, especially those
using large amounts of electricity, will find them-
selves drawn more and more to the, western region.
That will place a burden on land-use planners and
policymakers to assure that western development,.
takes place in a more rational fashion than did
eastern developrbent."

Social Questions
The planning required as a result of energy

exploitation will have to also take community
attitudes into account. Gold noted, for instance, that

a sudden influix of workers,and businesses during an
energy boom can "unwittingly intrude upon" the
values of the affected community."

One result could be congestion and overcrowd-
ing, inflation, breakdown in interpersonal relation,
shilis, and an increase in ,,alcoholism and &lig.

./ abuse." There is no serious labor surplus problem in -

the western Rocky Mountain region. As a conse-')
quence, many of the, jobs that open up will go tq
workers who migrate in from other communities
and other regions of the country.

It should be kept in mind that most of the area
targeted for resource .development is . rural and
overwhelmingly white in character. In order for the
energy boom to have any real direct effect on the ,

nonwhite unemployment problem, a substantial
number of nonwhite unemployed persons would
have to begin to move into such areas: And if indeed
significant numbers did begin to move inn, such

areas, an unpredictable racial variable wOuld be
added to the numerous problems that the newly
-booming" community faces.

Blacks and Hispanics live in urban areas more so
than whites. I suspect that is at least partially
because many feel they would not be welcome in

- See Otscussion to ()Old, "TowardSocial Policy

" !bid
U S. Oeneral Accounting Office, US. Cool Development: Prombn.

Uncertainties (1977).
" Arderson,*The Black Labor Force "

predominantly white,rural areas. If that is the,case,
minorities cannot be expected to flock suddenly to

'such areas on their own. They would have to be
recruited. Private enterprises ,have been notably
unenthusiastic about social experimentation. A re-
view of some of the employment statistics noted'
earlier clearly indicates thai the energy industries
especially have not been in the vanguard of the
affirmative action movement. Nor is it reasonable to
aisume that the affected communities will, in and of
themselves, decide to recruit minorities actively.
Arid even if they did, thoUgh such an effort would
undoubtedly help alleviate the unemployment prob-
lem locally, it would do very little to help alleviate
the problem on a national basisas energy-produc-
ing sectors directly account for only about 0.58'
percent of employment nationally.3'

011 Shale Development
This mei has concentrated- principally on the

problems qt coal development, since coal is the
major Rocky Mountain rirource that will be devel-
oped.in the short terni. In the long run, however, oil
shale- may become extremely important. The major
dome4tic oil shale deposits are in.western Colorado.
Some analysts believe thal in the not-too-distant
future oil shale will account for about a million
barrels per day of oil production.32

The labor needs for.oil shale development could
be considerable, especially when one recalls that
much of the development would be concentrated in

a relatively small area. One estimate coritends that
the construction of oil shale facilities could require
the opening up of thousands of new jobs by NM"
The labor, however, would be "highly concentrated
in the skilled trades."" There would be needs foil
pipefitters, engineers, and draftsmen.

In short, one of the same problems women and
minorities have with conventional energy employ-
ment would also exist with oil shale production:
most women, blacks, and Hispanics have not been
concentrating in technical and craft work. In ordtr
for those groups to be most successful in gaining
entry and promotion in such fields, there would
have to be a commitment to traihing.

William D. Mete. "Oil Shale. A H-tige Resource of Low Grade' Fuel."
Enemy. Use Conservation and Supply, ed. Philip Abelson (Wuhington,
D.C.: AAAS, 1974),

Project Independence Illueprint: Labor Report. p. 101,

" Ibid.
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TABLE 6
Department of Energy Employment Profile by Race and Sex, June 1978-

Pay plans
and

grade
levels Total M-W

,

MW-T
Black Hispanic

MW T M

Indian

W T MW
Asian

T M

Total
Minority

W T %

Total 18,740 12,791 5,949 599 1,054 1,653 458 195 653 105 39 144 170 88 258 1,332 1,376 2,708 14.5

GS-1 131 24 107 11 38 49 .' 1 11 12 - 3 3 12 52 64 48.9
GS-2 119 33 86 11 27 38 2 9 11 2 1 3 --t. 1 1 15 38 53 44.5
GS-3 327 71 256 16 46 62 3 6 9 5 3 8 1 8 9 25 83 88 27.0
GS-4 758 147 609 26 105 131 17 25 42 1 8 9 4 4 8 48 142 190 25.1
GS-5 1,271 314 957 36 165 201 65 48 113 9 9 18 5 12 17 115 234 349 27.5
GS-6 1,295 304 991 20 220 240 106 44 150 5 6 11 2 14 16 133 284 417 32.2
GS-7 1,496 555 941 47 184 231 55 18 73 5 3 a 11 13 24 118 218 336 22.5
GS-8 428 130 298 6 52 58 2 4 6 1 1 2 1 3 10 58 68 15.9
GS-9 1,263 . 734 529 48 80 128 21 8 29 4 3 7 15 12 27 88 103 191 15.1
GS-10 120 73 47 2 7 9 3 - 3 - - " 2 - 2 , 7 7 14. 11.7
GS-11 1,605 1,195 410 47 4 91 33 12 45 6 3 9 24 10 34 110 69 179 11.2
GS-12 1,872 1,602 270 71 7 98 29 4 33 8 1 9 31 3 34 139 35 174 9.3
GS-13 2,234 1,999 235 63 3 93 38 4 42 5 - 5 40 4 ' 44 146 38 184 8.2
GS-14 1,906 1,799 107 60 68 25 1 26 6 - , 6 18 1 19 109 10 119 6.2
GS-15 1,584 1530 54 36 4 40 16 - 16 2 - 2 11 1 12 65 5 70 4.4
QS-16 108 107 1 6 - 6 2 - 2 - - , - 8 8 7.4
GS-17 42 41 1 3 1 4 - - - 1 - 1 4 1 5 11.9
GS-18 21 21 - -
Total GS 16,578 10,679 5,899 509 1,038 1,547 418 194 612 58 38 96 167 87 254 1,152 1,357 2,509 15.13

AD (EES) 465 456 9 6 - 6 1 - 1 3 - 3 1 - 1 11 - 11 2.4

EX 29 27 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 7.0

'WAGE 1,561 1,549 12 75 1 76 37 - 37 44 1 45 2 158 2 160 10.2

Other 107 80 27 , 8 14 21- 2 1 3 - - - - 1 '1 10 16 26 24.3

Source: PARIS OUTPUT 6117178, BPA OUTPUT 6/30/78



Women, Minorities, and the Poor
There are essentially two ways rising energy costs

can affect consumers. Such costs can obviously
make it harder to pay bills. Such costs can alio, in
enconiaging investment in energy resources, create
new.employment opportunities. It has been argued
that there is an offsetting effect, that the benefits of
Increased employment more than compensate for ,

the problem of higher prices."
In general macroeconomic terms, that may very

well be true. It is undeniably true, however, that
those who lose and those who benefit are usually not
the same. The opening up of opportunities for
mining engineers and pipefitters will do little to
alleviate the economic woes of minorities and
womenand practically nothing to alleviate the
problems of the elderly who may no longer be in the .

work force. It is for that reason that the question of
energy costs cannot simply be wrapped up in a
theoretical cost-benefit analysis and disposed of on
the grounds that the benefits outweigh the costs:

Grier and others have argued forcefully for a
reexamination of utility rate khedules that generally
penalize small (typically poorer) consumers. That ,

need exists in all areas of this nationincluding the
Rocky Mountain West.

See ()avid flehhnj U S Energy Consumption nd Economic
(4owth," gnergy and Equity Som, Social Colteff111,

There is also a need for a stronger commitment by
government, Federal and local, to affirmative action.

A glance at table 6 indicates how poorly the
Department of Energy is doing on a -national level.

For 'the Rocky Mountain region, the statistics for
Department of Energy employment are also poor.
As of June 1978 there was no black, Hispanic, or
Asian above the GS-13 level: There was no female

above the GS-14 level. Of some 100 employees,
there were 27 women, 4 blacks, and 12 Hispanics.

There is a need aS well for local communities to

become full Pasitners in the development of eiploita-
tion plans, as well as for manpower planners (in the

public sector and private industry) to develop
strategies for training minorities and women and

channeling them into energy-industry jobs. What

that requirei, aMong other things, is an attitude
among the energy developers that, the development
of human potential is at least ai important as the
development of bountiful energy resources. Hope-

fully the Office of Minority Economic Impacts-(for
which provision is made in the recently passed

national energy legislation) can play an important
role in helping to create such a concern.
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Employment Opportunities In the Energy Field for
Blacks in Federal Region VIII

By Clarke R. Watson*"

Summary
For a rational discusaion to occur as regards

"employment opportunities in the energy field for
women and 'minorities in Federal Region VIII," it is
important to look first at the national picture. From
this national picture we can then make certain
assumptions and apply them on a regional basis.

I would like also to caution that this studyand
'all American Association of Blacks in Energy
(AABE) studies to dateas the name implies, deals
from a black perspective. We do not, for example,
conduct studies covering the status of women, since
we have found that white women, under the guise of
minority statub, have been used to rdl positions that
would otherwise go tO black men and women.
Nowhere is this situation more evident than in the
senior structure of the Department of Energy.

Of the some 20 Assistant Secretaries who adminis-
ter the Department, not one is a black person. The
Schlesinger group made it clear as fir back as
January 1977 that blacks need not apply for any
significant posts that dealt with energy. But to ivoid
the discrimination accusation, 3 white women are
among the 20 4ssistant Secretaries.

Therefore, it should be understandable that the
American Association of Blacks in Energy would
not be devoting its efforts researching how women
are faring in the job market. Please understand that I
am not attacking women; I am merely pointing out
that those who are determined to keep blacks in a
second-class economic status and thwart the Consti-

my Watson. is chairman of the American Association of Blacks in
Energy and president of the Westland Commodes.
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tution, the Congress, and the courts have seized
upon white women as a handy tool for such purpose.

To return to my original point, in order to reflect
\upon how blacks may fare regionally, we need first
to examine the record nationally. On April 20, 1977,
the President announced his national energy plan to
the Nation. The plan's goals are to reduce the
Nation's dependence on foreign oil by reducing the
rate of growth of energy demand and increasing the
reliance on coal and nuclear power tor energy
supply. The primary iitategy is to use taxes, priCt*
and regulations to promote conservation of energy,
especially oil and gas. On the supply side, the plan
calls for a doubling of the production of coal by
1985. Other measures to augment supply include
controlled increases in the price of oil and gas, the '

establishment of a new pricing tier for new-new oil
whose price would 'rise over a 3-year period to the
current 1977 world price, and a speedup of the
regulatory process for nuclear powerplants.

While the President may have accurately defined
energy as the number one problem facing the
Nation, most black Americana and others of minori-
ty groups view high rates of unemployment as their
number one problem. Recent developments suggest
that the gains made in the sixties in narrowing the
historical differential between nonwhite and white
rates of unemployment have been eroded. The
differential between nonwhite and white rates of
unemployment, which had declined steadily
throughout the sixties to a low of 3.3 percent,
attained a record high of 6.9 percentage points in
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1977. The historical evidence also indicates that the
closer the economy is to operating et full capacity
the lower is the unemployment rate for blacks and
the smaller is the differential between nonwhite and
white unemployment rates. Therefore, it là not,

surprising that black Americans have recently be-
come c ncerned about
energy o1icy for t-h

econo _growth and its,
employment. This study
major conclusions are:

,the implications of U.S.
maintenance of sustained'

nsequent effects on black

examines these issues. The -

A garrowingpf thc gap between potential GNP

4, (the live! of Qi.h, that Woulgt be produced if the r
econom'y were (*rating at' full employipent) and
actual GNP has 'a significant impact on reducing the

-. unernploynent rale amohg black Americans. A
reduction of' the .Q4,gap of only 1 percentage
point would reduce tiie nonwhite unemployment
rate by.0.5 percentage points. Alternatively, given
that_ the nonwhite labor force gthws by 3,0 percent

in 1978, employment for black Americans would
increase: by 192,000! (The GNP.- gap reiative t

potential GNP was 5.3 percotag,e.points in 197 .)
A narrowing of the gap between tpotential GNP

and actual GNP Ls the effect of 'producing a more
f V

equitable distribution of employment Opportunities.'
A reduction'of the GNP gap of 1 percentage point
would reduce the diffcrentialbetween nonwhite and

I white unemployment rates by 0.19 percentage.
points, V

An energy policy that promotes economic effi-

ciency also would move the Nation closer to
producing at thc potential GNP rate and would
thereby reduce both wliite and nontvhite pemploy-
ment.

Price controls have not been' designed to favos.

black, Amgricans. Irmist- invariably .they have gen-, .

crated more probleMs than they "have, solved. On

February 4,2,1977, the niunber'of.nonWhites unem-
ployed as a direct result of natural gas shortages
alone exceeded 240,000. (Estimated from AGA

numbers.)
To the extent that there are povertY problems,

these can be attacked more efficiently by direct

means rather than through ad hoc interferences with

thc pricing mechanism. For example, to the extent

thai crude _oil price controls have held down

petroleum product prices, the- largest part of the
benefit. accrues to higher incom milies that own

. more cars, dfive more .miies, e'in larger hoines,
and, therefore, use more energy,

By affecting rela tive, prices, the controls have
produced a misallocation of resources that .has
resulted in lower real ecdttomic acti,vity and higher

rates of unemployment with n9 significant reduction
in the rate Of inflation.

Profits Eire required to attract investment capital.

Profits in the petroleum industry are in line with the
average for all U.S. manufacturing (approximately
14 Percent ahnual return on investment). The petro-
leum industry is a risiAg-cost indlistry. To continue
to meet its challenge of providing fuel for sustained
economic growth, it must be provided the necessarY
incentives that permit higher rates of inv4stment

expenditures.
Price control policies in this country haVe

resulted in:the U.S. paying less to domestic oil
producers to find and develop domestic oil than we
are willing to pay to foreign nations to find and
produce their oil,By subsidizing the oil production
of f9reign nation', we have increased the size of ou'r

trade deficit, decreased,aggregate demand for goods
and servicea at home, and increased the export of
U.S. jobs.

On a regional end national basis, projections
beyond 1983 become pure conjecture and ignore
collateral lawiuits filed by environmentalists and
other advocates, of no or slow growth that devastate.
the planning process and accompanying statistical
analyses. (The nuclear industry is a classic example

of this syndrome.)
Oil and natural gas production is More significant

in. the secondary. job market. Exploration for and
production -of crude oil and natural gas are not

particularly labor intenatve except in the case of
major fields with exceedingly long production cy-
cles. Therefore; this activity, though' %%itally',inipor-

tant to overall econotnic stabilitS, and the secondary
job market, has not been incladed in the regional

assessment.

,
Introduction

u:s. energy policies have inhibited domestic
production and haVe retarded the development of
new supply technokrgies. These actiOnsilive helped

an41tci yeduce economic growth by raising unem-
ployment rates for bill& Ame cans have contrib-
uted toward eroding a substantial portion of the.
'gains oC the 1960s. Because of the strong direct
correlation between economic growth and energy
availability and consumption, policies that encour-
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age vigorous expansion of energy supplies are in the
best interest of black Americans.

The fmdings of this paper are fully supportive of
these conclusions. The paper demonstrates that the
closer the economy functions to maximum Ootential,
the lower the rates :of unemployment for. black
Americans and _the-mare equal is the distribution of
employment opportunities between nonwhites and
whites. The second section shows that the U.S.
energy policy has generated ecoribmit efficiencies
that have retarded economic growth and employ:
ment opportunities for black Americana. -In this
section we show that a market solution generates
output and substitution effects that have the effect of
raising the demand for labor. The third sectiolt
provides data and comment from a regional perspec-
tive and summarij.ation;. it is followed 'by the .

conclusion and/acknowledgments.

Economic Growth and Employment
Opportunities- for Black:Americans

While an expansion of the U.S. economy will ,not
by itself solve the black unemployment problem, the
evidence ihows that an expanding economy does
significantly reduce the problem of unemployment
for minorities. During the sixties the economY
showed steady rates of economic growth that
averaged 4.2 percent per annum and nonwhite
unemployment rates that averaged 9 percent. By
contrast, growth from 1970 to- 1977 has been
unsteady and ha, dropped sharply to an average of
2.8 percent per annum while nonwhite unemploy-
ment rates have increased to an average 10.9 percent
per annum. (See figure 1 and table 1.)

The difference between potential GNI, (i.e., the
level of GNP that would result if the economy is
operating it full employment) and actual GNP is the
GNP , gap and is shown in figure 2. With the
exception of 2' Years,. 1912 and 1973, actual GNP
levels for the 1970s* have been ,fai below potential.
The GNP gap relative to potential GNP (i.e., the
difference between the potential GNP of a fully
employed economy and actual GNP,all divided by
potential GNP) declined steadily thronghout the
period of the sixties, 'reaching a low of -1.0 in 1969
(table 1). y contrast, during the period of the 1970s,
the pNP gap relative- to potential GNP reached a
record high of 8.7 percent in 1975 anithas declined
only modestly to 5.3 percent in 1977. Thus, it may be
argued that GNP can rise rapidly for several years;
thus increasing employment commensurately. Black
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Americans suffer disproportionately whenever the
, U.S. economy falls' short of its potential. In attempt-'
ing to explain the relationship between the GNP.gap
and black unemployment rates, we estimated the
relationship between nonwhite unemployment rates
and the GNP gap using data from 1954: I to 1977.
The results show ,. that a narrowing of the GNP gap
significantly reduces the unemployment rate for
nonwhites (figure 3). On the average, a reduction of
the GNP gap of 1 percentage point reduces the
nonwhite unemploiment rate by 0.49 percentage
points.

Moreover, a reduction in the GNP gap has the
effect of reducing the differential between nonwhite
and white unemployment rates. The nonwhite-white '
unemployment rate differential that averaged 4.7
percentage points during the sixties increased to an
average of 5.2 percentage points with . the .weaker
economic conditions that have existed so far in the
seventies (table. 2 and figures 4 and 5). In 1977 the
nonwhite unemployment rate was 6.9 percentage
points higher than the white rite.'

U.S. Energy Policy, Economic
Efficiency, and Economic Growth

What role can U.S. energy policy" play in sustain-
ing high levels of econoniic growth that create jobs
for black Americans? Wellhead prices of natural gas
sold in interstate markets have been Controlled sinCe
1954, while crude oil prices have been controlled
since 1971. In addition, refined products are also
subject to price controls..These controls have the
effect of disrupting the normal rationing function of
the marketplace by allowing users to consume larger
quantities of refined products and natural gas than'
they would otherwise, while, at the same time, they
have inhibited production by offering less than
adequate pricing incentives. The net effect has been
a decrease in production of crude oil and natural gas,
a worsening energy shortage, and a consequent rise

' in oil imports.
In the , natural gas area, the Federal Power

Commission (FPC)now the Federal Energy Reg-
ulatory Commission (FERC)---bas been charged

,
with the responsibility of .(1) ensuring ,adequate
supplies Of natural gas and (2) holding down Prices
to the interstate consumer. Many economists argue
that these two objectives are incompatible, and over
the last 2 decades, adherence to the second has
prevented the first goal from being achieved. In
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TABLE 1 ,

Potential and Actual GNP (1972 dollars)
(percent changes in_parentheses)

Potential. Actual %GNP Gapb

1954 629.7 3.5) 643.7 - 1.3) 2.5
1955 651.4 3.5 654.8 6.

?11

- 0.5
1956
1957

673.9 3.5
697.2 3.5 0 668.8 2.

680.9 1.8)
0.8
2.3

1958 701.3 3.5 679,5 - 0.2) 5.8
1959 746.2 3.5 , 720.4 . 3.5
1960 771.9 3.5) -736.8 (2,3) 4.6
1961 798.6 3.5) 755.3 (Z.5) 5'.4
1962 026.4 3.5) 799.1. (5.8) 3,3
1963 857.1 (3.7) 830.7 (4.0) 3.1
1964 890.3 P.9) 874.4 (5.3), 1.8
1965 925.0 (3.9) 925.9 .(5.9) - 0.1
1966 960.8 3.9) 981.0 (6.0) - 2.1
1967 996.3 3.7) ' '1,007.7 (2.7) - 1.1
1968 1,031.7 3.6) 1,051.8 4.4) - 1.9
1969 1,068.3 .5) 1,078.8 2.6) - 1.0
1970
1971
1972

1,106.2
1,145.5
1,186.1

3.5
3.5
3.5

1,075.3
1,107.5

- 1,171.1

-
3.0
5.7

2.8
3.3
1.3'

1973 1,228.2 3.6 1,235.0 .
1974 1,271.8 3.5) 1,217.8 1- 1.4) 4.2
1975 _1,316.9 3.5) 1,202.1 - 1.3) 8.7
1976 1,363.6 3.5) 1,274.7 6.0) 6.5
1977 1,412.0 3.5) .4,337.5 4.9) 5.3

sPotantial level of real gross national product, billions of 1972 dollars, annual rate, CoUncll of Economic Advlsers.
&0/0 (CHOP Gap) = ((Plitential-Actual)/Potentia0100 ' .

Source:American Association of Blacks In Energy.
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FIGURE 2
Potential and Real GNP
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FIGURE 3
Nonwhite Unemployment Rates and GNP Gap*
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TABLE 2
Major Unemployment Rates, Whites vs. Blacks and Other Races (Nonwhites),
(adjusted for seasonalrverlation)

,

Nonwhites Whites Nonwhites-Whites

1960 10.2 5.0 5.2
1961 12.4 6.0 6.4
1962 10.4 4.9 6.0
1963 s 10.8 5.0 5.8
1964 9.6 4.6 5.0
1965 8.1 4.1 4.0
1966 7.3 3.3 4.0
1967 7.4 3.4 4.0
1968 . 6.7 3.2 3.5
1969 6.4 3.1 3.3
1970 &2 4.0 3.0
1971 9.9 5.4 4.5
1972 10.0 5.0 5.0
1973 8.9 4.3 4.6
1974 9.9 5.1 -4.8

1975 13.9 7.8 6.1

1976 13.1 7.0 6.1

1977 13.1 6.2 6.9

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

evaluating the effects of controlled prices on induc-
ing shortages, Professor Milton Friedman has said:

Economists may, not know much. But we clo
know one thing very Well: hoW to produce
shortages and surplOses. Do you want to pro-
duce a shthtage of any product? Sielply have
government' fut. -and enforce a legal maximum
price on the product which is less than the price
that would otherwise prevail. . . .Do you want
to produce a surplus of any product? Simply
have government fix and enforce a legal mini-
mum price above the prip"\that -would other-
wise prevail.1

Thus, under controlled natural gas prices, con-
sumers were able to purchase natural gat; at prices
that were below the marginal cost of increments to
supply so that prodncers were discouraged from
developing new supplies. Following World War H,.
natural gu was often regarded as an unwanted
byproduct of, crude oil production. However, as
new uses were found, the demand for natural gas at
the controlled price exceeded the supply at that
price. These regulation-ifiaduced shortages first ap-
peared during the early 1970s and have become

Milton Friedrnan and itobert V. Ronsi, The Balance of Payments: Free

Versus Fixed Exchange Rata (Washington. DC: Adierican Enterprise

Institute, 1967), p. I.

progressiVely more intense. The cutoff in Arab oil in
October 1973 and the severe winter of 1976-77
especially highlighted the growing problem.

Crude oil pricing policies of the U.S. have yielded
asentially the same results as did the natUral gas
pricing policies. The composite pricing plan now in
effect ensures that the average.price of crude oil in
the U.S. remains well 'below world market levels.
Historically, this has encouraged doinestie consump-
tion, discouraged domestic production, and, through
the entitlements program, has subsidized the impor-
tation of foreign drude oil. Now, because of actions,.
in the Congress and by the administration, there ifs
some hope for better pricing, particularly 'after 1485.
However, as referenced in the introduction, the
gains pdicted by bettg pricing may well be
negated by increasingly strident activities by envi-
ronmentalists and their 'continued filing of "nui-
sance" lawsuits.

A market stiution has grea appeaL Unlike the
"regulation-priae control" apprôe,h, it is simple and
generates the kinds of economic efticiencies that are
necessary for sustained economic growth and high
levels of empltment. The price system induces

11 5
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FIGURE 4
Major Unemployment Rates
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users of resources to put, available supplies to their
most efficient, use. Higher prices encourage conser-
vation in the use of energy and provide incentives
for increased exploration and drilling activity. High-
er prices for petroleum also encourage the develop-
ment of shale pil recovery techniques and provide an
added impetus for the development of substitutes
such as nuclear power, coal gasificationand coal
liquefaction, as well as such alternative sources as
wind and solar energy,

Chnnging market prices induce transfer of goods
from less valuable to more valuable uses, and these
transfers are accomplished in a very impersonal
manner and without coercion. Adopting a market
pricing approach relieves goVernment of the burden
of making a judgmental decision as to what might be
the "just" price. But, more important, the surge in
domestic energy-related activity that would resuit
from deregulation in energy and relief from environ-
mental assaults is in the best interests of black
Americans. It creates jobs at home within the energy
industries and increases the availability of domesti-
cally produced energy. It is an efficient process
which raises the level of productivity that is re-
quired to provide a basis for higher wages in the
private sector.

One very important study that highlights the
substitution effects of nonenergy-intensive for ener-
gy-intensive techniques and the resultant impact on
employment was recently completed by the Interni-
tional Institute for Economic Research.. The argu-
ment is made that both "scale" and "substitution"
effects contribute to a rise in the demand for labor as
energy prices rise. The authors suggest that;

those industries which use relatively little ener-
gy Will experience a relative decline in the price
of their output, and .hence, as consumem shift
toward these relatively 'cheaper commodities
the outputs of these industries will tend to
expand. Scale effects would tend to lead to an
increased demand for inputsincluding labor
within the nonenergy-intensive indus-
tries. . .With an increase in energy prices,
firms Will eventually substitute away from high
energy-using methods of production toward
labor-using methods or production, and this
shift will lead to an increase in the demand for
labor. This is..the substitution effect.2

John Cogan, M Ilruce Johnson, andMichael P Ward, "Energy and
Jobs A Ifing.liun Analysis" (Original Paper 3, International Institute for
Economic Research), pp 2O-21
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Using the Hudson-Jorgensen macroeconomic en-
ergy 'model, the authors show that the efficiencies
created by the market solution yield the following
results:

[E]nergy policies designed to reduce U.S. im-
port dependence via higher energy prices also
raise the demand for labor.

With the exception of decontrol and a tax on
crude oil, energy policies that reduce imports
also reduce real per capita GNP.

Subsidization of coal production has a negligi-
ble effect on reducing oil imports or stimulating
aggregate output or employment.

Decontrol of the domestic crude industry is the
least costly way to reduce energy /imports: a
one-third reduction of oil imports by 1980 is
associated with an additional three-quarters of a
million jobs and a real GNP increase of $980

Our estimates seem to confirm the observations of
Cogan et al. Although the results are only marginal-
ly significant, they suggest that the recent pattern of
the seventies in which the prige of energy outpaced
the price of labor has initiated some ,substitution
away.ir.Qm energy-intensive processes to nonenergy:
intensive processes. Should this trend continue, we
would expect that an increasing number of firms
would find it advantageous to incorporate nonener-
gy-intensive modes of production in new plant
designs. Our results suggest that this new trend has a
dampening effect 'on increases in the nonwhite
unemployment-rate.

Thus, it may be concluded that a U.S. energy
policy' that promotes economic efficiency raises the
level of productivity of the U.S. .economy and
thereby increases output and employment.

The Region
Turning to the region, it is gratifying to note 'the

data reflect a threefold increase in new energy jobs
from 19,813 in 1978 to 64,847 in 1983. (See tables 3
and 4 and figures 6-12.) Wyoming will experience
the largest increase from today's 7,908 to 19,937 in
1983. Colorado is second, going front 7,593 new

.energy jobs created this year to 16,064 in 1983. Utah
will more than double from 5,922 to 12,000. North
Dakota and Montana also show impressive gains.

!bid , pp 3-4
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TABLE 3
Changes In Employment, Region VIII*
(1977 base)

Year
New

energy, jobs
New

socondari jobs

Total new jobs 4

created by energy
development

1978 9,278 10,535 19,813

1979 14,223' 15,221 29,444

1980 20,043 20,826 40,889

1981 27,221 26,552 53,773
1982 29,979 30,748 60,727

1983 31,138 33,709 84,847

Based on Energy Project Data 1977-83 used in conjunction with Department of Labor Region VIII Labor Demand Model.

TABLE 4
Changes in EmplOyment, 11977-83, Reg Ion VIII, by State

Area New energy jobs New secondary jobs
Vital new jobs created by

energy development

Colorado ", 7,593 8,471 / 16,084

Attontane 2,722 3,831 - 6,353

North Dakota 5,847 2,676 8,523

Wyoming 7,908 12,029 19,937

Utah 5,922 A 8,078 12,000

South Dakota 1,146 824 - 1,970

Region VIII Total 31138 33,709 64,847

Source: American Association aBlacks In Energy.
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FIGURE 6
Region VIII Energy Employment Changes (1977 base) r'
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. /FIGURE 7
EnergY Employment Changes, Colorado *.
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FIGURE 9
I .Energy Employment Changes, North,Dakota

(1977 base)
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FIGURE 10
Energy Employment Changes, Wyoming
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FIGURE 11
Energy Employment Changes, Utah
(1977 base)
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FIGURE 12
Energy Employment Changes, South Dakota
(1977 base)
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South Dakota's situation will remain relatively
constant.

Now, the caveat: based on these data, minorities
may only experience marginal success over the long
term in reducing unemployment. Though not a
desirable circumstance, many of the significant
opportunities for minorities lie in the construction
field. But, referencing these data, ,one can see that
construction levels off around 1982 and bottoms out
by 1985.

Appendix A lists the most significant job catego-
ries likely to experience Oramatic changes. At the
top of the list are the "professional/technical"
occupations dominated, by engineersk chemists, and
geologists. Few ntinorities are trained in these
professions. This obseryation is merely a caveat. It is
a word of caution that, unless minorities themselves .
broaden their career horizoris as the world advances,
they shall continue to fall behind.

Educationally, to paraphrase Mr. Thoreau, minor-
, .

ities have marched to a "different drummer." Given
the past, the cadence Was valid. Job opportunities
were severely limited to the ministry, teaching,
medicine, law, and the social sciences. Whites, were
convinced and blacks failed to challenge the notion
that science and technology were beyond their
intellectual range. Time has /proven that stich was
not the case. In August 1978, Ebony magazine

asserted:

The emergence of a New Generation with new
perceptions and values marks a fundamental
turning point in America's racial dialogue. The
future of Black and White America will be
shaped by the responses of a New Generation
created by a strange new world of monolithic
technologies and shifting racial boundaries.

Yet, all too many minorities still track the so-called
"traditional careers." It will take great effort on the
part of many diverse interests to reverse this trend.

The process should begin now so that, come 1985
and beyond, adequate numbers of blacks and, other
minorities are sufficiently prepared to take' advan-
tage of these new careers. Some work has already
begun in this area. The Westland Companies,
AABE, Denver Public Schools, and the Colorado
School of Mines have engaged in a series of planning
sessions with an ultimate goal ' of heightening the
interest of minolitips in the earth sciences.

Industry, surprisingly enough, is way ahead of the
Federal Government in recognizing the resources
minorities can bring to energy development. Minori-

ties' ability to advance in the Federal energy
establishment is quite another matter. Here, minori-

"" ties continue to be/Qtimized by the Schlesinger
syndrome. 'The U. . Commission on Civil Rights
needs to focus mo e of its attention on why these
obstacles continue t exist. '

Organizations suci as the American Association
of Blacks in Energ (AABE) must continue to be
diligent, in bringin these problems to the attention
of the public. Fin ly, it should be recognized that

unless concert e orts are made to prevent ob-

structionism (the new mantle of environmentalism)
the question will not be lack of opportunity for
some, but the absence of opportunity for all.
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Appendix A

OccupatIoni In Demand, 1977 to 1993,
Federal Region yin
Professional, Technical
Mining engineers
Civil engineers
Chemists
Geologists
Regisiered nurses
Engineering, service tech.
Teachers
Accountants
Personnel, labor relations
Lawyers
Physicians
Managers, Officials, Proprietors
Bank, financial managers
Purchasing agents, buyers
gales managers, retail
Officials, admin. public
Office managers, adm.
Saks Workers
Sales workers
Insurance agents, brokers
Clerical Workers
Secretaries, general
Bookkeepers
Cashiers
Estimators, investigators
Mail carriers
Receptionists
Stock clerks, storekeepers
Teachers' aides
Services
Janitors and sextons
Cooks
Waiters
Food workers
Nurses' aides
Practical nurses

,Child care workers
Hairdressers
Firefighters
Guards
Police and detectives
Crafts
Construction operations

carpenters
Electricians
Bulldozer operators
Excavating, grading, mach.
Crane, derrick, and hoist
Laborers
Inspectors, others
Plumbers, pipefitters ,

Boileimakers
Machinists

Mechanics, repairds
Auto,mechanics and apprentices ,

Heavy equipment mechanics, inc. diesel
Other mechanics

Power station operators
Stationary engineers
Operatives
Welders
Asbeitos, insulation workers
Garage workers, gas station
Mine Operatives
Oilers, greasers
Truckdrivers
Packers, wrappers, exc. meat
Blasters
Cutting operatives
Drywallers
Drillers
Misc. machine operators
Furnace vendors, stockers
Delivery and route workers
Brakers
Switchers
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Appendix 13

Energy Employment Changes Region VIII, by States*
(A Summary of Project-Specif ic Developments)

Region VIII

North
Dakota'

Noncraft
Power. construe Ceel-gas. Total
plant non wro. IficatIon 011'shale change Electric Coal

Coal construe fessionag construe- construe, construe- genera- gasifies- Total

mining tion _clerics
7

'H&tlon tiOn -- tion on thin change
1-. ,

1978 8,300 - 227 lt3 524 -200 . 573 385 9,258
1979 11,476 867 22 1,397 300 2,086 561 14,123
1980 14,639 670 , 150 2,629 400 3,849 870 19,358
1981 17,690 1,504 150 4,217 600 6,471 1,400 414 25,975_

-1982 20,017 1,435 122 4,200 905 6,662 1,700 414 28,793
1983 22,083 31 -35 4,354 944. 5,294 1,871 414 29,662
1984 25,283 - 1,852 - 147 1,366 321 - 312 1,906 1,026 27,903
1985 26,509 - 3,074 - 280 1,206 305 - 1,843 1,944 1,026 27,636

1978 227 375 51 524 950 55 1,32
1979 311 591" 62 1,397 2,050 135 2,496
1980 432 231 84 2,629 4. 2,944 185 '; 3,561
1981 , 578 60 28 4,217 4,305 281 414 5,578
1982 616 - 181 34 4,200 3,985 281 414 5,296
1983 681 171 -54 4,354 4,471 281 414 5,847
1984 1,123 171 - 54 1,366 1,483 281 1,026 3;913
1985 1,945 171 =69 1,206 1,308 281 1,026 4,560

Colorado :.;
1978 2,425 - 529 1 , 200 - 328 68 2,165
1979 2,828 - 749 - 48 300 - 497 164 2,495

1980 3,710 -299 -31 400 70 164 3,944

1981 4,268 376 - 14 600 962 310 5,540
1982 4,818 953 7 . 905 1,865 , 510 7,193

1983 5,543 596 944 1,540 510 7,593
1984 7,417 - 114 ,.1 321 208 , 510 8,135

.1985 7,285 - 827 -48 305 - 570 510 7,225

Montan9
1978 770 370 24 394 1,164

..2s, 1979 990 982 63 1,045 2,035
1980 1443 1,072 68 1,140 126 2,709
1981 1,925 462 29 491 378 2,794

, 1982 2,300 - 1 - 1 378 2,677
1983 2,380 - 34 -- 2 -36 378 2,722
1984 2,460 - 778 -51 -829 378 2,009
1985 2,535 - 778 - 51 ''.- 829 378 2,084 ,
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Appendix 13 continued)
gnergy mployrnent Changes, Region VIII, by States"
(A Su mary of Project-Specific Developments)

Wyoming
1978

- 1919
1990
1981-
1982
1983
1984
1985

Utah
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Noncraft
Power Construe. Coalias. , Total
plant Hon (pro Ificatlon 011 shako champ, EloctrIC" Coal

Coal 'Construe- fusions!' construe. construe- construc .. genets- gasllIca Total

mining lion clinical) non lion tlon lion lion change.

2,248 - 236 - 13 -394 96 2,095
4,042 -42 - 28 -70 96 4,068
.5,289 111 2 113 156 5,558
6,624 388 40 408 156 7,188
7,598 -10 . 46 38 221 7,855
8,169 - 588 --'27 - 561 354 7,962

8,841 - 975 - 77 -1,052 354 ,
8,143

9,129 -983 -83 ..- 1,066 354 8,417

2,630 - 207 13 -194 166 2,332
3,305 -415 - 27 -442 166 3,029
3,765 - 445 27 -418 239 3,586
4,295 238 67 305 275 4,875
4,885 674 103 777 310 ? 5,772
5,310 - 114 48 -68 348 5,922

St5,442 -156 34 -122 383 , 5,703
5,615 -657 - 29 -686 421 5,350

Expreeeed as changes fiom 1977 employment levels.
Source: American Association of Blacks In Energy,
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Energy Policies: Developmegt In the intermountain
West and its impact on Women and Minorities

J

By Roger Kahn°

During the sixties, my work in large eastern cities
focused primarily on the issues of poverty and the
civil rights of minoritiesespecially blacks and
Puerto Ricans. My awareness of women's concerns
was heightened through that experience because a
great number of civil rights and poverty-related
issues disproportionately affect poor and minority
women, and also because a significant portion of
female civil rights and antipoverty workers were
among the earliest of the new feminists.

As the seventies began, I migrated west and
choose to move to a small mountain town in
Colorado's majestically beautiffil western slope.
There were then only about 350 residents (fewer
than in the apa e lint building in which I had been
raised). Most f them were older people, and an
unhurried, ftm-loving lifestyle Orevailed amidst a
bunch of boarded-up buildings,and the most magnifi-
cent mountains I had ever seen. Like most newcom-
ers to the area, it took the admonition of an oldthne
rancher who. said, "Son, you can't eat the sienery,"
and the depletion of my savings to make me realize
that if I was going to remain a resident of this small
town, I was 'going to have to figure out a way io
make a living. Typically, like mapy of the other new
immigrants in this overall region, I found work
servicing other peoplethe tourists-who came to
the area to enjoy the environment, and thereby
demonstrated that, although the 'scenery coUldn't be
eaten .dirEctly, it was possible to make a living and
participate in an active,' viable, tOurist-based econo-
my by providing services to people who came to re-

Mr, Kahn is executive director of the Colorado Coalition for Full
Benployinent located in Denver.

create dremselves by playing in and appreciating the
pristine environment.

After spending the first half of the decade living in
this small town, I decided to move back to a city and
resume my full-time work in the area of human
rights. This time, however, probably because of my
intimate involvement with the clear, 'natural sur-
roundings, my definition of fundamental human
rights was broadened to include the right of' every-
one to reside, work, and play in a clean environ-
ment. Fortunately, I was able to find work eventual-
ly with an organization that interpreted the quest for
human dignity in much the tame way as I.

For approximately the past 2 years, I have. been
working with a tax-exempt, nonprofit, community
education organization called the Colorackt Coali-
tion for Full Employment. Our primary goal is to
create a society in rural and urban Colorado in
which everyone who wants to work is able to do so
at a job that has meaning for that individual as well
as for the community in which he or she lives.
Additionally, because of the incredibly magnificent
beauty of the Colorado landscapeand that is
clearly what attracted the majority of our present
residentswe are particularly concerned that jobs
which are created keep the integrity of our very
delicately balanced environment intact.

The' twin concerns of employment and environ-
' ment and the ways- in which they intersect have

caused Us to think about the Colorado economy and
whati happening to it, and particularly to think
about what effect the increased national demand for
production will have on us. Clearly; employment
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and environmental issues come. together mostpoi-
gnantly in this region around the whole questiop of
energy production. Although our analysis has fo-
cused on Colorado, I believe most of it is directly
transferable to other Rocky Mountain region States
because the projected massive energy development
in the Intermountain West ultimately is based upon
what is determined to be nationaland perhaps
even internationalenergy needs. And the major
energy reserves are not confined solely to Colora-
do's borders. I'd like to share some of our thinking
with you today, particularly focusing on the social,
economic, and political impacts of that national
demand on women and minorities.

To begin with, when we think about the Colorado
economy .and the industries that form its basis, we
thi k of agriculture, tourism and recreation, and
mfiieral production. Neither agriculture nor tourism
requires large residential populations and, in a
semiarid area where water is alf too scarce, that is a
major asset. Agriculture, as well as tourtsm and
recreation, moreover, is economically dependent on
a pure environment. Agriculture needs good 'water
for irrigation and good land for food production;
tourism and recreation need good water for fishing,
camping, kayaking, and skiing, and unspoiled Vistas
to attract visitors.

It is worth noting that these two components of
the economy are integral parts of the national
interesta Clearly, food production is in the national
interest: we all have to eat. Less obviously but
equally certain, tourism and recreation are part ofi
the national interest today, All one has to do, even
for a single season; is service the needs of the tourists
from New York City, Chicago, Atlanta, Houston,
and Los Angeles who come to Colorado's mountain
communities to understand that, in our pressurized,
industrial society where people lead lives 'of

not sucb quiet desperation, there must be places

where people can go to regenerate thcir worn souls
and re-create themselves so thcy can oncc again

return to their home communities and fight their

daily battles.
Seemingly then, it is important that new industry

demands which are placed on this region do not
destroy the existing economy, lifestyles, or the
environment On which both are based for the people
who live and work in this regiOn. The massive

energy production activities that are projected must
complement and supplement already viable econom-
ic activities, Energy policies 'must recognize the
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needs of rural producing areas,as well as those urban
areas where the great propOrtion of energy is

'consumed.
Prior to focusing specifically on the impact of

energy development in- this region on women and
minorities, it is important to discuss energA policies
in general as they relate both to productiod (which
we thirds( of in terms of both conventional and
alternative techndlogies) and consumption: 'These
policies must focus on both short- and long-term
needs, and they must distinguish between conven-
tional energy productionoil, gas, and coaland
alternative energy productionsolar, wind, water,
geothermal, biomass conversion, and the like.

Morebver, there are some fundamental principles
that must guide our quest for sane energy policies.
Energy policies must provide energy as cheaply as
possible to the tonsumer; they must be aimed
toward employing as many people as possible; they
must favor environmental integrity; they must stress

'physical safety; and finally, energy policies must
encourage the full utilization of whatever available
human and environmental resources exist at a local
level. Signifitantly, if these criteria are adhered to
strictly, people with low or fixed incomes, a dispro-
portionate number of whom are minorities, women,
older, and handicapped people, will benefit the most.

Oil, gas, and coal, those forms of conventional
energy production most likely to supply our energy
demands in the short range, must conform to these
principles. This means, for example, that under-
ground coal mining, which is much more labor
intensive than surface or -strip mining, must respect
environmental considerations inside the mine,-where
worker environmental and safety issues are para-
mount, as well as outside the mine. Coal companies
must employ additional people to supress coal dust
(helping to minimize black lung), to drain water
from the mines, and to install, check, and maintain
roof bolts and support beams (to prevent cave-ins).
All mines, but surface mines in particular, must
reclaim, revegetate, and reforest the land after the
coal has been taken from the earth.

On the consuming side of the equation, because
coal is so dirty, industrial air and water pollution
abateent requirements must be follOwed strictly,
and thjs also creates more jobs and employs more
people. Incidentally, because coal extractionand
other forms of energy production as welluse so:
much, water, it is iMportant for that water to be '



recycled so it can be used for the other industries
that are based in our rural areas.

Undoubtedly, there are additional costs attached
to these requirements, so it must be pointed out/that
this does not conflict- with the principle of providing
needed energy to the consumer its neaply as
possible. Corporate profits are so large in conven-
tional forms of energy production that it can be
reasonably ygued that the energy-producing corpo-
rations Mibuld absorb the additional cost of these
programs out of profit and still be able to attract
investors.

To minimize the negative impacts of energy
production ip those communities and surrounding
areas where most of the energy needed for the short
term is produced, large amounts of public and
private monies must be provided up frontthat is,
before they are inundated by developmentto help
those rural communities provide the services neces-
sary to support rapidly increased work,forces. These
include monies for housing, schools, roads, social
services, and so on. Additional programs need to be
funded to provide job training for local citizens so
they can work in the mineral-producing occupations
and, thereby, further minimize the boomtown popu-
lation explosion syndrome that so disrupts a Commu-
nity's way of life. It might be added here that,
although I am speaking about rural areas primarily,
the City and County of Denverbecause it is the
administrative center for most of the Rocky Moun-
tain regionitimineral developmentis also suffering
from tips syndrome and needs to be treated as an
energy-impacted area as well.

What specifically, then, will be the effect of this
energy development on women Pnd minorities? At
first blush and according to major conventional
energy producers, it would appear quite good. We
should expect more jobs, which women and minori-
ties definitely need, increased opportunities, and on
the consuming side, an unending supply of energy to
heat and light homes, to cook and refrigerate food,
to transport people between the major activities in
their lives, to support job activities where people
work, and to permit minorities and women to obtain

a larger portion of the bounty of American society. I
suggest, however, that the picture is not nearly as
rosy as it at first seems or as the conventional energy
corporations 'and their hired consulting firms claim.

Generally, social 'costs df energy development are
not included in the cost-benefit equation, and if
Alaska is any examplewhere unemployment sky-

rocketed from 6 percent before the pipeline to 16
percent after itthe long-term employment benefits
associated with conventional energy development
are questionable at best. It is likely also that the cost
of' conventional energy production to consumers
will become so high (especially following the dere-
gulation of nMural gas) because fossil fuels are
increasingly a scarce resource, that many older and
poor, women, blacks, Chicanos, and other minority
people will find that they cannot afford heating,
lighting, refrigeration, transportation, and other
fundamental living costs.

Furthermore, virtually all conventional energy-
producing corporations, including those now devel-
oping new technologies such as oil shale or coal
liquefaction, are Ariell-established and entrenched
multinational corporations. Their 'record of employ-
ing minorities and women in the actual extraction of
oil, gas, and coal has been abominable. You do not
need statistics to see this; one needs only tour the
actual work sites to see that Chicano and black men,
or women of any Color, are absent from the places
where energy is extractia and processed in the
Rocky Mountain region. And essentially the same
observation can be made about the administration
and policy positions within conventional energy-
producing corporations. A luncheon visit to Den-
ver's Petroleum Club, a favorite spot for energy
company executives, reveals very few,. if any,
Chicanos, blackst or women. The downtown energy
building boom, which is stimulated by conventional
energy-Company office needs, holds little promise
either of eMploying significant numbers of minorities
or women, except in traditional, low-level, and
dead-end jobs.

Jobs in conventional energyproduction are highly
technical. They require training in engineering,
naturallaciences, business administration, law; inter-
national relations, construction, and heavy equip-
ment maintenance. In addition to technical academic
training in universities, most of these skills are
learned on the job. The only way to learn to operate
an oil rig or negotiate for oil rights is to work on a
rig or sit in on the negotiating sessions. In essence,
the existing corporations are the only available
training grounds, and their records to date do not
warrant much enthusiasm for the inclusion of signifi-
cant numbers of any group of people other than the
Anglo man. In fact, one could argue that because of
the increased national demand for energy now and at
virtually any cost, coupled with an industry-wide
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historY of shoddy affirmative action practices and
the new Bakkeism that seems to be running rampant,
the conventional energy-producing corporations
might even regress in their hiring practices of
women and minorities.

Additionally, because conventional energy has to
be tapped where it is foundand in this region that
is usually in remote rural areasnew "boomtowns"
are created. In a great many cases, blacks and
Chicanos and women wanting to work outside the
home do not live in these places, are not actively
recruited to go to them, are harassed when they do
venture into these areas, and not surprisingly under
these circumstances, are not especially interested in
relocating to these areas. Consequently, the boom-
town phenomenon is especially detrimental to. the
interests of women, blacks, and Chicanos for some
relatively subtle and insidious reasons.' Besides the
high rates of family disintegration (in the few
instances where families move to these places
together), alcoholism, drug abuse, brutality of all
sorts, and a general "Wild West" syndrome per-
vades. The dominant philosophy is that of the
rugged indiVidual he-man who sees women, merely
as Sex objects. This philosophy tends to erode,
through adult socialization and peer pressure pro-

- ceases, even the limited progress that women have
made since the revitalization qf the women's move-
ment in the mid-sixties. Similarly, that same ethic
because virtually all of the "he-men" are white.
permits the old stereotypes of blacks and Chicanos
to become dominant, and this 'also tends to destroy
whatever limited progress minorities have made.
Racist and sexist attitudes run rampant in boom-
towns.

One needs to question closely, whether in fact
dependence on the increased production of oil, gas,
and coal in this region does benefit Chicanos, blacks,
and women, either in this region or nationally.
Seemingly, neither from the point of view of a
businessperson, an employee, or from the perspec-
tive of a consumer will these groups benefit from
conventional .energy production in either-tie short
or the-long run. While conventional energy produc-
tion may employ many people, it shows little
promise of addressing either the employment or
consumer needs of minorities and women.

If we examine alternative energy productioni.e.,
solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, and energy con-

, servationdoes the same picture exist for Women,
Chieanos; 'and blacks froin the , perspective of the
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producer, the worker, or the consumer? As with
conventional energy production, although the pic-
ture is not black and white, the trends are clear.

The alternatiYe energy industry, and the various
technologies associated with it, is relatively new and
very rapidly expanding. It is not entrenched present-
ly in the established hierarchy of power in the U.S.
and as such does not have a long history of
excluding women, Chicanos, and black.s from deci-
sionmaking and iklministrative functions. In fact,
Anglo women are prominently involved in alterna-
tive energy. . enterprises, and Chicano and black
people are increasingly becoming involyed in these
fields. The potential exists in alternative, energy
productiqn for women and minorities to enter into
all phases of activities, including high-level, policy.:
making positions in the private and public arenas
and, by so doing, shape the directions of these
emerging industries so that they are responsive to
the needs of women and minority people.

Perhaps the most exciting potential of alternative
energy development and conservatioliaitivities, at
least from the point of view of an adv for a full
employment economy, is the huge job creation
potential associated with these technologies, espe-
cially for women, Chicanos, and blacks who have
generally the highest rates of unemployment and
underemPloyment. A study conducted by Solarcal,
for example, concludes that for 'the next 10 years
solar space and water heating alone could account
for. the creation of over 375,000 jobs in California;.
proportionate numbers of jobs would be created iii
this region as well. Interestingly, another study, by
California's Department of Labor, demonstratetithat
there are about seven times as many jobs created
with solar energy compared to the same number of
energy units produced with a major power plant.

Most importantly, the very great proportion of
jobs associated with alternative energy development
and, energy conservation are relatively low-level
techndlogies. They do not . require a Ph.D. in
chemical engineering, nuclear physics, geology, or
12 years of experience in international law. Most

jobs associated with these technologies are for either
unskilled, skilled, or semiprofessional workers. For
blacks, Chicanos, and 'women who are dispropor-
tionately underskilled and underexperie cal, this
,factor associated with alternative energy p duction
could bring renewed hope for individual an group
economic advancement, within our broader society.



Moreoxer, because afternatife energy and conser-
vation activities are fundamentally decentralized,
they can be adapted easily to different settings. The
incredible sun and wind power in Region VIII, for
example, caii be harneSsed to provide energy for our
local needs. Along 'the coasts, tidal powerwhen
developed furtherwill probably be extremely use-
ful to those regions. Alternative energy technologies
can be produced both in the highly populated areas
like Denverwhere most minorities and many
women wanting to work outside the hothe reside
and they can be produced in rural areas as well.

...Additionally, because alternative energy is a decen-
tralized industry, large concentrations of skilled
workers and profesSionals do not exist in any one,
two, or three geographic areas. Whereas oil rig
drillers all may seem to live in Texas and coal miners
in West Virginia, solar workers can be as profitably
recruited and trained from indigenous populations as
transferred from other areas. Localized production
of energy promises to keep the energy-related jobs
within the reach of women and minoritiea living in
the cities and towns where alternatiVe energy is

produced. With a region as fragile 'as ours, this
becomes quite important as a mitigating factor
against energy-induced large population shifts and

oboomtowns and the concomitant environmental
destruction associated with them.

Finally, from the consumer point of view, alter-
nate enerigy production and energy conservation
hold the promise of sharply, reducing utility bills,

gasoline costs, and food prices. This is particularly
important when one considers that large numbers of
women and minorities are either poor or working-
class people and that the projected escalation of
fundamental costs is beyond imagination. Consider,
for example, that Colorado paid SI 3 million in 1977

to heat its public State office buildings and tha? in
1988just 11 years laterthat 'tune bill is projected
to be $118 million. That tenfold increase will be
paralled by the increase in utility costs to the
residential consumer. However, with alternative

energy production, including energy conserv tiofi,
the demand for costly conventional fuels cin be
reduced sharply. The American Institute of, rchi-
tects, for -example, has priojected that by 19 , by
making old and new buildings energy efficien we
could be saving the equivalent' of more than 12.5
million barrels of petroleum a day, which is a little
more than we are importing daily presently, and
which is also about as much energy as the 990
projected production capacity of any one of the
prime energy systems:"domestic oil, nuclear, co4 or
gas. A serious alternative energy development ro-
gram will sharply reduce costs to the consumer.

By way of summarizing, let me suggest t at
conventional energy production in Region V I
does not, I think, hold great promise for women
minorities. It does not offer great promise at th
employer, employee, or consumer level. By con
trast, alternative energy development and energ
conservation appears to offer great - promise to
women and minorities. It is a newly emerging
industry with room at the top; it can utilize relative-
ly low-level skills and is labor intensive. Hence,
there is room for expanding woit forces, and it his
the potential of reducing real costs of utilities, food,
and transportation to the consumer.

Finally, I begin by recognizing that the economics
of this region and the human activities that are
dependent on them are dependent upon a relatively
small population and a clean environment. Whatever
additional industry is developed in this regionand

, conventional and alternative energy production is
the most likelymust supplement what, already
exists. There is little doubt that conventional energy
will be extracted from the earth in Region VIII. The
challenge is twofold. First: we must make sure that
the industry meets our human and environmental
needs as it proceeds and, secondly, that we develop
rapidly a massive, nationwide, alternative energy
and conservation system so we in the Intermountain
West don't have to relinquish our way of life to meet
the energy demands of our nation.
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Energy Development in Region VIII: impact on
Women and Minorities-7Response to Ellis 'Cos() and
Clarke Watson

By Hester McNulty*

The League of Wornen Voters of the United
States is a volunteer citiiens' group with 131,000
members organized into over 1,300 local leagues in
all 50 States, the Virgin Islands, Puerto' Rico, and
the District of Columbia. Almost 5,000 of those
members live in the six States that comprise Federal
Region VIII.

The league hes been involved in both natural
rexourcesland use, solid waste, air quality, water
resources, energyand human resourceseduca-
tion, employment, housing, equal rightsfor a
number of years. And although we have separated
these program areas, it is very evident to us that
there is a symbiotic relationship. This is especially
true when the interrelationship of governmental
decisions about energy development and use and the
impact of these decisions on both low-income people
and minorities is considered.

The league's human resources statement of posi-
tion includea support for education and training of
disadvantaged people and for Federal efforts to
prevent and/or remove discrhifination in education,
employment, and housing.' We also believe that
equality of opportunity in employnent should in-

clude the participation of government at all levels
and encourage the participation of private institu;
tions.

Our energy position states that the United States
cannOt and should n6t maintain its historical rate of
energy consumption.' Not only as a member of the

Ms, McNulty is natural resources coordinator for ihe Lague of Wonsan
Voters of the United States.

League of Women Voters of the United States. Impish o knits 1975-80

(1974
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world community but in the national interest, the
United States must make a significant and erogres,
sive reduction in its energy growth rate. To achieve
this goal, the Nation must develop and implement
energy strategies that-,--while taking account of
differences in the needs and resources of States and
regionsgive precedence to the national good. We
think that in the near termbetween now and the
year 2000top priority must be given to conserve-
don, renewable resources, especially sOlar beating
and cooling, bioconversion and wind, and' 'the
environmentally sound use of coal.

These positionsalthough we have, many others
that address specific areasform the basis on which
we have and will address 'the energy development
impacts in Region VIII.

In responding to the papers of Mr. Cose and Mr.
Watsbn, I would first like to speak to western coal
production. The 1973 figures for four States with
projection from a 1975 report quoted by Mr. Cosa
do not give a true picture of what is actually ,
happening. The Department of Interior's Annual
Report on Coal shows that western' coal production
has risen from 47 million ,tons in 1972 to 121.2
million tons in 1977from 8 percent to 18 percent of
the national production.' Another most important
faptor for Region VIII is that tbe pereentage of
western coal production ?tom Federal lands, in-
Creased from 21 percent to 42 percent during the
same period.

Ibid.
New Mexico and Oklahoma included id additio. to Realm VIII Sums.
us.. Department of laterior. Ansme1 Repo ts Cavi, Pkcal T.v 1577

(19711).



Production from Federal lands hai increased in
spite of the 1971 moratorium on leasing, although
short-term and preference-right leases have been
granted. The settlement .of NRDC v. Hughs 5 in
February 1978 will result in even more deyelopment

'of Federal coal, and it is- predicted that .1985
production from Federal lands will 'be 180 'million
tons.'

This acceleration of Federal leasing will soon
affect the employment of women in underground

.mines. Although a large portion of Federal coal will
tie surface mined, there are significant underground
deposits. The 1920 Mineral Leasing Act, section 30,
provides that each lease shall contain provisions
prohibiting the employment of any girl or woman,
without regard to age, in any mine below the
surface. In Region VIII, women are working in
underground mines, some adjacent to Federal lease
tracts. If private mines are extemled to Federal
lands, these women would have to stop working,
and no woman could be employed underground in a
new mine under a Federal lease.

While this provision may not be constitutional,
and may have to be tested, passage of the Equal
Rights Amendtfient would unquestionably give
women the right to work underground on Federal. as
well as private land. The League of Women Voters
Education Fund has had a litigation project directed
at the women in mining issues, but because the'
'project was oriented to eastern raining, it did not
address this topic.

All of the Region VIII States will be affected by
the secondary impact of the stepped-up develop-
ment of both Federal and private coal. Primary
impacts areand will beaffecting all of the States,
with the possible` exception of South Dakota. Al-
though the largest amounts will be mined in Wyom-
ing and Montana, mines, coal-fired generating
plants, and probably conversion facilities 'will be
displiaed acrOss the region. I personally do not think
oil shale will be developed in the near future beyond
the prototype stage,- but just the expectation has
created a miniboom in the area of Colorado.

The States vary in their receptiveness to develop-
.- ment, but they are all concerned with the conflict

between agriculture and energy productionand in
the West the critical factor is water. The pOlitical
effect in Wyoming of the proposed slu1ry pipeline

NRDC v. Hughs, filed by the Natural Resources DeIensc'Council in U.S.

District Court for the District of Columbia against theDepartment of
Interior, Oct. 21, 1975.

referred to by Mr. Cose was not'clue to a reaction to
exploitation of energy resources per se, but tolthe
use of water for coal transport out of the State. The
Balkanization of the Western States can be modified
if Federal energy policy is 'sensitive to the balance,
between agriculture and energy development and
the balance of water fo'r both sectors: Energy
developmentmust be staged to as not to overwhelm
agriculture:

Most of the coal will be mined in rural areas; most
of the coal-fired generating plants and conversion
facilities will' be in similar locations. Gilmore has
documented the impact on SWeetwater County,
Wyoming, where both a coal-fired generating plant
was under Construction and mining was occurring.'
Total employment rose from around 3,000 in 1970 to
over 15,000 in 1974; The population increased from
18,391 to 38,300 in the same period.

The major problem areas were housing, health
services, recreational and cultural opportunities, and
domestic considerations. The, last directly affected
women. Not,.only were housing and local services
insufficient, but employment opportunities for wom-
en were limited. In addition, the social fabric of a
small western community was not open to the new
women Who arrived. The suicide and. alcoholism
rate for women soared.

In 1977 the League of Women Voters Education
Fund sponsored two conferences funded by Re-
sources for the Future on the impact of western coal
development. One of these was held in Farmington,
New Mexico, which had undergone its fitst lioom in
the 1950s because of oil and gas exploration develop-
ment. When coal and powerplant construction creat-
ed a second boom in the 1970s, the'social impacts'
were less severe. The infrastructure was in place and
the persons who were the newcomers in the fiftieS,
remembering the hostility of a small agrarian com-
munity,, were more receptive to newcomers. Women
had opportunities for employMent, there were recre-
ntional programs for them and their children, and
social and health services were in place.

This brings up the question of whether every
coingunity has to learn from experience or whether
experience can be transferred. Both the States and
'Region VIII are attempting to answer, this question
with technical assistance for planning in communi-
ties thats&ire undergoing rapid growth flue.to energy

Annual-Report on Coal.
' John Gilmore, Analysis of Financing ProbleMs in Coal and Oil Sliale Boom
Towns (Washingtbn, D.C.: Federal Energi Administration, July iro.

,
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development. Women will be directly affected by
the success of these programs.

Some energy companies are creating new, towns
or planned communities near mines and powerplant
constructionColstrip, Montana, and Wright,
Wyoming, are prime examples. The new residents
will create their own social structure, so the impact
on the women living there should. be allevi*d.
Construction of new towns also offers employment
opportunities for both minority and), nonminority
conStructiop workers from urban areas due to
manpower 'scarcity in rural ,regions. However, the
president of the Denver construction firm that built
the shopping center, community center, and ware-
houses in Wright said, "It's hard to get workers. At
first we started bringing them up from Denver, but
it's hard toleep them in Wright."8

'It would appear, however, that a new town would
be more socially open to permanent Minority resi-
dents than the traditional closed society of small,
western communities. Affirmative action for minori;
ty employment could first be directed toward new
towns or other areas not overwhelmed with inade-
quate institutions and methods of handling growth.
Larger, existing cities in the boom regions' such as
Grand Junction, Casper, or Billings could also be
targeted.

An additional point that needs to be made is the
difference between the employment ramifications Of

mining and powerplant or conversion facility con-
struction. Mining is long term-20 years or more
while construction is short term-3 to 4 years], It
takes very few 'employees to jun a powerplant once
it is built. As mining offers long-term, stable employ-
ment, mitiOrity training and affirmative action pro-
grams could emphasize placement in the mining
industry.

It is surprising that neither Mr. Cose nor Mr.
Watson addressed two large minority groups in
Region VIIIHispanics and Indians. Indians not
only live near coal development areas, they own the
rights to large deposits. Although the tribes can
realize monetary gain from dial development, they
fear their traditional way of life, water rights, and air
quality are in jeopardy, The Northern Cheyenne
have recently declarzd their reservation a class I air
quality region, which has implications for power-
planeconstruction in Montana.

Steven Grogan, quoted on p. 66, Rocky Mountain Newt Oct. 22, 1978.

' The Impacts Op, Western Coal Development, League of Women Voters

Education Fund (Washington, D.C.: Publication No. 165, 1970.
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When the League of Women Voters conference in
Farmington tqired the Navajo Reservation, the
conflicts were apparent. In 1962 Congress finally

ed an 18 8 treaty agreement and authorized an
ation project for 110,630 acres of dry but fertile

reservation land. This project, when completed, will
employ 3,00ó people withaii- additional estimated
15,000 jobs in associated services. In 1976 the
reservation had an unemployment rate of 65 percent
and median annual income of $900.'

If proposed coal gasification plants are built, there
would not be enough water for both irrigation and
energy, and during construction the plants would
employ a large influx of mostly non-Indians. ,The
Navajo Nation has recently been more.aggressive in
demanding jobs for Navajos in the mining opera-
tions On the reservation. But the question remains: is
the irrigation project, which is related to the
traditional agrarian society and offers long-term
employment opportunities, the best ilk of the water
from a, national perspective? At the moment irriga-
tion has won over coal gasification, but what will
happen if, in the future there are massive energy
shortages?

The 26 tribes that occupy the northern Great
Plains in the States o( Montana,. North Dakota,
South Dakota, Wyoming, and Nebraska stated in
their. Declaration of Indian eights tb the Natural
ResourCes in the Northern Great Plains States that the
development of coal and the concomitant use of
water, air, and other natural resources threatens the
viability of our environment and the continued
existence of the 26 tribes that occupy the northern
Great Plains." Again, the Northern Cheyenne have
won the right to clean air for the- Moment, but who
will win in the future? At the end of this declaration,
Sitting Bull is quoted as appropriate to today's
situation. He said, in part, in 1875:

But now we have to deal with another breed of
people. They were few and weak when our
forefathers first met them and now they are
many and greedy. . . .Love of possessions is a
disease with them. They make rules to suit
themselves. . . .They claim this Mother Earth
of ours for their own and fence their neighbors
away from them. They degrade the landscape
with their buildings and they waste. They
compel the natural earth to produce excessively
,and when it fails they force it to take medicine

0 Declaration of Indian Rights to the Natural Resources in the Northern
Great Plains States (Northern Great Plains Resources Program, 1974).
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to produce more. This is an evil. . . .We
cannot live the way these people" live and we

' cannot live beside them. They have little re-
spect for Nature and they offend our ideals."

While Hispanics live throughout the region, the
largest concentration is in Colorado, both along the
Front Range and in rural areas, especially in the
southern part of the State. Many live at, near, or
below, the poverty level. The increased cost of
energy has a direct impact on their lives. In rural
areas, w,00d for heating is becoming scarce and the
price of propane is soaring even more than urban
energy rates.

The, Rocky Mountain Center on the Environment
(ROACOE) conducted a projeCt in the smalllow-
income town of San Luis located in a cold mountain
valley in southern Colorado." The community, 95
percent Hispanic, was acutely 'aware of its own
energy crisis.

The protect emphasized alternative energy
sources atid devices without substantial investment
in elaborate systems. Solar construction and winteri-
zation techniques were taught at community work-
shops, andthe interest in this project has spread to
'other- parts of Colorado's San Luis Valley. The
development of small-scale and community solar
systems in southern Colorado could both provide
job opportunities M a depressed region for Hispanics
and also lessen the impact of rising fuel prices.

Neither Mr. Cose nor Mr. Watson delineated that
one of the greatest impacts of energy development is
on Denver itself, the hub of the energy boom and
where most of the minority population lives. The
jobs created aie not only directly related to energy
companies, but to the associated services an increas-
ing population requires.

It is true, as Mr. Cose maintains; that the energy
companies are a largely white male bastion. In the
last several years some women, blacks, and Hispan-
ics have been employed in a professional capacity.
But women in these positions tell me that while they
have cracked the 'outer barrier, the inner barrier is
still therethe decisionmaking process is dominated
by white males. Arid until more women and minori-
ties are encouraged to choose a degree in engineer-
ing or geology instead of the more traditional fields,
it will probably remain this way.

" Ibid.
ROMCOE, San Luis. Future Power,(Denver, Colo.: 1978).

However, both women and minorities either have
the background and skills or can be trained for the
jobs that are a result of the energy boom. Denver
serves not only the population of the metropolitan
area, but- is the service and distribution center for
most of the Rocky Mountain region. Affirmative
action and training programs can help ensure that .
both Women and minorities will not be relegated td
low-paid, entry-level jobs.

Grand Junction, Billings, Casper, and Rapid City
have become the regional centers in the energy areas
and a variety of employment opportunities are and
will be available. These population centers provide a
range of services not available in `the rural areas
where energy development is occurringfrom hos-
pitals and other medical services to 'a range of places
to shop. Jobs associated with the energy boom ire
myriad and not limited to direct employment by the
industry.

Mr. Cose has 'referred to the Oenefits of low-sulfur
coal as being enjoyed by only the residents of
midwestern cities. However, the .1977 amendments
to the Clean Air Act to a large extent negate the
low-sulfur` advantage of western coal over high-
sulfur eastern coal. Best-available control technolo-
gyscrubberswill be required for all new or
substantially modified large coal-fired plants wheth-
er they burn low- or high-sulfur coal. This provision
may slow down /he rate at which western coal is
developed but will not stop it.'

, Mr, Watsbn gives evidence that the closer the
economy is to operating at full capacity, the lower
the unemployment rate is" for Minority groups. It
should be pointed out, however,,that although fuels
and electricity are the most energy-intensive goods
in the economy, the fuel industries and electrical
companies provide very little employment per dollar
of goA,re s produced. Thus, the case for conservation
rather than increased production can be made, as
stated by Dennis Hayes in Energy: The Case for
Conservation:

to the extent that a consumer conserves fuel and
spends money on anything else, he will provide
more employment as well as inie less energy.
'Capital diverted from nuclear reactors, coal
gasification facilities and petroleum facilities
will produce more long-term employment if
invested in any other enterprise."

Il Dennis Hayes, Energy: The Case for Conservation (Washington, D.C.:
Worldwatch Institute. 1976).
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In A Time to Choose: America's Energy Future, the-
Ford Foundation's energy pblicy project, when the
shares of energy, capital, and labor of energy-inten-
sive industries were compared, it was found that
they consume one-third of the total U.S. energy,
they account for 45 percent of U.S: industrial
production, but they, provide only 10 percent of the
tOtal employment."

In summary, Region VIII because of the energy
boOm will have employment opportunities for both
women and minorities. However, there has been
little affirmative action to date. The. Federal_ Gov--
ernment, the States, local, governments, and energy
companies have been so involved in addressing the
problems of large population increases in rural areas
that almost no attention has been given to equal
employment opportunities.

In response to the impact of energy development
on small communities, the Region VIII Federal
" A Timeto Choose (Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger Publishing Co., 1974).
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Regional Council established an Energy Impact
Office to facilitate delivery of Federal assistance.
Could not affirmative action be tied into this alreadY
existing structure?

At the two Impacts of Western Coal Develop-
ment conferences sponsored by the league, the ,
participants concluded that to meet these impacts
there must be a true partnership among all levels of
government and that the energy companies_must
also be involied. The same can be said of the
creation of equal opportunity for women and minor-
ities.

This is in line with the- league's position that
equality of opportunity in employment should in-'
dude the participation of government at all levels
and encourage the participation a private institu-
tions.



The Chicano): America's Forgotten Resource

By Omir Barbarossa*

The laigest ethnic group in the Rocky Mountain
region area, ironically, may be here because of an
earlier effort by Spanish conquerors to fmd and mine
precious minerals such as gold, silver, and copper in

the 16th and 17th centuries. The Spaniards' greed
for gold and conquest led to the colonizing and early
settlement of the great Southwest.

The _Indians were subjugated by the conquista-
don, and, except for a brief period of Indian
uprisings, the area has been continuously settled by
Spanish people since 1598. Huge mercedes or land
grants were awarded to families or groups of
families as an incentive to settling.

Geographic and cultural isolation strengthened
the communal bonds and perpetuated the only
values and moresthose of 16th century Spain. The
early settlers intermaryied with the native Pueblo
Indians. The resulting mestizo offspring make up
what has been called the "new breed" and some
anthropologists identify a's "a distinct racial group."
There was little change in this part of the country
when it twice changed hands in the 19th century
first as a pal& of Mexico in 1821 and again as ceded
territory when the United States took it from
Mexico in the war of 1847 against Mexico.

However, when Indian reservations were estab-

lished and the price of beef skyrocketed and the
railroads came through, the people began to feel the
changes. The land siipposedly protected by the
Treitty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo slipPed away. Settlers
were-evicted for nonpayment of tals by unscrupu-
lous politicians and defrauded by unprincipled law-

Mr. Bubarosu is representative with the Equitable Life Auurance
Society in Denver. Colorado. The views expressed are Mr. Barbarous's
and do not neceuarily reflect the views of the Equitable.

yers. Almost all of the best land was eventually
owned or controlled by the invading Anglos. Thus
began a struggle .for dominance and survival that
continues to this day. '

When Mexico lost the Southwest to the United
States (which lacluded most of the Rocky Mountain
region), the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo specifical-
ly guaranteed the property and pofitiaal rights of the
conquered native population. The treaty, executed
on February 2, 1848; also attempted to "safeguard the
Mexican culture and language. It is quite clear that
the spirit of that treaty has been systematically
violated or ignored. Though the Chicano haspersist-
ed in retaining the Spanish language, he has, had to
do so at the price of obtaining a second-rate
education because bilingualism has been suppressed
and has never been seen as an asset. The struggle to
keep or maintain cultural pride and identity has only
brought ridicule and overt 'discrimination. NoWhete
is this discrimination more evident than in the jobs
Chicanos hi%4 traditionally held. ,

Carey McWilliams, noted writer anti )lociologist,
once wrote, "The basic factor retarding the assimila-
tion of the Mexican-American, at all leveb, has been
the pattern of his employment."

With few exceptions only a particular group of
employers have employed Chicano labor: large-
'scale industrial enterprises, railroads, smelters, cop-
per and salt mines, sugar beet refineries, and of
course, the agricultural fields. Insensitivity and
menial wages were to become an occupational
hazard. It is important to stress the importance of the
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job issue because in this country a job is the ticket to
the "good life."

For the Chicano, the pattern of employment
dictated the type and location of residence. Segre-
gated residential areas resulted in segregated
schools; segregated schools reinforced the stereo-
type and limited opportunities for access. In setting
this vicious merry-go-round in 'motion, the pattern

*of empioyment has been of crucial importance, for it
has stamped the Chicano as "inferior" and given the
stereotype an appearance of reality.

As the country's second largest minority, the
Chicano ;had been virtually ignored by public and
private reformers. With the advent of social pro-
grams and legislation meant to redress and/or
eradicate discrimination, largely as a result of the .
"black revolution," some gains were made. But,
largely because attention was focused on black
demands, the needs of the Chicano never mustered
the necessary political clout or visibility to gain the
same accords given to blacks.

Thus, the Chicano once again finds a formidable
barrier on the road to his destiny with fate. The
barier is one that consists of a technology and
terminology that is alien and not easily understood.-

EnergyNew Era
We find ourselves once again, as Ruben Salazar,

the former reporter for the Los "Angeles. Times,
wrote, "A people who are indigenous to the South-
west and yet strangers in their own.land."

But it need not be so.

The National Dllemmat
As of this writing, Congress and the President are

laboring to finalize what has been referred to as the
President's "energy package." Unless some miracu-

,,
lous and drastic measures are built into the bill, it is
highly doubtful that this legislation, while sorely
needed, will realign or alter significantly the current
energy picture in the United States. It is hard to
pinpoint or to put blame on any one individual or
institution for the current dilemma that confronts
this nation with regard to energy.

Part of this crisis is the result of lack of coherent,
comprehensible, and contradictdry aspects between
economic, political, and technological realities. The
crisis is exacerbated by inappropriate responses by
policymakers in both the public and private sectors.

t Information and facts In this section were provided through CERI
(Colorado Energy Research Institute),
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, Another problem that must somehow be over-
come is in the area of policymaking itself. Too often,
especially in government; those who view or assess
policy are limited, for whatever .reasons, in their
ability to carry out or enforce decisions.

The magnitude and plethora of issues relating to
energy policy is mindboggling. There are 6 Major
departments and 42 agencies within the Federal
Government directly involved in energy coordina-
tion. There is the question of domestic and foreign
energy production. There are 27 major corporations
engaged in energy production and countless inde-
pendent operators. There are 16 regional compacts
and then all of the agencies within State, county, and
city government. For icurposes of planning and
coordination, it would appear an impossible task.

Energy is inextricably entwined with the econom-
ic and political lifeblood of America and, to a great
extent, with thee stability of much of the world.
Because of, these two factors, the government must
play a major role in the determination and imple-
mentation of energy decisions.

Many in the private sector, and with some
justification, view with distrust the role of govern-
ment in energy production. The issues are too
varied, the problems too complex, and the conse-
quences to society too grave, however, to leave to
the discretion of the private (for profit) corporations
the authority to make policy regarding energy in a
laissez faire environment.

With regard to energy consumption and produc-
tion in the United States, here are a few facts:

Present United States consumption of total
energy will double by 1985 (the requirements
today in BTUs are over 75 trillion).

-Capital requirements for the period 1971-85
for development, processing, and primary distri-
bution of all fuels are projected at $300 billion.

An additional $235 billion will be needed for
powerplant construction and transmission facili-
ties.
In conclusion, with regard to the national dilem-,

ma, it should be stated that the energy shortage will
cause a further slowdown of our economy and
could, tragically, lead to its collapse. Cold homes, a
gasoline shortage, increase in unemployment, and
continuing troubles with foreign exchange are some
of the possible consequences. It is imperative that

)- the United States take immediate steps to resolve the

1,



interrelated problems of energy, ecology, econom-
ics, and world stability.

Why have we dealt with the question of energy at
the national level? First, because the national scene
mirrors to a great extent the problems confronting us
in the Rocky Mountain region and, secondly, be-
cause many of the issues and policies decided at the
national level will certainly affect policy and plan-
ning within the Rocky Mounthin region.

Energy .In the Rocky MountalnOt,
States: The West's Second Go d
Rush

The rush -for gold and the ensuing problems that
occurred in the "Old West" were minute and pale in '

comparison to the current headlong race to capture
the earth's and sun's riches.

Energy sources in Colorado are plentiful; the
State is blessed with variety and vast amounts of this
"new" wealthparticularly in coal, solar, and gas.
Energy information about Colorado, while exten-
sive, is widely dispersed. But even when it is

available, as was stated earlier, such information
may often be technical and difficult to understand.

With this in mind, we have attempted to outline in
brief some information that May be useful in under-
standing the problems with regard to major energy
development or policymaking in the State.

Oil and Gas

What is it? Oil and natural gasfossil fuels
provide about 84 percent of Colorado's home
heating and transportation needs.

Where is it? Locked in geological formations
called "tight pondl" oil and natural gas are found in
39 of the State's 6T-counties. Rio Blanco County in
northwestern Colorado accounts for about half the
production of oil and gab.

How much is there? Colorado ranks llth among
oil-producing States, producing- about 39 million
barrels of crude oil and 182.5 billion cubic feet of
natural gas on an annual basis. It is estimated that the
State's "recoverable" reserves will be exhausted by

the year 2050.

How do we get it? Most natural gas is captured
during the initial drilling. Oil either flows or is
pumped to the surface from underground reservoirs.

What are the issues? It is argued that further
exploration for developnient of domestic reserves is

influenced by the course of the government's policy
(or policies). One of the biggest concerns is the

-regulating or limiting of prices at wlfhead. Price
controls, it is argued, discourage ifidustry from
exploring and drilling new wells.

Coal
What is it? Coal i any combustible rock contain-

ing more than.5b percent by weight (or more than 70

percent by volume) of carbon. While' it may be
ranked by any one of its physical aspectsnamely,
moisture, sulfur, or ash contentit is usually valued
by the amount of carbon, and the amount of heat, it
contains. There are four basic types of coal: anthra-
cite, bituminous, subbituminous, and lignite. Most of
Colorado's coal is bituminous, low in sulfur, mois-
ture, and ash content. It is high in heat volume and
therefore important as an energy source.

Where is, it? Coal deposits underlie about 30,000
square miles or about 28 percent of Colorado. The
major producing regions are located in northwestern
Colorado, which has roughly 84 percent of the total
production.

How much is there? It isiestimated, by the United
States Geological Survey, that Colorado Inis more
than 454 billion tons of coal within its borders, or
about 10 percent of the Nation's total resources.

How do we get it? Depending on geological,
engineering, and economic considerations, coal can
be mined using underground or surface methods.

What are the issues? As the national emphasis
shifts from imported oil to domestic coal, the State
will be challenged to meet that need, and concomi-
tant problems.

Oil Shale

What is it? So-called oil shale ("the rock that
burns") is neither oil nor shale. It is, in fact, a
sedimentary rock containing a substance called
kerogen. When kerogen is heated, through a method
called retorting, it generates oil and gas. A rich
deposit will hold up to 25 gallons of shale oil per ton.

Where is it? The largest and richest deposits of oil
shale in the Nation lie beneath the three intersections
of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming in vast under-
ground deposits. Of Colorado's oil shale deposits,
about 75 percent are on public lands managed by the
Bureau of Land Management, placing the Federal
Government in a key position for stimulating oil
shale development.

How much is there? Oil shale deposits for the
three-State area could potentially yield more then 2

trillion barrels of shale oil. This is more potential
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crude oil than exists in the Middle East and is about
100 years of oil supply at its present rate of
consumption.

How do we get it? Before oil shale can be refmed,
it must be minced and crushed. Recently, oil shall
developers have begun experimenting with shale oil
extraction using an in-siter, or "in place" process, to
reduce costs and envirönmental problems.

What are the issues? The major capita) investment
necessary and air pollution and water polliition seem
to be the major concerns. ,

Uranium
What is it? Uranium is the heaviest naturally

occurring- radioactive element found in nature. It
occurs in two forms. The lighter ffirm, uranium 235,
is fissionable and is used in all nudear powerplants.
The heavier form, uranium 238, is used as fuel Tor
breeder reactdra.

Where is it? Colorado's uranium deposits lie
mainly in the western part of the State, along the
Utah border.

How much is there? Of the six States producing
uranium, Colorado ranks fourth, producing nearly
1.7 million pounds in 1976.

How do we get it? New methods, including
conventional and solution mining (a leaching tech-
nique), are being used to recover both newly
discovered uranium and deposits as' well as lower
grade deposits in older mines.

What are the issues? The development of uranium
mines is an extensive and expensive process. The
continued growth of this industry will depend on the
government and public attitude toward the further
development of nuclear plants. Resolving the prob-
lems of the disposal of uranium mine tailings and the
storage of spent nuclear-reactive fuel are additional

-, issues.

Solar Energy
What is it? The sun is like a continuous reactor;

the energy it produces is transmitted to earth in the
form of radiant light waves. The light waves are
absorbed and transformed into heat or ,thermal
energy when they strike objects. When this heat is
collected or trapped, solar energy is made available.
Solar "power," on the other hand, is produced when
the sun's radiant energy is converted directly into
electricity or chemical power.

How much it there? The amount of heat that
reaches the earth's surface is enormous. The technol-
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ogy to convert this energy for broad use has not yet
been developed to make it competitive with oil and
natural gas energy.

How 'do vile get it? A solar energy collector is
used to gather or concentrate radiant energy. Once
solar energy is collected and converted to heat, a
"working" medium of water, air, or some other
substance can be used to transport the heat for
storage.

What are the issues? Presently, the majbr con-
straint preventing the wide use of solar power is the
high initial construction costs. However, as the price
of fossil fuels continues to rise, solar energy will
become more attractive.

Electricity
What is it? While electricity is not a "natural"

energy source (part of nature), it nonetheless plays
ad important role in meeting society's energy wants.
Commercial electric power is produced by utility
firms that convert the energy stored in natural
sources such as coal, natural gas, oil, nuclear fuels,
and water.

What is it? It is generated by hydroelectric dams,
coal-fired generating plants, and nuclear plants; in all
there are 36 plants in the State.

How do we get it? Electric utilities cooperate
through a distribution system made up ola number
of firms with interconnected transmission lines.

What are the issues? The increase in ythe number of
"brownouts". and "blackouts" is a major concern.
The water requirements are another issue of major
proportions. In Colorado where the competition for
water is already under a strain, cooperation between
power developers and water users is essential.

implications of Energy Development
What are the implications for the citizens of

Colorado as the result of the foregoing information,
particularly for women and minorities? Will the new
"gold rush" bring with it a host of problems and ills
that a price must be paid for in the 'future? Or will
those in charge, the policymakers, both in the public
and private sector, have the courage and intellect to
confront the issues now, to make rational decisions,
decisions based on ethics, prudeni concerfi, and
commitment to reach equality?

Traditionally, the government and private enter-
prise have ignored ahd been insensitive to the needs
or views of women and the minorities. Both govern-
ment and the private sector, until recently, have



denied women and minorities access to the higher
echelons of management, thereby effectively elimi-
nating the opportunity for them to have a voice in
the policy or planning Though some prog-
ress has been made, parit for either women or
minorities is still too far away.

The issue of energy development and its impact
on the Rocky Mountain region will create problems
in the fqllowing areas:

Housing
"Boomtown" effect
Rise in alcoholism and drug abuse
Burden on local municipalities
Inequitiei in the tax structure
Schools
Transportation
Planning
Environment

How, then, do the Chicanos, or a'people, contend
with these complex Ind important issues? The issues
of energy development, energy policy, energy utili-
zation, and energy sources are baffling and yet must
be understood if Chicanos are to participate in the
"American dream."

We offer the following recommendations:
I. The creation of a regional council on edergy
development with representation for the following:

Women
Each ethnic minority (i.e., Native American,

black, Chicano)
Leaders in private industry
State and Federal energy officials

The purpose of the council would be:
I. To advise, monitor, and make appropriate
recommendations to the respective agencies or
industry regarding concerns of the council's con-

stituents.
2. In cooperation with and with assistance from

the United Statea Department of Labor, the State
- division of employment, the manpowet promm

(CETA), and private energy companies, identify
ircupational areas of needed skills and set up
appropriate training programs to match.
3. Creation of a centralized data and information
system containing information on programs, regu-

lations, changes, aid contracts in the area of
energy, whether in the public or private sectors.
4. Newsletter with bulletins on jobs, issues,

programs, regulation changes, etc.
5. A "set-aside" program for women andminori-
iy vendors/contractors on all jobs utilizing public
monies.
6. Better coordination for sharing and distribu-
tion .of materials on energy conservation to the
local communitye.g., community organizations,
media, etc.
7. A strong recruiting program for management-
level positions in both the government and private
sectors.
8. Staff developmentto develop awareness and
sensitivity for the needs of women and minorities.
9. Periodic conferences to review and make
necessary recommendations.
In conclusion, it is no easy task to address the

question of "energy and its impact on women and
minorities." To attempt to address the question of
energy as an issue of its own, more specifically here
in Colorado, calls for an examination of the current
situation, which we attempted to do.

History, attitudes, and conditions sometimei pre-
vail or dictate what is and not what ought to be..We
have here, however, a unique opportunity to correct
and redress past injustices or mistakes. Because the
question or issue of energy resources and develop-
ment is recent in its oceurrenee, the. opportunity
exists for involvement and real participation by
those who have heretofore been left out of the

- mainstream.
Recognize it or not, this nation will be put to the

test on the matter of energy and its implications. To
overcome the challenge will necessitate the support,
ingenuity, and efforts of all its citizens.

One last thing. Mexico is purported to have, and
by some very solid experts, what may be the world's
greatest oil and gas reserves. The significance to this
country of these findings should be apparent. What
could be better than to send on a exchange basis, or
for trade or development,4çpresentatives from this
country who understand h4 can relate to the
Mexican businessman or offiCial?
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Operation Grubstake.

By, Lawrence H. Borom*

Introduction
The -middle of the 1970s has been marked by two

converging forces that have impacted our nation
dramatically: the energy crisis, which in part was
exacerbated and highlighted by the decision of
OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-
tries) to artificially raise the world price of petrole-
um, and the resulting and simultaneous economic
crisis during which unemployment of black work-
ers' reached its highest level since the Great Depres-
sion of the 1930s.

Several major policies have been put forward by
successive national governmental administrations to
solve these problems, to decrease the dependence of
the United States on foreign petroleum through an
intensive development of resources in this country
("Project Energy Independence"), and recently, to
iwitch, for the short term, to less environmentally
desirable energy sources, e.g., coal.

On the problem of continuing high levels of black
unemployment, the CETA (Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Act of 1973) was developed
to provide manpower training and services to the
chronically unemployed and underemployed.

In the Intermountain West where significant
supplies of the Nation's fuel reserves are found, U.S.
Region 'VIII* produced 9 percent of the Nation's
crude petroleum in 1976 (262,431,000 of
2,976,180,000 barrels) and accounted for 6 percent of
the Nation's known reserves as of December 31,'

Mr. Doran is president of the Urban League of MetroPontan
Nom "black worken" will be used interchangeably with 'mhty

workers" or "black and minority workers." Our experience is that all
Viaible minorities encounter much of the same type of response in the labor
market and in rural areas of Federal Region VIII, to varying degreees.

Certainly, they all face classic minority-majority social conflicts.
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1977.* The challenge is to join these two solutions to
produce a valuable contribution to the economy, by
both increasing energy supplies and at the same time
developing the skills and utilization of black and
other minority workers, who are currently the most
unemployed sector of the region's manpower re-
sources. (See table 1for further projections of new
energy facilities in Federal Region

Operation Grubstake: Origin of a
Concept

The Urban League is a 68-year-old social service
agency that seeks to equalize social, economic, and
spiritual "life changes" for black people ancl other
mindrities and the poor. The 31-year-old Urban
League of Metropolitan Denver, Inc., has had
creating employment opportunities for black and
brown workers as its top priority for the last 2 years.
This priority was derived from the perpetually
higher unemployment rates for minority workert in
the State and region, as shown in table 2.

At the same time, Denver has become the "energy
capital" of the Intermountain States. The Denver
Chamber of Commerce has reported that over 300
energy-related firms have opened offices in Denver
since 1975. It can aasily be extrapolated that this
accounts in a significant fashion, directly and indi-
rectly, for the current shortage in office space in
downtown Denver, the current favorable vacancy
rate in Denver apartments, the commercial building

U.S. Federal Region VIII is comprised of the States of Colorado, Utah.
Wyoming. Montana. North Dakota, and South Dakota.

U.S., Department of Labor. Employment and Training Administration,.
Region VIII, Regtonal Rnerrekbe Newsletter. vol. 3 (August 1978), no. 4.

Department of the Interior. Bureau of Mines. "Projects to Expand
Fuel Sources in Western States," Circular IC, 8719.



TABLE 1
Planned or Proposed Energy Facilities In Federal (legion Vi 11

Coal
minas

EloctrIc
powert
plants

Coal
comfier-

&on

Mo.
comer.

alon
011

shale

Geo.
thermal

alto
Coal
slurry

Uranium
facIll
Bea

01 lips

Bea

Colorado 45 18 1 4 7 11 2 1

Montana 9 21 9 1

North Dakota 9 10 12
South Dakota 8 2 1

Utah 30 22 1 1 3 2 1 3
Wyoming 33 11 7 , 2 11 2
Region 128 90 32 5 10 13 8 15 3

TOTAL 300

Source: U.S, Department of the interior, Bureau of Mines, Projects to Expand Fuel Sources In Western States, Circular

I C (019.

TABLE 2
Unemployment by Ethnicity in Region VIII and Selected Locations In June 1977
(annual averages)

State/clty Total work toms % unemployed Black WF % unomployed

Colorado 1,238,084 5.6 32,832 8.9
Denver

v.
732,183 5.6 27,536 9.2

Utah 551,900 5.3 2,560 10.0
Salt Lake City 254,400 5.1 1,390 10.1

Wyoming 193,000 3.6 941 , 10.3

*(nonwhite)

Montana 331,000 8.1 7,000 11.1

North Dakota 272,600 4.6 250 20.0

South*Dakota 312,000 3.5 538 10.2

TOTAL 2,898,584 6.6 44,121 9.0

'Black specific statistics not available.
Source: Information from State Affirmative Action Packets, received from Robert Murphy, U.S. Department of Labor,
Employment and Training Administration, Region VIII, Oct. 10, 1978.
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upswing in Denver, the increase in total einploy-
meat, and the reduCtion of unemployment in Den-
ver.

This highly publicized "boom" in opportunities
for employment (see Denver Post series, "The Ener-
gy People," Sept. 18, 1978, eight installments), along
with several experiences in attempting to place
minority wolters in energy-related employment,
resulted in the Urban League's development of a
proposal, "Equal Opportunity lin Enetigy Resource
Expansion Project" (Grubstake), in July of 1977.

In 1976 the Urban League placed 12 minority
workers as miners at the Henderson Molybdenum
Mine, near Georgetown, Colorado. While this expe-
rience Was not tied to production of energy, it did
require that urban minority workers (10 black, 1

Chicano, and 1 Native American) relocate at least
temporarily (in some cases they, commuted to
Denver on weekends and off days). In the process
we learned the following realities of such place-

,ments:
I. Each worker was eager to take up the
challenge of such a geographical and occupational
change (they recruited their friends to join the
company in some cases).
2. We were ' required to loan five of these
unemployed workers funds for living costs until
payday (Grubstake) for such items as rent, trans-
portation costs, and food.
3. , We Wire unable because of our limited re-
sources to provide the types of social services,
community relations, and followup that would
have ensured maximum success and retention for
these workers.
4. For the most part these workers were success-
ful on the job and to our knowledge encountered
little overt hostility and intergroup conflict on the

.1 job. (We have inadequate knowledge of the
quality of their community experiences in George-
town.)

During 1977 we had occasion to place several black
workers with railroad companies in Wyoming, with
similar results.

We proposed in Grubstake to engage in the
following activities to facilitate such "nonurban"
placements of minority workers in energy-related
jobs:

We would conduct a pilot program on a 3*-year
basis that,will seek to:

1, Identify potential opportunities in skilled and
unskilled occupations in the coal, solar energy,
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electric utility, and synthetic fuel industries )in
metropolitan and "out-State Colorado."
2. Initiate contacts with private energy-produc-
ing firms and assist them in developing meaningful
affirmative action, EEO programs that will inte-
grate minorities into both their administration and
research facilities (Metro-Denver) and their rural
or out-State production facilities.
The propOsed methodology would be one examin-
ing the firm's existing work force and the number
of minorities in the various occupations, their
geographic locations, and other important vari-
ables.
Where the data suggest nonemployment or a lOw
level of minority employment, the project staff
would assist the firm in arriving at realistic figures
for minority hires in capacities that the Urban
League could successfully recruit for. These
would be mutually agreed to along with a date
certain.
3. Engage in extensive education of Colorado's
nonwhite communities regarding job opportuni-
ties in Colorado's energy research, production,
and processing industries. tt+
4. In the first year of the project, to: recruit and
make 50 direct and indirect placements (at all
levels) from Colorado's nonwhite. communities.
Some of these workers will relOcate to concentrat-
ed development areas for semipermanent or per-
manent residence and employment in the energy
industries. Additional placement goals in subse-
quent years will be on the ,experience in "Year
One." But present projections are for 70 in Year II
and 100 in Year
At this time we cannot estimate what percentage
of the clients would be placed in "out-State" wotk
sites .and what percentage in Metio-Denver of-
fices. However, we do propose to direct place-
ment efforts to both locales. This will be in
conjunction with, recruiting of professional,
skilled, and unskilled applicants.
5. Engage in extensive sommunity relations ef-
forts to assure successful and satisfying working
and living experiences for nonwhite workers and
their families in Colorado's energy development
areas.
6. Engage in exttnsive, sensitive, public informa-
tion programs regarding project efforts.
7. Conduct a followup and family relocation
assistance program to aid successful family func-
tioning of relocated workers in hew communities,



including the administration of a family "Grubs-
take" or "Energy Opportunity Grant Fund"
affording a $50000 grant to unemployed workers
who qualify. Criteria will be:

a. Residents 60 days or more in State
b. Head of household with one or mor
dependents
c. Unemployed/underemployed
d. j, Commitment to 6 months on the new job
e. Nonwhite status of family head

Benefit,
8. Reduce minority unemployment and reduce
the social costs of urban unemployment. z,

9. Increase and make more equitable the distri-
bution of employment opportunity in the State.
10. Create healthy population mixtures in ex-,
panding communities.
Specific Program Descri Ption/Linkages
Under the proposed solution, the Urban League of

Metropolitan Denver, Inc., through various

sources involved in manpower pograms6. would

provide: recruitment, intake, counselingjob de-
velopment, job placement (direct/indirect--OJT),
supportive services (referral), residential support,
post-placement services, folloWnp, and publ-
ic/community relations.'
The Urban League of Metropolitan
through its project Grubstake (GSP) woul re-

cruit professionals and nonprofessionals for 'direct

and indirect placement slots. Recruitment would
include involved agencies, as well as walk-ins.

The Urban League of Metropolitan Denver, Inc
through NUL-stated programs would receive

technical assistance through NUL Office of Man-
power Development and Training (OPDT) under
its Title HI DOL contract (U.S. Department of

Labor).

Projected Employment Opportunities
In U.S. Federal Region VIII in Energy
industries, 1976 to 1986

According to U.S. Department of Labor statistics,

from 1976 td 1985, 7,654 construction jobs and 7,251

operation jobs will be created in Colorado alone in

electric poWerplants, coal conversion/gasification
plants, and coal mining (surface and underground),

Federal Register. Part III. Department ofLabor, June 23. 1976.

Ibid.. p, 26333 (93.33)(2)(i) lk (6),
' Robert I. Brown, Regional Administrator. Employment and Training
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, Region VIII. "Energy-Em-

ployment: The Critical Dependency in the U.S. Economy" (paper
delivered to the National Commission for Manpower Policy, San Francis-

co, Calif ; Oct, 14, 1976). tables 1 though 6,

for a total of 14,905 jobs. For Region VIII, in these'

three industries, 70,412 jobs, will be created (see

tables 3-8).6 (Projections in the region for crude oil
and natural gas production, uranium mining, and
solar energy through. 1983 are too inconclusive to
include, but certainly produce additional jobs.) .

If the formulation often used by economic ,plan-
ners of three jobs indirectly created for, ever* new
job directly created prevails, we are looking at

.

direct and indirect jobs created in Region VIII by
energy development totaling 281,648 between 1976

and 1985.
When counterposed against total reported unem-

ployed in Region VIII, Jiine 1978, of 155,200,6 and

even taking 'into consideration continued growth
(over the 9-year period) in she labor force, it it
obvious that the job opportunitiei in energy-related
industries and supportive serviact could be a major
factor in reducing unemployment for ill the region's
unemployed and are especially critical for the urban
minority unemplOyed (see table 2 for the total
minority labor force unemployed iq the region in

June 1978),
Dr. Bernard Anderson of the Wharton School,

University of Pennsylvania, postulates thrit'black
workerv improve their status in occupational fields
based on factors of "level and rate of growth of
employment in the field." These growth fields
discussed above could represent significant opportu-
nities for black and minority workers if-efforts of the
public and private sectors combine to increase job

awareness, training opportunities, and resources
among their primary job services agents to secure
careers for such workers in occupations directly and
indirectly expanded through new energy produc-

tion.

Barriers to the Employment of
Minorities in Energy-Related
Industries in the Intermountain West

"If the company would stand behind its black
workers, we wouldn't have to take all the insults we

get out in small towns" (statement of a black oilfield
worker in an interview, October 1978).

While many public policy questions will affect the

final reality of employment projections such as those

Re:portal Energy/Jobs Mink:or,
Bernard E. Anderson. "Energy Policy and Black Employment; A

Preliminary Analysis" (paper prepared for presentation to the Allied Socia1

Sciences Annual Meeting, Chicago, Ill., Aug, 29. tw), p, 12,
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TABLE 3
Underground Coal Mining, Employment Requirements/Operation,'
Fedral Region VIII, 1976-85

Occupation Wyoming Utah Colorado bgIon
/4)

Continuous miner operator 106 473 240 819
Loading machine operator ' 106 473 k 240 819
Machine operator helper 106 473 240 819
Shuttle car operator 210 \ 955. 589 1,754
Roof bolter 210 955 589 1,754
Bratticeman 106 473 240 819
Utility man 106 473 240 819
Mechanic (section) 106 473 240 819
Electrician 41 183 100 324.
Supply motorman 23 109 57 189
Beitman 70 301 149 .520
Trackman 36 170 81 287

WIreman 36 170 81 287
Mason (precision) 39 179 89 , 307
Pumper 11 ss 36 105
Utility crew 84 294 130 488
Roving mechanic 34 189 '84 287
Fireboss (union) 11 59 40 . 110
Lampman, 11 60 35 , 108
Front-end loader operator 10 48 28 84
Shop mechanic 31 153 69 253
Superintendent 4 12 14\ Io 30
General mine foreman 4 11 15 '30
Assistant mlne foreman 11 47 32 . 90
Section foreman 106 473 241 . 820

Maintenance superintendent 5 13 18 38
General shop foreman 5 15 14 34
Mine maintenance foreman 11 50 32 93
Chief mine engineer 5 13 17

Draftsman 5 1 6 15
Survey crew 1 11 45 35
Safety director 5 , 15 15
Safety inspector 11 53 36
Duet sampler 11 51 35
Office manager 5 12 15
Timekeeper & bookkeeper 5 18 15
Purchasing supervisor 5 14 18 , 35
Warehouseman 18 78 50 , 2 ,.

TOTAL 1,898 7,833 4,210

35
28,
91
35

100
97

. 32
38

'Direct employment requirements
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Adminlitration, Region VIII,

1.
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TABLE 4
Surface Coal Mining, Employment RequIrementslOperation,' Federal Region VIII,
1976-85

Occupation Colo. Mont.

DraglIne or/shovel op. (0)* 54 45
Dragline or shovel oiler (0) 53 45
Bulldozer op. (o) 54 53

Driller (0) 63 68
Driller helper (0) 63 68
Bulldozer op. (w/drills) 48 49
Shooter (0) 18 15

Explosive truck op. 17 15

Driller (C) 4 8
Driller helper (C) 4 8

Shovel op (C) 34 22
Shovel op. oiler (C) 33 22
Front-end loader op. 34 22
Shooter (C) 4 8

Pitman (C) 33 19

Truckdriver (C) 117 96
oad grader op,
ater truckdriver

33
17

29
14

Lubrication truckdriver 50 . ,
42 0

Supply truckdriver 50 , -42-----
Mechanic 142 126

Electrician 74 62

Welder 1r 69 62 '

Machinist 13 18

Wheel tractor scraper 66 62
Bulldozer op. (reclam.) 66 62

Utilityman 101 - 78

Superintendent . 10 3

Gen. pjt foreman 16 ' 13

Pit foibman 50 35

Maintenance supt. , 10 12

Maintenance /oreman 23 14

Mining engineer 9 6

Safety inspector 22 13

Office manager , 11 3

Purchasing agent 10 4 ",

Timekeeper 10 . 4

Bookkeeper 10 '4

Warehousernan 23 17

TOTA,L 1,518 1,288

...,
.14.

(0) isoyerburden; Icy Is coal.
"Direct employment requrrements. - -

N.D.

27
27
35
32
32
31
9
9
8
8

18 I

18
18
-8
18
86
18
9

27
_ 27

81

40
40
18
36
36
54

2
8

27
4

114
, 4
14
4
4
3
3

15

872

Utah Wyo.' Rigion

19
19
27
18
18
23
7
7
II
8

132
132
150
185
184
142
44
48
21
20.-

277
276
319
366
365
293

93
' 96

49
48

13 76 163
13 76 162
13 76 163
8 20 48

13 76 159
69 332 700
13 88 181
7 44 91-

19 122 260
19 132 , 270
55 426 827

28 200 404
28 200 399
18 36 103
25 200 389
25 200 389
37 264 534

3 14 32
6 44 87

19 132 .263
P 24 53 ,

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Region VIII.
i

10 62 123'
4 26 49

10 62 ,- 121
3 24 45
3 24 45
3 -.24 44
3 25 45 ,

10 62 127

634= 4,146 6,458
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TABLE 5
Electric Powerplants, Employment Requirements/Construction,'
Federal Region VIII, 1976-85

Occupation Colo. Mont. N.D. S.D. Utah Wyo. Region

Boilermaker 1,287 765 745 200 .1,550 673 5,220
Carpenter 309 184 179 '48 372 173 1,265
Cement finisher 52 , 31 30 8 62 24 207
Electrician 824 490 477 128 992 663 3,574
Iron worker 258 152 149 40 310 156 1,065
Laborer 410 245 238 64 496 302 1,755
Millwright 258 152 '149 40 310 241 1,150
'Oper. engineer 412 245 238 64 496 215 1,670
Painter 52 9 31. 30 8 62 59 242
Pipefitter 927 551 536 144 1,116 738 4,012.
Teamster 103

r 61 60 16 124 . 81 445
Other 258 153 149 40 310 271 1,181

TOTAL 5,150 3,060 2,980 800 6,200 3,596 21,786

'Direct employment requirements.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Abministration, Region. VIII.
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TABLE 6
Electric Powerplants, Employment Requirements/Operation,'
Federal Region VIII, 1976-85

Occupation Colo. Mont. N.D. S.11. Utah Wyo. Region

Plant mgr. 4 3 1 4 3 15

Plant sua. 3 1 2 3 2. 11

Results engr. 4 3 1 4 4 16

Operations spa. . .4 3 1 4 4 16

Shift sow. 19 14 4 19 18 75

Mnt. spin.. 4 3 1 4 4 16

Elec. & mnt. sow. 4 3 1 4 4 16

Plant eng. 4 3 1 4 4 16

Chern. pro. eng.. 4 3 1 4 4 16

Office sow. 4 3 1 4 4 16

Warehouseman 11 1 7 8 2 11 11 44

Clerical 11 1 9 2 10 11 44

Custodian 4 2 1 4 4 16

Control rm. 32 12 20 4 36 40 144

Asst. cont. 20 4 12 4 24 28 92

Equip. op. 32 12 20 4 36 40 144

Boiler att. 76 22 48 12 86 96 340

Lab. tech. 20 2 ', 15 5 20 20 82

Yard op. 15 12 11 3 15 15 71

Coal op. 32 4 x 4 36 -. 4Q , 136

Coal yard men 18 9 13 3 18 18 79

Laborers 28 5 18 4 31 34 120

Relief op. 14 8 2 17 20 61

Welder 13 4 8 2 15 17 '. 59

Mach. 4 3 1 4 4 16

Lead mech. 4 3 1 '4 4 16

Mech. I '41 ,.'16 25 5 47. 53 18T

Mech. hlpr. 49 18 31 7 55 ''' 61 221

Lead elec. 3 2 2 3 . 3 13

Elec. I 13 4 8 .. 15 17 59

Elec. ll 27 8 18 4 29 31 117

Lead inst. 4 , 2 4 2 3 3 18

Inst. I 13 3 10 4 13 14 57

Inst. II 19 4 11 1 23 25 83

Appr. inst. 6, 2 4 ''. 4 16

Paint & mtlsm. 26 7 19 5 28 29 114

TOTAL
,

589 154 388 96 641 693 2,561
.

'Direct employment requirements.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Region VIII.
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TABLE 7
Coal Conversion-Gasification Plants, Employment RequIrements/Construction,'
Federal Region V111,1976-85

Occupation Colo. Mont. N. Dakota Wyoming Region

Carpenter 166 332 332 332 1,162
Cement cons. 37 74 74 74 259
iron worker 143 286 286 286 1,001
Laborer 197 394 394 394 1,379
Millwright 14 28 28 28 . 98
Exc. equip. op. 153 306 306 306 1,071
Pipefitter 723 1,446 1,446 1,446 5,061
Electrician 257 514 514 514 1,799
Asbestos worker 114 228 228, 228 798
Painter 50 100 100 100 350
Sheet metal worker 9 18 18 18, 63
Mason 3 6 6 6 21
Teamster 48 96 96 96 336
Drafting 50 100 . 100 100 350
Surveying 15 30 30 30 105

1

,Boilermaker 155 310 310 310 1,085
Weider / 120 240 240 240 840
Engineer 250 500 500 500 1,750

TOTAL 2,504 5,008 ,5,008 '5,008 17,528

'Direct employment requirements.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration,Region VIII.
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TABLE 8
Coal Conversion=GasIfIcatIon Plants, Employment RequIrementslOperatIon,'
Federal Region VIII, 1976-85

Occupation Colo. Mont. N. Dakota 'Wyoming Region

Operator 50 100 / ,100 100 r 350

Helper 38 76 76 76 266

:Controlnian 15 30 30 30 105

Pumper 13 26 26 26 91

Utilityman 7 . 14 14 14 49

Fireman 7 14 14 '014 49

Foreman 20 40 40 40 140
1,

Instrument tech. 35 70 70 70 245

Mechanic 28 56' 56 56 196

Equip. op.
.

32 64 64 64 224

Welder 38 76 76 76 266

Bricklayer 24 48 48 48 168

Bricklayer helper 24 48 48 48 168

Electrician ,' 35 70 70 70 245

Electrician helper 35 .c 70 70 70 245

Carpenter 25 50 50 50 175

Painter 24 48' 48 '' 48 168

Pipefitter 38 76 . 76 76 4, 266

Pipefitter. helper 38 76 76 76 266.

Mechanic -38 76 76 76 266

Mechanic helper 38 76 76 76 266

Master machinist 32 ,64 64 64 224

Gen. maintenance 76 152 152 152 532

Foreman 60 120 1204' 120 420

Management 18 36 36 36 126

Sales 7 14 14 14 49

Personnel dept. 6 12 12 42

Accounting. 9 111 18 18 63

Safety ' 3 6 6 6 21

Medical 3 6 ,.. 6 6 21

Maintenance 13 26 26 26 91

Security 18. 36 36 36 126

Secretarial
. 13 26 26 26 91

Warehouse 13 26 26 26 91

Office service 6 12 12 12 42

Engineering & technical 55 110 110 110 385

TOTAL 934 1,868 1,868 1,868 6,538

'Direct employment requirements.
Source: U,S, Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Region VIM,
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above, jobi there As is the case Historically in
this country, the extent to which black and other
minority workers participate in the process of
energy production will surely boil down to deter-
mined public intervention in the hiring and training
process, and tbe resultant changes in labor market
behavior by the private sector. There are formidable
barriers that currently exist to the disadvantage of
black workers who choose to gain employment in
energy jobs.

1. Energy producers have, in my educated ob-
servation, been "undermonitored" by governmental
"affirmative action" compliance agencies, from the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission to the Energy
Research and Development Administration
(ERDA), to the Department of the Interior. As
such, the black and brown work force employed bY
such induttries is among the ,smallest percentage-
wise in any industry in the country. In 1970 blacks
Made up only 2.9 percent of workers in coal mining
and 2.5 percent of workers in natural gas produc-
tion.'° Our observation of affirmative action pro-
grams in suet' industries is that they are wholly
lacking in impact. Racial discrimination and exClu-
sion seem to be the order of.the day.

2. Energy production takes place, in most cases
in the region, in locations remote from the metropol-
itan 'areas where most black workers live._ Seventy-
two percent of Colorado's black population lives in
the Denver metropolitan area. Only one of the
energy-impacted counties of Colorado's western
slope had a significant minority population in 1975
according to the U.S. census (Mesa County with
421)." While there is an indication of the historic
presence of black and brown workers in.nearly all of
Region VIII's towns and locales, with the exception
of Native Americans and Hispanics in some specific
locations, the present demography shows that ener-
'gy-impacted sites in Region VIII' are for the most
part white or Anglo populated. There are reports of
significant public accommodation and institutional
discrimination against minorities in these locales. A
major community relocation effort would seem to be
needed if these energy-impacted towns are to be

f made hospitable to black and brown workers and
their families.

3. Lack of Information on Jobs in Energy: To our
knowledge at the Urban League of Metropolitan
Denver, no agency or organization, public or pri-

'" Ibid., table 4.
" U.S , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Colorado
Counties with Significant Minority Populations (1975).
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vate, provides minority workers or their families
with information on jobs available in the energy

;Industries as a major function of that agency.
Certainly there are no social service agencies in
Denver, besides the Urban_ League, that have this
emphasis. Our resources are so strained, however,
that at this time our ability to provide adequate
counseling on such occupations is limited. We have
proposed "Grubstake" as a partial answer to the
problem of providing a central agency that can serve
as a clearinghouse on job information for Colorado
and, with proper funding, for the whole region.

Further, we have observed that while the energy
production boom is much publicized, neither public
nor private agencies, including schools and institu-
tions of higher education in Colorado and the rest of
Region VIII, make an "affirmative action" effort to
give special counseling and information to minority-
group students and workers relating to jobs in
energy industries. An energy job information and
service center such as we -have proposed could link
with other institutions to remedy this paucity of
information in minority communities. Lastly, as in
other occupations, since insignificant numbers of
minority workers live near, or have relatives or
friends working in energy production, the minority
worker has only vague ideas of the job opportunities
that exist in energy-producing industries.

4. Lack of seed money funds for minority workers
to relocate: Unles'i "grubstake" funds are available to
the unemployed, urban minority workers to relo-
cate, there will be no likelihood that significant
numbers will migrate to towns and counties where
production exists. We have proposed a grant tind
loan fund of up to $500 per individual family.
Perhaps a revolving loan fund is the most optimum
solution to workers' "front-end needs." A demon-
stration of several alternatives would be useful to
achieve an understanding of workers' needs, costs
involved, motivational factors, etc.

5. Job Training Needs: Half of the jobs discussed
above (tables 3-8) are construction jobs; the other
occupations range from operatives to technicians to
professionals. It is obvious that extensive job training
programs will be needed to adequately move em-
ployed and underemployed minority workers into
the upper categories of unemployment created by
expanded energy production. However, a good
number of these occupations involve "on-the-job"



training and/or involve skills or experience already
possessed by the urban minority unemployede.g.,
warehousemen, office managers, purchasing super-
visors, bulldozer operations, tpickdrivers, bookkeep-:
ers, laborers, (construction), clerical workers, labor-
ers (operation), painters, general maintenance, sales,

security, etc.
CETA funds should be extensively used by prime

sponsors to prepare workers for jobs that indicate
growth of demand in energy industries. The current
opportunities for minority apprentice and preap-
prentice training should be gradually increased to
meet the projected demand level, with emphasis on
those minority workers who are willing to relocate,

at least for significant periods, in energy-impacted

areas.
Basic skills and education programs such as

Opportunities Industrialization Centers (OIC)

should be expanded for pretraining needs of disad-
vantaged, urban minority workers, thus broadening

the pool of "trainable" minority workers who could

be recruitable for energy occupations. Pre-high
school, career, and vocational education programs
should be instituted in urban school systems in the

region, which would adequately orient minority
youngsters to the occupational choices that are
projected to be available through expanding energy

production.
6. Social Barriers: The energy .,"boomtowns" of

the Intermountain West, and projected "boom-
towns," can be characterized as localities that have
major shortages of social and environmental assets

that are desirable for all familieshousing shortages,

medical services gaps, school and recreational short-

ages, public services, etc. Black and minority work-

ers will likely have short shrift in competing for
these resources unless public policy intervenes to

assure equal opportunity in these heretofore all-
white communities.

Along with the community relations programs
mentioned above, current efforts to provide aid to

such communities ,by Federal and State agencies

must be accelerated to produce "livable" environ-

ments for all workers.

1, Dud
1. Denver City Planning Office, unofficial estimate, 1978

14 !bid

Anticipated Minority Worker
Response to 'Opportunities In Energy
Production Employment in Rural
Areas in .Region VIII

Black workers have been bighly mobile through- ",,
out this country's history and especially since the
early 1900s. The mass exodus from the rural South
to the industrial Northeast and Midwest at the
beginning of this century was in fact the impetus for
the creation for the National Urban League and Was

what social Scientists describe as one of the major
population migrations of this country's history. Two
obvious factors motivating black workers' mobility
have been and continue to be poverty and discrimi-
nation in their current community and the prospects
for greater economic opportunity in another locale.

Areas with job opportunities and anticipated
social access to the "good life" draw black and.
minority workers as they do others, and the Western
States, at least the large cities in Colorado and Utah,
have had significant attraction to black workers.

Denver's black population has grown from 15,055
in 1950'2 to an estimated 80,000 in 1978,12 with a 70
percent growth from 47,011 in 1970 to 80,000 in
1978.14 Colorado Springs' black population has
grown to 18,000 in 1978.15 An unofficial estimate of
black population in Utah is 14,000 in 1978, largely
residing in Salt Lake City and Ogden.

Craig, Colorado, and Douglas, Wyoming, are no
more remote to Intermountain West blacks than Salt
Lake City was to Mobile, Alabama, black people 10
years ago; and, again, if there is the promise of better
social and economic conditions in Craig and Doug-
las, some black workers will respond.

The Urban League of Metropolitan Denver has
received approximately 30 inquiries per month
(estimate) from black workers who are interested in
energy jobs over the last years We feel that the
growing number of inquiries relates to an increasing
awareness by black workers of the potential energy
employment opportunities, our publicization of the
Urban League's interest in these jobs f6r blacks and
minorities, and -the interest of black workers in
improving their job status by entering an emerging
field of work. Put simply, if public policy on
affirmative action, espanded energy employment,
and assurances of reasonable social justice converge,
there is reason to believe black workers will venture

" Estimate, Charles Guy, executive director, Urban League of the Pikes

Peak Region, 1978
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into these rural and semirural places for temporary
and permanent jobs and living opportunities.

As one young black worker told me, "I believe
.the Urban League should continue to push for jobs
in energy production for black people because I
have two younger brothers in the slums of Atlanta
whim I want to have the choice of coming out here
[Colorado and Wyoming] to make $7.00 an hour just
like these white boys." (Conversation with a client,
October 1978.)

Social Acceptance for Black Workers
In Rural intermountain Western
Towns

In 1962, IBM opened a major fabrication and
manufacturing plant in Rochester, Mithiesota. The
plant was to hire approximately 3,000 employees.
IBM officials began -to work with §1. Paul Urban
League officials in 1964 to begin a major effort to
integrate that facility'smork force.

Rochester had been a ,nea,rly all-white, affluent
town, heavily influenced tiy the Mayo Clinic, Which
was the major employer. The tiny population of
black re2idents was ghettoized and confined to
service jobs. IBM, with the Urban League's assis-
tance, began to recruit and hire black workers at all
employment levels in their faeility. At the same time,
IBM officials began an intensive effort with commu-
nity leaders, service clubs, -golayd Hospital officials,
and city government to get support and endorse-
ment for integrating Rochester as a community.

Significant success was made in creating a climate
of official acceOtance of minority workers in Roch-
ester, and, even though' racial incidents and inter-
group conflict flared in a number of situatidhs over
the Jinsuing years, some of the black families that
relocated in Rochester from throughout the upper
Midwest have remained.;

This anecdote is offered to indicate that penetra-
tion of currently all-white communities in Region
VIII by black workers will be moredbr less success-
ful based on the tlegree of plannins, community
relations, followup, and involvemea by private,
public, and civic institutions that have responsibility
to ensure good community reaction and relations
and equal opportunity.

There will assuredly be racist 'reactions as well as
positive reactions. On the other hand, Denver (and
New York City) are not absent such negatiye

1' Brown, "Energy,Ernployment," pp I and 2
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responses. Some black workers will find ways of
penetrating such communities with or without publ-
ic intervention. Individual communities and their
citizens will react in a variety of ways based on any
number of unpredictable factors, including commu-
nity leadership attitudes, economic base, the status
and role of black workers, age and cultural back-
ground of black and white workers, the posture of,
city or town officials, the number of black workers
immigrating, and the sex and marital status of the
black and white workers.

Summary
Federal Region VIII contains "about one-half of

the Nation's coal reserves, all of the commercially
interesting oil shale, about 93 percent of the uranium
reserves, extensive geothermal resources, hydroelec-
tric, gas and oil' reserves." Whatever Federal
policies regarding energy production and uses are
finally hammered out in Congress, the immediate
future and long-term expeciation is for an expanded
production of Region VIII's energy reserves. The
current work force is not adequate to exploit fully
Region VIII's energy reserves, either numerically or
in terms of skills required. Unemployed and under-
employed minority workera in the region's metro-
politan areas should be recruited and trained to
assure their receipt of equal opportunity to fill the
region's energy manpower needs. An ,extensive .

educational and community relations effort will be
required to assure social justice and acceptable social
environmental conditions for minority workers in
rural areas of the region, where much of the energy
production will take place.

Due to the many public, Federal, and State funds
and resources involved in energy production in
Region VIII, and the Federal contractor status of
most energy prk.rducers involved, ag ressive affirma-
tive action equal employment pro ams are neces-
sary and required by the Civil Ri ts Act of 1964oand

Federal Executive Order 11246 as amended.
The Urban League of Metropolitan Denver's

Grubstake proposal represents the only current
proposal for a comprehensive approach to managing
the entry of significant numbers of black and other
minority workers into energy production. Appropri-
ate public intervention is required, including en-
abling funding to the Urban League and other
minority manpower and social services agencies in



the region, if minority workers are to receive a
reasonable share of the benefits that will accrue to
workers in the region due to increased energy
production.

Concluding Notes
This paper is intended as a discussion of the issue

of black and minority workers' role in the produc-
tion of energy resources in Federal Region VIII. It

is certainly not exhaustive, and much more research,
planning, and development of appropriate manpow-
er systems and licy decisions will be required if
equal opportunity is to ,Nccur in energy production
in Region VIII. It is I. -Ted that this report will
stimulate necessary action in the public and private
sectors of the region to bring equal employment

opportunity about.

a
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Energy Development in the Intermountain West Its
Impact on Women and Minorities

ay Patricia Schroeder*

To confront and resolve our national energy
.problems, programs to conserve energy are being
developed, and neW energy sources and projects are
being disCovered and constructed. In the Rocky
Mountain area and the northern Great Plains, coal
and oil shale are the most promising sources of
energy. However, construction of new energy
projects in these areas and other areas throughout
the country has resulted in a traumatic transforma-
tion in the small, rural communities where the,
projects are located. The small, relaxed community
where everyone knows his or her neighbor is
transformed, almost overnight, into a community of
unfamiliar faces, noise, Congestion, and Fonfugion
an energy "boomtown."

Construction of new energy projeCts can provide
benefits to the ,communities in which they are
located by expanding the economic base of those
communities, thus providing greater emproyment
opportunities. But local communities may suffer
immediate negative impacts while the region as a
whole will enjoy long-range economic benefits.

An immediate problem in the boomtown is that of
housing. All available housing is taken and mobile
homes appear, spread, and scatter across the land,
creating "aluminum ghettos." It is not the mobile
home itself that is the problem, but inadequate
planning, lack of control over siting, and few
amenities. ,

While housing is an immediate concern in the
boomtown, other problems follow. Overcrowded
schools, traffic congestion, need for additional tax

Ms. Schroeder is fourtlttenn U.S. Representative from the Pint
Congressional District of Colorado,

U.S.. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Rapid Growth
from Enmity Projects: Ideas for State and Local Action (March 1976). p,2.
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money to provide for services to the expanded
community, sewage problems, alcoholism, law-
lessness, and failure of the settled community to
assimilate its newcomers are characteristics of the
boomtown. Life in the community undergoes an
immediate change as symptoms of urbanization
occur. Particularly significant are possible tensions
between long-time residents and newcomers, and the
lack of adtivities for wives of project workers.'

Typical energy projects are shown in table 1,

which provides some insight into the rapid popula-
tion increase in the boomtown and into the risk of a
'subsequent "bust" after a relatively short period of
time when those who, come in to develop the area
leave after the project becomes operational. Con-
struction workers and their families are the source of
the first population boom. Recent experience disc--
loses that between 50 and 75 percent of the construc-
tion workers bring their families with them, adding
to the population increase and school needs.' Fol-
lowing the construction workers are the secondary
workersthe support staff or employees needed as a
result of the upsurge in employment in the commu-
nity.

Although several studies of rapid growth brought
about by energy development have been made by
agencies of the Federal Government and regional,
State, and local agencies and organizations, these
studies have focused on the physical plant and
financing of boomtowns. Although the studies have
merit, not one of them is slireCted to an analysis of
the impact of boomtowns and energy policies on

Ibid.
Ibid.. p. 5.
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TABLE 1
Typical Energy Projects

Project Size
Construction

time (yrs.)

Peak
force

(construction)
Operating

force

Coal export mine 9M tons/yr. 2-3 175-200 325-475

Electric generating plant 700 MW 4-6 750-950 75-100

(including coal mine) 2,250 MW 6-8 2,000-3,000 1,050-1,250

Substitute gasification plant
(includes coal mine)

250 mcf/day 2.573 3,000-3,500 1,050-1,250

Oil shale processing *facility
(includes mining)

50,000,bbl/day 3-4 2,400 . 1,050-1,450

Nuclear powerplant 1,600 MW 5-9 2,500 150

Offshore oil and gas support Per rig 3-4 175 90

Plaiform fabrication facilit 2 platforms/yr. 5 400, 1,000-1,500

Deepwater port 2 mooring spaces 3-4 1,250 75-90

Liquified natural gas (LNG)
conversion plant

1,000 mcf/day 2-3 300-400 50-100-

011 refinery 250,000 bbl/day 2.5-3 3,500-4,500 450-900

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Rapid Growth from Energy Projects: Ideas lor Statoand Local

Action (March 1976), p. 2,

women, minorities, the elderly who must live on
fixed incomes, or on Native Americans. For this
reasons, I think the papers prepared for this confer-
ence will provide a major contribution to the
knowledge of the impact of energy development on
women and minorities.

There are some -studies, however, of rural eco-
nomic development that may give us some clues to
the impact of boomtowns on these groups. In a 1975
study of the impact of large industry in a rural area
where a steel plant was located that created '1,000

new jobs over a 6Lyear period in an area with 1,700
existing jobs, the following was found:

that the plant has contributed to raising the
level of income and reducing income inequality.
However, four groups have not fared as well as
the community as a wholewomen, those over
65, those with less than a. high school education,
and those not in the labor force. The industriali-
zation did not prevent the income gap between

, Department of Commerce, Large industry in d Rural Arta:
Dernagraphk. Economic. and Social Impart by Gene F Summen) (1973),

these groups aria' the stronger economic com-
petitors from increasing between 1966 and 1971.

Educational attainment increased for males but
.not for females, in relation to the control area.4

While the situation described above is not con?-
pletely analogous to the boomtown phenomenon,
certain comparisons stand out. The only thing
mentioned in an earlier study on the impaat of the
boomtown on women Was:

Boomtowns pre often not good places for
wives. The iiives of construction workers are
mostly living in "aluminum ghettos" on the
fringe of urban settlements. There are few jobs
for women in construction work, and support
jobs don't increase as fast as the population.
Activitieseducational, social, and cultural
are limited, and there may be "culture shock"
for those who moved from large urban centers.
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Schools may be crowded and recreation limited
for children.

3

In larger, more balanced communities there are
job opportunities for women. Boomtowns don't
have those opportunities. Little attention has
been given to creating jobs for women.'

The elderly, 58 percent of whom ire women
according to the 1970 census, also experience espe-
cially severe impacts from the boomtown phenome-
non. Moreover, the number of elderly women living
alone increased 43 percent during the 1960-70
decade.

Most of the elderly have been in the community
for a long time and counted on a quiet retire-
ment in a community they knew. With the rapid
growth, the community is no longer quiet and
may not be recognizable. Many elderly are on
fixed incomes, so the inflation in rents and
prices hits them especially hard. If they are
renting, it may no longer be possible for them to
remain in their communities.'

Because the construction jobs resulting from the
tiew energy projects are filled by outsiders, minori-
ties and women already living in the communities
are not likely to benefit from the increase in
construction jobs.

Energy policy and resource development also
have an impact on the .Native Americans who own
land on which anywhere from 12 to 30 percent of
our energy resources are located. Because of the'
unique fiduciary relationship between the U.S. Gov-
ernment and the American Indians, the Government
acts as a legal trustee for the land and water rights of
the American Indians. Indian tribes have alleged
that the Government is approving leases for non-
Indian development of tribal-owned mineral, oft, and
gas resources at prices far below competitive market
value. The Indian tribes are trying to take the
initiative in this matter and renegotiate many leases
to give themselves a competitive advantage. In
.addition, the Indian tribes want to mange and
develop these resources.

In an effort to achieve these goals, 25 Indian tribes
formed an organization called the Council of Energy
Resource Tribes (CERT), which opened an office in
Washington, D.C., in. 1977 after a 2-year planning
period. On October 17 of this year, the Department
of the Interior's Office of Surface Mining signed a

HUD, Rapid Growth from army Pialecti, pp. 25-26,
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formal agreement with CERT kir a comprehensive
8700,000 study of surface mining of coar on Indian
lands. According to a CERT magazine, CERT
membership claims ownership of 15 percent of total
coal reserves in the United States.

Policy Initiatives
While studies have explored the financial' aspects

of the boomtown phenoinenon, they have, for the
nicest part, neglected the problems of wbmen, minor-

. ities, and the elderly. Additional studies should be
conducted by the Federal Government and by State
and local governments to determine the special
needs of these groups so that social planning to help
meet these needs can be implemented. Also, greater
efforts should be made to coordinate Federal energy
planning with State and local planning efforts.

In those few studies where the impact of energy
policies and boomtowns on women has been ad-
dressed, women have been viewed in traditional
roles, despite the fact that women now comprise 5
percent of all craft and kindred workers. The studies
reveal no attempts to recruit more women foi
construction jobs, even though more and more
women wish to enter the job market in nontradition-
al professions such 'as the construction industty.
Secondary or support positions, which appear to be
reserved for women, pay less 'than construction
pdsitions: To reverse the negative impact of boom-
towns on women, efforts should be made to imple-
ment affirmative action plans for the recruitment of
women into nontraditional jobs, such as those
required by the Department of Labor's Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs
(DOL/OFCCP) regulations on goals and timetables
for the participation of women and minorities in the
construction industry.

There should be greater Federal efforts to provide
money in the form of grants or loans to the impacted
areas so that social services such as hospital care,
alcohol abuse programs, schools, Old transportation
can be improved. This would help to alleviate the
negative impact of the boomtowns on women and
minorities. Moreover, low-interest loans could be
made available for women and minorities who wish
to start businesses in the rapid growth areas.

In the 95th Congress, Senator Airy Hart intro-
duced S. 1493, a bill that would have provided up to
SI billion in loans and guarantees over the next '10.

8 Ibid.. p. 25,
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years to helii defray the costs of new facilities and
public programs needed in areas where new energy
facilities have resulted in the doubling or tripling of
the local population. I support such legislation aimed
at alleviating the special problems faced by Women,
minorities, and the elderly in boomtowns. Congress,
in its oversight function, should monitor compliance
by the construction industry of the DOL/OFCCP
affirmative action regulations.

.1n its Management Information Service Report of
March 1977, the International City Management
Association recommended 11 key action steps to
assure that critical needs are met in areas experienc-
ing rapid growth caused by energy development. I
recommend that these steps be followed as a
minimum effort in coping with the boomtown
phenomenon.

I. Organize to manage rapid growthinvolve
citizens, cooperate with other affected govern-
ments, and assign responsibility for planning
and action.

2. Estimate impacts at a rough level; updating
and intensifying review as more information
becomes available.

3. Develop a "rapid growth plan,- setting up a
program and schedule for responding to pro-
jected impacts.

4. Adopt industrial zoning and performance
standards to control impacts from the energy
facility.

1Ip

.0"

5. Adopt mobile home park controls to mini-
mize impacts from population growth.

6. Negotiate with industry to get the best
possible offer before api5roving construction.

7. Encourage industry to hire locally, eape-
cially women, and to offer necessary training
opportunities.

8. Upgrade salaries, pensions, and training
programs to retain present local government
employees.

9. Create an operating budget for the life of .
the project, if possible, and provide for a six-
thonth update.

10. Adopt a Capital tinproement program:

a) determining magnitude of capital needs,

b) setting priorities for construction, and

c) determining available financing.

11. Plan for temporary services and facilities
to cover the population boom/bust phenome-
non during construction.

Although these are only the first steps, they are
much-needed steps ine the right direction. With

proper planning and coordination, we can help both
the old and new residents of boomtowns cope with
the problems of rapid energy development and
ensure that there are adequate public facilities and
job opportunities for all groups, including women
and minorities.
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oil Development on the Northern Cheyenne
eservation

Profile' Of the Northern Cheyenne %.

Legal History
The Northern Cheyenne, remargably proud,

.courageous, 'and ,skilled tribe ut warriors7,-fiercely
resisted the:white man's march into the Great Plains.

(- The Northern Cheyenne, with the Sioux, defeated
Custer at Little Bighorn in 1876 ,and responded to
their subsequentr,-,banishment to Oklahoma ,with a
defiant trek flack io Montana in 1878 to reclaim their
homeland, which is now the reServation. Indeed, it is ,

believed that no other tribe; with the possible
exception of the Sioui played a, greater' part- in
resisting the settlement of the Plains.' '

Unlike moSt _tribes, the Northern Cheyenne Were
tit placed on a reservation until 1884. An Executive

order establiShed a reservation of 371,200 acres
(immediately to the east of the 3,504,0004creseser-

: vation of the traditional enemy of 'the Northern
Cheyenne, the Crowwho had served, as Custer's
scouts at Little Bighorn).2

Throughout the next 14 years,, Congress took no
legislative action whatsoever with respect to the ,

Northern Cheyennes-. In 1898, to alleviate friction
and bloodshed between the Northern Cheyenne and
whites On. the reservation, Congress directed that an,
inspector be sent to the reservation to determingthe

Mr. Chestnut is a member of the law firm of Ziontz, Pirtle.; Morrisset.
Ernstoff& Chestnut in Seattle, Washington. ,

R. Andrist, The Long DeathThe Last Day s of the Plains Indians(1964),

p. 70: U.S.: bepartrnent of.the Intirior Annual Report for 192a vol. IL
Report of the Board of Indian Commissioners. pp. 30-31.

Exec. Order of Nov. 26, 1884, I. C. Kappler, Indian AffairsLaws and

Treaties (190), p. 860, , 4

feasibility of transferrhig the Northern Cheyennes to
then Cro* Reservation. James McLaiighlin;-, a man
with a unique and vast experience in the Indir,.
Servicr-was apPointed by the Secretary of the
Interior to conduct this inSpection. The following
year, 1899, McLaughlin reported his findingsHe
rePOrtedthat the Northern Cheyennes were "among
the least civilized of the Indian Tribes," and were
regarded by the Crows as i"uncivilized and aggres.
sive." In his menioirs, McLaUghlin noted' that he
-found the Northern Cheyennes to be exceptionally
proud and accomplished warriors, whose "advance
in the arts of civilization was handicapped by their
warlike attributes., . .and they weie not curbed for
many years, after the other, warlike tribes had,
accepted the conditions impOsed by the whiteman."
McLaughlin donclqded that the remi'ival o' : the
Northern Cheyennes to the CroW Reservation, was
not feasi6le. He endorsed, instead, the buyingout
the white, interests on the reseriation and the
enlargement of the reseilvation by eipanding its
eastern boundary to th# Tongue River. These
recommendations were opted.'

Congressional activit3f With respect to the tribe
from 1903' until the Noihern Cheyenne Allottrient
Act of 1926 (discussed low)wai but nonihial and
limited. While other reervations in Montana and

Agt of July 1, 184, 30 Stat. 57 , 596.
' See T. McLaughlin, My Frlen4the Indian (1963 ed.).

H.R. -1Cep. No. 153, 55th Co g., 3d Sess. (1899).
.Ibid., p. 5.

' McLaughlin, My Friend the In tan : p. 81. '
Exec. Order of Mar. 19, 1903, 32 Stat:982, 1000.
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throughout the country were the objects of individ-
ualized,allotment acts and other tailored legislation,
Congress neglected the Northern Cheyenne.

This congressional neglect was-documitnted in the
course of the Senate Survey of Conditions of the
Indians in the United States, a survey that reexa-
mined Government Indian policies. The Senate'
investigator sent to the Northern Cheyenne _Reser-
vation in 1928 made the following observation:

The Northern Cheyenne Indians probably are
the most primitive among the tribes in the
northern part of the United States. With the
Sioux, their allies, they were the last Indians to
become "pacified" after the Custer battle in
1876. The reservation is isolated, and the Tact
that it has not been allotted has kept whites
away. Consequently these Indians are probably
more backward and closer to savagery than any
other Montana Indians. They are not well
organized and have not importuned Congress-
men or Senators for special favors. As a result
they seem to have been neglected by the Indian
Bureau, and the sanitary and, economic condi-
tions existing on the Tongue River [i.e., North-
ern Cheyenne] Reservation is a damning indict-
ment of bureaucratic indifference. This xeserva-
tion is literally a plague spot, and the entire
Northern Cheyenne Tribe is rotten with diseas-
e. . .The inevitable result is that the health
situation on the Tongue River Reservation is
steadily growing worse and now has reached a
stage so unbelievably bad Mat it constitutes a
black blot on the American flag. We have
established sanitary zones in the Philippines and
the Caribbean, but the Cheyenne Indians are
allowed to slowly perish amid almost indescrib-
able dirt, *disease, and general degradation. It is
almost incredible that responsible officials of
any civilized government, should permit such
disgraceful conditions in this day and

10age. . . .

Interestingly, the Senate investilator prophetical.
ly noted:

The entire Tongue River [i.e., Northern Chey-
enne] Reservation is underlaid with a thick vein
of coal. There are frequent outcrOppings. This
coal seems to be a cross between lignite and
bituminous coal and is of fairly high quali-

. Initiafed by Sen. Res. 79, 70th Coag 1st Sess. (-1928).

" Hearing On Indian Affairs Before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee
on In;llah Affairs. 72nd Cong., 1st Sess., pt: 23, "Montana," pp. 12841-42.
" Ibid p. 12848.

Act of Feb, 8. 1887,24 Stat. 388, 25 Stat. U.S.C. §33I et seg. (1970).
Act,ofJune 3, 1926, 44 Stat. 690. ,

Act ofJune 18, 1934, 48 Stat. 984, 25 U.S.C. §§46 1-79 (1970),
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ty. . . .The coal on the Tongue River Reserva-
tion cannot be developed commercially at this
tithe owing to lack of rail facilities. There is no
doubt, however, that some time the coal will
prove a valuable asset."

Q

Meanwhile,. in 1887 the fate of America's Indian
reservations was significantly affected by Congress'
enactment of the General Allotment Act of 1887."
While many reservations were allotted shortly there-
after, 39 years transpired before Congress adopted
an allotment plan for the Northern Cheyenne Reser-
vation in 1926.'3 In fact, the Northern Cheyenne
Tribe was the last American Indian tribe to receive
allotment. Actual allotment did not commence until
1932, and less than 2 years thereafterin 1934
Congress chose to terminate the practice of allot-
ment by its enactment of the Indian Reorganization
Act."

The Northern Cheyenne Allotment Act of 1926
declares the entire reservation to be the property on
the tribe. This was the first explicit congressional
confirmation of the tribe's title to the reservation. It
endowed the tribe with "recognized" title to the
land, a vested property. interest."

The 1926 act's allotment provisions authorized
limited, 160-acre allotments of agricultural and
grazing land to living tribal members. However, the
act specifically excluded all minerals from allotment.
Initially, this exclusion was to remain in effect for 50
years until 1976, whereupon each allottee was to
acquire ownership of the minerals beneath his
allotMent. However, a 1968 amendment to the act
extended in perpetuity tribal ownership of all, miner-
als on the reservation." The constitutionality of this
amendment was upheld in The Northern Cheyenne
Tribe v. Hollowbreast.

Finally, the 1926 Allotment Act, both in its
Original and amended forms, provides that the
Northern Cheyenne Tribal Council may lease reser-
vation minerals for mining purposes, with the

,consent)of the Secretary of the Interior; under the
generally applicable regulations and statutes gOvern-,
ing leasing of tribal minerals."

" See generally Sioux Tribe of Indians v. United States, 316 U.S. 317
(1942); Confederated Bands of Ute Indian's v. United States. 330 U.S. 169
(1947); Hynes v. Grimes Packing Co., 337 U.S. 86 (1949) (dictum).

Act ofJuly 24, 1968, 82 Stat. 424.
425 U.S. 649 (1976).
25 U.S.C. §§396g-396f; 25 C.F.R. Parts 171 and 177.
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TABLE 1
Affected Acreages (1976)

Land Uss Trust lands Fes lands Total %

Rangeland 290,100 6,000 296,100 66

Forest land 129,800 2,100, 131,900 30

Cropland 13,500 1,2-00 14,700 3.

Right-of-way 2,680 2,680

Urban or residential 750' .
750

<1
<1

Parks and recreation 470 40 51,0 <1

Water resources 240 24b <1

The Land Today. .
The Northern Cheyenne Reservation is located in

'southeastern Montana. It spans 36 miles from east to
west and 23 miles from north to south and encom-
passes an area of 447,000 acres. Two hundred and
seventy-two thousand acres (61 percent) are trust
lands owned by the tribe; 165,000 acres (37 percent)
are trust lands owned by individual Indians; and the
remaining 10,000 acres (2 percent) are owned in fee.
The subsurface beneath the entire reservation is in
the trust ownership of the tribe, except for Burling-

, ton-Northern's ownership of coal and iron beneath .

'5,400 acres (1 percent of the reservation). ,

The reservation lies within the northern Great
Plains region. It consists of grassy, high plains
capped by sandstone ridges. There is a thin and
fragile covering of topsoil. About one-third of the
reservation consists of low hills covered by irregular
stands of pine, while the streams are bordered by
cottonwood. The reservation landscape is a compos-
ite of ridges, plains, hillsides, valley bottoms, and
stream courses resulting from thousands of years of
natural weathering erosion, without interference by
tian. The result is a balanced natural landscape,
sufficient to provide life-support to its human and
animal populations. Reservation land uses are sum-
marized in table ,I.

Water is precious on the reservation. For example,
long-term records show a reservation-wide average
annual precipitation of 15.8 inches approximately.
And much of the interior reservation surface water
syitem is essentially no more than adequate to
support stock watering, very limited irrigation, and

" Northern Cheyenne Tribe v, Adak, et al., No. CV-76-20-BLO (D.

Mont.),

the needs of wildlife. Only the Tongue skliver,
constituting the eastern border of the reservation,
promises significant additional water resources.
However, the extent . of the tribe's claim to this
resource remnins to be cletermined in a water rights
adjudication currently pending in the Federal dis-
trict court in Billings, Montana."

Livestock production, particularly cattle ranch-
ing, is the primary business activity on the reservii-
hon. This consists simply of the grazing of cattle,
with an average of 32 acres of land being needed to
nupport the basic unit of production, a cow and her
calf. There are no feedlots on or near the reserva-
tion. The rancher trucks his ,fattened cattle to
Billings or Miles City for sale. The'in is 'much, room
for improvement in the economics of reservation
ranching. However, it is vital to note that reserva-
tion ranching is virtually the exclusive province of
Indian ranchersin sharp distinction to the situation
obtaining on other Indian reservations in Montana
and elsewhere, where ranching tends to be domi-
nated by non-Indians. There is no question that
ranching is the backbone of the Northern Cheyenne
economy and will remain so in years to come.

On the other hand, farming has traditionally been,
and remains at present, of minimal significance to
the reservation economy. However, to the extent it
does exist, it is dominated by Indian enterprise. A
recent significant development has been the estab-
lishment under the aegis of the tribe of a demonstra-
tion farm covering approximately 700 irrigated
acres.
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The reservation timber resource currently pro-
vides an economic return to the tribe and its
members, under a contract providing for the sale of
timber to a nearby off-reservation sawmill. While
the economic return to the tribe under this contract
is significant, it cannot be properly characterized as
a major .eontributor to the general reservation
economy.

There is no question that the reservation is
underlain by a massive coal reserve. In addition, it is
speculated that there, may be economically signifi-
cant oil and gas and uranium deposits; hoWever, no
reliable data regarding these deposits exist. Never-
theless, the tribe has received interesting exploration
proposals from several independent oil and ,gai
companies and has received a significant exploration
proPosal froth at least one ,major uranium mining
company. None of these proposals have been
deemed acceptable by the tribe. Finally, there is
some indication of the possibility of a geothermal
energy soarce on the reservation.

A recent report estimates that a toial of 23 billion
tons of coal, in seven coal beds, lies beneath the
reservation. Of these, perhaps 5 to 10 billion tons are
suitable for stripping. This deposit constitutes a
portion of the Fort Union formation. The value of
the Northern Cheyenne coal reserve is, reckoned in
terms of billions of dollars. This is principally a
result of two factors..In powerplants, the coal would
burn relatively cleanly and, therefore, in conformity
'with current air-quality regulations in distinction to
the more highly polluting eastern coals. Additional-
ly, vast portions of the deposit are located relatively
close to the surface and can therefore be mined by
strip mining, a technique substantially more efficient
and economic than traditional deep mining.

Substantial direct exploration work to determine
the nature and extent of the Northern Cheyenne coal
reserve was performed during the period 1966 ;to
1972 under the series of permits and leases that are
described below. H wever, there has been no
commercially significan coal mining on the reserva-
tion. There is presently n existence a very small
surface mine that operates simply for the purpose of
providing coal to tribal members for home-heating
purposes.

The Pepple Today
A 1976 census revealed a total reservation popula-

tion of 3,227. Of these, approximately 78 percent
were Northern Cheyennes. An additional 10 percent
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were other Indians. The remaining 12 percent were
non-Indians. An additional 167 Northern Cheyennes
lived in the immediate vicinityof the reservation.
(Furthermore, it 'is estimated that approximately 700
Northern Cheyennes live elsewhere.)

It is estimated that there are approximately 600
Northern Cheyenne, households on the' reservation.
The median age is 18 Years.

The Northern Cheyenne unemployment rate var-
ies from season to season and from year to year..
Generally, unemployment is extremely high. A 1975
study indicated an unemployment rate of 57 percent,
which ranged up to 70 percent during the winter
months. Another 1975 study yielded an average
unemployment rate of 59 percent.

A 1970 report showed the average per capita
income for the Northern Cheyennes as $1,152. At
the same time, the average per caPita income in the
county and State were around $3,500. A 1973 study
shows the average Northern Cheyenne per capita
income as $1,700.

The Northern Cheyenne Coal Permits
and Leases

The First Coal Sale 1
In December 1965 the first serious expression of

outside interest in the Northern Cheyenne coal
reserve occurred. A consulting geologist submitted a
proposal for the issuance of an exclusive prospecting
permit, which would include a right to negotiate a
mining lease during the term of the permit. The
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) recommended that it
would be better to sell by public advertisement for
bids. In early 1966 the tribe authorized the BIA to
draft the necessary documents for such a public sale.

The BIA prepared a forth of mining permit to be
offered for bid by adapting an official form long in
use under Department of the Interior regulations.
The official form provided for an exclusive pros-
pecting permit, with an option to lease only a
portion of the acreage covered by the permit.
However, on Northern Cheyenne this option lan-
guage was expanded substantially and then main-
tained in that form throughont the initial public sale
and the two subsequent Northern Cheyenne public
coal sales, which occurred in 1969 and 1971,
respectively. This option fprovision has since been
used by the suecessful bidders to:lay claim to vast
portions of the reservation land area.



The Cheyenne coal was being offered for strip
mining. During the previous year, 1965, the devasta-
tion wrought by strip mining throughout the United
States had become such a serions matter that it waS
the subject of an act of Congress (Public Law 89-4,
the Appalachian Regional Development Act),
which directed the Secretary of the Interior to study
strip mining for the purpose of taking effective steps
to control it. However, the permit drafted for the,
first Northern Cheyenne coal sale contained no
effective environmental or restoration provisions,
and the attached lease contained only a solitary.
provision binding the lessee "to cooperatefully with
the lessor and the Secretary" in reseeding strip-
mined areas.

A successful bidder would acquire a strip-mining
permit and an option to enter into a strip-mining
lease. The permit covered the exploration phase;
actual mining would be performed under the lease.
Regrettably, the terms and conditions of the mining
lease were established at the time of the offering of
the permit, when both the tribe and BIA were
essentially ignorant of the nature 'and value of the
coal reserve covered by the lease. This format was ,
followed in the second and third Northern Chey-
enne coal sales as well. The primary financial term
of the lease, the royalty on production, was set in

1966, at 17.5 cents per ton for coal delivered off the
res er vation and 15 cents per ton for coal consumed
on t reservation for the first 10 years of the lease,
increasing to 20 cents and 17.5 cents, respectively,
during the second 10 years of the lease. These
royalty rates remained unchanged through the sec-
ond and third coal sales.

The first sale took place in July 1966 and offered
approximately 94,000 acres 'of reservation land.
Competitive bidding was limited to the "bonus" to
be paid per acre fo.r the privilege of prospectinyand
the accompanying lease option. Only two bids were
received, both from Sentry Royalty Company, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Peabody Coal Compa-
ny. Sentry made a bonus bid of 12 cents per acre,
covering the entire 94,000 acres, for a total bid of
$11,296.80. BIA officials quickly expressed their
satisfaction, and the tribe granted a permit. Thus, the

first foothold on the Northern Cheyenne coal
reserve was established. And the BIA had set the
pattern to be followed in the two subsequent coal
sales,

- 25 C R 4171 9

The Second and Third Coal Sales
By 1968 the tribe had received indications of

further interest in its coal and requested the BIA to
package a second coal sale. This led to the offering
for bid of yet another 128,316 acres in the summer of
1969. In that second coal sale Peabody Coal Compa-
ny acquired three more tracts of reservation mineral
lands containing 6,000 acrea, 21,860 acres, and
27,530 acres, for per-acre bonuses of $2.52, 12 cents,
and 11.9 cents, respectively.

Later, a third coal sale was scheduled for April
1971. Approximately 367,000 acres of reservation
land were-offered. Twelve bidders participated in
the sale, including representatives of large coal and
energy corporations, as well as individuals. Al-
though Federal regulations and the conditions of the
sale prohibited issuance, of permits to anyone not a
bona fide cOal-mining operator, capable and quali-
fied by experience and resources to conduct actual
mining operations, no effort was made by the BIA to
inquire into the qualifiCations of the bidders. As
result, substantial traCts were acquired 1:). specula-
tors.

The successful bidders paid per-acre bonuses
ranging from $1.02 to $32.31. The permits'acquired
are shown in tablc 2.

Violation of the Acreage Limitation
As indicated earlier, the first and second coal sales

resulted in the acquisition by Peabody Coal Compa-
ny (through it8stbsidiary Sentry Royalty Company)
of permits coverin 4,000, 6,000, 21,860, and 27,530
acres. However, the regulations set *an acreage
limitation of 2,560 acres on leases and on permits
incapoiating options to lease." Under the regula-
tion, the acreage limitation may be exceeded only if
two conditions are met: the larger acreage must be
necessary for the establishment of thermal electric
powerplants or other industrial facilities and the
excessive acreage must be in the interests of the
tribe. But, throughout the first, second, and third
coal sales, the acreage limitation was essentially
disregarded. In fact, the entirireservation, suOdivid-
ed into immense ,tracts, was pffered daring the
course of the three coal sales. From their vast permit
acreages, the pegnittees have since purported to
exercise the "righel to obtain mining leases covering
the acreages shown in table 3.
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TABLE 2
Results of Sale 3

P.Mlithie Tract acreage

3

Bruce Ennis" 16,220

NOrsworthy & Re ge r*,* 14,000

Norsworthy & Re et."'" 19,420

..,
Meadowlark FarrO, Inc.*** 23;040

Meadowlark Far s, Inc.*** 20,960

Bruce EnniS* 27,790

Consolidation qoai Company 23,400

Meadowlark Fa ms, Inc.*** 27,550

A Billings, Montana, attorne
Billings, Montana, land spe ulators
Land icquisitiorl arm of A AX, INC.

TABLE 3
Mining Acreage Sou ht

Peabody C I Company

AMAX, Md.
Consolidation Coal Company

Chevron Olidompany (through assignment
from Bryce Ennis)

Northern States Power tompany,(through assign-
ment from Norsworthy & Reger)

Norsworthy & Reger
TOTAL

4r

Total !sass
acreage sought

41,680

71,550

15,30(7

27,390

33,420

16,220
205,560

os.

Failure to Perform Technical Examinations
Meanwhile, in January 1969priot to the secand

and third coal salesa critical legal development
had occurred: the Secretary of the Interiorlpromul-
gated environmental 'protection regUlations govern-
ing surface mining on Indian lands. The regulations21
were the product of 2 years of study by the
Department. They established a comprehensive
scheme of controls designed to ensure that any
" 25 C FR Part 177
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surface mining on an Indian reservation would take
place only after Federal studies had established
standards to be written into any permit or lease
protecting a broad array of ecological, social, and
cultural values.

the heart of the s6heme was section 177.4the
"technical examination" of the prospective surface
exploration and mining operations. The regulation
required that, before secretarial approval of any



permit or lease, the technical examination investigate
the prospective effects of exploration and mining on
the broad arra§ of values protected by the regula-
tion. The data generated from these investigations
would provide information to the Indian landowner
from whiCh lie might make an informed decision
regarding development, would aid the Secretary in
determining whether or not to approve a permit or
lease, and would provide the foundation for the
formulation of "general requirements" for the pro-
tection Of nonmineral resourcesprovisions that
would in fact become contractual terms of the
permit or lease.

However, the BIA proved itself either unable or
unwilling to implement the admirable intent -of this
regulation. No procedures were established by the
BIA for iMplerapntation of the regulations. And no
steps were taken to establish, either in the BIA or its
technical support agency, the United States Geolog-
ical Survey, staff capable or willing to perform the
required technical examination. Therefore, although
the regulation was in force, the second coal sale was
formulated with, at best, token compliance. The
required technical examination was not performed.
As a result, no provisions meaningfully protective of
ecological, social, and cultural values were incorpo-
rated in the permit or attached lease.

Approximately one year later (in mid-1970), Pea-
body Coal Company sought to obtain the issuance of
six leases arising from the< 94,000-acre tract it had
acquired in the first coal sale. Though clearly Part
177 applied to Peabody's lease applications, the BIA
failed, just as it had in the second coal sale, to
implement the terms of Part 177. The identical
pattern was repeated in 1971, during the formulation
of the third Northern Cheyenne coal sale.

In May of 1973-4 years and 5 months after the
effective date of Part 177, 3 years and 9 months after
the issuance of the permits arising from the second
coal sale, 2 years and 6 months after the issuance of
the six Peabody leases, and 1 year and 11 months
after the issuance of the permits arising from the
third coal salethe BIA issued two documents
entitled, respectively: "Technical Assessment, Coal

Leases, Northern Cheyenne Reservation," and
-Technical Assessment, Coal Permits, Northern
Cheyenne Reservation." The documents expressly
admit that they are after-the-fact technical examina-

tions. The permit technical examination had the

42 e c 0.4121 'ell

temerity to recommend that the Sale 2 and 3 permits
"be issued" though in fact .they had been issued
several years before. The lease technical examina-
tion reeled off a parade of horrible potential conse-
quences of strip mining, including "Destruction of
Cheyenne culturethe -life-style of the people,"
"Cheyenne become a minority in their own home-
land," "pollution of all sorts, i.e., human, cultural,
air, sound, noise, etc." It also recognized, as to the
recommendations it made for protection against
those adverse consequences, that "the listing under
this post-technical examination does not make them
binding upon the lessee."

Statutory Violations
Prior to the time of the third coal sale, several

other significant developments had occurred. On
January 1, 1970, the National Environmental Policy
Act of 196922 had become effective. The act re-
quired an environmental impact statement in con-
nection with every recommendation on major Fed-
eral actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment. Also, in 1970 Congress had
enacted the Water Quality Improvement Act." This
required that any applicant for a Federal license or
permit to conduct any activity that might result in
discharge into the navigable waters of the United
States shall provide certification that the activity
will not violate applicable water-quality standards.
And in February 1971, the United States Geological
Survey recommended changing the royalty basis for
coal leases on Federal lands from a fixed tonnage
royalty to a percentage of gross sales. Specifically, it
was recommended that 5 percent of gross sales be
the standard provision for coal leases on Federal
lands.

Notwithstanding these developments, the BIA
went ahead with the third coal sale, oblivious to the
requirements of the two new acts and using the same
royalty formulas that were used in the 1966 and 1969
sales,

The Petition for Cancellation
Finally, beginning in late 1972, the Northern

Cheyenne tribal leadership began to comprehend the
enormous threat these transactions posed to the
reservation and its people. It soon became apparent
that the involved B1A personnelon whose advice
and counsel the tribe relied in entering into these

" 11 1,1 S 01171
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transactionshad been inept, uninformed, and sadly
overmatched.' In March of 1973 the tribe enacted a
resolutian calling upon the Secretary of the Interior
to withdraw his approval of all existing permits and

legal ,case. In addition, it was apparent that the
Secretary concluded that the state of affairs then
existing on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation
could not be defended. Clearly, he decided that if he

l IL
CI :1 -companies--ta-'

unfettered rights to strip mine massive portions of
the Northern cheyenne; ReserVation, he would be
subjected to tierpe criticism and public outrage.

Thus, a deciion was crafted fot the purpose of
restoring the b4lance of power to the tribe. This was
ahieved by r lying fundamentally on the Secre-
tary's stronges suithis statutorily based discretion-
ary authorityJ over Indian land transaclions. No
permits or 1 es were declared invalid. Instead, the
Secretary in effect held that on several different
grounds the jcoal companies had not yet obtained
.fully matured rights to mine.

A principal ground was the acreage limitation in
the regulation" that limits mining leases to 2,560
acres and provides for a waiver of this limitation bn
specifically stated grounds. The Secretary herd:

a. the administrative record contained "no clear
evidence that there was, an explicit waiver of the
limitation provided in 25 C.F.R. §171.9"; and

the coal companies and the tribe must either
duce the leases and` lease applications to 2,560

acres, or jointly demonstrate that the acreage
limitation should be waived.
In addition, the Secretary held that appropriate

environmental impact statements would have to be
prepared before he would consider approving any
mining plans, permit renewals, or leases,

Finally, he made the folldwing statements of
policy;

'As Trustee I take cognizance of my responsibili-
ty to preserve the environment and culture of
the Northern Cheyenne Tribe and will not
subordinate these interests to anyone's desires to
develop the natural itsources on that reserva-
tion.

Fu.rthermore, the -tribe and the coal companies
may be assured that the terms and conditions
upon which mineral development may proceed
'on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation will
require theirjoint agreement and supporeprior to
any further approval by me. [emphasis added]

Thus, through the acreage limitation, the Secre-
tary dramatically reduced the scope of the coal

. I

ground that the Part 177 regulation" had not 'been
complied with.

Shortly thereafter, the tribe retained legal counsel
_ to. prepare a written petition to be, submitted to the

Secretary of the Interior in support of the tribe's
request for, cancellation, This resulted in the prepa-
ration and submission of the massive two-volume
Peti(lon of the Northern Cheyenne Indian Tribe-to
Rogers CB. Morton, Secretary of the interior, Con-
cerning Coal Leases and Permits on Their Reservation
(Januaryl, 1974). The petition detailed a staggering
array pf law violationsprincipally by the BIA
incident to the first, .second, and third Northern
Cheyenne coal sales. A summary of these law
violatfons is attached hereto as appendix A.

The Secretarial Decision
On June 4, 1974, Secretary of the Interior Rogers

C.B, Morton issued a written decision on the
Northern` Cheyennepetition. The text of, that deci-
sian is attached hereto as appendix B.

Principal consideration in the fornfulation of the
decision was. the cOncern of the Secretary's legal
advisor; the Solicitor of the Department of the
Interior, about the poksibiliiy of very substantial
monetary liability on the part of the United States to
the coal companies and the tribe. It was felt that

'explicit findings of wrongdoing and illegality on the
part of the BIA would Constitute admissions of
liability, Which could be used by The coal companies
and the tribe to establish monetary claims against the
United States. Ifi additiOn, the Secretary was sub-
jected to intense lobbying on the partof the Billings
area office personnel and central office personnel
responsible tor the formulation and aprinpval of the
Northern Cheyeipe coal tales,, who considered the
tnbe's attack to be a challenge ta their personal
reputation, professional standing, and. jOb security.

Accordingly, the decision cantains, no clear-cut
findiqgs of BIA wrongdoing. Indeed, the Secretary
elected to confront only a handful of the tribe's !evil
claims,

At the same time, there is no question that the
Solicitor was impressed by the strength of the.tribe's

25 C F R Part 17/
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companies' claims. Leases and lease applications
totaling 205,560 acres (see table 3) suffered a
cumulative reduction of approximately 85 percent.
It has become apparent that as a practical matter
suuh -a reduction -may well render the coal compa-
nies' -rights" on the reservation economically in-
feasible.

Furthermore, since the issuance of the decision,
no environmental impact statements regarding coal
development on Northern Cheyenne have been
performed. This has resulted principally from the
tribe's vehement opposition to the conducting of
such studies. The tribe maintains that so long as no
lawful, tribally supported proposals for reservation
coal development exist, no environmental impact
studies will be tolerated.

Finally, the tribe has manifested to the coal
companies their unwillingness to provide them with
"joint agreement and support" of reservation coal
development, an indispensable condition imposed by
the Morton decision,

Conclusion
This decision has remained intact and has served

the tribe well for 4-1/2 years. It hai provided the
tribe with a quasi-judicial basis for wresting control
of thereservation from the coal companies.

In fact, however, the tribe's greatest strength in
this struggle derives from another, more important,
and lasting sourcethe credibility and character of
the Northern Cheyenne people. During the initial
stages of the Iribe's struggle, and indeed for several-
years thereafter, many governmental and industry
people believed that the real purpose of the tribe's
effort was to extract larger monetary payments from
the coal companies through a forced renegotiation.
However, that cynical view no longer prevails. It is
now recognized that the tribe acted pursuant to its
own sense of duty and honor: the duty to protect
and preserve the Northern Cheyenne Reservation as
a homeland for the Northern Cheyenne people and
the traditional obligation to resist with all available
resources the dishonoring attempts of outsiders to
defeat the will ,of, the Northern Cheyenne people.

As a result, the coal companies now realize that
any coal development ptoject on the Northern
Cheyenne Reservation would be futile unless enthu-
siastically supported by the people as a whole. No
such consensus of support exists on the reservation.
This has been the case consistently since late 1972,
and all indications are that this state of mind will
continue into the indefinite future.
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APPENDIX A

Summary of Points of Law Affecting the Validity of Coal ;Permits and Leases on the
Northern Cheyenne Reservation

By: Alvin J. Ziontz and Steven. H. Chestnut, Ziontz, Pirtle,
Morisset & Ernstoff
A Memorandum to the Solicitor, Department of Interior, Submitted on Behalf of
the Northern Cheyenne Tribe by Ziontz, Piste, Morisset & Ernstoff, their
A ttorne ys

I. Background:
This memorandum is submitted pursuant to the

agreement of July 31, 1973,, between counsel for the
Northern Cheyenne Tribe, Alvin J. Ziontz, and
representatives of the Solicitor, Unjted States De-
partment of Interior, concerning procedures to be
followed with respect to the conflict over the coal
leases and permits on the Northern Cheyenne
Reservation.

On March 5, 1973, the Northern Cheyenne Tribe
passed Resolution No. 132 (73) directing that all
existing permits and leases for coal exploration and
mining on the Reservation be cancelled by the
Secretary, In March, 1973, the Tribe submitted a
petition to the Secretary demanding that the Secre-
tary declare the leases and permits void. On June 6,
1973, Alvin J. Ziontz, of the firm of Ziontz, Pirtle,
Morisset & Ernstoff, wrote to the Secretary and
requested that no final action be taken on the Tribe'sP
petition until the firm had had an opportunity to
complete its factual and .legal investigation of the
matter. On July 23, 1973, Alvin J. Ziontz met with
Kent Frizzell, Charles Soller, William Moses and
David Lundgren to discuss the procedural frame-
work for reaching a decision on the Tribe's petition.
It was agreed that counsel for the Northern Chey-
enne Tribe would prepare a memorandum to the
Solicitor summarizing the points of law which they
regarded as affecting the validity of the permits and
leases; that the memorandum would not attempt to
set forth in full the legal grounds and authorities, but
would be in summary form only; that the memoran-
dum would indicate with respect to each point of
law whether counsel viewed it as rendering the
permit or lease void ab initio. or voidable; and
finally, indicating which permits and leases were
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affected by each legalinfirmity./This memorandum
is submitted pursuant to that agreement.

This memorandum is not intended to constitute a
final summary of the Tribe's position. The right is
reserved to bring to the attention of the Secretary
any additional grounds which may be discovered in
the course of further investigation or analysis.

The points of law are listed, briefly described, and
spetified as o legal effect in Part II. Their applica-
bility to the particular leases and permits is set out in
tabular form in Part IV,
II. Points of law affecting the validity of the leases

and permits.
A. Pre-issuance grounds: Violations which ren-
dered the permit or lease void ab initio.

1. Failure to perforin technical examination: The
cornerstone of 25 C.F.R. Part 177 is the technical

.. examination. §177.4(a). No technical examination
wtis made, and therefore the mandate of Part 177
was ignored. The required pre-issuance careful
consideration of the broad panoply of tribal
cultural, historic, social and environmental inter-
ests did not occur. The data required for the
performance of every essential Departmental
function under the regulation were never devel-
oped.
2. Failure to formulate general requirementr The
technical examination data provides the exclusive
basis for the formulation of the general require-
ments required by §177.4. Under Part 177, the
general requirements are the most vital provisions
of a permit or lease. Yet none were formulated. As
a result, the exploration One and mining plan
mechanisms were emasculated, since those mecha-
nisms rely fundamentally on the existence of
general requirements.
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3. Maladministration of Part 177 violated NEA:
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
made it unlawful for the federal government to
approve or engage in policies or programs of
economic expansion or development of resources
ikithout first carefully considering and designing
against environmental degradation. Section 102 of
the Act directs the fullest extent possible:
(1) the policies, regu ations, and public laws of the
United States shall be interpreted 'and adminis-
tered in accordance with the policies" of the Act.
'This mandate covered the Department of the
Interior's administration of Part 177, but was
defied.
4, , Failure to perform pre-issuance studies required
by NEPA: Section 102 of the National- Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969 required the perfor-
mance, prior to issuance of a permit or lease, of a
documented assessment of environmental impact..
No such impact studies were made.
S. Violation of tribal charter provision limiting
lease term to 5 yearr The tribal charter (Section
5(b)(3)) limits coal leases to a term of 5 years. The
instant leases, in violation of that limitation,
provide for a term of 10 years and as long
thereafter as Foal is produced in paying quantities.
6, Violation ,of tribal charter provision protecting
natural resources: The tribal charter (Section
5(b)()) disallows action by or on behalf of the
Tribe which in any way operates to destroy or
injure the tribal grazing lands, timber, or other
natural resources on the Reservation. Leases
providing for strip mining are, therefore, not
permitted,
7. Breach of trust invalidates departmental and
tribal approvals: Aside from the enumerated statu-
tory and regulatory violations, the trustee, in

several ways, breached its trust responsibilitiea.
Among those defaults were the following: (1) The
trustee failed to advise the Tribe that the proposed
strip mining would have devastating effects on its.
most vital interests, that the proposed activities
would wreak cultural, social, and ecOlogical hav-
oc; (2) The trustee failed to inform the Tribe about
the nature and extent of the coal deposits; (3) No
advice was given as to the great economic
significance of coal with respect to the Nation's
future energy needs; and (4) The Tribe was
advised to accept unconscionably low economic
terms,

Under such circumstances, all tribal and Depart-
mental approvals of permits and leases were
defective and void.
the breach of trust is seen clearly when the
Department's administration, under NEPA and 43
C.F.R. 23, of public lands is compared to its
administration, under NEPA and 25 C.F.R. 177,

,of Indian lands; there has been a more careful
administration of the trustee's lands than the
ward's lands.

, 8. U.S.G.S. defaulted its obligation to provide
technical advice: Part 177 contemplates that the
U.S.G:S. will provide the required scientific and
technical expertise in the performance of the
technical examination, formulation of the general
requirements, formulation and evaluation of ex-
ploration plans and mining plans, the setting of
performance bonds, and the monitoring of activi-
ties under a permit or lease. Part 171 similarly
relies on U.S.G.S. to furnish all necessary scientif-

, ic and technical information. These and related
duties are mo e particularly described iri 30
C.F.R. 211 and C.F.R. 23L The U.S.G.S. did
not perform thes duties, leaving the Tribe techni-
cally and scientifically uninformed. Any tribal
approval of a permit or lease was therefore
defective and void.
9. Lease option not authorized by regulations: The
regulation authorizing prospecting permits allows
only the creation of a preference right to lease.
§171.27(a). There is no authority for the issuance
of a permit which includes a right to compel a
lease, yet every permit includes a provision
purporting to grant such a right.
10. Lease option effects an unlawful circumvention
of Part 177: Section 177.4 requires the perfor-
mance of a technical examination and formulation
of general requirements both before issuance of a
permit and before issuance of a lease. liiisuming
that a pre.-permit technical examination had oc-
curred under 177, it could have served only as a
basis for the granting of permit rights. Net all the .

permits purport to grant unqualified lease rights as
well. This violates the formulation and intent of
Part 177.
11. Permits cover excessive acreages: Section
171.27(a) requires all permits granting a prefer-
ence right to a lease to comply with all laws and
regulations applicable to leases. Therefore, the
acreage limitation in §171.9(b) applies to the
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permits. The permit acreages were far in excess of
that limitation, without lawful basis.
12. Acreage limitation, was violated by provision of

permit: Section 171.9(b) limits coal lease acreage
to 2,560 acres. That limitation may be exceeded
only if the interests (of) the Tribe will be served
thereby; this precondition for exceeding the 2,560
limitation was unlawfully eliminated from para=
graph 2(a) of the permit.
13. Improper administration of the acreage limita-
tion: In administering the acreage limitation, the
Department, in violation of §171.9(b), did not
consider whether allowing excessive acreages
would be in the Tribe's best interests, and consid-
ered only whether the coal companies deemed
large acreages necessary to their purposes.
14. Tract configuration improper: Sections 171.8
and 171.9(b) set out restrictions as to the configu-
rations of permit and lease tracts..These restric-,
tions were violated.
IS. Inadequate permit bonds were posted: By
virtue of §171,27a, the bond schedule set but in
§171,6(a) applied to permits. The bonds posted fell
far short of that standard. Under §I71.7, the
permits should have been disapproved by the
Department.
16. Inadequate lease bonds were posted: The
posted lease bonds were wholly inadequate in
amount to protect the interests of the Tribe.
Adequate bonds should have been required under
the provisions of §171.6(a) and.§171.6(c).
17, Bond regulation violated by provisions of
permit and lease: Under §I77.8, it is required that a
bond in an amount sufficient to cover the costs of
reclamation be posted prior to exploration or
mining. The mandatory nature of this requirement
was unlawfully changed in permit paragraph 2(r)
and lease paragraph 111(10).
18. Superintendent failed to consult with the
Tribe: Under §I77.12, a superintendent must con-
sult with theTribe in connection with the perfor-
mance of the technical examination and formula-
tion of the seneralo-equirements. :this 'wea not
done. "therefore, any tribal and Departmental
approvals were defective and void.
19, Surrender regulation violated by lease provi-ft
sion: Section 171.27(b) sets out the mechanism for
surrender of a lease. Surrender is formulated not
is a right, but as a privilege subject to Secretarial
approval, The lease, hoWever, in Paragraph
III(24)(b) Unlawfully converts surrender into a
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matter of right for the lessee. It also unlawfully
deletes other conditions enumerated in §171.27(b).
20. Surrender mechanism renders lease illusory:
Lease paragraph III(24)(b) purports to endow the
lessee with a discretionary right to ,surrender the
lease or any part thereof at any time at no penalty.
This renders the lease illusory and void.
2 I,. The permits and leases are -unconscionable:
The financial provisions of the permits and leases
are so grossly inadequate that they are uncon-
scionable. The provisions purporting to grant the
coal companies rights to strip mine massive
portions of the Reservation's total area place in
the hands of the coal companies the power to
extinguish the Northern Cheyenne culture. That is
unconscionable. A lack of positive preservation
and reclamation provisions is unconscionable. The
permits and leases are, therefore, void.
22. Permits and leases held' by unlawful trust:
Federal law and policy (as contained, for example,
in 30 U,S.C. §184(k)) provide that mineral permits
and leases held by an unlawful trust shall be
forfeited. The merger of Peabody Coal with
Kennecott Copper Corporation was declared
unlawful in Kennecott Copper Corporation v. FTC.
467 F.2d 67 (10th Cir. 1972). Accordingly, all
Peabody permits and leases are void.
23. Permits acquired and' held for speculative
purposes: Permit paragraph 2(b) prohibits the
acquisiti,on of a permit for speculative purposes.
Nevertheless, permits were acquired, for such
purposes.

B. Post-issuance grounds: Violations which render
the permit or lease voidable.

24. Exploration without an approved exploration
plan: Section I77.6(a) requires the submission and
approval of an exploration plan prior to any
exploration activities.. Nevertheless, exploiation
was engaged in without artit such approved plan.
25. Exploration without an adequate exploration
plan: Part 177 .requires that an exploration plan
ipclude detailed provisions describing, the con-
templated eXploration, and the surface preserva-
tion, conservation and reclamation methods to be
followed. See §§177.6, 177.8(a), 177,9(b),
177.10(a). No stich plans were submitted.
26. Exploration _wish a defectively approved explo-
ration plan: Sections 177.6(b) and I77.6(c) provide
for the evaluation and formulation of the explora-
tion plan on ine basis of the data from technical
examination and the general requirements. Since a



technical examkation ,was not performed and
general requirements were not formulated, there
could be no valid approval of an exploration plan.
Section 177.12 requires that the Tribe be consult-
ed in connection with the approval of an explora-,
tion plan. No sucht consultation occurred; there-
fore, there could be no valid approval.
27. Failure to perform required NEPA study prior :
to approval of exploration plan: Section 102 of the
National Environniental Policy Act of 1969 re-
quired the performance, prior to the approval of
an exploration plan, of a documented assessment
of environmental impact. No such impact studies
were made.
28. Operations commenced before receiving writ-
ten permission from U.S.GS.: section 171.20(b)
requires written permission from U.S.G.S. before
commencement of operations. Operations com-
menced without receiving such permission.
29, Exploration activities caused unlawful damage
to land, improvements and stock Permit paragraph
2(e) sets out the permittee's obligation to prevent
unnecessary damage. This provision was violated.
30, Operations reports not filed: Sections 177.9(a),
I 77,9(b), 177.9(d)(1), 30 C.F. R. 211.6(a), 30 C. F. R.

231,8 and permit paragraph 2(p) require the
submission of detailed reports on operations under
permit or lease. These reports were not submitted.
31. Expenditure reports not filed: Section
171,14(b), permit paragraph 2(b) and lease para-
graph 111(6) require regular reporting of expendi-

tures. These reports were either not filed or not
timely filed.. _

32. Required inspections not made: Sections
177.9(cX2), 177.9(d)(2), 177.10(a), 30 C.F.R. 211.4,
and 30 C.F.R. 231.3 require inspections of ppera-
tions. These inspections were not performed.
33. Exploration bonds were not posted: Under
§177.8, it is required that a bond in an amount
sufficient to cover the cost of reclamation be
posted prior to exploration. No such bond was
posted.
34. Insufficient development expenditures: Permit
paragraph 2(b) specified mandatory development
expenditures. The required expenditures were hot
made.
35. Elko! assignments: Sections 171.26(a),
171.26(b), permit pgiragraph 2(n). and lease para-
graph 111(9) prohibit assigmtent and creation of
override agreements unless prior Secretarial ap-
proval is obtained. Assignments were made and
override agreements entered into in violation of
these provisions.
36. Condition on assignments unsatisfied: The
tribal approval of the assignments from gentry"
RoYalty to Peabody was expressly conditioned on
Kennecott'ilTtarantee of all permit and lease
obligations. e decision in Kennecott v. FTC
would appear to render that condition unsatisfied.
Peabody, therefore, 'Can claim no rights arising
from those assignments.
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/APPODIX 8

[Facsimile]

Department of the interior

News Release

OFFICE OF THE SECREl'ARY

For Release June 4, 1974

Morton Announces -Derision on Northern Cheyenne
Coal Lands

Secretary of the Interior Rogers C. B. Morton
today announced an encompassing decision on the
controversy) involving leasea and exploratory per-
mits for coal development orn.the Northern Chey-
enne Indian reservation in Montana.

The ,Northern Cheyenne Tribe petitioned the
Secretary in Janus* 1974 to kwithdraw thepapart-
ment's approval of leases and exploratory permits
for strip mining of coal on about 214,000 acres of the
433,740 acre reservation.

The decision announced by the Secretary today
grants the petition in part; denies it in part; refers
some questions to the Departmentl Office of Hear-
ings and Appeals; and holds some decisions in
abeyance.

As an alternative, the decision allows the Tribe to
sue the coal compaines involved with the support of
the Secretary on any and all issues, or with the
support of the Secretary to request the Justice

Department to bring suit in the name of the
. Northern Cheyenne agskinst the coal conipanies on
the issues.

Secretary Morton said the decision was a neces-
sarily complex resolution of the issues presented in

the Tribe's petition.
"Although many of the allegations of invalidity

were similar, each of three coal sales and each of the

leases and permits invOlved different circumstances
and issues," he said.

"My decision, therefore, does not grant- or deny
the petition as a whole, nor can it be the final
disposition of all the issues raised by the Tribe.
Rather, I believe it establishes the essential frame-

work for an eventual determination which will be

equitable,"
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.
%/aligns requests by companies holding coal ex-

ploratory permits on the reservation to go to lease
on some of these permits and to renew some permits
are also pending before the Department. The deci-
sion announced today also deals with these requests.

The text of the deciaion is attached.

Test of Decision on Northern Cheyfum Petition
I have before me a petition by the Northern

Cheyenne Tribe to rescind this Department's ap-
proval of various leases and permits for coal mining
on the Northern Cheyenne ReservationAlse pend-
ing before officials of -the Department are various
requests by the pennittees to go to lease on certain
of these permits and to renew certain other permits.
This decision announces the Department's disposi-
tion of the Tribe's petition and the pennittees'
requests.

After careful research and consideration it has
been determined that:

First Sill
Bids were opened on July 13, 1966, On Auguit 19,

1966, a two-year exploration permit was granted to
the sole bidder, Peabody Coal Company, for
96,829.95 res. On August 13, 1968, a two-year
extension approved for that permit. On,Decem-
ber 30, 1 0, I approved six leases consisting of
16,035.05 aeres, or 17 persenrof the total permitted
acreage. The remaining acreage reverted to its
original status prior to the exploration permit.

Withtrespect to lease number 14-20-2057-897 for
12,946.07 acres, there is no clear evidence that there
was an explicit waiieer of the limitatiodprovided in
25 C.F.R. §171.9. Therefore, I direct Peabody Coal
Company and the Northern Cheyenne Tribe to
-conform thin lease to 2,560 acres or less, or clearly to
demonstrate the need to waive this limitation.

As to this lease, as well as the other five leases, I
have determined that the required approval of the



Peabody Mining Plan is a significant Federal action
which weuld subitintially affect the, environment;
,tItePbre, no further administrative action will be
taken until the Demortment has completed an Envi-
yonmental Impact Statement and I have made a
determination that further actiOn should be taken.

All other requests in the petition pertaining to the
first sale are hereby denied,

My decision at to this first saie thus irants the
Tribe's petition in part and denies it in part, and
holds in abeyance all further approvals required by
this Department.

Second Sale
On December 15, 1969, a tWo-yeati. exploration

perniit was granted to the sole bidder, Peabody Coal
Cbmpany, fori, 55,398.99 acres. On December 13,
1971,. a two-year extension was approVed, to become
effective on December 15, 19'71. On 'December 3,
1973, Peabody Coal Company requested to go to
lease on 2540 acres, approximately 45 percent of
the permitted.acreage. The remaining acreage re-
verted to its original status prior to the) exploration
permit. No administrative action will be taken until
(1) Peabody Coal and the tribe modify this request
to'conform to the acreage limitation of 25 C.F.R.
§171.9, or clearly to demonstrate the need to waive
this limitation; and' (2) until an Environmental
Impact Statement has been completed by the De-
partment.

Since there is some question as to whether or not.a
technical examination has been done as provided in
25 C.F.R. §177.4, I am reserving my decision on this
question and as an aid to any continuing investiga-
tion of this issue, I am'asking the BI4 Area Director
in Billings to submit to me within , 60 days a full
written report summarizing his findings as to each of
the separate mutteri required to be explored by the
regulations.

All other requests in the petition pertaining to the
second sale are hereby denied.

My decision as to the second sale thus grants the
Tribe'soetition in part, denies it ,in part, and holds
one issue in .ab.eyance for further decision. It denies
Peabody's request to go to lease without prejudice
to that request being modified by Peabody and, the
Tribe,, but provides that final Department action on
any such request will be held in abeyance until'
completion of an EnvirOnmental Impact Statement.

. Third Sale
On May 21, 1971, four bidders-were granted two-,

year exPlOration permits On eight tracts consisting Of

172,291.89 acres. There was a total of 12 bidders.
Leases have been requeited on three tracts by one
bidder, but as With the second sale leases requested
bY 1:eabody, no administrative action will be taken
on this request until it is modified by tl% permittee,
and the Tribe to conform to the acreage limitation
provided in 25 C.F.R. §171:9 or a clear demonstra-
tion Of the. need to waive this limitation is made.
Permits renewals have !mei requested for 'an addi-
tional two years on the five remaining tracts. No
action will be taken concerning the request to go to
lease or renewals of the permits until an Environ-
mental Impact Statement is. completed.

It hae been alleged that two of the succeSsful
bidders involving four tracts violated 25 U.S.C. 396a
and 25 CF.R. 171.2, 4171.3(a), §17115, 071.7 and
§171.26 (bidding for speculative purposes by unqua-
lified persons) and 25 C.F.R. §171.26 (unli*ful
assignment). I am hereivith referring these two
issuei to the Office of Hearings and 4,,ppeals for
findings of fact and conclusions of law, With instruc-
tions to determine these issues in a& expedidous
manner. The Solicitor's Office will PartiCipate in this
hearing to represent thee trust responsibilities of the
Department. The Northern Cheyenne Tribe may, if :
it wishes, be a party to this proceeding.

Sinde there is also some question as tri'Whether or
not , a technical!. examination has been done as
pidided in 25 C.F.R. §177.4 as to these permits, I
am reserving my decision on this question and-Las
with the second sale permitsI am asking the BIA
Area Director in Billings to submit to me within 60
days a full written report suMmarizing his findings.as
to each of the separate matters required to be
explored by the regulations. .

The Tribe has also claimed that the permits and
leases are invalid because tfiere is no adeq ate bond
provided as required by 25. C.F.R. § 1.6 and ,
§171.8. While do not believe -that this jieficiency
merits cancelling my approval ofAthese permits, I
will ensure that prior to any further ope ations, the,
permittees and lessees shall poSt a bond that is fully
adequate to cover th't inaltimum anticipated costa of

'-reclamation after expipration or mining.
All Other requesta i the petition pertaining to the

third sale are hereby deni
My decision .as to .tjiis th d sale thus grants the

Tribe's petition in part;' denies it in part, and holds
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portions of the petition for further decision. My
decision denies the request of one permittee to go to
lease without prejudice to that request being modi-
fied by, the permittee and the Tribe, and provides
that any,further action by thepepartment; including
permit 'renewals, will be held in abeyance until
completion of an Environmental Impact Statement.

,My decisions herein set out do not preclude the
Northern Cheyenne Tribe from bringing their own
lawsuit against the coal companies to test the
validity of these permits and leases. Alternatively,
the Tribe may request the Justice Department under
25 t.S.C. §175 to bring a 'shit in the name of the
Northern Cheyenne Tribe. I will support them in
either request.

As trustee I take cognizahce of my reiponsibility
to preserve the environment and culture of the
Northern Cheyenne Tribe and will not subvert these
interests to anyone's desires to develop the natural
resources on that Reservation.

The Tribe's petit,ion presents extraordinary cir-
, cumstances. Among other_ things, the Tribe has

expended substantial sums of money in preparing
and presenting the petition to me. The petition
charges that officials of the Department have violat-
ed' Departmental regulation's in approving these

permits and leases. Because of many' of the unre-
solved allegations by the Tribe of Departmental
laxity, I have decided that, to the fullest extent
possible, outside sources will be used to prepare the
Environmental Impact Statement or Statements.
Furthermore, the Tribe and the coal companies may
be assured that the terms and conditions upon which
mineral development may proceed on the Northern
Cheyenne Reservation will require their joint agree-
ment and support prior to any further approval by
me. Also, to the fullest extent permitted by my
statutory authority, I will defray the expenses to be
subsequently borne by the Tribe for attorney's fees
and other costs in the administrative proceeding I
have directed to take place and itv any litigation it
now wishes to commence against the companies.

Finally, to better fulfill my future trust responsibil-
ity to assure the proteCtion of Indian culture and
environmental interests as well as to allow maximum
developmeht of Indian natural resources, I have
asked the Solicitor to rewrite (within 90 days) the
present Parts 171 and 177 to Title 25, C.F.R. to
correct their present anibiguities. I have directed the
BIA to adhere strictly to the implementation of its
regulations.
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The Norther'n Cheyenne Coal Sales, 1966 to 1973

By James P. Boggs*

Introduction
My aim in this paper, will be to put the Northern

Cheyenne coal sales debacle of 1966-73 into a
perspective that highlights its anomalous character,
and then to make this anonialy somewhai intelligible
by revealing it as an expression of a much more
general pattern. The details of this incident were
reviewed for you by Steven Chestnut, the tribe's
very able attorney for the presentation_ of its claims
to the Department of the Interior. _-

First, a brief review of events. In the middle and
late 19603 the energy crisis of the early seventies was
already looming on the horizon. Government and
industry developed increasing interest in the coal
resources of the Fort Union basin. By 1971 a task
force of Government and industry representatives
had come out with the North-Central Power Study, a
blueprint for a network of huge powerplants in the
northern Plains that would utilize Fort Union coal
to produce electricity. Publication of the North-

' Central Power _Study in 1971 was the first event to -
alert the public to . the possibility of widespread
industrialization of the intensely rural northern
Plains region.

Considerably earlier than the publication date of.
the North-Central Power Study, however, the Bureau r

of Indian Affairs (BIA) had begun to engineer coal
sales on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation, which
is located in Southeastern Montana in the hbrt of the
Fort Union coalfields. These.sales began in 1966 and
extended to 1973, and ultimately involved over p
percent of the reservation% land area.

Mr, Bogy is director of the Northern Cheyenne Research Project, Lame

Deer, Montana.

o

There Were provisions in those contracts for
electrification or gasification coal-conversion facili-
ties to be lbcated on the reservation. At one point, at
least one mew town of around 30,000 population was
contemplated to house incoming workers. The total
population of the reservation in 1976, including non-
Indians, was about 3,227 people. One sudh town,
then, for one of the industrial complexes being
contemplated on the reservation a decade earlier,
would have housed more 'than 10 times the total
population of the reservation at that time. This was
one 'inch plan; there could have been others and, of
course, a number of coal strip-mining operations as
well. .

To iota the situation even more into perspective,
let's recall that we are talking about a Small. Indian
tribe of around 3,000 people, speaking a unique
language, bearing a unique cultural and 4historical
tradition, and inhabiting a small, hitherto isolated,
rural resetvation of some 20 times 30 milesa little
over 400,000 acres. This tribe's trustee and some
energy coinpanies and. speculators had not only
contemplated but, had actually gone a long way

- towards implementing plans to transform this isolat-
ed rural Indian reservation into an industrial park on
a scale that is massive even in relation to already
industrialized and urban areas. And this project was
actually being iniplemented before the North-Central
Power Study, published in 1971, made public Gov-
ernment and industry plans for general industrial
activity in theFort Union basin.

1Si
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The effects on tribal life and Culture of such
massive industrial activity concentrated on a small
rural reservation are not hard to anticipate. It would
not take an expert to foresee the disastrous conse-
quences to tribal life and culture. Industry's early
interest in the reservation was apparently predicated
on advantages the reserVation offered; the absence
of effectiveenvironmental standards, more favorable
tax structures, and the possibility of easy access to
Indian water have been suggested. These are not
hard to underAtandsome are evlicit in the 'terms
and conditions of the 4eases themselves (see figure
1).

What is hard to understand is that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, 'as the tribe's trustee, not only

.accesied to but actually helped to engineer such a
disastrous situation, in patent violation not only of its
own moral responsibilities, but of its own laws
(Ziontz et al., 1974), This is the real anomaly. What I
want to do here is not to explain this. anomaly in

historical terms, but to provide a more partial
explanation by putting it in context as part of a
larger pattern of Indian-white relations.

Institutional Domination

The Concept
Let me begin by defining the concept by which I

believe the situation may be made intelligible as part,
-of a larger pattern. The concept I want, to ,intrciduce
here is that of the domination of one ethnic group by
another becoming institutionalized in the social forms
that mediate ,interaction between the two groups.
The basic premise of this concept is one on which
much of social science is based: namely, that the
outward forms of human institutions often reflect
underlying patterns. Such a pattern is identifiable
when different specific organizations or customs
appear as varYing expressions of the same institu-
tionalized, or formal structural relationships. Institu-
tionalized domituttion, as defined here, is one of the
clearest exampig, of underlying social patterning. It
is a structural relationship that manifests itself in.

many guises in many different situations.
In speaking of institutionalized domination, of one

ethnic group by another, I want to make it clear that
I am not talking just about racism. Racism, even
institutionalized racism, conjures up such associa-
tions as stereotyping, prejudice, and the like. Now,
also,, racism has become' disreputable, if not down-
right illegal. Institutionalized domination as defined
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here, on the other hand, may involve racism, but it
also may take many other forms with none of the
pejorative assbciations of racism. It may be adminis-
tered in the complete absence of stereotyping or
prejudice and, indeed, with real respect for the
dominated group. It may take forms that are highly
respectable and highly legal. And yet as with the
Northern Cheyenne and many other examples
shown, it usually results in massive violations of a
people's civil rights, however defined.

Institutionalized domination may manifest itself as
colonialism, racism, exploitation, expansionism,
manifest destiny, trust obligation, resource manage-
ment, education, etc. It is the form .of a relationship
between two identifiable groups of people, two
systems, two ways of life and livelihood. As the
interethnic domination form or motif becomes em-
bedded in specific institutions, it moves away from
being a matter of personal domination or exploita-
tion, or of personal morality. This is its institutional
aspect. It seemingly, for the people involved, then
falls outside the domain of personal responsibility. It
becomes almost a part of the' environment, like a,
force of nature, to which everyone is equally subject
andlor which no one per onally is to blame.s

Once the domination p ttern is established, all of
the specific institutions th ough which the relation-
ships between the two groups are mediated and
expressed begin to take on similar features. Plato's
famous metaphor is aptat least for some aspects of
human society: the concrete and real-seeming insti-
tutions of daily life are transient and ephemeral,
while the pattern that they in various ways and'
contexts come to express, although it is formulated
and understood by the human mind as an abstrac-
tion, a "shadow," is the one enduring and universal
constant, As a social pattern that transcends the lives
of individuals and of institutions, the dominating
group is as much subjected and perhaps victimized
by it as is the dominated.

How Institutionalized DornMatiOn Works
Contemporary Indian reservations in the conti-

nental United States offer clear examples of institu-
tionalized domination in their schools, thiir govern-
ing institutions, their economic institutions, their
services, employment patterns, communication sys-
tems, arid in their informational systems and medip.
Virtually any-aspect of life on the reservation, or any
event or project, could be selected as a case study to
exemplify the pattern.
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FIGURE 1

Map Showing Large Size of Coal Lease and Permit,Tracts on Northern Cheyenne
Reservation in Relation to Those in Surrounding Areas; Shaded Areas Were
Encumbered by Coal Lease or Permit in 1973.
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The essential feature of institutional domination is
control. The mime pervasive the domination, the
more pervasive is the control of all of the aspects of
life of the dominated gtoup by the'institutions and
personnel of the dominating group.. It is basiCally
very.simpleand commonplace.. Mx wife and I haVe
lived on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation as
research sociologists for the Northern Cheyenne
Tribe for the last 2 years, and the pattern of
iastitutional domination here is as ubiquitous, fre-
quently as little noticed, and yet as undiniably real

,,as the air we breathe and the ground we walk on,
The purpose of this section will be to exemplify this
pattern in a variety of concrete instances.

Many independent oral accounts of earlier reser-
vation history record examples of Northern Chey-
enne children being 'whipped at school for speaking
their native tongue. The Indian agent also witheld
rations from families who did nOt send their children
to school. These are examples of the-institutionalized
domination of one group by another, Any reserva-
tion school anywhere -in the country now probably
has a Government-funded bilingual program, Have
things changed? Not really, These schools are still,
no less than in earlier days, preeminently Anglo-
Amencan institutions teaching Native American
children. There is a nontribally controlled public
school on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation, It is
administered and professionally staffed by whites.
English is the medium of instruction. It teaches U.S.
and "world" history to Cheyenne children, but not

-the history of the Northern Cheyenne Nation, nor of
their land, nor the greatness of their leaders who
lived ang died by their traditional values,' Nor are
Cheyenne children systematically taught in school
about, nor prepared in a practical way to deal with,
the many pressing and real problems facing their
homeland today

The present Northern Cheyenne government was
instituted under the Indian Reorganization Act
(IRA) of 3934 Although successful in many ways, it
was designed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
patterned after Anglo-European models. As with
most IRA governments, its constitution requires
approval 'of the Secretary of the Interior for all
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major actions (See Berkey, 1976, pp. 4-5; Jorgensen,
1972, p. 139). Tribal government is controlled by an
Anglo-American political structure and 'directly
dominated by the BIA and the bureaucracy of the
Department of the Interior.'

These situations initially were brought about
apparently quite consciously by the BIA in early
reservation days. One historian of the Northern
Cheyenne Tribe, for example, reports that:

changes hrought about by the reservation sys-
tem struct at the heart of the traditional
Cheyenne way of life. With the coming of the
Indian agent, the Council of Forty-(our lost all
major Aecisionmaking powers. AlthOugh the
chiefs were the wisest men of the tribe, the ones
most aware of the needs of their people, the
agent and the Indian Bureau Made all important
decisions affecting the lives and future 'Of the
Cheyennes. (Weist, 1977, p, 123)

A nd 'again,

In 1886 the Bureau established a Cheyenne
police force while a system of courts and judges
was set u) in 1889. Both Were accountable to
the agent, not the .people, nor were they
enforcing traditional Cheyenne law but rather
the laws of white society, (Weist, 1977, p, 124)

Many other examples could be cited to show that
in generil the Bureau clearly tried -to destroy the
powers of the chiefs as leaders and policymakers, of
the military societies as police force and executive
branch, of Cheyenne religious leaders as counselors
and final authority, and of the family as the educa-
tional institution by which.Sheyenne values and
knowledge were transmittedall of which were,
and to differing degrees still are, highly developed
and effective native Cheyenne instifutions, The
reason for this Bureau policy quite clearly was that
tribal self-determination by traditional law interfered
with the BIA:s desire to impose its own rule by
bureaucratic decree, The means used to accomplish
intereihnic domination today are less obvious and
crass than in the past, but then the domination
pattern now is Much more securely instituhonaliwd
and in place than it was then.
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The pattern today is clearly revealed in many
ways. It shows up, for example, in statistics. 1 will
cite some employment figures briefly as one exam-
ple. Tnbal government is the largest employer on
the reservation, with a total of 376 employees in
1976. Business employment (including construction)
is next, with a total of 251 employees. Schools are
third, with a total of 240 employees. Down the line
are Federal and State programs, including the B1A
and Indian Health Service, with a combined total of
only 79 employees (7 percent of reservation employ-
ment, less than half of that 7 percent is Northern
Cheyenne).

The schools serving the reservation today are
either nontribally controlled or are subject to all the
'certification and other requirements of the Anglo-
Arnerican educational establishment. Fully 51 per-
cent of the school employees are non-Indian, 40
percent are Northern 'Cheyenne, and 9 percent are
other Indian, Even more telling, the managerial and
profes.sional.staff of the schools as comprised almost
entirely of non-Indians. Clearly, control Of eduda-
tion as securely an non-Indian hands, Tribal govern-
ment, in contrast, is largely Cheyenne contrbIled
and employs BO percent Northern Cheyennes, I I

percent other Indiens, and only 9 percent non-
Indians Furthermore, an tribal government, al-
though precise figures are not at hand, a much larger
percentage of the managenal and profesaional posi-
tions are staffed by"Cheyennes than in the schools,

On the reservation tn general Cheyennes are
clustered an laborer and service jobs: 54 percent of
all positions held by Cheyennes. Only 12 percent of
the pop9lation is non-Indian, yet they hold 60
percentiof all professional and managerial jobs.. A. a
group. only 19 percent of non-Indiani on the
reservation hold laborer or service jobs, while
percent hold managerial and professional jobs<

A really excellent contemporary example of insti-
tutionahzed domination is found in the preparation
of environmental impact statements (EIS') that for
coal development projects near the reservation are
required by law to addresa impacts to the reserve-
uon These are policy documents to aid government
agency dectstonmakmg. so they are more than
academic studies but are intended to influence actual
events I have dealt with this problem at length in
two previous papers Illog,as, I9711(a); Hosp.
197104 and here will only summarize my conclu-
mous

The way that EISs are prepared prevents effective
input or representation from tri-a. Consequently,
the social impact sections of each doeuments are
usually scientifically indefensible and fail to meet
their stated legal intent. It is strilping that the one.
`ihing that the institutional arrangements under
which EIS documents are produced do accomplish
well, consistently, and at the expense of failing to
accomplish either their legal mandates or scientific .
credibility, is to prrvent local communities and Indian
tribes from controlling the analyses of impacts to
themselves from the projects being reviewed, This is
not too strongly put, Outsiders, through a number of
EISs currently prepared or underway, are telling the
Northern Cheyenne people what they value, what.
their baseline living conditions consist of, and how
these values and conditions will be affected by the
detisions being made by these same outsiders, The
Cheyenne Tribe is forced into the role of subject for
what minimal analysis is done, rather than allowed
the role of active spokesmanfor its own concerns, In
other words, from the point of view of an Indian
tribe, this is one more case in which control over
their , lives and livelihood I. institutionalized in
nonnative, nonlocsl institutions,

One sees the same basic pattern repeated in other
short-term projects. A television program conceived
and initiated by. Northern Cheyenne tribal members
to develop the meanies of their history in relation to
their own experiences was taken over by the funding
agency and the white producerbui not without
mach wrangling. The Cheyennes knew what they
wanted and how to do it hi thei r own way to express
what they wanted to express, whereas the bon-
Indian agencies were trying to ter to their idea of
what the non-Indian television public wanted to see.

In a similar example, white consultants brought in
to talk about the feasibility '`of an on-reservation .
mall-scale coal mine to provide fuel for local u
were unable to consider the project in light of th
goals imd values' of the people who conceiv t
(nonprofit. serving the needs of a broad ran c of
tribal members), and instead were conce only
with its profitmaking potential on open market*
which would have resulted in cash benefits to
relatively few people and loss of bask control over
the tribal resource The resource would have ended
up serving Anglo-American values and needs in-
stead of tribal values and needs, and the return to the
tribe would have been a relatively small amount of
cash
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These examples are all expreimons of institutional-
ized domination as it is defined here becautie in each
instance control over Northern Cheyenne lives and
livehhopds is vested on a day-by-day basis in non-

Qnchan institutions, Furthermore, control over these
institutions is maintained tightly in non-Indian
hands, Many other examples of this same pattern in
the area of water rights have been effectively
presented in the paper by William Veeder and in
other areas by other papers in this conference,

I will return to the coal-leasing debacle at North-
ern Cheyenne &It one instructive expression of the
problem of sovereignty and institutionalized dom-

ination, but first I want to return to consider in more
general terms some implications of the pattern that
has pia been identified in concrete examples.

Control is sovereignty Sovereignty on the North-
ern Cheyenne Reservation is not an abstract or
philosophical problem alone, but as Lerner (197)
pointed out in a recent article in Aksvesasnc Notes. it
is a nuts and bolls everyday problem It is fought for
in dozens of arenas in dozens of ways, day by day
and year by year In the context of the current 'drtvc
for massive coal development on ond around the
Northern Cheyenne Reservation (see NCR!). 1977.
Nordstrom et al 1977,. Ziontz, ci al 1974, Bogart
and Owens, 1977), it is part of a continuing struggle
for cultural And group survival

It is for this reason that recognizing and dealing
with the pattern of institutional domination has
acquired real urgency Currently, the locus of
control over various aspects of Ihe lives of most
tribal people the education of their children. their
government. ultsmate management and control of
their resources, media programs, and professional
expertise does not rest with their own instittitiOns
Instead, in one way or another, in different times and
contests, control over Indian lives hasteen invested

in notiliultan Institutions, which are themselves
controlled predominantly Of ultimately by nowt nth.
ins As a result, control is exercised an a daily basis hy

pimple of ant distinct historical idento ram and
I ulturr ow. /imply of d different lottorical identity.
rare, and culture Fven where Itibal members are in
nominal control, this control is exercised withtn
Anglo, American institutional frameworks and in
mint stens is subject to the ultimate authority of the

filA e st the Department of the Interior the very
riercasiseriess she domnatton of Indian life by
min Indian inalitottoos is one of its most notable
features I 'oder the 4, intent pressure rto massivv old
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development, and iti requirements for water, land,
air, and human resources, the situation is readymade
for disastrous and almost automatic exploitation of
the affected tribes,

Some Implications of institutionalized
Domination In the Area of Natural
Resources

The situation described in the preceding section
sounds difficult and grim and it is. But the possibili-
ties for change, for increaSed Indian self-determina-
tion, arc greater than they may appear, For One
thing, tribes arc much more aware of their situation
and potentials now than they have been in the past
reservation periods They arc more alert, both to
potential "grabs" for Indian -resources, like those
represented by the suspended Northern Cheyenne
coal leases reviewed here, and they are also more
alert to the very real legal power they have in their
relationship with the U S Government as quasi-
sovereign entities

In fact4 another one of the oriteresting paradoxes in
the situation today is the ditipanty between tribal
legal status as sovereigns and the actual control over
tribal affairs by non-Indian institutions described
above I sometimes wonder, strictly as a layman, if
tribal sovereignty and seif-determinatton in many
areas were not taken away every bit as illegally as
Indian resources and lands were taken If so. perhaps
tribes could enter equally successful lawsuits against
the United States for effectively but illegally taking
away their civil rights as they have entered against
the 1.1 S for effectively but illegally taking away
hinds !hal were similarly guaranteed by treaty

In any event, the disparity between tribal legal
Mahn% and the realities of institutiOnal domination.
including the almost total domination Of nOn.Indian
ecOnotnic institutions, ts a most tmportant part of the
picture One important ramification of this situatiOn
is that tribes have not retained or developed their
own sovereign institutional Capabilities This has
extremely important implications for natural re-

source development On rriliellennOn, MOO tribal
governments are not only very young as govern.
memo go, dating hack lea than V year* to the
period immediately following the Indian Reorgani-
lawn Act of 19%4, hut also stnce then, **part of the
Scoria! Pattefh of instltuttonal domination reviewed
shove, they have not been allowed to function ati WOE
to develop the institutumal capabilities of most
governments
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County and State, governmental institutions, al-

though counties and even States arc bx, legal
definition less sovereign in many ways than are
tribes, have developed their present capabilities over
long penods by the effective exercise, of thode
sovereign powers they do possess. Not only are
tribal governments in their present form recently
formed governments, but they have been effectively
denied until the last decade the normal exercise of
sovereignty Onginal tribal institutions werc de-
stroyed, quite consciously and systematically tn the
early reservation period, and soine version of the,
functions of these original tribal institutions was
subsequently administered through one or another
branch of the DIA bureaucracy. Tribet, literally for
decades have been ruled almost entirely by bureau-
cratic decree rather than by laweither the4 own
or non,Inchan law This has had some bizarre
consequences It has also prevented tnbes from
adapting their own original forms of selfgovern-
ment to new circumstances or from developini new
workable institutions of their own.

One well-known example orthe bizarre conse-
quences that can follow the effective bureaucratic
control of Indian resources by the DIA lies in the
area of land ownership and use The typical pattern
on many reservations is that farmland owned by
tnbal members is packaged in productive units that
are not necessarily related to its actual ownershiplhy
tribal memben These nIanagentent units-are leased
to and farmed by local non-Indian operators The

DIA manages this leasing program Meanwhile,
ownership tif these lands, which has. been divorced
now from their control or use, has gone Its own
merry way The original allotments or interest in

them has been divided and subdivided many times
by heirship, independently of any practical consider .
awns of ownership and use

The upshot Et that under DIA management the
productive units being used by nonIndians remain
IntUt. while the pattern of Indian ownenhip of
these units has become hopelessly tangled This itself
has now become a major deterrent to the Indian
owners ever regaining effective control over and use

or their own lands It seems safe to IltsUMC that if
ownership had not been so divorced from control
and use through Bureau management. the situation
would be very different Indian owners and users
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would have institutionalized some means of their
own to keep ownership patterns consonant with
productive use; as has been accomplished in various
ways by all peoples throughput the world when left
to their own deviees.' Institutionalized domination
aborts development of self-government and, self-
tnanagement capabilities in the area of natural
resources, as in other areas. It then becomes justified
py the very lack it has created,

Conclusion
This paper began by riointing out, an anomaly or

paradox: that involvement in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs management of, coal sales would have had
disastrous consequences on some 56 percent or thc
Northern Cheyenne Reservation lands; It then de-
fined and exemplified the general pattern of the
institutional domination of Indian life by non-Indian
institutions. It shoWed that in many areas, including
that of natural resotirce development, the general
pattern of institutional domination has had similarly
anomalous and disastrous consequences, although
these take a variety of forms,

'That the Ilk of the Northern Cheyenne coal it an
example and consequence or institutionalized domi
nation, as identified above, is by now too obvious to
require much elaboration. The coal sale represents
both the actual control and management of tribal
reliOtIrCet by a nontribal, non-Indian institution and
the consequent lack of development of requisite
tribal institutional capabilities, These features were
also prominent aspects of institutional domination in
the areas of government and of resource manage-
ment in previously cited examples.

The tale also, through the tribe's success in halting
the seemingly inevitable consequences of the signed
contracts and the suspension of the leases and
permits, illuittrates the gap between the actual
domination of Indian affairs by nonIndian inatitu
nom and the Mound legal and sovereign powers of
tribes The Northern Cheyennes exercised their real
legal power

The coal sa* incident further illustrates the
anomalous or piradoxical nature that various own*
*Ions of institutional dominatkno seem to take; also
evidenced in previous examples Finally, it illustrates
another typical feature of such dominationone
that was exemplified but not specifkally identified
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above. It often happens in -association 'with some
mechaniam related to the institutionalized domina-
tion pattern that ttibal resources, through sale, lease,
"management." use, fraud, or simple expropriation.
slip into non-Indian hands, This is apparent :in
Vieder's discussion of water rights, as well as in
examples presented above,. As Frank Ryan of Har-
vard. a prominent Indian scholar, put it during an
orientation session for the newly elected Northern
Cheyenne Tnbel Council, "When they do it for us,
they do it ro us,"

The lesson to be learned from recognizing that the
Northern Cheyenne coil sale debacle is part of the
much more general pattern of institutionalized domi-
nation is equally clear It is not an isolated instance,
to be casually dismissed as a lone example of'
miscarried justice, a narrowly averted disaster, or in
inesplicable anomaly It is not simply another
esample of BIA incompetence and mismenagement
of resources The sheer magnitude of the folly
involved, if It were viewed meiely as an isolated and
regrettable mistake, staggers the imaginatrfin

The coal tale is, rather, one specific expression of'
a pattern that is pervasive in the relationships
between Indian and non-Inilian institutional struc-
tures and can he fully understood only in this light.

At such it highlights certain problems that are
common to the general pattern, in allits 4iiyclile and

myriad expressions The pattern itself is one of
injustice and esploitation and the steady loss of vital
resources It needs to be attacked at 101 11011tre rather
than merely corrected on an ad hoc basic usually
atter expensive court or legal action, in this and that
specific instance.

The best way' I can ice to make this correction ts
honestly and, without the usual "strings" and broken
promises, to provide tribes with the time, the

resources, and the opportunity to develop the means
to govern themselves This solution was advanced
hy Sol Tac in 1956, hy Tac and Stanley in 1969 (see
Tac and Stanley. Iwo). and by tribal leaden since
the treaty period It is even more pertinent and
urgent advice today

Until this is accomplished, probahly the best
strategy for tribes is simply to fight holding OW0004
141 delay or prevent further incremental kisses of
their morasingly valuable natCral resources. while
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they much more slowly and painfully and expensive-
ly fight their way to the same end. Perhaps we have
finally reached the turning point, at which it is to the
practical advantage of the United States to treat its
Indian minority with the respect, fairness,, and
justice that are long overdue on moral grounds,'
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Indian Water Rights and the Energy Crisis

By William H. Veeder

Before "energy crisis" became a hoesehold
the Civil Rights Digest published a commentary of
the then forthcoming Indian water rights controver-
sy in the coalfields of the' western United States. In
that analysis, it was emphasized that water rights
constitute a matter of life and death for the Indian
nations, tribes, and people in the arid and semiarid
West. These are the words of the Supreme Court
relative to the imperative necessity of preserving
and protecting Indian, rights to the use of water if the

tribes are to survive:

Most of the land in these reservations is and
always has been arid. . . it is impoinible to
believe that when Congress creatW the great.
Colorado River Indian' Reservation and when
the Executive Department of this Nation crest-
ed the other reservations they were unaware
that most of the lands were of the desert kind
hot, scorching sandsand that water from the
river would be essential to the life of the Indian
people , .and the crops they raised.'

Taking cognizance of that need ler water by the
write= Indians, the OW Rights Digesz in the article
in question, emphasized that the report of the
National Water Commission, published in 1973,

presaged disaster for the Indian people. As pointed
out in the article in question, if the National Water
Commintion report became "the 'policy of the
Federal Government," the wester% Indians would
be deprived of their water resources, with the
attendant destruction of the western reservations as
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we know them today and the thAttling of reserva-
tion economic development.' From the same source,
this statement is taken:

The National Water Commission's report is an
attempt to justify and apologize for past, pre:

. sent, and contemplated seizures of Indian water
rights for non-Indian projects and purposes.
Past violations are excused on the groqnds of
the violators' alleged ignorance of the law;
projected seizures are justified by expedienCy.

Formulation of the .National Water Commission
report coincided with the drive to obtain Indian
rights to the use of water for the planned coal
development, both as to thermal units and gasifica-
tion. Prescience was not required to foretell in
preparing the publication for the Civil Rights Digest
that the fetal: of Indian rights to the pse of water
was gravely imperiled. At the time of the publica- ,
lion, issues had been sharply drawn between those
who hisisted that the Indian rights should not be
confiscated and those who had undertaken the
seizure of the Indian rights. As the disastrous
economic consequences Of reliance 'upon foreign oil
became manifest, even to those who profited greatly
by 'those imports, alternatiVe methods were being
formulate&

One of the alternatives was the exploitation of the
vast coadflelds in the upper Missouri River basin.
Because coal and water are inseparable in the
development of the resources to reduce reliance
upon foreign oil, plans were formulated to utilize to

Arum w coskow4 17) u s Mai $ts-40 loon
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the fullest extent the water resources in the Yellow-
stone River basin of Montana and Wyoming.

In the formulation of those plans, the representa-
tives of the Department of Interior, working clesely
'With the politically and financially poweiful multi-
national energy cartels, presented plans that were
grandiose in character. Thus it was that the water
resources of the Big Horn River would be diverted
and delivered to Shell, Gulf, and other oil companies
that held leasing arrangments in the coalfields in and
around Gillette, Wyoming, In that high and dry
plateau area of the northern Great Plains, coal is
there in abundance, but the watee resources are
drastically short,' In complete disregard of the rights
to the use of water of the Wind River Indians in
Wyoming and the Crow Indians of Montana, con-
tracts were entered into by the Bureau of Reclama-
tion, Department of Interior, to sell 700,000 acre-feet

of water annually from that source.'
At this point, it is essential to emphasize this

indisputable and fully documented fact: since the

creation of the Bureau of Reclamation in 1902. it has

had a well-developed program for the seizure of

Indian rights to the USC of water, Its historic
violationii of fir Indian rights haVe been reviewed in
detail, That Bureau's presence in the Department of
Interior, the Secretary of which is the principal
agent of the Trustee United States of America,is a
commentary -upon the general amorality in the

" administration of Indian .affairs, Because of the
powerful constituency of the Bureau of Reclamation
and its virtual control of Interior's policies, the
consequences, which have befallen the Indians in the
western United States, partake of a national scandal,'

As' emphasized in the congressional report last

mentiOned, the efforts of the Bureau of Reclamation
to sell 700,000 acre-feet of water, to which the
Indians were legally entitled, were without a scintil-
la oi authority. As pointed out to Congress:

Basically the Industrial Water Marketing Pro-
gram is without legal authority, . *That it
clearly violates the obligation of the Secretary
of the Interior to preserve, protect, utilize and

Sight, tit the Coal Pickle mr the Yellowstone Rivet &taut" Len
Conompomsey ProNamt (Duke llniveputy School of lav). rid Xt, no
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conserve the Indian rights is a conclusion that
cannot be successfully challenged.'

The clash that transpired within the Interior
Department can best be described as brutal. Though
the marketing program of the Interior Department
has never been effectuated nor have the Indian
rights to the use of water been delivered to the coal
companies, the struggle is ongoing and is daily
becoming increasingly intense. A thousand miles to
the south, identically the same struggle was ongoing
in regard to the Indian rights to -the use of water in

the San Juan River basin. There the coal develop-
ment within the Navajo, Southern Ute, and Ute
Mountain Indian Reservations was sought after by
the El Paso Natural Gas Company and other
powerful energy interests. Because of the known\
shortage of water in the San Juan River basin,
Congress had imposed upon the Secretary of Interi:
or the obligation of making hydrological determina-
tions as to the availability of water antecedent to
entering into contracts to supply the energy compa-
nies.'

Indepth hydrological studies have been made.
They disclose that the supply of water is drastically
short in that area. The Bureau of Reclamation,
Department of the tnterior, is the principal advocate
of contracts for the sale of water to the .energy
cariels that are functioning in the San Juan River
basin, The Indian communities, to which reference
has been made, are equally adamant that the Bureau
of Reclamation cannot sell the water, so vital to
their existence. The issues in the San Juan River
basin, relative to the coal developers utilizing Indian
rights to the use of water, were the subject of an
intensive investigation by the Congreu of the United
States." Only the Bureau of Reclamation and its

constituent energy cartels fail to recognize the
indfiputable fact that there is insufficient water for
the Indian developments now ongoing and for the

coal proposals that have now been fOrmulated."
Pertinent here ts the fact that fhe Congressional

Library made an intensive study as to the availability
of water in the San Juan River basin, That report is

Had p 1)0
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A

entitled "Water Supply Contracts from Navajo
Reservoir for Proposed Coal Gasification Flants.""
Itemized there are the contracts" now in force for the
sale of water to the energy corporations. Under the
heading "Critique." the Congressional Library sum-
marizes the studies of the Secretary of Interior.
stating that the conclusions reached by the Secretary
were. among other things, "tenuous.'" In regard to
die Indian water rights in the San Juan River basin.
it was emphasized that, because those rights are:

separate from and prior to those under state
laws, they should probably be subtracted from
the total Upper Basin supply before allocation,
among the states. rather than being taken from
the individual states' allocations,

By that statement. the Congressional Library. in
its report. defined with great clarity the problems
confronting this nation relative to the proposed
utilization of coal for energy development. It must at
this point be emphasized that the Indian communi-
ties are most amenable to utilizing their resources for
energy development+ Quite naturally, however, they
resist the violation of their invaluable rights to the
use of water for the benefit of the energy cartels that
haVe been and are now benefiting financially from
the energy crisis.

Having announced that the President had formu-
lated his intention to issue a national management
policy. the Water Resources cOuncil was directed to
effectuate the President's plan." Secretary of Interi-
or Cecil D. Andrus, is Chairman of the Water
Resources Council. was directed to lesd a study that
would d6velop a "comprehensive reform of water
resources policy, with water conservation as its
cornerstone.'" Acting in accordance with that
direction. the Secretary of Interior, at the National
Conference on Water, held May, 24, 1977. an-
nounced a nine-point program which would be
directed -toward a comprehensive and realistic
national water policy.""-
" pp i la at or"
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Point six of the Secretary's program categorized
LS a single -unit "quantification of Indian rights and
federal water rights." The issue of whether Indian
rights( are Federal rights is a controversy that will
continue. The cprrent.administration vacillates be-
tween adhering to the concept that Indian water
rights are Federal rights and denying this they can
be categorized as Federal rights.

To perform the task outlined by the Secretary of
the Interior. Policy Committee was established
within the Department of the Interior," The Assis-
tant Secretary for Land and Water Resources.
withintihe Interior Department. has been designated
the Chairman of the Policy Comniittee, The implica-
tions of that appointment are of overriding impor-
tance. It turns largely upon the conflict of interest
that existi within the Interior Departmert b4tween
the l'4wly created Assistant Secretary for Indian.
Affairs and the Assistant Secretary for Land and
Water Resources, Those interests* are antipodal.
Those interests cannot be reconciled, If the Indian
'rights to the use Of water are to be protected." the
Bureau of Reclamation, the Bureau of Land Man-
agement. and other non-Indian agencies must be
barred from violating Indian rights. These Interior
Department agencies have consistently seized Indian
water rights for the benefit of non-Indian purposes
and projects."

When the Indian community became aware of thit
content of the proposed Presidential policy. they
immediately mobilized for the purpose of demanding
that their rights be protected in any policy that
might ultimately be issued, At a meeting on July 12,
1977, of Indian leaders with the Chairman of the
Policy Committee. the Water Resources Council.'
and members of his staff, an indepth review of the
conflicts was ,consummated. The 'Chairpan readily
admitted that the Indian Oghts are not rederal rights
and that the Indian leadership rad not been consult:
ed respecting the policy. At the meeting, moreover,
there was brought forts a most salient point: the

"
" 42 Pad Res at 14.%) IA! Policy Comminee fist composed of the
Assimant Secretuy of the InteriorLand and Wan Itewitixi. Amoebae
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4, Secretary of the Interior had designated and an-
nounced, the appointment of the- first Assistant
Secretary of the Department of Interior for Indian
Affairs. That designated official was placed in an
impossible position by the conduct of the Water-
Resources Council, which, as. stated, had totally
ignored the rights of the Indians. A most important
India' policy in regard to "water hghts had been
announced, but the designated Assistant. Secretary
had no voice in the formulation of that' policy and
would, moreover, be bound by it if it were accepted

,as official in character. Both the Indian leadership
and the then Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs
designate, Forrest Cerard, demanded that the Presi-
dent's water policy, then being formulated, preserve
and protect the Indian rights against seizure.

In an effort to placate the concerns of the Indian
people and taking cognizance of the fundamental
laws protecting Indian rights to theuse,,of water, the
Water Resources Council, on July 261977, pub-
lished this pronouncement in the Federal Register:

a

Indian water rights are not the same as "Federal
rights" and, therefore, cannot be included in a
policy statement involving "Federal
rights". . .and no separate option _paper on
Indian rights to the use of water will be
published."

Events, which would -subsequentlY trarispiret disc-
lose that the recanting of the 'Water Resources
Council, acting through the Secretary of Interior, in

regard to Indian rights was-purely cosmetic. The
President's policy that was ultimately issued, rather
than declaring that Indian rights are nOt Federal'
rights, states this:

Indian water rights.are an important component
of the long term resolution of water problems in
the West. There have been several important
court decisions Winters v. United States and
Cappaert v. United States in partfeularwhich
have established that there were water rights
attached to Indian reservations upon their cfe-
ation.''

Let this fact be emphasized: Cappaert is a case
involving Federal rights to the use of water as
distinguished from Indian rights. Those who formu-
lated the President's message clearly violated 'the
language that had been adopted to separate and

" Indian Water Rights Statement, 42 Fed. Reg. 38,463 (1977).

Water Policy Mmage: Detailed Background, Jdne 6, 1978, p. 15.

" Colorado River Water Cons. Dist, [Akin] v. United States, 424 U.S. 800

(1976),

distinguish Indian rights to the use of water from
Federal riglits.

Great damage has .1ready been experienced by
4he fairure of theinterior and Justice Departments to
distinguish, Indian and Federal rights to the use of
water. It was ttte refusal of the Solicitor General o,f

the. Department of Justice td distifigui§h between:'
Indian rights- and Federal rights that resUlted'in the
McCarran Act being extended to -Indian rights. That
conceptin total errorbrought about the disas-
trous Alciirdeciscon, which subjected Indian rights to
the jurisdictiortof State courts."

Adding to the great concern of the western -

Indians is the fact ,that the President's policy not
only fails to distinguish the-.Indian rights from
Federal:rights, it likewise outlines strategies- for
accomplishing the Presidential purposes that gravely
threaten the Indian rights. Reference in that connec-
tión is made tb this phase of the President's policY:

-

The priority and quantity of thes6 [Indian]
rights present question, however, because the
quantification of the rights must be determined
by examining the documents establishing each
reservation. These issues, can, of cOurse, be
resolved through 'judicial proceedings. This is a
time consuming and costly process. The Presi-

-dept strongly favors a negotiation. process instead.
[emphasis supplied] 23-

Forrest Gerard, now Assistant 'Secretary for
Indian Affairs, in a communication dated August 24,
1978, to "All Tribal Chairmen," relative to -the
"Presidential Directives Regarding National,Water
POlicy," said this among other things:

All of the directed actions'are to:
1

Facilitate the negotiation proaess regarding
Indian claims to the use of water.

. .

Be taken in close consultation with Indian
tribes.

Be under this Departrhent's lead responsi-
bility.

Result in products which are to'be submit-
ted to the Secretary by June 6., 1979.

Once again, the Indian communities, fully aware of
the value of their rights-to the use of water and the

" S'ee note 21, supra.
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demands that those rights be seized for the purpose
of meeting the energy crisis, recoil at the idea thit
the negoliations recommended by the President are
to be undertaken pursuant to the Department of
Interior's "lead responsibility.." The Indian tribes
have already experienced, as pointed out above, lhe
consequences of permitting the officials of the
Department of Interior to propose poliCies that
directly effectuate the Indian rights to the use of
water. As emphasized in the CiVil -Rights Digest of
1973, the conflicts of interest within the Department
of Interior are transcendent and Wherever the Indian
interests within that Department pnf1ict with the
non-Indian projects, purposes, and p.ns, the Indians

_are invarjably the losers."
- _

To implement the Presidential poll y relative to
negotiationswhich, as 'stated, strikes at the very
basic principles of the law protecting Indian rights
it has been proposed that the Indians negotiate with
the States in regard to the measure, character, and
eXtent of their rights. Relative to that proposal, the
budget for the Bureau of' Indian _Affairs, 1979-80,

among pther things, provides, under the heading:

, RIGHTS PROTECTION ACTIVITY DECI-
SION PACKAGE FOR THE FISCAL YEAR
1980 BUDGET:

-The States of Arizona, South Dakota and North
Dakota, h6wever, have indicated a willingness
to undertake negotiations on the water rights
issues in those States rather than to litigate the
water rights associated with the two dozen
reservntions in thOse three States alone. Absent
impetus for negotiations, many of te major
stream systems in the western h of the
country will very likely be tied up in lit ation
well into the twenty-first Century. The States of
Wyoming, Nevada, Colorado, New Mexico and
Washington have already instituted judicial
proceedings to expedite this process.

Continuing from the same source, this statement is
also taken:

Two major initiatives are conternplated hi this
area. One in Arizona involving two of the
principal streams in that State and one in South
Dakota involving the waters of the Missouri
system in that State.,

It is further stated:

" "Indian Water Rights,"
" 31 US. 515 (1832).
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The Costs of ,protracted litigation, which might
not be necessary, are simply unnecessary trans-
action costs visited upon' every user of water
and purchaser of goods derived from the
primary industries of mining and agriculture._

. Overlooked entirely in those statements are the
Indian inteiests, which the Trustee United States is
required to protect. As will be emphasized, the
Indians should mit, under any circumstances, pro-
'ceed with negotiations with the States. It would not
be harmful, of course, to consult with the States
strictly from the standpoint of public relations.
However, firm negotiations with the States to
resolve- Indian rights to the use of water should
never be undertaken by the Indian people. Refer-
ence in that connection is made to the fact that it
was a conflict between the Indians and the States ,
that resulted in the Constitutional provisos vesting
plenary and exclusive jurisdiction over Indian affairs
in the national government: As will be-reviewed, it
was also the conflicts between the United States and
the State of Georgia, which had challenged the
authority of the United States over Indian affairs,
which brought about the hallmark decision of
Worcester v. Georgia. 25

Quite aside, however, from the ongoing threats of
the States in regard to Indian rights to the use of
water are equally basic principles of law. In that
regard, reference is made to these ,concepts which,
respecting Indian interests, are not subject to suc-
cessful challenger The States have neither the
power, the authority, nor the financial capacity to
negotiate binding contracts with the Indians. The
States have no rights to the use of water about
which they are elnpowered to negotiate. Any
arrangement with the Indians relative to their rights
.to the use of water as they relate to the States would
be null and void and of no force and effecta
vacuous undertaking.

There is no question that the States are most
anxious to enter into negotiations in some manner to
limit the rights to the use of water of the Indian
people for the benefit of the other citizens within
their jurisdictions. ReferenCe in that connection is
made to a headline in a recent news story, which
reads as follows: "Missouri Tribal Control Ques-
tioned."2' Continuing, the article declared, among
other things, that: "A special legislative panel is

"Talks Viewed on S.D. Water Rights," Bismarck Tribune, Aug. 23, 1978,
p. 16.



likely to ask next year's lawmakers to designate a
,body which can conduct 'water rights negotia-
tiOns, . . ."

Indian Winters Rights/ immune from
State Jurisdiction

Perhaps the most fatal flaw in the, President's
- policy, relative to rights to the use of water, stems

from the constitutional aspects underlying the na-
tional-State relationship. There can be no doubt that
the "water , controversies" will ultimately be re:
solved in the courts. The 9utcome of those judicial
proceedings will very markedly establish the pros-
pects for the survivil of the Indian people in the
western United States.

Unprecedented demands for water,' not only in '
connection with the energy crisis, but frpm munici-
pal, agricultural, and recreational uses, have resulted
in sharp and ever-accentuated struggles between the
Indians, the States, and those who are 'claiming
under the States. Equally unprecedented have been
the efforts to deprive theindians of their rights to
the use of water by the energy cartels which, due to
their vast financial and political poWer, have precipi-
tated an unrelenting program to seize or sharply
delimit the Indian rights.

Inherent Indian-State hostility from the inceptive
mornents of this nation continues today. Long prior

to the Revolutionary War, the policy of the Com-
monwealth of Virginia toward the Indians presaged
the ongoing struggle between the Indians and the
States. That hostility, evidenced by a genocidal
policy adopted by Virginia in regard to Indians, is
reflected in a 1623 act of the General Assembly. It
provides, in part, as follows: "that at the beginning

of July the inhabitants of every corporation shall fall

upon adjoining salvages [sic] as we did last

year. . . .""
Elimination of the Indian population in the State of
Virginia was carried out, in part, in that manner
Indeed, it was a most effective method of obtaini
the Indian land and was reflective of the lc

policies adopted by Virginia througho istory.

It is, of course, another, historical fact that Virginia
was.not alone in its war to exterminate the Indians in

eastern United States..

" Henning's Statutes at Large 128 (1619-1660).

" Bancroft's History of the United States (Cent. Ed.), vOl. 1, p.451.

" Worcester v. Georgia,3 I. U.S. (6 Pet.) 515, 549 (1832).

" Treaty with the Delaware Nation, Act ofSept. 17, 17,78, 7 Stat. 13.

The historian Bancroft described the conse-
quences of the, growing colonies upon the "red
men": "The seizure of Indian land, the Indians'
desperate struggle io survive and thefl inevitable
consequences of the, conflict"23 must necessarily
constitute one of the blackest moments of this
country's history.

A brief respite from the attacks by the States upon
the Indiansi,occurred ddring the colonial war for
independence. Among the rebelling colonies, there
was an extreme apprehension that the Indian tribes
would add their arms tp, Britain's, with disastrous
consequences to the colOnies." Thus confrontedi the
then-aborning States, under the. Articles of Confed-
eration, far from advancing any claims tb Indian
Ian& or asserting 'dominion over the Indians, re
solved to foster and preserve Indian friendship. The
desire of the 13 original colonies to maintain peace
with the rethaining powerful Indian nations is

exemplified by the September 1778 Treaty between
the Confederated States and the Delaware Indian
Nation.3° Examination of that historic treaty be-
tween the United States and the Delaware Nation is
warranted. It reflects the fact that the rebelling
colonies, under great pressure from Great Britain, .

negotiated with the Delaware Nation on the basis of
"equality."

When success against the British Empire had been
achieved by the rebelling colonies, they had no
desire to wage war with the Indians. As a conse-
quence, numerous treaties were entered into with
the Indian people. Those treaties are still in existence
and, as will be emphasized, constitute the supreme
law of the land.

Failure of the Articles .of Confederation respect-
ing Indians and Indian tribes was a prime example of
the overall inadequacies of the Confederation. Ham-
ilton, Jay, and Madison, in The 'Federalist essays,
expressed the imperative need to have Indian affairs
condueted pursuant to the Constitution 'within the
plenary jurisdiction of the central government they
were proposing." It was readily recognized that the
States were then, as they are now, unwilling -or
unable to restrain the aggressions of their 'citizens
against Indians with the attendant, frequent, and
dreadful Indian wars." Moreover, as the writers of
The Federalist pointed out, the Indian nations on

The Federalist (1. Hamilton ed. 1885) (A. Hamilton, J. Jay, & J.
Madison).
" Ibid., No. 3, p. 63 (I. Hamilton ed, 1885)(1. Jay).
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their border were a threat to the Union not only by
reason of their own capacity to wage successful war,
but likewise as to the possibility of allies for the.
European powers who were desirous of seizing, if
possible, the newly acquired lands of the United
States."

As a consequence of the historic conflicts among
the Indian -tribes and the States, there was delegated
to the central government the exclusive and plenary
control over Indian affairs. These are the words
from the commerce clause, of the Constitution,
which created -the historic and legal i-elationship
between the national government and the Indian
nations: " The Congress shall have Power. . . .To
regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and
among the several States, and with the Indian
Tribes. . .

Unquestionably, that constitutional proviso is the
basis of the Federal-Indian relationshipto the
exclusion of the States. Nevertheless, other historic
.events resulted in the application of other basic
provisions in the Constitution to Indian affairs. In
the 1823 Supreme Court decision, Johnson v. McIn-
tosh, Chief Justice Marshall referred to the dilemma
confronting Great Britain, Spain, France,. and other
European powers when they undertook to seize and
to take from the Indians the lands that were "newly
discovered" when Cabot stumbled upon the North
American continent." Because the Indians confront-
ing the European potentates who,desired, to exploit
the Indian properties were fierce and warlike, these
European leaders entered into numerous treatie9
with the tribes. Marshall points out that the Europe-
ans had no alternative because the Indian nations
were "too powerful and brave not to be dreaded
eriemies," requiring the maintenance of peace with
them "by quieting their alarm for their properties,"
which the European powers so avidly sought (It is
observed in passing that the parallel between the
adainant demands for Indian lands during the ctIpni-
al period and the avidity to seize Indian Rghts to the
use of water in the year 1978 cannot be overlooked.)

It was, indeed, to quiet the alarms of ,the Indian
nations that Great Britain entered irito numerous
treaties with the Indians prior to the Revolutionary
War. In keeping with that historic precedent and by
reason of the practicalities of the administration of
the central authority, 'the treatymaking power, like

Ibid No. 25, p, 207 (J. Hamilton ed. 1885)(A. Hamilton).
" U.S. Const An, I. Sec. 8, Cl. 3.
" Johnson v. McIntosh, 21 U.S. 543, 596-97 (1823).
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Indian affairs, Was placed exclusively within the
purview of the auShority of the national government
Under the Constitution."

Respecting Indian treaties, (Justice Marshall de-
clared:

The words "treaty" and "nation," are words of
our own language. . .having each a definite and
well-understood meaning. We have applied
them to Wilms and, ps we have applied them to,
other nations of the earth; they are applied to all
in the same sense." - ,

Hence* is that the treaties among the Indian nations
and tribes with the United States come within the
purview of another constitutional proviso, which is
as follows:

Clause 2. This Constitution, and the Laws of the
United States which shall be made in Pursuance
thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be
made, under the Authority of the United States,
shall be the supreme Law of the Land. . . .36

Lest there be any mistake as to the dignity of treaties
entered into between the United _States of America
and the ipdian nations , and tribes, the last-cited
clause continues as follows:

the Judges in eyery State -shall be bound
thereby [treaties]; any Thing in the Constitution
or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwith-,
standing.

To those who desire to challenge the Indian rights
to the use of water, it behooves them to take intO
consideration that the treaty rights of she Indians
partake of the supreme law of the land. Moreover,
the entire power and authority of the central
government must, in good conscience, come to the
support of the Indians in their present ongoing
struggle against the States and the powerful constit-
uents of the States, which include, as stated above,
the multinational energy cartels.

In the formative years of -this country, the Su-
preme Ginirt was solicitous to prevent the extinction
of the Indian tribes by the States and their citizens
through the seizure of Indian rights, land, and
properties. When Georgia violated a treaty entered
into between the United States and the Cherokee
Indians, then residing in the State of Georgia, the

" U.S. Conte, An, 11, Sec. 2,
" Worcester vf Georgia. 31 U.S. 515, 559-60 (1832),
" U.& Const.. Art. VI, CI. 2.



full power ,of the Constitution was exercised in
sustaining the Indian claims. Marshall said:

The treaties and laws of the United States
contemplate the Indian territory as completely
separate from that of the-states: and provide that
all intercourse with .them shall be carried on
exclusively by the government of the Union. 21

Having analyzed the laws of the State of Georgia,
the Supreme Court determined them to t4 a clear
violation of the constitutional guarantees accorded
to the Indians under the organic law. In these
unequivocal terms, the Nation's Constitution was
applied to protect the Indians:

[Me day of Georgia are repugnant to the
constitution, laws and treaties of the United States.
They interfere forcibly with the relations establish-
ed between the United States and the Cherokee
nation, the regulation of which, according to the
settled principles of our constitution, are commit-
ted exclusively to the government of the Union.

Accordingly, the laws of Georgia, which violated
the jurisdiction of both the United States and the
Indian tribes, were declared void, and judgment of a
Georgia court based upon them was determined to
be a nullity.

Reference is warranted to the fact that not only
does Worcester v. Georgia declare that the Constitu-
tion prohibits State violation of Indian properties
under the commerce, treaty, and supremacy clauses
of this nation's basic laws, the Congress has eXer;
cised much broader power in protecting the Indians
against State invasion. As referred to above, the
legislative branch of the Federal Government has
the exclusive control of Indian affairs, Federal
property, and the admittance of States into the
Union. Thus it is that the Congress has repeatedly
exercised throughout the western United States its
power to condition the admission of States into the
Union upon a covenant by the States that they will
refrain from seizing or extending their jurisdiction
over Indian property.

Admittance of the States of Washington, Mon-
tana, and North and South Dakota into the Union,
subject to such conditions imposed by Congress,
demonstrates with clarity the impossibility of the
negotiations and settlement of Indian rights by

9* Worcester v. °corgis, 31 U.S. 515, 557 (1832),
Act of Feb. 22, 1889, Ch. 180, Sec. 4(2), 25 Stat. 676.

Ibid. (emphasis added) (reproduced in vol. 13 of the ND. Cent. Code

at 87; Yol. I of the S.D. Compiled Laws Ann. at 183, and vol, 1 of the Mont.

Rev es Ann. t 67),

arrangements with the States.4° pursuant to that
congressional authorization for admittance into the
Union of the States last mentioned, the States were

"required to agree as follows:

'That the people inhabiting said proposed States
d6 agree and declare that they forever disclaim
all right and title. . .to all lands lying within said
limits owned or held by any Indian or Indian
tribes. . . .

Additionally, the Congress prcivided, with regard to
the Statei in question;

juntilj the title thereto shall have been extin-
guished by the United States, the same shall be
and remain subject to the disposition of the
United States, and said Indian lands shall remain
under the absolute jurisdiction and control pf the
Congress of the United States. . . .4'

Eliminating any doubt as to the immunity of
Indian property from State control, each of the
mentioned States adopted proilisowsimilar-to that-o.f
the State of South Dakota, which specifies in its
constitution the following exemption clause:

ARTICLE XXII

COMPACT WITH THE UNITED STATES

The following article shall be irrevocable with-
out the consent of the United States and the
people of the state of South Dakota expressed
by their legislative assembly:

Second. 'That we, the people inhabiting the
state of South Dakota, do agree and declare that
we forever disclaim all right and title to. . .all
lands lying within said limits owned Or held by
an Indian or Indian tribes; and that until the title
thereto shall have been extinguished by the
United States, the same shall be and remain
subject to the disposition of the United
States. . . .42

Virtually identical provisos, as those set forth
above from the enabling acts and constitutional
provisions exempting Indian property, are part of
the organic laws of the States of Idaho, Arizona,
New Mexico, Oklahoma, and other Western States.
It is on that background of the supremacy of the
" South Dakota Codified Laws, 1978 Revision, vol. 1, at 188-89, n'he
Enabling Act," l)4, Second; Constitution of South Dakota, "ARTICLE
XXII COMPACT WITH THE UNITED STATES," Secmcl,
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national government in Indian affairs that specific
reference will now be made to those concepts of
constitutional lavi.as they relate to Indian rights to
the use of water.

In the early years of the 20th century, there was to
be tested, before the Supreme Court the validity of
the provisions within an Indian treaty as they pertain
to both Federal and State actions in violation of the
treaty." There the fishing rights of the Indians, as
guaranteed by the .Yakima Indian Treaty of 1855,
were the subject matter of the case. In spedific
terms, the Yakimas had been guaranteed the right to
fish for salmon in the Columbia River in their "usual
and accustomed places." In disregard of those treaty
rights, the Secretary of Interior issued patents to
non-Indians to the lands along the Columbia River,
which included the Yakima fishing sites. Reserva-
tion of the Indian rights to the use of water were not
mentioned or included in the patents. Moreover, the
State of Washington, claiming jurisdiction over the

Columbia River salmon runs and the bed of that
navigable river, licensed to non-Indians the right to
maintain a fishing wheel, the operation of which
excluded the Yakimas fl-om their ancient fishing
grounds, Issue was there joined in this manner: did
the Yakima treaty supersede both the Federal patent
to the lands and the license granted by the State of
Washington?

Yes, said. the Highest Court, and from the Winans
decision would flow the basic concepts of the Indian
Winters Dbctrine establishing the prior and para-
mount rights of the Indians over junior State-created
rights." Respecting the Yakima fishing rights, the
Supreme Court ruled that "they imposed a servitude
upon every piece of land as though described
therein,"" The Court further declared that the
treaty rights were, "[I]ntended to be continuing
against the United States and its grantees as well as
against the State and its grantees." The State of
Washington, said the Court, by issuing its license,
had violated the Yakima treaty rights: "[I]t was
within the competency of the Nation to secure to the
Indians such a remnant of the great rights they
possessed as 'taking fish at all usual and accustomed
places'." In reference to the State fishing wheel
license, the exercise of which excluded the Yakimas
from enjoying their treaty rights, the Court said that
the Indian fishing rights were "easements" in the

" United States v Winans, 198 U.S. 371, 381 (1903).
" Winters v United States, 207 (LS 364, 377 (1908)
" 198 US 371. 364 (1903)
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lands. The license did not supersede those Indian
fishing easements and the State license did not limit

,or determine those rights."
In the year following the enunciation of the

Winans concept of the sanctity of Indian treaty
rights, there arose a conflict in the State of Montana
between the,Fort Belknap Indians and Winters; Who
claimed rights under State law. Though rights to the
use of Water were- not mentioned in- the 1855 Treaty
of the Fort Belknap Indians or in the subsequent
agreement they entered into with the United States
on May 1,- 1888, the Court nevertheless upheld the
Indian rights to the use of water. In adopting the'
rationale of Winans. the Court of Appeals fOr the
Ninth Circuit, in the case of Winters v. United States.
said this: "[t]he right so reserved [by the Indians]
continues ,to exist against the United States and its
grantees, as well as against the state and its gran-
tees."" There was thus preserved against claims
asserted under State law the rights to the use of
water essential for the Indians to survive on the
barren lands constituting the Fort Belknap Indian
Reservation.

When the Supreme Court affirmed the Winters
decision of the court of appeals, .it devoted a
substantial portion of its opinion to the Federal-
Indian-State confrontation, which the case present-
ed. The Supreme Coiirt made particular reference to ,
the previously discussed Enabling Act, pursuant to
which the States of Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota, and Washington -were admitted into the
Union. That Enabling Act specified that Montana
and the other States would be admitted "upon an
equal footing with the original states."" In denying
that the protection of the Fort Belknap rights to the
use of water, reserved for them in their treaty and
agreement, would violate Montana's equal footing
status, the Supreme Court said this: "The power of
the Government to reserve the waters and exempt
them from appropriation under state law, is not
denied, and could not be."

Significantly, in support of the explicit ruling of
the Supreme Court in denying the applicability of
State law, the Highest Court made reference to both
the Rio Grande decision and the Winans deCision. It
is important to note that the Rio Grande decision set
forth explicitly the limitations upon the power and

- Id.
tt Winters v. United States, 113 Fed, 710, 719 (CA 9, 1906),
" Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 361, 377 (1908)



authority of the States to invade the properties of the
United States." That case held that, while the States
had the authority to determine the kind and type of
rights to the use of water their citizens could
acquire, that State authority was strictly liptited to
the principle that the States may not interfere with
the properties of the United States and, moreover,
that the authority and control of the Stites are
limited by the superior power of the United States to

secure uninterrupted navigability of all navigable
sti-eams within the United States, Similarly, title and
source of title of the Indian rights to the use of
water, under their treaties, is a matter of extreme
importance. In that regard, reference is again made

to the Winaps decision alluded to above. In that
decision, the Highest Court declared that the Indian
rights were -those which were not granted by the
tribes to the United States of America. Otheewise
stated, the tribes reserved to themselves all the rights
that they did not grant to the national government,-

In the Ahtanum case, the nature and 'characteris-
tics of Indian rights to the use of water and the
retention of those rights by the tribes, pursuant to,
their treaties, establishes beyond question that the
vested rights of the tribes, under their treaties,
cannot be in any way violated by the States or those
claiming under them."

In applying the Winans concepts to Indian rights

to the use of water, the Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit, in the last-mentioned Ahtpnum case,

said this:

That the Treaty of 1855 reserved rights in and
to the waters of this stream for the Indians, is
plain from thc decision in Winters v. United

States, 207 U.S, 564, . .In the Winters case, as
here, the reservation was created by treaty; the
reserved lands were a part of a much larger
tract which the Indians had the right to occupy;
and the lands were arid and without irrigation
practically valueless, . .This court, in its deci-
sion (143 Fed, F. 740, 746), which the Supreme
Court was affirming, had said "We are of the
opinion that it was the intention of the treaty to
reserve sufficient waters of Milk River, as was
said by the court below, 'to insure the Indians
the means wherewith to irrigate their farms,'
and that it was so understood by the repsective
parties to the treaty at the time it was signed,""

_

" ,See enttcd v Roo Gran& Parn and Irrigsuon Co , 174 U $ 690,

701(1889)
Unoled Statcl v AhIsrousr lorr DIM 216 V 2d 121, 128 (CA 9, 1956), cert.

den . 112 U S 988 (1917), on remand, 110 F2d 892, rrhearIng dented. 138

V 2(1 107 (1964), cert drn.. 18 U S 924 (1965)

Continuing, demonstrating the dignity of the Indian

rights to the use of water and the fact that those
rights were held by them from time immemorial and

were not conveyed to them by the United Stites, the
Court of Appeals for the *nth Circuit said this:

As in the Winteittase, we must answer in the
negative the questions tbere posed; "Did they
[the Indians] give UpseallAbis? Did they [the
Indians) reduce the area,of fheir occupation and
give up the waters which made it valuable or
.adequate?" As said ,in the Winters case, "(207
U.S. 564, 576): "The reservation was a part of a
very much larger tract which the Indians had
the right to occupy and use and which was
adequate for the habits and wants of a nomadic
and uncivilized people," When the Indians
agreed to change their nomadic habits and to
'become a pastoral and civilized people, using
the smalleueservation area, it must be borne in
mind, as the Supreme Court said [in Winans
1. . ., that "the treaty was not a grant of rights
to the Indians, but a grant of rights from therh--a
fescrvation of those not granted,""

In the same Ahtanum decision, the issue arosea
vital issue hereLas to the amount of water that was
reserved by the tribes when they entered into their
treaties, On the subject, the Court of Appeals for the
Ninth tircuit said this; "The reservation was not
moiely for the present but for the future use. Any
other construction of the rule in the Winters case
would wholly be unreasonable," Continuing, this
statement was made:

This matter was directly passed upon in Conrad
Inv. Co. v. United States. 9 Cir, 161 F. 829,
decided shortfty after the Winters decision. This
court was there undertaking to follow and
apply that [ Winters decision. It said (p. 832);
"What amount of water will be required for
these purposes may not be determined with
absolute accuracy at this time; but the policy of
the government to reserve whatever water of
Birch Creek may be reasonably necessary, not
only for present uses, but for future require-
ments, is clearly within the terms of the treaties
as construed by the Supreme Court in the
Winters case,""

Of particular significance here, as it relates to the
efforts to obtain Indian water for the energy crisis,

the Ahtanum decision likewise reviewed -the Indian-

.1236 V 2d 321, 325 56 (CA 9, 1956)
" lbod 126

Ibid
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State relationship, To the contention that the State
of Washington, where Ole issues were joined in the
Ahtanum cise, had some power or jurisdiction over
the Indian rights to the use of water, the court of,
appeals said this:

It is too clear to require exposition that the state
water right decree could have no effect upon
the,rights of the United States.

Rights reserved by treaties such as this are not
subject to appropriation under state law. nor Os
the state power to dispose of them. . . . [Em-
phasis added]

Significantly, the Supreme Court, in the case of
Arizona v. California. " reiterated and adopted many
of the precepts set forth in the Ahtanum decision. On
the subject of the power of the States to limit or
control Indian rights to the use of wliter, the
Supreme Court said this:

Arizona's contention that the Federal Govern-
ment had no power, after Arizona became a
State, to reserve waters for the use and benefit
of federally reserved lands rests largely upon
statements in Pollard's Lessee v. Hogan. ,.and
Shively v. Bowlby. .Those cases and others
that followed them gave else to the doctrine
that lands underlying navigable waters within
territory acquired by the Government are held
in trust for future States. , But those cases
involved only the shores of and lands beneath
navigable waters. They do not determine the
problem before us and cannot be accepted as
limiting the broad powers of the United States
to regulate navigable waters under the Com-
merce Clause and to regulate government lands
under Art. IV, §3, of the Constitution. We have
no doubt about the pOwer of the United States
under these clauses to reserve water rights for
its reservations and its property."

In regard to Executive order reservations, as
distinguished from treaty reservations, the Supreme
Court added this very crucial statement; ,''We can
but give short shrift at this late date to the argument
that ,the reservations either of land or water are

" 373 U S 546 (1963) .
" !hid at 597 90
" (bid
" Ihid at 000
" !hid at WI
" 5 Conn , Pifth Amendment "No penon shall he ,deprived of
bk, liberty, or properly without due process of law, nor shall private
property be taken for public use, without jUst compensation
" The nght to the flow and use of water, being a right in a natural
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invalid because they were originally set apart by the
Executive."

In Arizona v. California, moreover, the rationale of
the Winters Doctrine, which protects the Indian
rights trom invasion not only by the citizens of the
States, 'btit by the States themselveS, the Court
reiterated and reaffirmed the concepts of Conrad and
Ahtanum, cited above, in regard to the measure of
the Indian rights to the use of water. On the subject,
the Court said this;

We also agree with the Master's conclusion as
to the quantity of water intended to be reserved.
He found that the water was intended to satisfy
the future as well as the present' needs of the
Indian Reservations and tuled that enough
water was reserved to irrigate all the practica-
bly irrigable acreage on the reservations."

Additionally, in regard to the facts which were
before it, the Court pointed out that:

We have.concluded, as did the Master, that the
only feasible and fair way by which reierved
water for the reservations can be measured is
irrigable acreage. The various acreages of irri-
gable land which the Master found to be on the
different reservations we find to be reasonable."

As stated above and as feiterated here, those who
would invade Indian Aghts for the purpose of
supplying water-to meet the energy crisis must first
violate the Constitution of the United States, includ-
ing but not limited to the Indian rights to the use of
water, which are protected not only by the provi-
sions of the Constitution, to which reference has
previously been made, blit likewiie by the due
process clause of the Constitution, .which prevents )

the taking of property without just compensation."
It is, of course, elementary that the Indian rights to
the use of water are interests in real property of the '
highest dignity. That they are protected against
seizure, either by the United States, the States, or
citizens acting pursuant to either the Federal or
State government, has been judicially determined."

It has been contended that the States, by constitu-
tional or statutory provisos, have, in some manner,

resource, is real propeny: As stated by Wtel; 'This usufructuary right, or
'water-right,' is the subitantial nght with regard to flowing waters, is the
right which is almost invariably the subject matter over which irription or
water power or similar contract, are made and htiganon antes, and is real
property. It is u fundamental under the law of ripinan nghts u under the
law of appropriation," Wiel, Waffl Righu In The Western States (3d ed.),
vol. I, sec. I H, p. 20. See U.S. v. Gerlach Livestock Co., 339 U & 725
(1950).



acquired rights to the use of water, which could be
utilized in negotistions with the Indian tribes. Those
contentions are without basis in laW. It is too clear
for question that the States did not acquire rights to
the use of water in connection with the lands of the
national government when they were admitted into
the Union." In that decision, the Supreme Court
declared that the Desert Land Act of 1877 separated
the rights to the 'use of water front ihe public lands

of the United States of America and made the rights

to the use of water subject to acquisition pursuant to
the State law. It isimportant in that regard that the
Supreme Court relied heavily upon the Montana

case of Howell v. Johnson. " In that case, there were
reviewed the rights and interests of the States to
water on the public lands.'In rejecting the conten-
tion that the State of Montana had rights to the use

of water on the public lands of the United States of

America, the Court, in Howell v. Johnson, said this:

"It is urged that in some way thestate of Montana
has some right in these waters in Sage Creek or some

control over the same. It never purchased them. It

nev,er owned them."' -

Thus, it is beyond question that the Supreme
Court, in the California-Oregon Power Co. decision,

rejected the urgings that the State of Montana, in

some manner, acquired rights to the use of the water

under the Cong4ssiona1 Acts of 1866, 1870, or 1877.

That it did not icquire any rights to the use of water

is abundantly manifest. Similarly, the Supreme
Court of Oregon adhered to the rule it announced in

There, the Oregon Courtin concluding that
the Congress by the Desert Land Act of 1877,
as the owner of the public domain, could seS,er
the land from the unappropriated rights to the
use of water and prescribe the means pursuant
to which title to each right could be acquired
compared that Act with the provisions respect-
ing the mineral lands of the National Govern-
ment."

It is important here to note that bo h rights to

the use of water, title to which i States

of *erica on the public lands,

rights can be acquired by compl
law. However, the title passes

" Set Califorma.Oreson Power Co
US 144(19151

A" 119 Fed 156, 118 C Mont , It
[bid
Mush v Porter. 11 Ore )18, '191,

09091, 102 Pak 728 (1909)

government to the appropriator or thc miner who is
exercising his rights under the congressional acts. .
Title does not stem from the States because they

have np title.
Confusiori has arisen by reason of the fact that

some of the States have claimed all of the unappro-
priated waters within their jurisdictions to be avail-
-able for appropriation by the public. Those claims,
by the-States are contained in constitutional provisos

or in acts by the State legislatures. Relative to a
statutory provision respecting the claim that the
waters on the public lands were held for the public
to be appropriated, the State of Utah said this on the

subject:

The statutory declaration that "the water of all
streams and other sources in this State. . .is
hereby declared to be the property of the
public- does hot vest in the state title or ownership
of the water as a proprietor. It is a community
right available to all upon compliance with the
law by which that which was once common to
all may be brought within the domain of private
and exclusive possession and ownership, [Em-
phasis supplied)"

There can be little doubt that a comparable claim
made by the State of South Dakota, that all the
waters within the State are "the property of the
people of -the State,- would, likewise be interpre-
ted," It is essential here to emphasize the fact that, as

has been determined by many States, the declaration
that the unappropriated rights to the use of water are
open to appropriation under State law is a Police
regulation and not a claim of ownership as a
proprieter,

On thc Flathead Indian Reservation, situated in
Montana, an issue arose as to whether the disclaim-

ers, adopted by ,both South Dakota and Montana,
would have application to right to the use of water.
The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit said that

the United States was a trustee and held the "legal
title to the lands and waters for the bffnefit of the
Indians." Continuing, the court of ap*ls said this

about the rights to.the use of water on the Flathead
servation: "Being reserved no title to the waters

ould be acquired except as specified by Con-
resi" IS

Wrathall v Jackann, 86 Utah 5(1,'40 2d 775, 777/(1935)

South Dakota Compiled Fewt, 1967vril 13, am, 46 1.1
Umted States v McIntire, 101 12d 650, 611(CA 9, 1919)

1,1

Prpiland CeMent Co , 2

712 (1908), 913 Par: .108)

4.
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Having r erred specifically to the Enabling Act
and the Co7lstitution of the State of Montana, which,
as has bee stated, are virtually identical with. those
of the State of South Dakota, the court of appeats
furttter ecIared: "the Montana statutes regarding
water lights are not applicable, because Congress at
no te has made such statutes controlling in the
resei4ation."

S n after the McIntire decision, the Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reviewed the issyes in
the/ case of Montono Power v. Rochester, which

ewise arose on the Flathead Reservation." Cogni-
ce was taken by the court of appeals that the Hell

Gate Treaty of 1855, between the Siilish and
Kochenai Indians, who occupy the Flathead Indian
R rvation, and the United States established that
th Salish and Kootenai Indians iield title to half of

bed of Flathead Lake. The court referred to the
ell Gate Treaty, saying that it "reserved for the

exclusive use and benefit of the tribes a large tract of
land the northern boundary of which bisected
Flathead Lake. . . ," The court of appeals further
declared:

We do not believe the question is one of state
law. . .[T]he treaty leaves no room for doubt
that the" government chose to hold the entire
area, submerged lands no less than -uplands, in
trust for the Indians rather than for the future
state to be carved out of the region."

The court reviewed the history of the State of
Montana in great detail and quoted the Enabling Act
provision which provides that:

until Indian title had been extinguished, Indian
lands shall remain under the absolute jurisdic-
tion and control of the Congress of the United
States; [It then added] So far as we are advised,
the beneficial ownership of the Indians in the
bed and shores of the lake has not been
extinguished tly the Government."

In succinct terms, the court in Rochester declared:

It is inadmissible to suppose that the United
States having agreed to hold this area in trust
for the exclusive use and benefit of the Indian
tribes, intended to put the tribes at the mercy of
the future state. . . . '3

Id. at 654
" 171 F 2d 1119 (CA 9, 1942)

Id. at 190, 91
" Id, at 192
" Id,
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Again, in regard to the State of Washington, the
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reviewed in
depth the immunity of the Indian lands and rights to

, the use of water from State control. On the subject,
the court said this:

the right to the use Of that quantity of water was
for the reasons previously indicated originally
the exclusive property of the United States as
trustee for the Indian tribe. No portion of that
volume of water or of the right to use thereof,
was open to itppropriation. . .under state
law. . .

It is particularly important that the Supreme
Court has denied that the State of Arizona has any
'jurisdiction over Indian rights to the use of water."
There the Supreme Court gave "short shrift" to the
claims that the State of Arizona had, in some
manner, acquired jurisdiction over the rights to the
use of water in the Colorado River in regard to
Indian reservations." It is also of interest that in
applying the disclaimers to Indian reservations, the
Couri of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit made them
applicable to boundary line lands claimed for the
Lummi Indian Reservation on Puget Sound."

What has been said in regard to the impropriety of
negotiating with the States of Montana, North and
SoUth Dakota, and Washington is equally applicable
to the States of Idaho, Wyoming, Arizona, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, and others. Manifestly, the term
"negotiate" contemplates a "give and take." Under
the proposed arrangements, the Indians are expected
to do all the giving and the States to do all the
taking,

Indian-Federal Resolution of Indian
Rights Required

There is a pressing need for' a resolution of the
conflicts in regard to 'Indian water rights. For
example, it has been estimated that there are approx-
imately 34 billion tons of coal underlying the
Yellowstone River basin coalfields." Indeed, the
Crow Indian Reservation and the Northern Chey-
enne Reservation have vast quantities of coal that
are subject to strip mining and additional millions of
tons of coal that are subject to deep mining. The
need of those reservations and others to have the
" United States V Alitanum Irr: Dist., 236 FM 321, 340(1956),
" Arizona V. California, 313 U,S, 546 (1963),

Mid, at 599-600.
" United States v. ROrnaine, 255 Fed, 253, 260(CA 9, 1919),
" See note 4, $upra,



issue respecting water rights determined is beyond
question. Confiscation of Indian rights is, of course,
an impossibility at this time, for, as stated above, the
Indians are well aware of the priceless character of
their Winters Doctrine rights.

On every stream system in western United States
On which an Indian reservation is situated, the
United States has violated-Indian rights to the use of
water. Those violations are today ongoing. Hence, it
partakes'somewhat of frivolity to demand that the
Irdians negotiate with the States in regard to the

water requisite for , coal deyelopment while the
trustee is continuing to violate those rights. These
comments, are particularly true in regard to rivers
such as the Colorado, the Rio Grande, the Colum-
bia,,and the San Juan. The violations on the Missouri

River are particularly iniportant at the moment by

reason.of the great pressure for coal development in

all of the States, particularly on some of the
,tributary streams in Montana and Wyoming. Hence,

it is an imperative neceasity that the Indian benefi-
ciaries and the Trustee United States resolve their
differences at the earliest possible moment. To that

end, the required coal to relieve the energy crisis can

be made available and, at the same time, the Indian
rights to the use, of water will not be sacrificed.,
Intrusion of the States into those negotiations would
create tensions above and beyond the serious con-
flicts among the Indian nations and the Federal
bureaucracies, which bureaucracies have, down to
the present moment, violated with impunity the
rights of the Indians to the use of water.
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Energy DeVelopment and Conservation Policies
Affecting Indian Reservations

By Carole Ann Heart*

In order to portray accurately the relationship
between the Federal Government and Indian tribes'
management of their tribal natural resources, it is

important to begin with the first governmental
actions made between Indian tribes and the United
States Government. We are all too aware that Indian
tribes never were guaranteed complete control over
their own affairs for as long as "the rivers flow and
the grass grows." We shall investigate and discuss

.the acts passed by Congress that had a significant :

impact upon Indian control over their natural
resource&

The move of the 'dominant culture westward was
a gradual one, with eastern tribes having first
contact with them. This created the mood for
relationships with the western and plains Indian
tribes. Although Indian tribes were recognized as
having a right of occupancy, the more important fee
title to these lands occupied by Indiana vested first in
the discovering European nation and, after the War
for Independence, in the original United States. Fee
title could not and did not vest in the Indian tribe or
in the individual Indian. The vehicle that allowed
fee title to vest in Indian tribes would not come until
later.

The first of these acts passed by Congress that had
a significant impact on tribal control over their own
resources is the Non-Intercourse Act, passed in 1790
for the explicit purpose of protection and preserva-
tion of Indian occupancrand control over Indian
lands. It was this establishmeni of dual control over
Indian lands that assured that no unjust taking of
Indian lands would occur without express congres-

Ms Heart is director of the Tribal Water Resources °Moe of Tribal
Land Management N'T the Rosebud Sioux Reservation.
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sional consent. This act was also reinforcement fot
the existing trust relationship between the Federal
Government and Indian tribes.

This fiduciary relationship was discussed lb-length
in the case of Worcester v. Georgia. 31 U.S. (6 Pet.)
515 (1832). The exact wording as enunciated by
Chief Justice Marshall was:

The Indian Nations had always been consid-
ered as distinct independent, political communi-
ties, retaining their original natural rightaas-the -
undisputed posiessors of ,the soil from time
immemorial, with the shigle exception of that
imposed by irresistible power, which excluded
them from intercourse with any other European
potentate than the first discoverer of the coast
of the particular region claimed; and 'this was a
restriction which those European potentates
imposed on themselves, as well as on the
Indians.

The United States Supreme Court in the case of
Worcester held that the laws of Georgia could have
no force and effect on the Cherokee Nation, thus
setting the mood for State relationships with Indian
nations and enforcing the Federal Government's'
trust relationship to Indian tribes.

The General Allotment Act was Passed in 1887
specifically to assimilate individual Indians into the
mainstream of American culture. The, tribal land
base was subdivided into 160-acre plots and assigned

. to heads of households, with the surplus lands
returned to the Federal Government. This action
resulted in the loss of millions of acres of precious
lands that belonged to tribes. This policy of forced
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,assimilation through farming was a disaster because
fanning was foreign and alien ,to.the roaming hands
o plains Indians, wh6 relied upon hunting buffalo,
and other-game for their survival. The concept of

Ab individual land ownership . was also completely
foreign to them. The lack of a built-in inheritande
clause created a mass of problems related to heir-
ship:Indian people have cared httle abeffit wills and
beneficiaries, and we are now able to see in today's
checkerboard.reservations the result of this attitude.

-rIn 1934 Congress passed the Indian Reorganiza-
tion Act, 48 Stat. 987, codified ,at 2$ U.S.C. 476 et
seq., which was designed- for tribes to fully asiert
their poiwers of self-government and tq enforce
tribal sovereignty to a greater degree. In tjoe words
of the sponkor of the bill, sometimes referred to as
the Wheeler-Howard Act:

the'bill seeks further to give the Indians the
control 6f their own affairs and of their own
proptrty; to put it in the hands either of an
Yndian council or in the hands of-a corporation
to be organized by the Indians.

Although congressional intent in the paisage of
these acts was to strengthen tribal self-government,
these congressional policies were viewed by Indian
tribes as conflicting, confusing, and whimsical. The
damage inflicted "brthe Allotment Act would be'
long lasting and irreversible. It created a myriad of
probleths associated with land ownership, heirship
of trust-lands, and control ovey these lands that were
within the boundaries of Indian reservations. Now
the' initoduction of-the Indian 'Reorganization AO

was the vehkle Available for -tribes to gather forces
and combat the ill effects of the Allotment Act and
attempt to consolidate their present communal land
holdings. Reorganization of. a tribal land 'base would

be extrenply ainitehlt for many Indian tribesand a
complete impossibility for some.

By now it had become clear to Indian tribes that
they were the owners and possessors of a valuable
resource, their land and within these tribal lands' the
untapped mineral and water resourees and valuable
farmlands were not yet 'realized. txpertise for
utilization of the Indian ,Reorganization Act will
enable tribes to combat the policy of eradication of a
tribal land base as well as providing a method to
enforce and strengthen tribal sovereignty.

The Indian Financing Act passed in 1974 created

within the Bureau of Indian Affairs a revolving loan

fund for tribes to promote economic developmeut

on their respeedve reservations. Th ine act par(
states:

It is hereby declared to be the' pblicy of
Congress to provide capital on a reimbursable
basis to help develop and utilize Indian re-
sources, both physical ,and qhuman, to a point
whete the Indians will fullytexercise responsi-
bility for the utilization and management of
their own resources, and where they will enjoy
,a standard of livipg from_ their own productive
effortss eurriparable to ' that enjoyed by pon-
Indians in neighboring communities.

Included in the act were low-interest subsidies,
Indian, btisiness grants, and authorization for ,the
Small Busfness Adminnistration to minister to the
needs of minoritie,s and especially to the needs of
American Indians in their quest for economic, self-
sufficiency. Indian tribes found that the normal
channels' used to get started business were
extremely cumbersome and time consuming and
clearly not meeting the needs of individual and tribal
entrepreneurs.

The Indian Self-Determination and , Education
Assistance Act of January'4, 197 , 88 Stat. 2203, was
passed for the purpose of pronkking self-determina-
tion. The act allowed Indian tribes to contract all

programs originally operated by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and operate these programs- them-
selves, excepting those functions that fall within the
scope of trust responsibilities or rights protection.
The purpose as enunciated by the Congress. for
passage of the act was:

to promote maximum Indian participation hethe
government andsducation of Indian people; to
provide for the full participation of Indian
Tribes in programs and services conducted by
the Federal Government for Indians and to
encourage the development of the human re-
sources of the Indian people.

If the goal of Indian self-determination is ultimate-
ly realized, then Indian' tribes can fully operate all

programs' presently operated and controlled by the
BIA: This can be another vehicle that Indian tribes
can use to gain comPlete control over their own
affairs and have a coMplete voice in their own-

government.
In the context of the preservation of tribal natural

resources, the cornerstone is the Winters Doctrine,
Which sup/Ports and reinforces Indian,,,water rights.
Winters v United States, 207 U.S. 564 (1908), dealt

9 "u
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with the misappropriation of water from the Milk
River abovestream from the Fort Belknap Indian
Reservation in Montana. The Supreme Court held
that Indian tribes have prior and superior ' water
rights to - streams and rivers traversing through,
upon, or adjacent to th6r reservation, and this water
can be used for present and future beneficial uses,
including all the acreage that is "practicably irriga-
ble." This case forms, the legal basis for all Indian
watei. rights.

, Preliminary reconnaisance studies have been com-
pleted that show a lack of coal deposits and other
valuable mineral deposits on the reservation. There
has been shown to be a large source for geothermal
energy development on the northern borders of the
reservation. The tribes' most valuable asset is water.
Tribes have been forced to live with the interpreta-
tion of Winters. that "if you don't use it, you lose it,"
in reference to their water rights.

One method of evaluating the amount of water
needed for each reservation can be determined by
the wording of Winters, which refers to all land that
is "practicably irrigable.", Although -this is one
definition, there are a vase amount of determinants
that can be used to determinethe amount of acreage
that can be irrigated. The Rosebud Sioux.Tribe has
recently completed Phase HI of a series of water
inventory studies that propose to do a physical
inventory of reseryation lands and water, resources
and to, determine the present uses of existing land
and water resources and projections for these uses to
the year 2020.

If the Rosebud Sioux Tribe is to develop to its full
economic potential, it is of utmost importance to
have an adequate supply of water for all the future
uses. As far as domestic water 'uses are concerned, 95

thpercent of all hoes on the reservation now have
running water and electricit fy/. The standard of living
for Rosebud people has been upgraded within the
last 10 years. The unemployinent rate for reseiVation i

tiis 49 percent. It is the go 1 of the Rosebud SiOux
Tribe to decrease this rate over a period of 10 years.
Water development is flosely intertwined with .
attempting to increase the number of jobs on the
reservation while still retaining the natural beauty of
the reservation and co 1- plying with environmental
quality gtandards again1, pollution.

Water Right7svrioble s
Th e issue of ater/rig s and water development

has become very imp ant in this campaign, with
each candidate outlin. g his goals for water develop-
ment within the State and how he will deal with the
Indian water. righis "problem." The pressure is

/mounting forl Indian tribes to enter into the negotia-
tion process over water rights to the MISSouri, River.
Several meetings have been held before the State
legislative reseirch council With the Indian tribes on
whether each of the individual tribes is prepared to
enter into the negotiation process. Thus far, 'only one
tribe has expressed a willingness to do' so. ,The

,

Socioeconomic Impact of Water
Development on the Rosebud
Reservation

Indian tribes are unique and different from each
other, each having their own language and customs
and at times a different tribal way of looking at
policigs and their relationship to the Federal Gov-
ernment. Thellosebud Sioux Reservation is located
in south-central South Dakota and closely related
and allied with the other Sioux reseivations in South
Dakota, each speaking one of three dialects of
Lakota. In 1889 the boundaries of the ieservation
encompassed all of Todd, Mellette, Tiipp, and
portions Of Gregory and Lyman Counties, a total
acreage -of approximately 7,700 square miles or
almost 5 million acres of land and water.' With the

. Kneip, 430 U.S. 584 (1977), the
recent decision rtde by the Supreme Cou in the
case of Rosebud
reservation boundaries have been diminished to
include only Todd County or approximately 680,000
acres.

Income generated from tribal ranching operations
and leasing permits has-increased within the last feyfr
years. In 1952 the combined tribal income from
these operations was $83,652; it increased to
$490,000 in V 1970. Cattle ranching is the major
agricultural endeavor, with feeder cattle being the
main product sold. Within the study area 65 percent
of the land is used for range purposes and 35 percent
for agricultural. In 1972 there were 3,955 stock
ponds 'find 35 lakes and reservoirs within the five-
county area. It is evident that the Rosebud ioux
Reservation is dependent upon agriculture and the
attached 4ater uses.

Since time immemorial, native peoples have been
tied to water for their survival and this is no less true
for Rosebud Sioux people. The increase in economic
development is directly proportionate to the amount
of water needed for projects.
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majority of the other tribes have, expressed their
unwillingriess to negotiate because they lack ade-*
quate ana accurate information on water on their

respective reservations.
The State of South Dakota has completed the

fin a 1 phase of study for the West River Aqueduct,
which proposes to carry water from the Missouri
River across the entire State to sell to the State of
Wyoming. This is disagreeable to the Indian tribes in

South Dakota and touches upon the legal issue of
who owns the Missouri River water. Thus far the
State is gradually promoting this project, but is
reluctant to begin because of this touchy issue over

water rights.
Another major problem for the South Dakota

Indian tribes is their lack of a representative on the
congressionally created Missouri River Basin Com-
mission. This Commission was created to administer
to the nee0s. Ofjthe Missouri River basin, but an

_

important Jiigredient is input from the tribes in
Montana, Wyoming, and South Dakota, who do
have water tighis claims to the Missouri River.

The, probleM of issuance of water permits-by the
State of South Dakota, to irrigators within the
boundaries of the reservation has 'prompted the
water resource inventories to detemine if any dam-

age is occurring to the Oglala aquifer or to surface
waters traversing through the reservation. All irriga-
tors are required to register and apply to the State
for a permit. There has been a long-standing practice
for the solicitor of the Aberdeen area office to
submit an objection to all permits issued by the
State.

If tribes and Indian people are to receive a fair
market value for their lands, it is essential that the
appraisal show the true yalue of that land, which
includes all surface impOundments and ground wa-

ters. This practjce of appraising land values has not
in the past included the attached water rights. The
question now -aris-es as to rights attached to ground
waters. The Oglala aquifer reaches from
Dakota to Texas, and any wells and irrigat on
systems using the ground water affect the level of

water present in the aquifer. This . is one legal
question that has not been decided.

On January 15, 1975, Interior Secretary Rogers
Morton issued a memo stating that "no tribal
ordinances, resolutions, codes or other enactments
purporting to regulate use of water on reservations
shall be approved." The reasoning behind such a
policy was for the Interior Department to maintain
and preserve uniformity and to eliminate confusion
until the Department issues its own standard water
code. The Rosebud Sioux Tribe has completed a
water code, but is awaiting the decision from
Interior before submitting it for approval.

Possible Solutions to Problems
Possible solutions to the problems plaguing Indian

tribes in the management of their natrual resources
are achievable. Complete and accurate inventories
and surveys of all natural resources are one method

---to know exactly what the tribe controls. Concentra-
tion on training interested Indian individuals in the
area of natural resource managemNtAEI other
administrative areas is essential for control 31. tribal
natural resources. Development qf adequate capital
lc; fund projects that will eventually become self-
sustaining should be the goal of tribes, rather ,than
relying on the good graces of'the Federal Govern-
ment.

p

Becoming aware and having expertise in the area
of land-use planning and management would further
tribal use of natural resources. Zoning ordinances
are another method for controlling the types of
projects and businesses that are implemented on
reservations. If tribes use the tai break that is
allowed, tribes can promote their reservations to
businesses and projects that do "not interfere with
environmental quality standards.

In South Dakota, tribes will have to take a stand
on whether or not they are prepared to negotiate
their water rights or; perhaps, to take the stand of
litigation, which can and will be a lot*, drawn-out
court battle with the chance that it may not be
decided in their favor.
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Impact of Energy Development on Minorities and

Indian People

By bwayrie D. Ostenson*

While the students are attending United' Tr Nes,

they also are receiving instruction in areas other
than the 10 career programs that we havew United
Tribes is designed to assist reservation Indian people

to make the transition from reservation to off-reser-
vation livinv There is a course in personal develop-
ment that all of the students are required to take. We

also have adult education where the students that
have not graduated from high school will have the
opportunity to obtain their OED. To make the
transition to off-reservation living as easy as" possi-

ble, United Tribes has a child-development center,
day-care center, an elementary school, cafeteria,
Indian clubs, 'and we also provide recreational
activities. We have our police security as well.

'United Tribes, along with the 10 career fields, also

houses many special programs: the Indian offender
program, prison parole program, chemical depen-
dency unit, ACTION/YISTA, CETA, minority
business enterprise prograin, equal employment op-
portunity program, and the Indian lignite manpower
program. These programs use both the facilities and
assistance that United Tribes has to offer.

Office and Personal History
The office that we operated our Indian lignite

manpower program from also has other programs
that we are responsible for. They are the equal
employment program and the minority business
enterprise program. In addition to the above-men-
tioned programs, our office is responsible for the
administration of the Minority Contractors Associa-

Mr. Ostenson is the director of the Indian Lignite Manpower Program,

United Tribes Educational Technical Center, Bismarck, North Dakota.

tion and the North Daiota Indian Businessinen's
Association.

Prior to my employment at United Tribes I taught
school for 10 years in various schools in North
Dakota. I am current1y on my fifth 'year with
UTETC. Wben I b,egan ny employm,ent in 1974,

our office Consisted of myself and one secretarY, and
our responsibility was only to assist minorities and
the disadvantaged for training positions in the
highway industry. In 1976 the EEO program was
,expanded and we also started assisting minority
businesses in the State of North Dakota to become

more actively involved in the highway industry. In
1977 we formed the Minority Contractors Associa-

tion, and we also hegan howhipa, the North Dakota
Indian Businessmen's AssOciation. In May of 1978

we consolidated the Indian lignite manpower pro-
gram into our office. The reason for the consolida-
tion was due to the fact that many of the goals and
ohjectives were similar in nature. To prevent dupli-
cation of efforts and competitiveness for the same
persons, it was decided that consolidation 'would be
the logical solution.

Our office staff now consists of six persons: one
person is working with the EEO program, one is
working with the minority businessmen in North
Dakota, one is working with the lignite manpower
program, one person is working half-time with EEO
and one-half with the minority business enterprise
program. We alsO have one secretary and myself
who work with all of these programs.

The lignite manpower program has been in
existence since 1975 at United Tribes. It was created
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because of the increased coal mining actiVity due to
the energy shortage we have in the United States.
With the expected industrial expansion' in North
Dakota, we could foresee a labor shortage. With this
in mind the office was formed with a funding grant
from EDA to take advantage of these job possibili-
ties for our Indian people.

Goals and Objectives
The goals and objectives of our /lignite manpower

program are only two. The first was to conduct a
Manpower survey to determine the labor force we
have on various reservations in western North
Dakota and also in eastern Montana. The second
objective was to reduce the high rate of unemploy-
ment Of the Indian people by satisfying some of the
employment needs of the energy industry.
, Phase one of the goals and objectives has been
reached. A comprehensive, 85-page manpower sur-
vey was compkted on various reservations in North
Dakota and Montana. The results of this survey will
be discussed in the next section of this paper.

, The original estimate of our manpower needs has
been reduced due to the problems that have been
encountered with the coal gasification plants. We
currently have energy powerplants being construct-
ed in North Dakota, and here we have devoted most
of our efforts in our attempt to accomplish phase
twO of our goals and objectives. Significant strides
have been made in this area; however, we still have
a long way to go to make phase two a reality.

Reservation Manpower Survey
At the outset it should be known that most of the

information reported in this section was obtained
from the Reseryation Manpower Survey. ,

The survey disclosed many interesting facts about
the Indian people, theiidiEW of unemployment, and
the labor force that is **able in the Indian
communities. The survey wasa random sampling of
the Indian labor force between the ages of 18 and 46.
There were 735 personal interviews conducted by
locally trained interviewers with reservation resi,
dents. The results reinforced our position that there
is an untapped labor force in North Dakota which
should be utilized for energy-related projects. The
following statistics are some of the reasons for the
need of a program such as the lignite manpower
program that we have at United Tribes.

One of the, most shocking statistics that came out
of this report was, the average income of the Indian
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people on the reservation. Of the 735 interviews that
were conducted, it was found that 29 percent of the
people had incomes of under $2,000. This means that
over 210 Indian people lived under those conditions.
The people surveyed whOse income was under
$10,000 amounted to over 80 percent. I do believe
this statistic alone should be reason enough to have a
concentrated effort to educate, train, and help secure
employment for these persons.

There is another statistic that is a direct reflection
about the situation we have on the reservations in
our area. Of the 735 individuals interviewed, there
was 55 percent either unemployed or underem-
ployed. The breakdown on those figures are as,
follows: part-time jobs, 12 percent; seasonal jobs, 6
percent; and the unemployed, 37 percent. Even
though those figures seem very high, they are
accurate. The Aberdeen area office in May of 1976
reported 38 percent unemployment on North Dako-
ta reservations. Also in 1976, the BIA office in
Billings, Montana, reported an unemployment rate
of 38 percent. These figures support the findings of
the manpower survey. In this day and age, to have
such poverty and unemployment in our great coun-
try is a disgrace to the principles for which we stand.

- There are many more statistics in the manpower
survey that graphically show the wasted manpower
we have and the desperate need to utilize this
resource for the Rocky Mountain region and also for
the people who, in the past, have been denied
employment.

Other Publications
Two other publications have been prepared with

the funding received from the Economic' Develop-
ment Administration. The two publications are the
Career Manual and Retention Study of Indian Em-
ployees in Lignite-Related Industries.

The Career Manual was designed to try to
acquaint people with the various jobs that are
available and to have interest cards attached so that
they could get more information, if so desired. The
Career Manual was to show the opportunities for
Indian people in the construction industry, and
when I looked through the manual did not see one
photograph of a minority working any of the jobs.
When I asked about it, I was told that they didn't
have a minority in one of these positions. RIther
than going into the manual itself, I will enclose a
copy for each participant.



, The other publication, on the retention study, -Was

conducted by a firm named IMPACT', with Weir
office located in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The foun-
dation surveyed 196 pusineth and nonprofit firms in

North Dakota, South Dakota, and Montana, 52
percent of which (102) had Indian employees. These
102 firms employed 570 Indian employees. The
principal investigators concluded that the survey did

not locate management awareness of great difficul-
ties in hiring Indians, nor did it show gross varia-
tions in Indian employee retention compared to non-
Indian employees with adequate skills. It was stated
that in the immediate Bismarck area they inter-
viewed six personnel directors of lignite industry
firms. They found 14 Native Americans currently
employed. In the past 4 years they did not' retain
eight Indian employees. Two were discharged be-
cause of abesenteeism; the other six left because of
better paying jobs.

In general, the analysis of the survey could find
very few problems with Indian employment in the
industry. My conclusion is that a problem does exist.

With the hundreds of individuals those six compa-
nies employ, having only 14 employees who are of.
Indian ancestry, I consider is a problem. If it isn't a
problem to the energy companies, it certainly is a
problem, to the Indian people.

Problems
In this section I will attethpt to identify some of

the problems that we have encountered while
working with the employment of minorities and
women. We will also describe the 'procedures we
have used to deal with those problems. Rather than
grouping all problems into one statement and then
list our procedures, I will individualize each prob-
lem by addressing it separately. The problems are
not necessarily in the order of their importance. It
also should be noted that every person does not have
all of the problems. Some of our people have made
the adjustme'nt into the industry very well and they
havelew or no problems. The following are some of

the major problems-we have encountered. '

Culture
The culture problem is one of the most difficult

areas to resolve. This problem affects most of the
persons we work with. The only way we have found

to resolve this problem is through education. This'
does not mean that we intend to educate only the
minority, but also the employer has to have,a better

understanding of the fhdian ways. The education
process is very slow. It could be the long-range

/solution, and it is the only one that we know of.

The best way that I can give you a clear
understanding of the many problems we face in this

area is to relate sOme of .our experiences we have
had. The first situation was with a young man who
submitted his application for the apprenticeship
program, and he had to go before an oral board
before he was accepted. After the interview this
individual was rejected. I asked why and I was told
that some members on the board did not think he
was truthful in his answers. I again asked why and
found the reason was because our candidate would
not look the board members in the eye when he
answered most of the questions presented to him.
The fact of the matter is that to look an elder in the
eyes is, a sign of disrespect in the Indian society. In
the white world one thinks of a person as untrust-
worthy, sly, or dighonest. Today that same midi"-
date is working for the union and doing an excellent
job. We now tiy to talk to the board members before
they have their orals and explain some of the,
differences that exist between the cultures, so they
will not hold thOse aspects against them.

The second illustration is with a person who "had a

job with a construction company (not an energy
, company). He was fired. In followup, I had 'gone

down and talked to the contractor to find out why
he was released. The superintendent told me that he.
was being lied -to and he wouldn't stand for it.
Shortly after our Indian employee had started work,
he asked to have some time off because his grand-

mother had died.
Later that year he again asked for some time off

because 'his grandmother had died, and at that point
he was fired. In the Indian world, if an elderly
person takes care of you, .she becomes your grand-
mother; The person we were talking about had five
grandmothers, arid the superintendent had never
encountered anything like this before and he
thought it was a lie when, in reality, it was the truth.
This man is currently working, but not with the
same company.

The last situation is one that is very difficult to
deal with, one of having more Indian women
actively involved in the nontraditional jobs. Wehad
a young Indian woman working on a construction
crew as an, equipment operator with our highway
program. This person's grandfather gave her such a
bad time about pursuing that particular livelihood
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that she was left with one of two choices. One, she
could continue on and be disgraced and disowned in
the eyes of her grandfather, or she could quit her
job. She chose to quit her job.

Another cultural difference is that the Indian has
very, very strong family ties, Ifa first cousin were to
die, you would findthat if an individual were forccd
to make a choice between a $10 per hour job or

,

going to the funeral, 90 percent of the Indian people
would go to the funeral. This is very hard for some
people to understand.

The final point I would like to bring out is that the
Indian people take care of their own. In, the old days
if a brave were to go out and shoot r, the only

asthing that belonged to that person we hide. Any
meat he would receive woulti be obtained through
the generosity of his fellow tribal members. The
sharing of the Indian people is unbelievable. If you
see something that an Indian person has and if you
admire it, many times it would be given to you. This,
by the way, is happening less and less as the value of
worldly goods becomes even more important.

Bwks have been written on the different Indian
culttres and I am not going to attempt to go through
evetything, but these are some problems we can
directly attribute to the cultural differences. We are
tryi*o educate people on a one-to-one basis now,
but we hope that, in the future, they will start our
United States history books at the beginning and not
only after the white man came.

Lack of Skills
There are many posiiions in the energy industry

which require certain skills that our clients do not
possess. This can be resolved by on-the-job training
or specified training for one particular job. We have
divided this problem into two sections: short term
and long term.

We have had some experiences with .the short
term. One area we are, working on is trying to' get
our people working on' a' white card. This is not a
good solution, but it does give some of our people a
chance to get exposure into the Induatty. Eveh
though the white-card employees are the first ones
laid off in the fall and the last to be called ba4 in the
spring, it is a start. With a good work record and
experience, they will have a better chance to get into
an apprenticeship program. If it does not help in any
other way, it will give the person a good income for

the time he or she is working.
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Our long-rapge goals are what have the most
potential. We are concentrating our efforts in two
areas. First is trying to get the apprenticeship
programs more receptive, to accepting minorities
and women. Our first concern is getting the appren-
ticeship program managem to accept our applicants.
This is accomplished by many long hours of talks
with various union people. It is very important that
one visits with these individuals with the proper
attitude and approach. We never pressure on our
first meeting with anyone. We try to use the soft-sell
approach. Before you can sell anything to anyone
you have to establish a need; that, then, is our first
steP. We then convince the managers we are there to
help them. This is not a front, as we are sincere
about trying to help each other. After we have, the
acceptance of our people, the next problem is

putting together the package for the application. We
asiist each client in obtaining all the information
needed to have an acceptable package and make
certain it is submitted on time.

The other long-range objective is not concentrat-
ed on the construction of the powerplants, but rather
the operation of the plants. We are very excited
about this objective because these are full-time jobs
that could last for a lifetime. We intend to accom-
plish this by working now with the power compa-
nies and obtain information as to what positions will
be available upon completion. After this information
is obtained, we will try to get a job description and
find out the qualities, they ,demand or at least ate
very desirable. We will try to recruit' interested
persons for those jobs. We will then encourage these
people to obtain training in the areas that would .be
of benefitThe minorities or females will be well
qualified for the jobs when they become available.

Lack of Awareness

Thtr, is a problem with many of our people being
unaware,, f the jobs that really can be had- in the
energy, ind try. As a result of this we have initiated
an awaren s effort to inform people of the opportu-
nities available to them in the industry. We have
developed a very good working relationship with
the North Dakota employment offices, tribal em-
ployment offices, private resource people, and any
other group or organization that deals with the
employment of people. It is necessary to work with
as many different people and organizations to do the
best job possible.



We are also planning to present the job opportuni-
ties to high schools and seniors though direct
presentations or through , career days. We will
distribute the Career Manual as a handout at these

sessions.

Stereotypes
"Indian people ate.lazy drunksIll" This is the type

of statement I hear.from some people or, "They will
work until they get their first paycheck and then
leave." I will be the first to admnit that some of our
people have problems. I do not think we have the
corner on the market. I also have had people tell me
they had a very bad experience with an Indian, and
they weren't real sure if they wanted to take a
chance with another one. These are some of the
reactions that I have actually heard, and I have
never heard anyone say they would not }life a
German, Norweigian, or a Swedish person because

it is easier to pick out a minority because of his or
her color. Another reason is because they think
something is going to happen and they are looking
for it; a person can very easily fall into this:rut.

I had an experience as I was driving down a main
street in a small town near a reservation. I saw an
Indian person sitting on the curb totally inebriated. I
told the individual next to me, "Those are the types
of persons that give Indian people a bad name." He
responded that this was true, but asked if I noticed
the three whites that were staggering down the
street before we came to the Indian. lie was right. I
didn1 think much of the whites, but I especially
noticed the Indian.

I had a contractor come up to me quite angry. He
just had two Indians quit on him, and he wasn't
going to hire any more of those ':ntireliable bums."
We talked and he cooled 1down;'then I suggested
that we do an analysis of his company's employment
records. We conipared all, employed and all people

that had left the company./ We found that 34 percent

of the Indians hired left; he also found that 32
percent of all nonminority people left. In most cases
if a person looks at the complete picture, you will
find that there isn't much difference. People are
people, regardless of race or color.

To deal with this problem, we use basically four
methods. The first thing we do is try to get the
company to give an honest and fair evaluation of the
situation, This is fairly effective if you can get the
companies to take the time for such an evaluation.
The second procedure we use is our "company

breitker." When we are confronted with a company
that really has a bad attitude, we try to get one
person on. We have about three individuals that are
great workers, or, as we call them, company
breakers. After a company has one of these individu-
als with them for about a month, we always get a job
order for more Indians. We were told by one
company, "If you can give me two more like him,
we will fire three of our other workers." This
procedure has really helped our credibility. The
third thing we do is screen and evaluate our
candidates very carefully. During the off or winter
season, we interview each person at least twice so
that we can coordinate the person's interests with
the jobs we have available. Placement is also very
important. If you send out one good worker with
two bad, it is quite prObable when ,they return you
will have three bad -workers. If you send out two
good workers with one bad, most of the time you
end up with three good workers. In general, know
your people and remember that the only way you
are going to eliminate the stereotype is to prove it on
the job.

The last thing we do to increase retention is care.
We have a followup or on-the-job counseling pro-
gram where they know that someone ii concerned
and that we care about him or her as a person. The
biggest mistake many organizations make is they
place them and then forget them. We also, while
visiting with our dandidates, try to resolve any
problems they might' have about the job. If we caret
solve the problem, they at least feel better just telling
someone about what was annoying them. It is also
very important not to overdress or they won't even
talk to you. I don't want you to think that by our
using these methods that we don't have problems:
We still lose some people, but our retention is much
better.

There are other problems we have that we are
faced with that I will not address at this time.- They

are housing, relocation, and other such problems
that-develop whenever you have a large operation
such as this.

Summary
Education is the key to %solving most of the

problems that exist. We have been trying to educate
as many as we can on a small scale. With our small
office we did manage to place .182 people in either
the construction or energy industry this year. I am
confident that by the end of the year we will have
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placed 200 or more persons in good-paying jobs.
The breakdown on these jobs 'is 139 through our
highway program and 43 through our EDA pro-
gram. The EDA placements were made from June
or basically in 4 months. We did not 'get our
program operating in time to take `advantage of the
apOrenticeship this year. 'We are proud of the
placements, but we are looking forward to a much
better season next year.

Our office feels very strongly about having a
person or company work with you because they
want to, not because they have to. Keep in mind that
many Of the people have worked very hard to get
where they are today, and nobody likes to be forced
into anything. Establish a need and also give a
possible solution, expand communications, and I am
certaffi that you will increase participation. When
you have to enforce the law and demand participa-
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tion to the fullest, use both methods. But put them in
the proper sequence. By having the proper ap-
proach, attitude, and open communications, I am
confident you will fmd pleasing results. The bottom
line is that there will be more minorities and females
employed.

I would like to take credit for what our office has
done, but I can't. The staff in Oui office is what
makes our operation work. It is nice to work with a
group of people who are not restricted to an 8-hour
day or a 40-hour week. I have never heard the word
"overtime" in our office. These people have dedicat-
ed themselves to making other people's lives more
rewarding. If anyone in civil rights is in it for the
money or is not totally dedicated, do 'everyone a
favor and get out-, You would not be helping
yourself and certainly not the people that truly need
your help.



The Minority Enirepreneur
Businesses

By ,,Richard I. Gonzalez*
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Introduction
A few statistics reveal the scope of the economic

disparity between the minority and majority business
communities:

Minority businesses today represent less than 3
percent of all business in this country.

Gross- receipts of all minority small businesses
accouot for less than I percent of the total receipts
of all businesses in this country.

Minority businesses received less than 2 per-
cent 9f the Federal procurement dollar in fiscal

yeAr 1977.
Loans through SBA to minority businesses

represented 12 percent of SBA's total loan portfo-
-- lio as of March 31, 1978.

It is quite obvious from the above statistics that
minority 'Americans are not significant participants
in our economy. It is clear that economic parity for a
major portion of our population is now only a
dream, not a reality. The issue now is, how long

must minority Americans defer their dreams of
economic parity? Energy-industry opportunities for
entrepreneurs in all phases of energy production
could provide tfie answer to this question. Bureau of
Labor statistics estimate that there will be 7,654
construction jobs and 7,251 operation jobs in Colo-

rado by 1985 in electric powerplants, coal-conver-
sion plants, and coal mining. The opportunities are
available. Access through preparation is the key.

M. Gonzalez is executive director of the Colorado Economic Develop-
ment Asiociation in Denver.

ñ Energy-Related

Technical Assistance Provided by
CEDA to Minorities in Energy-Related
Fields

Background of CEDA
The Colorado Economic Development Associa-

tion (CEDA) was created by a group of Denver
banks in 1968 to assist minority businesspersqns to
prepare loan packages, thus facilitating their ability
to obtain loans. CEDA is a priVOte, nonprofit,
business development center, with its :pain office. in
Denver and a branch office in Cheyenne.

CEDA has expanded to include five departments
that, as a unit, provide one-stop service for minority
businesspersons. The departments are:
I. Administrationresponsible for internal man-
agement, budget, Federal compliance.
2. Business Planningprepares loan packages,
business plans, financial statements, and provides
referral service.
3. Marketingobtains contracts from private or
public agencies, finds markets for products and
servicei, prepares bids for obtaining contracts.
4. CCACprovides technical assistance such as
job estimating and scheduling.
S. Business EducatiOnconducts seminars in all
areas of business to assist minority businesspersons to
develop business skills.

CEDA has influenced private and public agencies
to establish minority goals and has maintained ,
foflowup to assure that goals are met.
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Energy-related business enterprises that have or
will receive CEDA assistance are:

Petroleum industrycoal extraction, oil distribu-
tion, drilling fluids supply, hauling oil lubricants,
soil sampling, drilling, etc.
Solarmanufacturing solar equipment,- installing.
solar collectors.
Winterizingidsulation, caulking.
Alternate sources of powergeothermal conver-
sion, methane conversion, wind-generated power,
coal gasification.
Technical assistance provided to minorities in

- setting up businesses in energy-related gelds, or in
contracting/subcontracting in any of the energy
areas, is basically the same assistance provided to all
CEDA clients. Depending on the general nature of
assistance needed, one, two, or all three of CEDA's
departments will address specific client needs. That
is, if a client plans to go into an energy-related
business, the Business Planning Department would
assist in preparing the loan package, determine the
best source for monies, accompany the client to the
bank, and provide followup advice, as necessary.
Referrals are made to bookkeepers and accountantS
should the client's business undertaking warrant this
expertise.

The Marketing Department assists in bid prepara-
tion for contracting jobs, provides marketing and
feasibility studies, procurement assistance, construc-
tion engineering expertise in bid preparation, esti-
mating, and scheduling. The staff presently has the
capability to furnish, or has access to, sophisticated
technical information in any energy-related enter-
prise that a client may wish to consider.

The Business Education Department conducts a
series of classes geared to helping the minority
businessperson overcome obstacles to succeeding in
business, gaining knowledge and ability in business
matters, and obtaining skills needed to bid and
secure contracts. Presently none .of the classes has
been aimed specifically to energy-related businesses,
but should the demand become sufficient, such a
class or classes would be offered, The Business
-Education Department also acts as a resource center
and has available brochures, pamphlets, and books
covering a wide range of business matters. The
resource center includes a referral service, through
which a client may be placed in contact with a
professional who can address his or her specific
needs.
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Problems Encountered by Minority
Businesspersons in Attempting to
Set Up Energy-Related Enterprises

The problems encountered by minorities in at-
tempting to set up energy-related enterprises, or to
enter the energy field on a contract/subcontracting
basis, are essentially the same as those traditionally
encountered by minorities in seeking entrance to the
general business , world. New barriers have arisen
that are particular to certain energy areas, such as
the oil industry. A summary of problems with which
CEDA staff has dealt in assisting clients follows:

Lack of Capital minority businesspersons gener-
ally do not have sufficient capital to enter the energy
field on a profitable basis.

Lack of Expertise minority entrepreneurs are.
basically uninformed as to opportunities in the
energy field and do not generally have the education
or expertise to enter the field at a high professional
or financial level.

Inability to Obtain Bonding due to insufficient
capital, many minority businesspersons are unable to
obtain bonding.

Access io Marketable Products minorities do not
have adequate access to component energy-related
products (such as sorer panels), which would enable
them to create a total product. Part of the reason for
this is that many private industries, particularly
those involved in oil distribution, maintain a pricing
structure that disallows competitive bidding,

Buyer Resistance energy material supply compa-
nies are not getting enough work from the oil
companies. Companies have traditionally dealt with
certain supplies and are unwilling to change.

External Means of Enhancing
Minority Participation in Energy-
Related Enterprises

All of the above-mentioned enterprises, even with
their inherent problems, would lend themselves to
minority participation were some of the obstacles
overcome through organized effort and legislation.
Such efforts would include:

1. Amend the Miller Act to lift the threshold
when a Government contract requires bonding.

2. Encourage and develop bonding pools that
would provide bonding capabilities for "high-risk"
minority ,businesspersons.

,(3. Encourage formation of MESHICs (minority
enterprise small business investment company),
which would give minority firms access to a



majority firm's bonding capacity, establish equity
capital financing, and possible revolving line of
credit.

4. Lobby for amendments in the tax code to
provide, additional tax incentives to encourage joint
venturing with minority entrepreneurs.,

5. Allocate funding for business development or
expand SBA business opportunity loans.

6. Encourage well-known manufacturers to faci-
litate dealerships and distributorships to minority
vendors.

7. Develop alternate forms of surety, such as
letters of credit and cooperative bond pools.

8. Subsidize professional training that would
prepare minorities to enter energy-related fields.

Summary
Tremendous opportunities will be available in our

region in the energy field. In order for minority
entrepreneurs to.benefit from this economic inpetus,
the way must be paved for them to have equal
access. Government agencies, energy-related indus-
tries, and minority organizations must provide the
vehicle through which minority entrepreneurs and
professionals can acquire the means of developing,
manufacturing, and distributing in every phase of
energy production.

1,
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Council of Energy Resource Tribes and Resource
Development on Tribal Lands

By Theodore Reynolds Smith*

Background
The Council of Energy Resource Tribes (CERT)

is a nonprofit organization representing 25 American
Indian tribes thiff own a large share of energy
resources in the western United States. Incorporated
in September 1975, CERT is directed by a board of
directors comprised of the chairmen of the CERT
member tribes. The council's broad purpose is to
promote the generkl welfare of energy-resource
tribes and their people through the protection,
conservation, and ,prudent management of their oil,

natural gas, coal, and uranium.
In DeceMber 1977, with funds provided by the

Economic Development Administration (Depart-

ment of Commerce) and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (Department of the Interior), CERT's first

step toward the fulfillment of its purpose was
realized with the opening of an office in Washing-

ton, D,C. During March 1978, Federal funding for

FY 1979 activities was secured, which allowed for

program and service expansion. CERT will now
operate two offices staffed by 42 persons: a Wash-
ington office that will serve as an information and
policy assessment unit and a Denver office that will

senie as a technical assistance unit providing assis-

tance to the tribes in the areas of the physical
sciences, education, training and employment, envi-

ronment& and economic analysis, and finantial and
management activities. An organizational chart of

CERT is attached as figure 1.

Theodore Reynolds Smith is deputy director for economic development.

Council of Energy Resource Tribes.
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Energy Production Activities
The CERT tribes collectively own 40 percent of

the country's uranium, 4 peccent of its oil and gas.
and 30 percent of all strippable coal west of th,ti,',1"

Nineteen of the CERT tribes have the
potential for coal development, V, the capacity for
uranium development, and 13 the capacity for oil
and gas development. Currently, three CERT tribes

are commercially producing coal, and three tribes
are producing coal for their own needs; nine CERT
tribes are commercially producing oil and gas, and

three CERT tribes have major uranium production

on their lands. Additionally., 14 tribes are now
weighing the decision either to enter into initial

resource development or ace considering the com-
mercial development of another energy resource.

A list of the CERT member tribes and a map
indicating their locations is presented as figure 2.

In addition to the energy activities being conduct-

ed on CERT tribal lands, there are 445 future
energy-related projects,jving developed on or near
tribal lands within the 10 Western States the tribes

occupy. Eighty-seven of these projects are for future
strip coal mines, 80 are for underground coal mines,

and 11 are for future oil refineries and natural gas
processing and storage facilities; 80 future uranium

mines are planned. Actual production from these
projects is scheduled to occur betweeh 1978 and

1990. Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 show project activity on a
State basis for each of the above energy. sources.

0 4j
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FIGURE 1
Organization, Council of Energy Resource 'Tribes
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FIGURE 2
Members of the Council of Energy Resource Tribes

"lair
22i

1. Acorna (c, u, ge)
2. Blackfeet (c, 0, G)
3. Cheyenne River Sioux (o, g, c)
4. Colville (u)
5. Crovf(C, 0, G)
6. Fort Belknap (c, o, g)
7. Fort Berthold (c, o, g) .

8. Fort Hall (ge)
9. Fort Peck (c, 0, G)

10. Hopi (C)
11. Jernez (ge, u)
12. Jicarilla (0, G, ge, c)
13. Laguna (U, c, ge)
14. Navajo (C, 0, G, U, ge)
15. Nez Perce (c, ge)
16. Northern Cheyenne

(c, u, o, g)
17. Rocky Boy (c, g, u, c)

Symbols
C Coal in production
c Coat known or likely

18. Santa Ana (ge) 0 Oil in production'
19. Southern Ute (Q G, c) Oil known or likely
20. Spokane (U) 'G Gas in production
21. Uintah & Ouray Gas known or likely

(0, G, s, u) Oil shale in production
22. Ute Mountain Oil shale known or likely

23.
(0, G, c, u, ge)
Wind River (0, G, u, c)

Ge
ge

Geothermal in production
Geothermal known or likely. .

24. Yakima (ge) Uranium in production
25. Zia (ge, u) Uranium known or likely

A

Source: Council of Energy Rosour



TABLE 1
Future Strip Coal Mines and Capacities, by State

State

Alaska

NEW MINES

Annual
Number Production,

MMtpy

1

'EXPANSIONS TO
EXISTING MINES

Annual
Numbsc Production,'

MMtpy-
Numbsr

1

TOTAL

Annual
Production,

MMtpy-
Colorado 31 29.7 - 31 29.7
Montana 6 31.0 6 54.1 12 85.1
New Mexico 15 76.7 2 14.6 17 , 91.3
North Dakota 10 58.4 1 4.4 11 62.8
Oklahoma 12 - . - 12 -
Texas 5 23.2 2 26.0 7 49.2
Utah 3 13.0 - - 3 13.0
Washington - - 1 5.0 1 5.0
Wyoming 22 160.7 9 38.3 31 199.0

Total 105 392.7 21 142.4 126 \ 535.1

'Production figure in some cases may include existing production as well as expansion production.

TABLE 2
Future Underground Coal Mines and Capacities, by State

NEW MINES EXPANSIONS TO TOTAL
EXISTING MINES

State
Number

Annual
Production,

MMtpy
Numbsr

Annual
Production,

MMtpy
Number

Annual
Production,

MMtpy

ArkansaS 1 0.2 - 1 0.2
Colorado 46 22 3 - 46 ' 22.3
New Mexico 1

) 0.7 2 0.7
Oklahoma 7 I 0.5 7 0.5
Utah 28 33.3 3 10.2 31 43.5
Wyoming ' 5 6.4 1 0.2 6 6.6

Total , 88 62.7 5 11.1 93 73.8
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TABLE 3
Future Uranium Mines, Mills, and Enrichment Facilities, by State

State Total minas , Total mills or
enrichment facilities

Colorado 30 8

Louisiana
1

New Mexico 12 2

Oregon. 1

South Dakota 1 1

Texas 34 1

Utah 21

Washington 1 1

WyoMing 15 4

Total 115 18

TABLE 4
Future Oil Refineries and Natural Gas Processing an*°Storage Facilities with
Capacities, by State

.o

STATE

OIL REFINERIES

Total Capacity,
projects bpd

NATURAL GAS
PROCESSING PLANTS

Total Capacity,
projects mcfd

NATURAL GAS
STORAGE FACILITIES

Total Capacity,
projects mcf

Alaska 1 30,000 3 2,796,552

California 7 47,500 1 100,000

Colorado 3 9,988
Hawaii 1 8,000

1

Kansas 3 87,130 2

Louisiana 10 641,000 3 2,790,000

Nebraska
1 39,000

New Mexico 5 20,900 1 75,000

Oklahoma 2 15,391 4 213,000 fl

Oregon 1 30,000 1 5,000

South Dakota
400,000

Texas 4 485,000 6 551,500

Utah 3

Wyoming 3 10,400 1 120,000

Total 40 1,385,309 23 6,651,052 6 439,000
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Manpower Requirements
Projecting -the manpower requiretnents these

projects will demand is a difficult task, and current'
employment projection methods are not precise.
National employment projections, therefore, will be
used as employment giowth indicators.

In the General Accounting Office's (GAO)teport
to Congre'Ss, "U.S. Coal ,Development. .Promises,
Uncertainties," it was estimated that between 93,100
and 157,000 new employees would have to enter the
work force to produce the amount of coal projected
to be needed by 1985. To achieve__ the tonnages
projected-for 2000, from 195,200 to 374,600'addition-
al employees will have to enter the work force.

GERT's Technical Assistance
Function

CERT's Denver office will be responsible for its
technical assistance activities. There will be three
areas of specialization aimed at meeting all aspects of
Indian resource management needs; they are aS
fDllows: .

I. Energy development
2. Environment

a
3. Human resource and economic development
In the Energy Division, a team of earth scientists

and engineers will respond to tribal member needs in
the areas listed below.

I. Mining engineering
2. Petroleum engineering
3. Geology
4. Distribution engineering
5. Alternative energy sources
As a complement to the energy development,'

office, the Environmental Division will postiess a
team of specialists who will be capable, of dealing`
with issues related to the following areas.

I. Water resources
2. Forestry
3. A griculture
4. Soils
5. Environmental impact
6. Biological sCiences
The Human Resource and Econbmic Develop-

ment Division will attempt to draw upon the work
of the other two divisions and to provide its own
input in the fields indicated.

I. Education and human resource development
2. MarICet analysis
3. Resource valuation
4. Financial managemept

5. Socioeconomic analysis
6. Industrial organization
7. Management
8. Contract negotiation
Given accesi to these resources, it is hoped that

the member tribes' ability to manage their resources
and to deateffectively with development companics
will be enhanced: I. would like to emphasize that
CERT's role is one of a technical nature and none of
the above expertise js oriented toward advocating a
specific point of view. If a CERT member tribe has
a need in one of the areas mentionedor ima related
fieldthe CERT staff will respond to the best of its
ability; however, all decisions on the course of
action to be selected by a particular tribe are the sole
responspility of the individual tribe. CERT includes
members who are very much opposed to resource
development-and members who are very mUch in
favor of development. Hopefully, we can meat the
needs of each'.

.Social and Economic impacts of
*Natural Resource Development

In the limited, space we have available, it would
not be possible to provide a comprehensive summa-
ry of the problems and benefits associated with
natilral reSource development. We would be fooling
ourselves if we failed to acknowledge the pitfalls

- confronting the tribes who tittively develop their
energy resources. Nonetheless, prudent management
of energy resources does offer hope for some tribes
who suddenly find economic power close at hand,
after more than a century of economic servitude.
Still, the potential pitfalls are many and frequently
surface in unsuspected fashion.

There is little need to dwell on the obvious, such
as the scare of environmentally unsound projects
that can np longer support "meaningful" vegetation
after a major strip-mining operation or the changed
grounCi water flow attributable to removal of subsur-
face conduit strata. As karris Sherman pointed out,
water is dire key to much of what will happen in
energy development in the western 'United States
this is particularly true of 'Indian lands,

Much of the Native, American's way of life is
founded upon a basic way of life where man lives by
communicating with the land. Water is the lifeblood
Of this communication, and if some order of tradi"-
'tional values is to be sustained, then water ,must be
viewed as a resource equally important as coal, oil,
gas, or uranium.

4 25
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At the one extreme, we have the potential of the
boomtown that may have an apparent and disruptive
impact upon a tribe, one from which the tribe may
nevei recover. There is, however, another negative
impact of a more long-term, subsequent nature. We
must remember that in many cases we-are talking of
a nonrenewable resource when we think in terms 61
.energy resource development. The per capita pay-
ment can be a positive help to a people in need, or it
can be a mind-deadening addiction, which upon
termination can cause serious disruptions in estab-
lished ways Of life. One comes to realize that energy
development must be accompanjed by a balanced
economic'dei/elopment strategy. If a tribe selects to
go with energy development, it should follow up
with development plans that will sustain the inceme
and employment base after the extractive resources
are gone. This requires the "institutionalizing" of
tribal government, the creation of tribal regulatory
agencies, and the development of funding sonices

other than the Federal Government. Taxes will no
doubt have to become a fact of tribal government
life.

It should be emphasized that, even with its
associated problems, development of energy re-
sources is not necessarily bad. Much of the bad that
we associate with resource development is tied more

directly to human involvementor the lack of it
than to the actual development of the resource.
Energy resource development is a low-skill industry

for most employees. Where high-paying, skilled jobs

are available, there are generally very few Native
Americans qualified to step in and compete for the
positions. This situation breeds alienation and dis-

content. Why try if there is no future? This is again a
major challenge for.the CERT effort,

Human Resource Development
Increasing tribal career opportunities and decrees-

.ing
tribal unemployment is primary to CERT's goal

of promoting the general welfare .61 the energy-
resource tribes. This goal presents a complex issue

with a long and varied history of causes as well as
unsuccessful solutions, as can be evidenced by the

current 44 percent unemployment rate for CERT
member tribes.

Two, major and persistent barriers to tribal, em-

ployment have been the lack of job-oriented training

programs .and the general di'srigard by reservation
employers to tomply With Indian preference hiring

rights. These two barriers have acted together 'to
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perpetuate'the high rate of tribal:unemployment. To
the re4ource tribes, the lack of appropriate training
has served to promote Indian unemployment by
allowing the energy industry to shirk its legally
mandated Indian preference hiring requirements by
saying, "There are no trained Indians to employ."
As a result, not only are Indian energy resources
being produced by non-Indians, but a majority of the
jobs created are going to non-Indians as well.

It would be unrealistiC to believe that CERT
could overcome this obstacle overnight. CERT
recogniies that a multitude of programs which have
gone before have only begun to be felt. There are,
however, things that can be done.

To :begin 'with, we will work With the CERT
member tribes to make preference hiring more
effective. Time frames must be developed to place
tribal members in management and technical posi-
tions. The energy apprenticeship training program
for Indians (EAT) his been designed to address
employment barriers by providing a national and
reservation-based mechanism for working with the
energy industry and the Indian people to promote
and develop apprenticeship training opportnnities
for Indians in the energy fields. This proposed action

will be accomplished through national program
activities conducted by CERT and through subcon-
tracting project activities to interested CERT tribes.
The EAT program and its subcontractors will be
responsible for accomplishing ,the following tasks
and objectives:

f, The promotion and development of 10-20
new apprenticeship training programs in the ener-
gy-related fields.
2. The seeking out and placement of 100-200
Indians into registered apprenticeship training.
programs in the energy-related fields.
3. The review and analyzation of existing and
potential apprenticeship training opportunities on
Indian lands that are afforded by energy resource
production and the compiling of such data for
resource publication.
In addition to these requirements, CERT will also

undertake the following responsibilities:
I. To work with the energy-producing compa-
nies and unions located on or near reservation,,
lands who have not previously been involved in
apprenticeship training to promote and develop
Indian apprenticeship training opportunities,
2. To work with energy-producing, companies,
located on or near reservation lands who are



currently involved- in apprenticeship training
projects in an effort to increase their enrollment of
Indian apprentices.
3. To acqutint CERT tribal members with the
opportunities available in the energy-related fields
as apprentices, journeymen, or advanced trainees.
4. To seek out and identify Indian youths, both
men and women, for energy-related apprentice-
ship training.
5. To assist eligible applicaats for program ac-
ceptance by providing the necessary tutoring,
counseling, and other necessary support services.
6. To provide followup services for at least 6
months to placed apprentices in an effort to
maximiie program completion.
7. To provide orientation and technical assis-
tance to CERT tribes and their staffs as necessary.
8. To compile information on apprenticeship
training in the energy-related fields and dissemi-
nate to appropriate educational inttitutions, busi-

ness and industry, and government agencies.
CERT's activities in the human resource develop-

ment area are not limited to the EAT program. A-
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longer term strategy is designed tlt reach down into
the local schools with programs that point to the
rewards associated with careers in the energy field.
Regular visits by successful Native American engi-
neers and professional people will be used to
demonstrate what the future can hold. We hope to
demonstrate that tribal members can have their cake
and eat it toothey can find rewarding, productive
careers and work and live within the tribal context.
We hope to launch an intensive drive to interest
young students in the math and science fields and to
orient them towards viable livelihoods in the energy
field that will benefit both the individuals involved
and the tribe as a whole.

In the community colleges, CERT will work with
teachers and administrators to develop curriculum
that allows for the graduate to meet specific needs in
the energy industry. In order to complement this
educational program, it is hoped that CERT can
serve as a clearinghouse for the placement of
individuals trained in the energy field.
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